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PREFACE

In the considerable literature on prehistoric archaeology that

has accumulated in recent years, covering almost every aspect

of the subject, so far as I am aware there has been no attempt

in this country to bring together and interpret in a single

volume the available material relating specifically to religious

phenomena. There have been and are, of course, many excel-'

lent and quite invaluable regional studies which describe and

discuss much of the data in particular areas and cultures

—

indeed but for them the present volume could not have been

produced. There are also a number of works on various aspects

of prehistory in general, directly or indirectly bearing on

evidence analysed and reviewed in this book to which reference

frequently has been made in its compilation, as will be seen

from the footnotes and bibhographies. Nevertheless, for some

time, and especially when the subject was discussed at a con-'

ference of the Prehistoric Society at the London University

Institute ofArchaeology in 1 95 3 , and at the meeting ofthe British

Association at Bristol in 1955, it has seemed that an invest

ligation ofthe field as an organized whole should be undertaken

in the Ught of the evidence now at hand.

In opening such an inquiry an initial problem was to decide

how the term "prehistoric" should be interpreted, and what

should be the terminus ad quern. To have drawn the Hne at the

invention of the art of writing would have excluded all con-'

sideration of the texts, documents, and inscriptions written or

carved on prehistoric or protohistoric tombs, temples, stelae or

tablets which, particularly for this investigation, constitute an

alWmportant source of information, not only for contemporary

behef and practice but also for their more remote background.

The main purpose, however, of a study of Prehistoric ReUgion

must be an examination of the discipline in its earliest mani/

festations prior to the recording of events in written documents

in sufficient quantity to make possible a precise determination

of their occurrence, chronology and significance through the

13



14 Preface

ordinaxy channels of historical research. Therefore, it has been

upon the Palaeolithic and Neolithic periods that attention has

been primarily concentrated, where no written records obtain.

The term "Neolithic" however, is now exceedingly diffi-'

cult to define and determine as the transition from food/

gathering to food/production certainly was not a uniform and

orderly sequence of events, as was formerly supposed, even

though it may not have been quite so revolutionary as is now
sometimes asserted. Thus, as the use of metals was firmly

established in the Near East at least 2,000 years before

it was introduced into Britain and other outlying regions far

removed from the centre of prehistoric civilization, it is impose

sible to draw a hard and fast line in any chronological sense

between the Neolithic and the Bronze Age in the study of a

specific aspect of prehistory which covers the whole field.

Therefore, I have not hesitated to include the developments in

the second millennium B.C. in the background of the higher

religious systems of the Fertile Crescent and Western Asia, of

India and of pre^Homeric Greece, calculated to throw light on

their prehistoric antecedents, though in some instances the

faiths may have passed into the realms of recorded history.

At the other end of the scale a quantity of material exists

concerning the observable beliefs and practices still, or until

very recently, current in primitive societies on the fringes of

civilization, or in its background, all over the world, many of

which appear to have persisted little changed throughout the

ages. Some of them, in fact, go back apparently to a very

remote period in the prehistory of mankind. In employing

these sources of information to throw light on ancient institu/

tions, customs and traditions extreme caution is needed, fore/

warned by the uncritical theoretical reconstructions of"origins'*

and "developments" ofan earlier generation ofsocial anthropo/

logists. Then general conclusions were drawn from disparate

phenomena, often haphazardly assembled and brought together

on the principle of superficial resemblance, regardless of their

diversities, comparability and provenance.

But notwithstanding these fruitless attempts to produce an
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orderly stratified sequence of cultural and "spiritual" ascent

from savagery to civilization, successive in time and progressive

in development, reasonably reliable first-hand accounts, and

especially intensive studies of existing primitive societies by

properly trained observers for the purpose of ascertaining the

part played by beliefs and institutions in a given social structure

(which happily now are becoming increasingly available),

constitute valuable data for the interpretation of the archaeo^

logical data. Such studies are able to throw light on analogous

activities and organizations, beliefs and practices, and their

significance within living religious systems under conditions

not very different from those which prevailed in prehistoric

times. This is most apparent in the case of the anthropological

evidence derived from existing peoples, like, for example, the

Nilotic tribes in East Africa representing the remnants of the

substratum out of which the higher civilization of the Nile

valley arose, and who have retained in their material and spiritual

culture and linguistic affinities definite links with the prehistoric

Egyptians.

It cannot be denied, then, that the past is contained in the

present, even though the earlier theory of "survivals" has had

to be abandoned in the form in which it was formerly held.

Moreover, while it may be impossible to determine what lies

behind the existing culture in some primitive societies devoid

of any ascertainable history, this certainly does not apply in the

case ofthe ancient civiUzations out ofwhich the higher religions

emerged with their roots deeply laid in a prehistoric past now
in process of recovery by the spade of the archaeologist. Herein

lies the justification for a study along the Hues adopted in this

volume, prehistoric religion having been one of my principal

preoccupations since, after completing my anthropological

training at Oxford, I first became acquainted with ancient

Near Eastern religions forty years ago as a post-graduate

student working under the supervision of Sir Flinders Petrie.

In the intervening period much of the data here reviewed and

discussed have been collected or examined at first hand in

decorated caves and rock^shelters, tumuli and other prehistoric
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sites and excavations (as well as in many museums), especially

in the Dordogne, Ariege and the Pyrenees; in Brittany, Ireland,

Wessex and the adjacent region; in Spain, the Aegean and the

Eastern Mediterranean. As the book has been written mainly

in the excellent Hbrary of the Ashmolean Museum, it has been

possible to consult the original sources with comparative ease,

aided by its efficient staff, who have been always so willing and

anxious to be helpful. While in preparing the text a general

knowledge of prehistoric archaeology has been assumed, I have

endeavoured to make the inquiry intelligible to as wide a range

of readers as possible, without, I hope, diminishing whatever

value it may have for professional archaeologists.

Oxford E. O. JAMES



CHAPTER I

Palaeolithic Burial Ritual

Since of all the mysterious, disintegrating and critical situa/

tions with which man has been confronted throughout the ages

"Heath appearsIP have been the most disturbing and devastating,'

it is hardly surprising that the -earfeftraces of religious belief

and practice should centre in the cult of the dead. Therefore,

an examination of mortuary ritual constitutes a convenient and

appropriate starting-point for an investigation of the archaeo/

logical evidence relating to prehistoric religion, and takes us

back at once to a remote period long before the arrival of Homo
sapiens on the human scene, or even of his predecessor, Homo

neanderthalensis.

THE CULT OF SKULLS

rChoukoutien

In the caves at Dragon/bone Hill near the village of Choukou/-

tien in China, about 37 miles south-west oi Peking, fossil

\
hominid teeth were found in Middle or Lower Pleistocene

,
strata in 1922, but it was not until 1927, on the strength of

\ a very youthful molar unearthed by a Swedish excavator,

\ Dr Bohlin, that Professor Davidson Black announced the

discovery of a new genus of very Early Man, Sinanthropus

\
pekinensis. This event, in addition to the light it has thrown on

human origins, for the time being at any rate may be regarded

as affording the earliest evidence of the ritual treatment of the

dead, since the remains o( Peking Man in the Choukoutien

deposits are believed to be the debris of cannibal feasts. Unfor^'

tunately, the exact age of the strata is as difficult to determine

as is the precise correlation of the phases of the Pleistocene in

China with the European glaciations and interglacials. The
layers being 50 feet in depth, they extend over a very long

period, but the fauna was the same throughout, and as the

17
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bison, mammoth and woolly rhinoceros have not been detected

it would seem to be older than the Upper Pleistocene (Loess)

and younger than the Late Pliocene.^ On Zeuner's calculation

Sinanthropus is dated "in the neighbourhood of 500,000 years''.^

The crude pebble and flake implements that were scattered

through the caves had affinities with their Clactonian counter^

parts in Europe and the Soan artifacts of North-'west India. If

the industry that takes its name from the East/'Anglian^type

station was an offshoot of the Choukoutien^'Soan prototype, as

has been suggested, it may have flourished in its original form

in China in the Middle Pleistocene contemporary with the

Javanese deposits.

So far as the skeletal remains are concerned, with which we
are here primarily concerned, since the discovery of the molar

in 1927, fragments of human skulls of at least fourteen indivi/

duals of varying ages have come to light with teeth and pieces

ofjaws belonging to more than forty persons, together with a

few long bones. These in their general features conform to those

of the pithecanthropoid type of hominid, familiar in the

notorious Pithecanthropus erectus^ the so'-called ape^-man of

Java, and the subsequent Javanese examples of the species.^

They are, therefore, proto^Neanderthaloid just as the imple^

ments foreshadow the Mousterian flint tradition. The bodies

had been decapitated after death, buried until they had decom/

posed, and the heads were then carefully preserved for ritual

purposes, doubtless, as in Borneo today, because in them it

was supposed that soul^'substance resided having the properties

of a vitalizing agent.* As the skulls show signs of injuries they

may have been those of victims who had been killed and their

crania broken open in order to extract the brain for sacramental

consumption. If this were so, probably they represent the

remains of cannibal feasts, organized cannibalism in that case

having been an established feature of the cult of the dead in the

Mid^Pleistocene in North China in which the cutting off and

preservation of the head, skull or scalp was a prominent feature

during or after the sacred meal, either to extract its soul/

substance or as a trophy.
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Monte Circeo

That this practice was widely and persistently adopted in

prehistoric times, doubtless for a variety of reasons, is clear

from the numerous skulls and headless bodies that have been

found in Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and NeoHthic sites. ^ An
interesting and significant example is that of a Neanderthal

skull discovered in 1939 in the grotto at Monte Circeo on the

Tyrrhenian coast of the Pomptine Fields within a circle of

stones in a small inner chamber. Bones of deer, horse, hyena,

elephant and Hon were on the floor and heaped up round the

walls in piles, and on the floor beneath the cranium were two

fractured metacarpals of an ox and of a deer. The skull showed

signs o{ having received a fatal blow on the right side of the

temple, and at its base the foramen magnum connecting the

brain with the spinal cord had been cut away after death,

probably to extract the brain.

\ It would seem, therefore, that here we have the trophy of

a Neanderthal man who in the last glaciation, after having

been murdered or killed by a serious accident perhaps 70,000

to 100,000 years ago, was deposited ceremonially in a cave used

for ritual purposes as a sacred ossuary. It would appear further

that the brain had been extracted and eaten to imbibe its

magico^religious quaHties very much as in the Ngandoeng

terraces of the Solo river in Eastern Java (which may correspond

in time to the Riss^Wiirm Interglacial in Europe) skulls appear

to have been hacked open, possibly at a cannibal feast, and

subsequently used as bowls. ^ Thus, in an Upper Palaeolithic

cave at Placard, Charente, drinking cups made from the

upper part of the vault of human skulls occurred in the

Magdalenian and Solutrean layers.' At Krapina near Zagreb

in Croatia in a Mousterian deposit on a terrace which also

belongs to the Riss-'Wiirm Interglacial, a quantity of human
and animal bones occurred in a fragmentary condition,

some having been split open to obtain their marrow and

charred, suggesting the rem^ains of a cannibal feast. One of the

skulls contained artificial cuts, the result doubtless of a deed of

violence. ^
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Ojnet

The most convincing evidence, however, comes from two

deposits near Nordlingen in Bavaria, where in a spur of the

Jura known as Ofnet, and assigned to the MesoHthic period

after the last glaciadon, a nest of twenty^seven human skulls

was found in a group embedded in red ochre, the skulls looking

westwards. A few yards away was a second identical group of

six skulls. In some of them the cervical vertebrae were still

attached, and from their condition the heads must have been

severed from the body after death with flint knives, and

ceremonially preserved when they had been dried. As those in

the centre were more tightly packed together and crushed, it

seems that they had been added one by one from time to time.

Since some of them were brachycephahc and others dolicho-'

cephalic they must have belonged to two distinct races, the one

broad^'headed and the other long-headed, probably survivors

of the soz-called "Briinn race" from the Upper Palaeolithic.

Twenty were those of children ornamented with snail shells,

nine were ofwomen with necklaces of deer teeth, and four only

were of adult males. ^ To explain this high proportion of

women and children it has been suggested that they were the

victims of an attack in which most of the men escaped, leaving

the women behind to be decapitated. This hardly accounts for

the ornamentation of the skulls with shells, the burial in red

ochre, and the provision of all but one of the men with their

implements, and signs that fires had been lighted near them.

From the equipment it would seem more likely that some

particular significance was attached to the skulls, whether the

victims had been killed en hloc or singly, and so they were treated

as trophies comparable to those collected in head^hunting

expeditions in Borneo and elsewhere in modern times.

In the grotte de Trou/Violet at Montardit a fragment of a

skull from which the flesh had been peeled off, together with

a few small bones and a number of pebbles arranged in the

form of a human body, may have been in the nature of a

cenotaph commemorating some notable person, the head being

the object of veneration. ^° In the pre^pottery levels at Jericho
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seven skulls in varying states of preservation have been recently

discovered with features moulded in plaster and shells, includ/

ing in one case cowries and in the others flat shells in two

leaves, separated by vertical slits to represent the pupils of the

eyes.^^ Here, again, some form of trophy, or object of worship

possessed oi^ great potency, is suggested. For the same reason

animal heads were interred, it would seem, as, for example,

those of bears in two Mousterian caves at Drachenloch in

Switzerland, collected into groups and orientated in stone cists

covered with a rock slab. At Petershohle near Nuremberg

bear skulls were erected in niches along the walls of a cave of

the same period, and on a stone platform, while in Austria at

Drachenhohle in Styria fifty^four bear femurs were orientated in

another Mousterian site.-^'- Doubtless it was the great strength

of the bear that caused it to become a cult object at a very early

period, and as this was likely to be concentrated in the head it

would be the skull that would be preserved and venerated.

CEREMONIAL INTERMENT IN THE MIDDLE PALAEO/
LITHIC

Le Moustier

It was not, however, only the cranium that was ceremonially

treated after death in Palaeolithic times. Thus, at Le Moustier,

the site that has given its name to the characteristic industry of

the last group of flake tool^-makers in the middle of the Palaeo^

lithic, situated near Peyzac on the right bank of the Vezere in

the Dordogne, the skeleton of a Neanderthal youth was dis^

covered in 1908 under fragments of animal bones. It had been

placed with the back upwards, the forearm under the head,

which rested on a pillow of flint flakes. Near the left arm were

a fine Acheulean hand/axe and a scraper. In the grave were the

bones of the wild ox, charred and split, suggesting the remains

of a funeral feast.
^^

La ChapelleyauX'^ Saints
"^°"

The similar interment in a small low^'roofed cave near the

village of La Chapelle/aux/Saints in the department of
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Correze lay in a pit dug in the floor surrounded with flints

which included excellent scrapers and quartzite and crystal

flakes of various colours. Near the hand was the foot of an ox,

and behind it part of the vertebral column of a reindeer. Above
the body, which had been buried in the contracted position,

the earth contained broken bones of the woolly rhinoceros,

bison, horse and ibex, together with Mousterian implements.

Near the skeleton was the leg of a bison buried apparently

while the flesh was still on it.^* Some of the flints were broken

near the point, probably in the process oi splitting the long

bones of the animals to extract the marrow^^ consumed at the

funerary feasts held in the cave. Judging from the quantity and

variety of the bones, these must have been considerable and

could hardly have been confined to the time of the interment.

La Ferrassie

In a cave at La Ferrassie near Les Eyzies in the Dordogne the

remains of a man and a woman occurred, the head and

shoulders, the right leg and the left forearm of the man having

been protected with slabs of stone and covered with bone

flakes. In the trenches near by lay the remains of two children,

while those of a baby were found under a tiny mound. A
fourth child was buried in a grave in the floor and covered by

a stone with artificial cup-'markings on it. All the skeletons,

which may represent members of one family, were orientated

east to west, and associated with Mousterian implements. In

front of the graves of the children a ditch containing bones and

ashes (perhaps those of an ox) may have been a funerary

deposit. ^^

The care bestowed on the disposal of these bodies leaves litde

room for doubt that a cult ofthe dead was definitely established

in the Middle Palaeolithic, though, of course, it was only in

districts like the Dordogne where caves and rock/'shelters were

readily available that intentional interments have survived the

ravages of time, weather and wild beasts. At this stage it may

not have gone further than a belief in human survival under

conditions in which food and implements would be required
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beyond the grave in a life like that Uved before death, for none

other could be conceived. The attitude towards the dead which

found expression in the funerary ritual may have been a com^

bination of respect, fear, veneration and concern for their

wellz-being. All of these, however, presuppose a prolongation

of existence after the dissolution of the body.

THE UPPER PALAEOLITHIC

This becomes clearer in the Upper Palaeolithic with the

arrival in Western Europe of a variety of forms o[ Homo sapiens

of which the Cro^'Magnon type, named after the rock-'shelter

near Les Eyzies in the Dordogne where it was lirst detected in

1868, is the most characteristic in the later stages of the last

glaciation. Nevertheless, as the burials reveal, in addition to

the tall, dolichocephalic, muscular, well-proportioned Cro/'

Magnons there was a shorter rather less advanced type with a

somewhat higher head and broader nose, exemplified in a

skeleton at Combe Capelle, Dordogne, and in Moravia at

Brno (Briinn) and Predmost, where in a collective burial in

a common grave containing fourteen complete skeletons and

six fragments, a third variant occurred with heavy brow^'ridges,

high/vaulted skull and more prognathous jaws. Finally, in the

lowest level of the first of the series of caves at Grimaldi on the

Italian side of the frontier between Mentone and Ventimiglia

—that known as the Grottes des Eiifants—an old woman and

a youth were found in 1901 who differed considerably in their

physical features from the rest of Upper Palaeolithic Man.

The Grimaldi Burials

The boy was about sixteen years of age and lay on his right side

with the legs doubled back under the thighs so that the heels

almost touched the pelvis. The woman was tighdy flexed with

her knees as high as her shoulders, and her feet touching her

pelvis. She was laid to the left of the youth. Round his head

were four rows of pierced shells, and his skeleton was stained

red with peroxide of iron. On the arms of the woman
were shell bracelets. Between the heads lay two pebbles of
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serpentine, another pebble against the jaw of the woman.
The trench had been dug in a Mousterian stratum imme-'

diately below the first Upper PalaeoHthic level to which the

grave belonged. The heads were protected by a flat stone

supported by two others, and the space between them was

filled with peroxide of iron. ^^ The skulls are high and very

dohchocephalic; the nose is flatter and broader than in the

Cro/Magnons, the jaws are prognathous, and the proportions

of the limb bones and the dentition have suggested negroid

affinities. About this, however, expert opinion is divided, and

the Grimaldi remains may be merely a variant of the Combe
Capelle and Predmost types, or possibly of the Cro^'Magnon

variety of Upper Palaeolithic Man. Thus, a somewhat similar

skeleton was found in 1927 at La Geniere in Ain, and Keith

maintained that the relatively greater length of the forearm and

shin as compared with the upper arm and thigh respectively

was a recurrent feature in Cro-Magnon skeletons. -^^

In the stratum above this burial were the remains of a very

tall man of normal Cro-Magnon type in the extended position

with his forearms drawn up, bringing the hands to the level of

the neck. The head had a similar crown of shells to that on the

youth below, and about its thorax was a quantity of shells

which apparently had been fixed to a sort of apron made

perhaps of hides. Over the body stones had been placed and

the head rested on a block of sandstone reddened with ochre.

On the hearth on which it was laid were rough hmestone and

quartzite tools. Above this came the two young children clad

in a shroud composed of nearly a thousand Nassa perforated

shells. From this interment the cave has been named. Nearer

to the surface were the mutilated remains of a woman which

appear to have been re/buried and surrounded with trochus

shells.
^^

The adjoining Grotte du Cavillon, the fourth in the series,

contained 7,868 marine shells (^Nassa neritea) of which 875

were pierced. Of these over 200 were about the head of a

Cro/Magnon man in the contracted position. The skeleton

was covered with powdered haematite so that it was coloured
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Fig. I. Collar on a skeleton from Barma Grande, Mentone

scarlet. On the cranium was a fillet of scashells, and twenty/

two perforated canine teeth of deer were near the frontal bones.

A bone^-point made from the radius of a deer lay across the

forehead, and two flink flakes against the occiput.-^

At Barma Grande, the fifth cave, the bodies of a tall man,

a young woman and a boy occurred in a grave lined with red

ochre. The male skeleton, which lay on its back with the head

resting on the thighs, was adorned with Nassa shells, the canine

teeth of deer and a fish's vertebrae, all perforated, together with

ivory pendants, a necklace and two large perforated cowries

(^Cypraea niilleptmctata), originally apparently a garter.-^ The
female was similarly ornamented and in her left hand she held

a flint knife, 26 centimetres in length. Beside her, also lying on

his left side, was the boy, whose head was covered with fish vertex

brae and Nassas divided into groups by deer teeth (Fig. i) . Above
these remains, towards the back of the cave, were two skeletons

in the same extended position with an array of Nassa shells,

deer teeth and pendants of ivory disposed about the bodies in

similar fashion. All these lay in a trench filled with red ochre

and were covered with it. Finally, in the sixth cave, Baousso

da Torre, a shell collar, a fillet and a girdle with shell pendants

recurred in a disturbed burial. Two other skeletons were found

in this cave, one of which had been sprinkled with ochre.

Pauiland and other Upper Palaeolithic Sepultures

The custom of burying the dead in a deposit of ochreous earths

was widespread in the Upper Palaeolithic. Thus, as far from

the Italian riviera as the Gower coast of South Wales a skeleton
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of this period, long known as the "Red Lady of Paviland",

was discovered by Dean Buckland in 1822 buried in red iron

ore which had coloured the associated objects. These included

a number of Pleistocene animals such as mammoth, woolly

rhinoceros, reindeer, bison, hyena, horse and cave bear, together

with a quantity of Aurignacian implements and other objects

in bone and ivory, and pendants in the form of beans. By the

side of the body were small shells (Neritea littoralis) and the

head and tusks of a mammoth. Only the limb bones of the left

side of the skeleton have survived and these, now preserved in

the University Museum, Oxford, are thought to be those of a

tall Cro/Magnon male.^^

Between Mentone and Paviland a number of similar burials

have been found in Upper Palaeolithic deposits. Thus, at

Cro-Magnon among the bones of the skeleton which had been

stained red by pieces of haematite were nearly 300 shells, mainly

of Littorina littorea, and perforated pendants. At Brno (Briinn)

immediately above the skeleton were a mammoth tusk and

shoulder/blade, and around it were more than 600 conical

tubes of a fossil shell (Dentalium hadense)^ used apparently as a

breastplate, an ivory male figurine without legs, perforated

disks in bone, quartzite and stone, and three cut from a

mammoth tooth. ^^ The skeleton was coated with an iron

oxide ochreous powder, and the traces of this red colouring

matter occurred on the statuette.

The remains of the tightly flexed body at Raymonden,

Chancelade, near Perigueux in the Dordogne, was covered

with a layer of peroxide of iron and associated with Magda^

lenian implements. Although attempts have been made to

interpret the anatomical features of the skull as Eskimoid, the

skeleton is probably that of a dwarf variety of Cro-Magnon

Man considerably later than the Grimaldi type. 2* Thus, three

skeletons excavated in the valley of the Roc in Charente in

1923 bear some resemblance to the Chancelade remains. It is

cleat from other Magdalenian interments, such as those at

Obercassel near Bonn and at Laugerie^Basse near Les Eyzies,

at Grotte des Hoteaux near Rousillan, Ain, and at Sordes in
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the Landes, that the Magdalenians were not homogeneous. As
an ethnological group they emerged as the consummation of

the Upper Palaeolithic with no less than six phases in their

industry, establishing themselves mainly in France (with the

cave of La Madeleine, Dordogne, as the type station), Spain,

Italy, Moravia and Poland, with local variations in England

detected at Cresswell Crags in Derbyshire, Cheddar in the

Mendips and Kent's Cavern in Devon; while in the Rhine

valley in Holland, the vicinity of Hamburg in Germany, and

in Eastern Europe, independent groups persisted. That they

continued the Gravettian (i.e. the former Upper Aurignacian)

tradition in sepulture as well as in art and blade^'culture is shown

by the recurrence of ochreous burial often in association with

an elaborate shell, bone and ivory equipment, as at Grimaldi,

Paviland, Brno, Hoteaux, Obercassel and Chancelade.

If the Gravettian culture took the firmest root in the Upper

Palaeolithic in Europe, in the second phase of the Wiirm
glaciation the Solutreans from their cradleland, either in the

mountainous country of Northern Hungary or in Northz-west

Africa, established themselves sporadically over Western and

Central Europe. While their composite culture flourished with

its fine pressure^flaking of leaf/shaped points and bas-reliefs in

shallow rock'-shelters, before it was succeeded by the Magda^

lenian, the mortuary tradition continued little changed. At the

type station of Solutre near Macon in Sao ne^et/-Loire were

hearth-'burials varying in size and associated with perforated

shells, pierced phalanges of reindeer, engraved figures ofanimals

in limestone and bone, and the remains of funerary feasts.
^^

Unfortunately we know practically nothing about the circum^

stances and conditions in which a skeleton was found in the

important Solutrean site at Laugerie^-Haute near Les Eyzies,

but at Predmost near Brno there was an intentional burial in

a common grave of fourteen bodies with mammoth bones,

ivory and reindeer/horn artifacts and a flint industry in a

transitional stage from Gravettian to Solutrean. The physical

type hats affinities with that revealed at Brno and Combe
Capelle, and though it may not have been responsible for the
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Gravettian industry, or the introduction of the Solutrean in

Central Europe, it would seem to have been one of the contri^

butory elements in a composite culture. But from whatever

sources the Solutreans and their techniques came, from the few

traces left of their graves they appear to have buried their dead

in the established manner, which included, as we have seen,

a cult of skulls with drinking/cups at the Grotte du Placard,

Charente.

The Palaeolithic Cult of the Dead

Thus, from the available evidence concerning the disposal of

the body under PalaeoHthic conditions it seems that from the

beginning of the Pleistocene period a cult of the dead was

practised which found expression in the preservation of the

-V skull and the extraction of the brain, ceremonial interment in

either the extended or contracted positions with flint imple/

ments, and sometimes animal bones suggestive of a funeral

feast. In the Upper Palaeolithic the body often was deposited

in a grave containing ochreous powder with an abundance of

shells and other ornaments in bone and ivory, sometimes

apparently after the flesh had been removed from the bones,

thereby colouring them red. This widespread custom of coating

the corpse with red ochre clearly had a ritual significance. Red
is the colour of living health. Therefore, as Professor Macalister

has pointed out, if the dead man was to live again in his own
body, of which the bones were the framework, to paint them

with the ruddy colouring of life was "the nearest thing to

mummification that the Palaeolithic people knew; it was an

attempt to make the body again serviceable for its owner's

J use .

Moreover, as blood has been a vitalizing agent from time

immemorial, so certain shells, such as the cowrie shaped in the

form of the portal through which a child enters the world,

seem to have been connected with the female principle and to

have been widely employed as fertility charms.-' It is not

improbable, therefore, that this recurrent feature in Upper

Palaeolithic interments was in the nature of a life-giving rite
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which later found expression in female figurines and other

aspects and symbols of the Great Mother with which the cult

of the dead became associated. Thus, at Laugerie^Basse,

Dordogne, cowries were arranged in pairs upon the body: two

pairs on the forehead, one near the humerus, four in the region

of the knees and thighs, and two upon each foot.-^ Such a

distribution can hardly have been other than for the purpose of

giving life to the deceased rather than for ornamentation.

On the other hand, the suggestion repeatedly made that the

flexing o{ the body symbolized the foetal position of the

embryo and was inspired by the idea of rebirth beyond the

grave is most unlikely, at any rate in Palaeolithic times. That

the prenatal attitude was then understood or that Early Man
would have reasoned along those sort of lines, even supposing

that he had any such embryological knowledge, is highly

improbable. In some cases the binding was done undoubtedly

before rigor mortis had set in, and where this practice has been

adopted by modern primitive people normally its purpose has

been to prevent the return of the deceased to molest the living.

This motive hardly can be eliminated from the Palaeolithic

mortuary cult and may very likely explain rigid flexing and

burying beneath heavy stones, especially when economy of

space is not involved.

Nevertheless, the care taken in the disposal, ornamentation

and protection of the body, and sometimes its re/burial,

together with its equipment with amulets, fires and the means

of sustenance, seem to indicate a respect and regard for the

departed that goes beyond fear. The grave was not so much a

prison in which the dead were incarcerated within stone walls

and made secure from escape by being tightly bound, as a portal

to an after^hfe on the other side of the grave. Even Neanderthal

Man, degenerate though he may have become and doomed to

extinction as a type in the maximum glaciation, had begun to

look forward to survival after death; to a life like that which he

had lived on earth, where he would still need food, tools and

warmth, as he had always required. The Crc/Magnons appear

to have gone a stage further in the development of a cult of
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the dead by resorting to magico/religious devices, such as

surrogates for blood and life-'bestowing amulets, in order to

re/animate the mortal remains.

Side by side with these attempts to secure a renewal of life

in the hereafter there may have been a very real, and perhaps

increasing, fear of the return of the dead to exercise vengeance

and pay off old scores, or avenge any neglect in the due

performance of the mortuary ritual. It is possible that firm

trussing of the corpse immediately after the dissolution may
have been employed as a precaution against "walking", though

the widespread adoption of the contracted position (as distinct

from complete and tight flexion in an unnatural posture) may
have been merely an imitation of that of sleep and rest or

sometimes an economy of space. Among the examples that

have been described, however, those of the "negroid" woman
at Les Grottes des Enjants and the flexed body at Chancelade

are very difficult if not impossible to explain on any supposition

other than that of fear as the underlying motive of this mode of

disposal. On the other hand, the preservation of trophies, as in

the cult of skulls, seems to have been inspired by a desire to

retain a potent relic of the dead, while brain^'extraction was a

means of communion with them, or of imbibing their virtue

and strength.

THE MESOLITHIC TRANSITION

Azilian^ Tardenoisian Interments

That this practice continued into Mesolithic times is estab^

lished by the nests of skulls at Ofnet, to which reference has

been made (cf pp. 20 f). This remarkable ceremonial inter/

ment with its thirty-'three heads embedded in ochre and

ornamented with shells, successively buried in a grotto revealing

a sequence of cultures from the Aurignacian and Earlier Solu^'

trean to the Late Magdalenian and Azilian^Tardenoisian, shows

that the Palaeolithic funerary cult survived unchanged from the

beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic well into the Transitional

period at the end ofthe Pleistocene. Moreover, in addition to this

great ossuary, ten burials, including the remains of twenty^three
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individuals, were discovered in 1928 in another Mesolithic

settlement, that at Teviec oft the Quiberon peninsula in

Brittany. The bodies were crouched in shallow trench graves

near the hearths, accompanied by Late Tardenoisian implex

ments, perforated shell necklaces and bracelets, and covered

with red ochre and stone slabs, over which small cairns were

erected. From the cloak/fasteners it would appear that the

bodies were clothed when they were interred, or re/buried, and

in one case red deer antlers had been stacked over a skull. On
the neighbouring island ofHoedic male skeletons were similarly

crowned with deer antlers.-^ An infant was buried beneath

a hearth at Teviec, and at Mugem in Portugal a number of

burials have been found under the great middens on the Tagus

estuary. In an oval tumulus called Cabe^o d'Arruda on these

marshes were human skeletons in association with marine

shells, a perforated pebble, Tardenoisian flakes and a trapeze. ^^

In Spain near Tres Puntes, Alava, in the neighbourhood of

Vittoria, under a tumulus at a mill called Axpea, a number of

human bones, including the mandibles of five children, were

discovered in 191 8, together with pierced shell beads, ochre

and Late Tardenoisian geometric flints. '^^ At Furfooz on the

river Lesse in Belgium, one of the seven caves was an ossuary

in which the bones of about fourteen skeletons had been

deposited after the flesh had decayed, ^"^ just as at Mas d'Azil

in Ariege portions oftwo skeletons had been treated in the same

way, and painted red after interment. ^"^

Ma^kmosean

Therefore, ritual burial was well established in the Azilian^

Tardenoisian culture soon after 12000 B.C., but no clear evi/

dence has so far been produced of intentional disposal of the

dead, either in the Maglemosean culture, which flourished in

Denmark and along the Baltic coasts about 7000 B.C., or in

that of the somewhat later Kitchen middens near the coasts of

South Scandinavia and the southern shores of the Baltic about

4000 B.C. Thus, no definite burials have been discovered under

the great bog of Mullerup on the west of the island of Zealand,
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or in any of the other Maglemosean sites, such as Svaerdborg

or Holmegaard in the same vicinity, though a few human
bones have been found in the peat at Maglemose.

ErtehsUe

When salt water poured into the Baltic depression to form the

Litorina Sea, near its oyster/beds the people called Ertebelle,

after the name of one of their middens, settled down to a

sedentary life with shell^fish as their staple diet. In the debris of

their refuse they buried their dead in the extended position, and

sometimes surrounded them with a few large stones.^* But

there is no indication of their having practised any mortuary

ritual, or of their having provided their dead with grave goods.

Their outstanding achievement was the production of coarse

and roughly made pots for the storage of food, but although

some of the later vessels at Havnelev near Strandegaard in

South Zealand bore impressions of grain (wheat and barley)

no such imprints, or any querns, occurred in the rectangular

log^houses inhabited by late ErteboUe folk at Strandegaard.^^

The earhest signs of agriculture in Denmark came from the

Solager midden in North Zealand, and from Brabrand in

Jutland in the form ofimpressions ofwheat on potsherds, while

simultaneously the bones of the domestic ox, pig, sheep and

goat appear in the ErteboUe middens. When the middens were

abandoned is uncertain, but it seems that the MesoUthic inhabi/

tants of the region must have been in contact with Neolithic

settlers for some time before the arrival of the megalithic migra^

tion (c. 2300 B.C.), or encamped on sites which had been

occupied previously by foodz-producers who may have come

along the Danube and spread between the Oder and the

Vistula beyond the loess lands until they reached the Baltic

coasts. ^^ In Denmark they continued their tradition of

extended burial in earth graves defined by a ring of small

stones round the body and covered with a large earth mound.

The only stones available being boulders which could not be

split into slabs, the Neolithic farmers were the first group in

this region to erect small rectangular chambers with single
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capstones, known as "dolmens" or dyssers, like those in the

cemetery of Jordansmiihl in Silesia in which Danubian and

northern grave goods were combined.

Danish Dyssers

The origin of these Danish dyssers, however, is far from clear.

That they represent the starting-point of the long and compU/

cated process of megalithic burial in slabz-built tombs and the

associated cult can be dismissed at once. The notion of a

unihneal development from the small rectangular chambers

consisting of about four large stones set on edge with one

larger slab forming the roof, commonly called "dolmens",

through passage^'graves with round or polygonal chambers

leading out of a passage of large slabs and roofed with huge

capstones, and the long galleries with forecourts and side/

chambers, to the great corbelled vaults of Spain and the

Aegean, along the lines suggested by Montelius, has now been

abandoned in favour of a series of movements from the

Mediterranean and Atlantic littoral during the third millen/

nium B.C. making their way northwards to the British Isles

and Denmark, as will be considered in greater detail later

(Chap. III). Thus, the "simple dolmen" often has turned out

to be nothing more than a late fragment or degeneration of an

earlier complex tumulus, and, as Professor Daryll Forde

concluded, the traditional classical typology had begun at the

wrong end.^^

In the light of the existing evidence it seems certain that by

whatever route the megalithic culture was introduced into

Denmark and Sweden, the dolmen tomb^form was the first to

arrive. Although it is true that in the Baltic the cult developed

along its own lines, with its own Mesolithic tradition in the

background, nevertheless its significance can be understood

only when it is viewed in relation to all that lies behind the

megalithic movement as an integral element in the rise and

diffusion of Neolithic civilization in Europe. To this inquiry,

therefore, we must now turn, beginning in the Ancient

Middle East.



CHAPTER II

Neolithic Burials in the

Ancient East

Although the transition from food/gathering to food/

production was a very gradual process localized in certain

regions, notably in the Fertile Crescent in the Ancient Middle

East, where it became an accomplished fact it had a marked

effect upon the disposal of the dead in more elaborate tombs

and with a more complex mortuary ritual. Graves, however,

were still dug in the ground, sometimes covered with a mound
of earth or a stone erection, and caves were also used for burial

purposes. With the rise of the megalithic tradition massive

sepulchral structures developed, while in Egypt a funerary

cultus assumed such gigantic proportions that it became the

characteristic feature and focal/point of the remarkable civiliza/

tion of the Nile valley. Indeed the monuments it created have

remained throughout the ages the chief sources of information

about the culture of which they constitute a permanent record.

Upon the decoration and furnishing of their royal tombs the

Egyptians lavished their art in mural paintings, sculpture and

architecture, and gave expression to their beliefs, hopes and

achievements, here and hereafter.

EGYPTIAN NEOLITHIC CEMETERIES

Since Sir Flinders Petrie first discovered the Predynastic

cemeteries at Naqada in 1895 hundreds of prehistoric graves

have now been excavated which take back the cult of the

dead in the Nile valley to well before 4000 B.C. While in

Lower Egypt a very early settlement with Mesolithic affinities

has been found at Merimde Benisalame near the western edge

of the Delta, the three main Neolithic cultures, termed respec/

tively Badarian, Amratian (Naqadaean) and Gerzean

34
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(Semainian), are differentiated in Middle and Upper Egypt.

Behind the earliest of these Dr Brunton claims to have detected

at the village of Deir Tasa a less developed semi/nomadic

cultural phase which he has named Tasian, contemporary with

the Merimdian, and which he thinks preceded in the fifth

millennium B.C. the more settled agricultural Badarian com/

munity.^ About this, however, there is now some doubt since

the graves at Deir Tasa were found in the same cemeteries as

the Badarian tombs, and some of them cut into each other. ^

But in any case ritual burial was firmly established in Neolithic

Egypt.

Badarian

Thus, at Badari graves occurred in small and scattered groups

dug in soft, sandy gravel or limestone detritus on the spur of

the desert near to but independent ofthe dwellings. The bodies

were clothed and adorned with their ornaments. One man had

a girdle of over five thousand blue glazed steatite beads, and in

the hair of a baby were ostrich/tips, while near another infant

were a bowl and an ivory spoon. Among the graves were

cooking/pots and food bowls, either empty or containing grain

and meat, suggesting that funeral meals probably were a feature

of the mortuary ritual. Near the hands were slate palettes and

pebbles for grinding malachite as eye/paint. The corpse was

laid on a reed mat, often on its left side with the head facing

west or south, and surrounded with beads, perforated shells,

ostrich^shell disks, ivory hair^combs and female figurines, as

well as with pottery. Over it was a roofing of matting and

sticks, and occasionally hides. The contracted position was

adopted with the thighs forming an angle of about 60° with

the spine, or at right angles, but tight flexing was rare. The
head rested sometimes on a pillow in an attitude which

Dr Brunton describes as that for "comfortable sleep". -^ No
traces have been discovered of coffins of wood or clay, or any

indications of attempts at the preservation of the body, though

the skin sometimes was visible as a result of natural desiccation.

In some cases the head was wrapped in cloth, but skins were
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the normal clothing of the dead below the neck. No traces

occurred of multiple burial, and females were buried alongside

of males in separate graves, though sometimes men were

grouped together in a particular part of the cemetery.*

Amratian

In the First Predynastic or Amratian culture of Upper Egypt,

soon after 4000 B.C., the same general procedure was main/

tained in spite of infusion of Getulan or Libyan strains from

the margins ofthe desert. The graves continued to be oval with

a tendency to become straight/sided with rounded corners, and

finally rectangular. Occasionally they were plastered with mud
or lined with brick. The bodies were wrapped in matting,

though this custom tended to be abandoned in due course,

since in the later graves it did not appear. A few traces of

wooden coffins were discovered. The contracted position and

orientation towards the west, the Land ofthe Dead, continued,

but burials became more communal. Sometimes the body

appears to have been dismembered, and in certain instances the

head was removed and preserved, and for it either a pot or an

ostrich egg was substituted. Pots and animal bones occurred

on the grave floors together with fragments of ivory, slate

palettes, mace^heads, beads, shells, flint flakes and malachite.

In an undisturbed grave of a female the beads were placed at

the neck, mosdy carnelian with four turquoise, three calcite and

several lapis lazuli. On the right wrist was an ivory bracelet,

and on the left two cowries. A slate palette, an ivory pin and

resin were at the hands, and close to the head and hands were

two pots. On each wrist was a bone bangle, and the leg of a

very small animal in front of the face. In another undisturbed

female interment, behind the head of the woman was the body

of an infant, and both lay on their right sides. At her elbows

was a string of carnelians with four blue glazed steatite beads,

a white pebble pendant and a short string of columbella shells.

A slate palette, a brown jasper pebble, a basket containing

malachite, two flint flakes and three limestone "stoppers" were

in front of the arms.^
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Merimdian

On the western marshes of the Delta at Merimde, west of the

Rosetta branch of the Nile, where the black soil brought down
the river from Abyssinia, a prosperous agricultural community

more or less contemporary with the Badarian settlements in

Middle Egypt flourished on the fertile soil among the network

of small streams until the encroachment of the desert caused it

to be abandoned. Like the Badarians and Amratians, in life

they wore linen clothes and decked themselves with necklaces

of shells, bone rings and ivory bangles. Women had slate

palettes on which they ground malachite for painting their eyes

to counteract the glare of the sun. As the communities were

small no extensive cemeteries have been found, the dead having

been buried in trench or pit graves in the flexed position among

or within the huts of the settlement near the fire-place, but

without any furniture. There is the same lack ofevidence in the

Fayum lake/side settlements which may be rather later, though

closely related to the Merimdians, if rather less advanced.^

Gerzean

As Asiatic influences began to make their way in Lower Egypt

in the fourth millennium B.C. {c. 3500) they gave rise to a more

advanced culture in which copper, painted pottery and cult

objects were features, together with marked changes in dress,

weapons and religion. In the mortuary tradition no very signi/

ficant break occurred. Burial in the contracted position in

oblong trench graves, dug rather deeper than formerly, was

continued. But either a ledge was added for the rapidly

increasing offerings, or, if they were placed in the grave, the

corpse was laid on a bier of twigs, or in a niche cut in the rock,

unless it was enclosed in a coffin. In the Gerzean cemetery at

Hierakonpolis, the predynastic centre of the Horus cult of

Upper Egypt, a late prehistoric brick/Hned tomb decorated

with coloured drawings consisted of a chamber 15 by 6| by

5 feet, divided into two equal parts by a low transverse wall of

small crude bricks, Hke those with which the floor was paved.

The whole was plastered over with mud mortar which on the
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walls was then covered with a coating of yellow ochre. On it

hunting scenes, combats and ships had been painted in red,

black and white, the designs resembling those on the pottery

ofthe period found in the tomb, together with a flint lance and

a small limestone or chert vase. But there was no trace of the

body, which can hardly have been other than that of a chief

in view of the proportions and decorations of the sepulchre.

Near by were two more brick/lined decorated tombs with

divided compartments, but as they had been plundered no

furniture remained except a few jars. The rest ofthe graves were

rectangular trenches often roofed with wood, mostly disturbed

and containing little except coarse pottery and spheroidal

spindle^whorls.^

Thus, throughout the Neolithic period in Egypt the disposal

ofthe dead followed the same general pattern. Interment invari/

ably was in the contracted position in graves dug in the ground

in cemeteries near but, except at Merimde, not within the

settlements. The bodies frequently were clothed in skins and

provided with ornaments, amulets and the means ofsustenance,

and at Merimde they were buried near the fire within the family

circle. At Badari the burial grounds were near the village and

so in close touch with the relatives of the deceased. But later

they were placed at a distance from the habitation, suggesting

that the next life was becoming less closely connected with that

in this world.

Orientation towards the west may indicate that already an

occidental land of the dead, which became so prominent later,

was in process of development. This ancient doctrine of the

"West" as the permanent realm of the dead was submerged,

however, in the Dynastic Pyramid Texts in favour of the East

as the region in which the dead pharaoh had his abode. ^

Moreover, at the end of the prehistoric period at El Amrah,

Gerzeh and Turah the head faced eastwards, while at Merimde

the graves were so arranged that the body looked towards the

north or the north-east. There was, therefore, no hard and fast

rule about orientation, or the side on which the body lay. The
normal position for the corpse in the grave was on the left side
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from the Badarian period to the Middle Kingdom in the

second millennium B.C. Where this was not adopted it is

possible that if the land of the dead was thought to be where

the sun sets, the renewal of Hfe after death was more appro^-

priately associated with the east, since it was there that the sun

rose in the morning.

Another home ofthe dead in some of the Pyramid Texts was

among the circumpolar stars in the Elysian Fields in the northern

sky. But to what extent, if at all, these beliefs about the realms

of the dead in the historical period have their antecedents in

the Neohthic mortuary ritual can be only conjectures in the

absence of precise information other than the evidence concern^

ing modes of disposal of the body and the position of the tombs

and their contents. All that can safely be affirmed is that a life

after death was an established belief, and from all appearances

it was not very different from that which had obtained else^-

where from PalaeoHthic times, since it found expression in

almost identical funerary practices.

THE EARLIEST DYNASTIC TOMBS
When the unification of Upper Egypt was effected, it would

seem by a king of Hierakonpolis soon after 3000 B.C., with the

establishment of the First Dynasty of the pharaohs, significant

changes in tomb construction became apparent. The simple

predynastic pit graves continued to be the normal method of

sepulture for the mass of the people but the elevation of a local

chieftain to the exalted position of the single ruler of the "Two
Lands" of Upper and Lower Egypt, with all the divine

prerogatives the office acquired, found expression in a rapid

elaboration of the royal tombs and their contents and cultus.

Already, as we have seen, the sides of predynastic graves had

been lined with bricks made of Nile mud dried in the sun, and

equipped with a plentiful supply of offerings. They were also

covered with sand or stones over a wood roof, the brick hning

often being carried up to contain this covering and make it

secure from hyenas and jackals. The pit was undercut on one

side to allow more space at the bottom for the gravez-furniture.
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As the digging proceeded deeper and deeper into the sand, rock

steps were required to gain access to the chamber below, which

was also expanded by the addition of smaller rooms to contain

offerings. The royal tombs at Abydos illustrate several varieties

of this phase in the development in attempts to construct sub^

terranean reproductions of the houses (or palaces) ofthe living.®

The Mastaha Tomh and the Pyramid

Thus, in the centre was a large chamber under the super/

structure with the smaller tombs grouped around it containing

the bodies of courtiers and servants who in all probability had

been sacrificed during the royal obsequies. The floor of the tomb

of King Den at the end of the First Dynasty was composed of

slabs of granite, while in that of Khasekhemui of the Third

Dynasty a room was lined with limestone. In the Second

Dynasty the wooden roof was replaced by a corbelled vault of

mud brick with a small rectangular brick structure resembling

the shape of a house (or palace), with a slight slope to its side,

and a niche in one face in front of which offerings were laid.

The outside walls became ornamented with a series of vertical

recesses and projections. In this way the mastaba tomb as a vast

rectangular brick creation arose over a series of chambers and

a shaft leading to the grave (Fig. 2). The niche or chapel of

offerings was sometimes represented by a "false door" on one

side, but in royal tombs its place was taken by a temple. In the

Third Dynasty stone was substituted for brick to make the

tomb an "everlasting habitation" for the occupant. Thus, Zoser

had a vast stone oblong constructed of five other mastabas

superimposed on each other in steps of decreasing height and

size in the form ofa pyramid. In the next dynasty the steps were

filled in with stones, the ground/plan was made square, the

sides were straightened and brought to a point at the top.

Surrounding these vast royal pyramids, which about 2900 B.C.

reached their climax in those erected at Gizeh for the kings

Khufu (Cheops), Khafra and Menkaura, are smaller stepped

pyramids constituting the mastabas of royal relatives, courtiers

and officials, arranged in rows at a respectful distance. ^^
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Predynastic
Burials

Royal Tomb
Early Stone Mastaha

Tomb Chamber

Stepped Pyramid
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I \ Royal Pyramid
/ \ Tombs

K
Pyramid Temple

Fig. 2. The development of the mastaba tomb

The burial in the pyramid was in a rock/cut chamber below

the surface, and, as in the mastaba, the gigantic superstructure

formed the memorial pile above the tomb. Whereas access to

the burial chamber under the mastaba was through the vertical

shaft which was filled in after the burial, in the pyramid the

entrance was in its northern side, near ground^'level, along a

passage leading to the chamber in the pyramid or in the rock

under it. The temple of offerings was in the front of the pyramid

on its east side and consisted of several rooms devoted to the

royal cultus, corresponding to the chapel and storeroom on the

east side of the mastaba, containing provisions for the deceased

in the west wall ofthe chapel and a portrait statue ofhim sitting

at a meal before a table of offerings.

At first the offerings were made at the tomb, and this

continued to be the normal practice for all ordinary Egyptians.
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Thus, in the mastabas when a niche replaced the tablet of the

table of offerings and a "false door" was added, it was through

it the ka, or guardian alter ego guiding the fortunes of the

individual in the hereafter, was thought to emerge to partake

of the offerings and behold the rites performed in the chapel.

But at the end ofthe Third Dynasty, when the place ofofferings

in the royal tombs was in a separate court attached to the side

of the tomb, it developed into a stately and elaborate indepen/

dent temple which by the Twelfth Dynasty had become

entirely separated from the tomb in the desert.

Originally, however, as the pyramids and their temples stood

on the desert plateau loo feet above the plain, they were

approached by a sloping covered passage or corridor of stone

at the lower end of which stood a small introductory chapel.

Khafra appears to have introduced the custom ofplacing statues

of himself in front of, or between, the pillars of his temple, and

the so/'called Sphinx temple at Gizeh is the entrance to the

corridor of the second pyramid, surmounted by the portrait

statue of the pharaoh (Khafra) himself attached to the body of

a lion, guarding the great cemetery ofGizeh, the most imposing

city of the dead ever conceived. Thus, in the course of a few

centuries, between about 3200 and 2900 B.C., the simple grave

with its sand heap surrounded by a circle of stones assumed the

gigantic proportions of these mighty pyramids, the greatest of

which covers thirteen acres and contains over two million

blocks of hmestone, each weighing on an average two and a

half tons, and stands nearly 500 feet high. It may well

have been, as an ancient tradition recorded by Herodotus

maintained, that 100,000 men were involved in its construction.

Thus, the prehistoric belief that the dead lived in or at the

tomb, which must be adequately equipped, therefore, as an

"everlasting habitation", persisted until at length it acquired

the vast dimensions of these monumental structures which have

remained throughout the ages as the most impressive expression

of this conception of the hereafter in the ancient world. Even

after the Fifteenth Dynasty, when the mortuary ritual and the

cult of the dead became crystallized in their final form, the
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sojourn in the tomb subsisted side by side with the belief in

remote realms ofthe dead in distant regions. When the pharaoh

of the Old Kingdom became a god in the celestial realms, the

nobility in the Pyramid Age began to seek their own eternity,

and so they moved away their tombs from the royal cemeteries

to their own domains in sure and certain hope of being able

"to join their has" in a future Hfe in their own right. So even^'

tually ordinary mortals, including commoners, returned to the

NeoHthic and earlier conviction of continued existence beyond

the grave as an "effective personality" (akh); for every Egyptian

at death now was destined to become an Osiris, and so to

attain eternal blessedness.

NEOLITHIC TOMBS IN MESOPOTAMIA
In Mesopotamia, on the other hand, the sustained Egyptian

preoccupation with the hereafter was conspicuously absent.

The contrast between the regularity of the rise and fall of the

Nile and the unpredictability of the Tigris and Euphrates,

always Hable to cause disastrous floods, seems to have been

reflected in the cult of the dead. Thus, in Babylonia the here/-

after was regarded as a sombre place of darkness and dust

beneath the earth, to which all men, both good and bad alike,

descended. Therefore, great cemeteries, enduring pyramids and

elaborate tomb equipment, which reveal so much about the

civilization of Ancient Egypt, are not to be found in Mesopo/

tamia to anything like the same extent. In Sumer, apart from

the royal tombs at Ur, the normal procedure was for the body

to be clad in its ordinary clothes and wrapped in a mat, or in

a linen winding-sheet, in the flexed position with the head

resting on a fringed and tasselled cushion. It was then enclosed

with a bowl of water and a few personal belongings (a dagger

or razor, or a necklace and bracelets) in a wicker or pottery

coffin {larnake), or in two large pottery jars with their open ends

together (pithoi), and placed in a simple earth grave, or in a

small brick^built vault. In towns the grave often was dug

beneath the house in which the deceased had lived, under the

pavement ofone of the rooms. When the funeral rites had been
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performed the flooring was relaid and the occupation of the

house continued in the customary manner. In the case offamily

vaults, after each interment the door was bricked up and the

food vessels were placed outside before the earth was filled in.^^

Relatively few cemeteries have been discovered as yet in Meso^

potamia, but at Ur among the royal tombs in some of the early

graves of the commoners {c. 3500 B.C.) there were signs of

burning in the upper part of the body. Cremation, however,

was not practised in the historic period, and this incineration

may have been accidental. Near or over the grave sometimes

a model boat of bitumen with a cargo of clay vessels containing

food was placed. ^^

Hassuna

West of the Tigris at Hassuna near Mosul in Assyria burials

were found at almost all levels in the mound situated in the

earliest known Neolithic settlement in Mesopotamia. In the

lowest stratum (Level Ia) an adult skeleton occurred in a

loosely contracted position between two hearths in association

with a Neolithic storage jar and a stone hoe, though it is not

certain that this was a deliberate interment. From Level Ib

upwards infant burials in coarse incised and painted^and^

incised jars occurred and beneath the floor of a room in

Level Ic was an undisturbed burial in the fully flexed position

with the head to the north. Three sides of the grave were

formed by the foundations of the walls of the room, and the

fourth side consisted of a row of large stones. No traces of

funerary furniture were seen. There seems to have been no

uniformity of burial practice in this period, and two skeletons

had been flung apparently unceremoniously into a grain bin

of Level III, while in a rubbish pit in Level IV there was a

skull. In the corner of a room in this level a collection ofhuman
bones were found. ^^

Tell Halaf

At Samarra, north of Baghdad on the Tigris, beneath the

pavements of Islamic houses are a number of badly preserved

graves in a cemetery in a layer showing no stratification. While
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most of them were simple inhumations, a few were surrounded

by a row oi^ mud bricks. The bodies were flexed but gave no

indication of having been orientated. There was the body of a

new^-born infant inside a pot of Samarran ware.^* Both these

sites, Hassuna and Samarra, were earher than that of Tell Halaf

on the Upper Khabur on the AnatoHan border, which has

given its name to the painted pottery it has yielded, and marks

a definite advance in culture. Not only did the new technique

in well^fired pottery replace the earlier styles, but it was accom/

panied by beads of metallic copper, emmer wheat and barley,

and the remains of domesticated catde.

At Tepe Gawra near Nineveh peculiar circular stone struc^'

tures (tholoi) with a domed roofand in some cases a rectangular

chamber attached to them, as in the Mycenaean beehive tombs,

were used for ritual purposes, and many of the graves were

associated with them. Moreover, that they were dedicated to

chthonic deities is supported by the concentration of graves

within and around them.^^ Throughout the greater portion of

its long history the mound of Gawra was used as a burial

ground though doubtless other cemeteries await discovery, since

less than 500 tombs and graves have come to light during

the excavations. This must represent a small proportion of the

population during the many centuries of occupation from

perhaps 5000 B.C. to the Bronze Age.^^ A pit was found below

layer f sunk into virgin soil, filled with earth and containing

skeletons and artifacts at four levels. In the lowest was an adult

in a contorted position; above this were the bones of nine

skeletons all intermingled as though thrown into the pit.

Higher up were the scattered remains of twelve more bodies,

together with a pot, two stone pendants and a basalt pestle.

Just below the mouth of the well were two more adults, one

of which seems to have been a case of burial in the flexed

position; the other was thrown on top of it. It may be, as

Dr Perkins suggests, that originally it was used as a cistern or

well, and later, after it had been filled with soil, it became a

place for burial, as twenty^four skeletons were found at

different levels.
-"^^
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Al 'Uhaid

At Gawra flexing was the normal mode of inhumation, and

only a few skeletons were laid in the extended position, whereas

in the Tell Al 'Ubaid deposits, which represent the earliest

phase in Sumer, named after a mound near Ur excavated in

1922, the bodies invariably lay on their backs, rigidly extended

with the hands crossed below the chest. This, as we have seen,

was an unusual practice which seems to indicate a break in the

mortuary ritual in Mesopotamia to be explained in all proba^

bihty by foreign intrusion. ^^

At Tell Arpachiyah near Nineveh, out of the fifty Ubaid

graves discovered forty^five were found in the cemetery from

which most of the painted ware of this period came. With
many of the burials were votive^painted vessels, and the bodies

generally were orientated east by west, though the heads lay

sometimes at the east and sometimes at the west end of the

grave in spite of the orientation of the body. The grave goods

were placed at the head or the feet of the deceased. Fractional

burial was widely practised, but even so what remained of the

body was laid in an east/west direction. This mode of inter/

ment has never been recorded in the Halaf period as the pottery

suggests, and it may have been introduced from Iranian

sources. ^^

Halaf pottery was associated with two or possibly three of

the five graves in the Middle phase, but the catalogue of the

tombs in the report is not very explicit about the contents of

the interments, and Sumerian tradition placed the foundation

of their civiHzation in Dilmun, perhaps the modern Bahrein,

on the Persian Gulf Therefore, Professor Childe thinks that

the starting/point may have been farther south, the distinctive

features of the Ubaid culture representing merely adaptations

of an imported "Eridu culture" to the peculiar conditions of

the Delta. 20

Be this as it may, while the peasant culture of North Iraq

gradually changed character the first Al 'Ubaid settlements

appeared in the drying Delta in the south. Further immigra/

tions from Anatolia or Trans^Caucasia are associated with the
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Uruk (Warka) civilization, and those from Iran with that oi^

Jemdet Nasr, both of which lay behind the First Dynasty of

Ur. In these proto^Sumerian cultures sepulture followed a

fairly consistent tradition. In the Ubaid period the extended

position was maintained, except, as we have seen, at Gawra,

where flexing as the normal mode of Neolithic interment was

commonly adopted.

In the Ubaid cemetery outside the retaining wall of the

acropolis at Eridu extended collective burial occurred orien-'

tated to the north-west, consisting apparently of family graves

with a flat shallow dish and an inverted bell^shaped cup, and

one or more jars or stone vessels placed near the head.^^ Adults

generally were interred in cemeteries outside the setdements of

the living while infants frequently were laid among the dwel^

lings. In the cemetery at Ur, which goes back to the Jemdet

Nasr and Uruk periods, the bodies were definitely contracted

and with them were stone vessels, lead cups and painted pots

with sharp angular outHnes, lug handles and spouts, and an

inverted lead tumbler over the mouth of one of the pots.^""

In the next stage the stone vessels were more numerous and

varied with slip decorated ware. In the uppermost level pottery

was scarce and its place was taken by cups, bowls and vases in

Limestone, diorite, steatite and alabaster. The abrupt ending of

the Jemdet Nasr period suggests that the infiltration of an alien

people with their own funerary tradition was summarily brought

to a close when the old inhabitants reasserted their rule and

established a new regime marking the beginning of the

Dynastic period of Ur.

The Royal Tomhs of Ur

In the great cemetery outside the walls of the old town two

types of burials have been discovered, the one being the graves

of commoners, the other, at a deeper and apparently an earlier

level, those of the kings. These royal tombs are dated by

Sir Leonard Woolley soon after 3000 B.C. (i.e. between 2900

and 2700),-^ and differ from the graves of their subjects by

being stone and brick-'vaulted, chambered structures rather than
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simple rectangular pits. They do not, however, follow any

uniform plan. Usually they consist of one or more long outer

chambers which are vaulted, and one or two smaller chambers

roofed with domes in stone or brick, together with a pit for

offerings and additional burials.^*

The outstanding features are the amazing wealth of funerary

furniture and a ritual involving human sacrifice on a grand

scale. The grave goods included a fine head of a bull in gold

with eyes of lapis lazuli, exquisitely fashioned stags, gazelles,

bulls and goats also in gold with clusters of pomegranates and

branches of trees with stems and fruits of gold and carnelian,

silver and gold bowls and stone vessels, clay jars, silver tables

for offerings, harps or lyres, an inlaid gaming^board, the statue

of a ram on its hind legs with its front legs bound to the

branches of a tree with silver chains, a wooden chariot

decorated with mosaic and golden heads of cows and bulls,

and cockle-shells containing green paint. With such a galaxy

of priceless objects it is not surprising that many of the tombs

had been rifled so that it is impossible to estimate the total

wealth of the contents of the cemeteries. But it must have been

immense.

Moreover, the bodies on their biers were richly clad and

ornamented, and accompanied by a retinue of courtiers, atten^

dants and guards also dressed in their finery. The soldiers were

in two ranks with copper spears by their sides and were

distributed elsewhere in the chamber carrying daggers and

spears with heads of silver or gold. The women wore a gala

headz-dress of lapis and carnelian beads with golden pendants

of beech leaves, ear/rings, necklaces of gold and lapis lazuli,

and on top of their bodies were two wooden harps with the

head of a bull in gold and copper respectively. These remains

were those of victims who were sacrificed during the obsequies

of a ruler who, according to an inscription on a cylinder seal

found in the tomb, was named A^bar^gi, and his supposed

queen was called Shub/ad. The stone chamber of the king had

been plundered, but traces of a retinue survived, together with

two model boats. Behind it a second vaulted chamber with a
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cylinder seal of lapis lazuli above the roof bearing the name of

the occupant, Shub^ad, was undisturbed.

Here by her body on a wooden bier was a golden cup near

her hand and a large quantity of beads from the cloak in which

she must have been clad. Three fish amulets and three gold pins

were against her arm. Over the skull was a head/dress of

greater elaboration than those of the court-'ladies, fortified with

amulets in lapis shaped as a bull and a calf. Near it was a

second head^-dress composed of thousands of lapis beads and

some gold animal figures, with the bodies of two female

attendants, one at the head and the other at the foot of the bier.

Inside the entrance stood the wooden chariot used as a hearse.

The chamber was strewn with offerings and around the inters

ment were the remains of fires and of a funeral feast.

In another similar grave lay the bodies of six men and

sixty^eight attendants arranged in an orderly manner in the

rectangular pit in the slightly flexed position, suggesting the

absence ofa struggle ofany kind or a violent death. The women
wore head/'dresses and were arranged with all their ornaments

over crimson garments, adorned in their full glory to accompany

their sovereign to the next life. The supposition is that they

walked to their appointed places in the chamber and then took

a drug such as hashish or opium, and after their sleep of death

the gaily dressed voluntary victims were put into position before

the grave was filled in.^^ Therefore, it is suggested that the kings

of Ur were regarded as divine rulers who "did not die as men
die, but were translated". Under these circumstances it would

be a privilege for his courtiers to continue their service beyond

the grave. "^

Nevertheless, though kingship in Sumer is said to have

"descended from heaven" after the flood in the third millen^'

nium B.C., presumably as a gift of the gods, it never occupied

the position attained by the pharaohs in Egypt; Mesopotamia

being divided up into a series of city^'States loosely bound

together rather than a single nation with the throne as its

dynamic centre, as in the Nile valley. No Sumerian king,

therefore, was a cohesive force in the entire realm. This,
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however, apparently did not prevent the prehistoric rulers ofUr
from acquiring a divine status by virtue of their office and its

insignia in which divinity was inherent, ^'^ and so of gathering

around them at death a select company ofthe devoted members

of their court and of their bodyguard to accompany them to

their final abode, there to carry on their customary service. If

this interpretation of the mortuary ritual is correct it follows

that the conception of "the Land of No/Return" where rulers

and commoners alike dwelt in darkness and dust was a later

development as in Israel, where the notion of Sheol arose

largely under prophetic and Babylonian influence in the eighth

century B.C. In the royal tomb ritual in the Early Dynastic

period in Mesopotamia there was some approximation to the

Egyptian cult of the dead, and in prehistoric times the two

contemporary civilizations seem to have developed along more

or less parallel lines in respect of funerary practice and belief,

until in the third millennium B.C. they diverged as the structure

and functions of the State in the valleys of the Nile and the

Euphrates underwent a fundamental change.

BURIALS IN ELAM AND BALUCHISTAN

Susa

In Elam, where at Susa in the lowest level of the site (Susa a)

a culture flourished contemporary with that in Sumer, the

grave goods in the cemetery were in advance of those in the

Ubaid burials. ^^ In the succeeding higher levels, correspond/

ing to Uruk (b), Jemdet Nasr (c) and Early Dynastic (d),^^

the cultural development was maintained. Interment was in the

extended position coupled with some flexed bodies which

de Mecquenem thinks had been inserted in the graves after

decomposition.^^ The funerary pottery was of a very high

quality in form and design, based mainly on basketry models

and ornamented with magico/religious patterns and symbols.

Stamp seals were engraved with animal figures and female

figurines moulded in clay. Children's graves contained toys,

as in Warka IV in the Uruk culture in Southern Mesopotamia,

but inscribed tablets do not occur in these earlier levels (a, b).
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1

It is not until c level is reached at Susa that proto^Elamite

tablets appear together with food vessels and seals of the Jemdet

Nasr period. "^^ The tombs become richer but similar to those

below, though they contain little pottery. At the D level the

designs reveal affinities with the Early Dynastic scarlet ware in

Mesopotamia^- and the seals, pins and metal vases resemble

those found in the Ur royal cemeteries and the "A" cemetery

at Kish.^^ The polychrome vases, however, suggest relations

with Baluchistan rather than with the Euphrates valley.

From Early Dynastic times in Sumcr a fairly uniform culture

seems to have existed in the Zagros mountains from Susa to

Tepe Giyan, near Nihavend in Va, die divergences being

most marked in the north and south. That Dynastic influences

predominated in the cult of the dead can scarcely be doubted

in the light of the evidence from the cemeteries concerning

mortuary procedure. In the Musyan area on the Mesopotamian

border the tombs and their contents conform to Sumerian types

in relation to the royal cultus, and in both regions the sacred

kingship seems to have been an established institution. But in

which ofthe two areas the "dynasty" arose is a matter ofconjecture.

The Iranian highlands geographically represent the natural

position for a common cradleland of the whole range of

cultural achievements in the Ancient East in the fourth millen^

nium B.C. If it was the source of the first civilization of Elam,

it may well have been the centre from which similar move/

ments and influences radiated across the Zagros mountains

into Mesopotamia through Baluchistan and the Himalayas to

India. In Western Turkestan at Anau near Askabad the settle^

ments unearthed by Pumpelly in 1904 have revealed further

evidence of another outpost of the same civilization on the

alluvial land of Transcaspia, while in Baluchistan Indian

pottery has been found in association with wares having

Persian affinities (Hissar I).^^

Baluchistan

Although the course of events in Baluchistan before 3000 B.C.

is still obscure, it would seem to have been in the small settled
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farming communities there that the sources of Indian civiliza^

tion are to be found. These villages had behind them the earlier

Iranian settlements such as Sialk and Giyan, but in addition

to these centres on the edge of the Persian desert, the ancient

cities of the Tigris^Euphrates valley made their contribution to

the urban culture of Mohenjo^'daro and Chanhu^daro on the

Indus, and Harappa on the Ravi, which flourished in the

third millennium B.C. Thus, Baluchistan appears to have been

the connecting link between the Indus valley civilization

and that of the Fertile Crescent and Western Iran, though

neither in Baluchistan nor in Sind was there apparently

a genuinely Neolithic stage, such as occurred in some parts

of Europe, in which cultivation, herding and pottery^making

were practised without any knowledge of metal. This

indeed applies throughout the greater part of the Ancient

East.

In the secluded mountain valleys of Baluchistan the self/

contained peasant communities at Quetta, Nal, Kolwa and

Zhob developed a prehistoric culture with a considerable

measure of uniformity but with certain local distinguishing

features. Thus, in the pottery techniques, while, as in Persia,

buff ware was characteristic of the south and red ware of the

north, black on red predominated in the Zhob valley in the

north and black on buffin the south at Nal, Quetta and Kulli,

and at Amri in Sind, where typologically the earliest pottery

occurred.^^ The latest came from a mound near Nal in

Southern Baluchistan, first described by Sir John Marshall in

1904.36 This proved to be a necropolis which had been

excavated in a very unscientific manner at the beginning of

the century by an antiquarian in search of pottery before

Mr Hargreaves of the Archaeological Survey began operations

there in 1925. These "pioneers" had dug down on the western

slope of the mound and further excavation revealed stone

structures which may have been used for funerary purposes, as

they were part of the necropolis in which some forty groups

of burials were discovered associated with 270 mortuary

potsherds.
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The Nal Cemetery

Several methods of inhumation appear to have been practised

at the same time, but fractional burial predominated. Only one

complete adult skeleton and those of three infants were dis^

covered intact, the rest consisting ofa few bones scattered among
the pots. Some of the vessels contained bones or fragments

mixed with earth. Two phalanges were in one vessel, parts of

two small ribs in a second, and three metatarsals in a third, and

so on, whether they were placed there deliberately or had

merely drifted in by accident. Bones of animals were also

recovered from the groups. In one grave a broken bowl con/-

tained earth and five other smaller vases, with pieces of a rib,

part of a pelvic bone and many small bones in the earth and

between the vases. These would seem to have been placed

there, and may have belonged to a single individual, probably

a woman. Besides these fractional burials, the three complete

inhumations—the adult and two infants—were enclosed in

rectangular sun-dried brick graves. With the infants were six^

teen beads and a pear-shaped crystal pendant. The adult lay on

its left side with the head to the east, face to the south, and the

left and right arms bent in a slightly contracted position of

about 50°, suggestive of sleep. In this grave there was no

furniture. Near the grave of the infant a skull and some bones

were found, and around the neck the remains of a necklace of

eightyz-nine white disk beads. ^'

Making due allowance for disturbance by the earlier excava/

tors, there can be little doubt that at least some of the bones of

the fractional burials had been interred as fragments and not as

complete bodies. As in the Damb Buthi cemetery in Makran

in Sind,^^ they had been collected after the body had been

exposed for some time and then either put in a pot or laid on

the floor of the necropolis without any protection. The grave

goods were chiefly pottery vessels, apart from the bead necklaces

and pendant and the discoid beads found with the second

infant's skull. There were also a grinding stone, a stone weight,

a stone chisel, copper tools, and a marble ringstone. The

presence of a piece of red ochre in one of the funerary vessels,
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and of a carefully moulded cake of red ferruginous earth in a

broken vessel with a colour grinder, hardly can have been

fortuitous, especially as red pigment recurs at Damb Buthi,

and, as we have seen, it has a long history in ceremonial

interment going back to Palaeolithic times.

THE INDUS VALLEY
MohenjO'^daro

In Sind and the Punjab the remarkable homogeneous urban

civilization which flourished from 2500 to 1500 B.C., revealed

by the excavations in and around the Indus valley at Mohenjo^

daro, Chanhu/daro and Harappa since 1922, has produced

singularly little evidence of the disposal of the dead and of

funeral ritual. At Mohenjo/'daro no trace ofa cemetery has been

discovered, and the few bones in the vicinity of the houses and

in pits seem to have been those of people killed when the city

was raided in its last period and their bodies summarily thrown

away.^^ As some of the bones show signs of charring it has

been suggested that cremation was practised, generally on the

banks of a river, and the incinerated remains collected for the

performance of funerary rites before they were deposited in the

"ossuary". But the skeletons in the pit on the southern side of

the city in what is called North Lane give every indication of

having been disposed of in haste and disorder, and at least one

had been decapitated. If cremation was in vogue some attempt

at incineration may have been made by the relatives when the

raid was over, but the general conditions, as Mackay has

suggested, point to a massacre by raiders among a group trying

to escape, whose bodies were hurled into a pit near an exit of

the city.^^

Much the same explanation applies probably to the other

fractional burials which have been noted. Thus, the twenty^one

skeletons recorded by Sir John Marshall do not represent

intentional burial and their attitudes point to simultaneous

death. None was deposited in an orderly manner or provided

with grave goods. ^^ Moreover, they belong to a late period.

In one case a tragedy seems to have occurred in the last phase
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of the city, in an attempt to escape from a well-room, during

which four persons were killed. Two lay on or below the stairs

where they died, trying to climb to the street; one of these

seems to have fallen backwards. The other two came to an un/

timely end in the lane outside or near by, where some of their

bones were found. ^^ At Chanhu^daro near Sakrand in the

Nuwabkah district of Sind, the only graves came from the

Muhammadan cemetery. ^"^

Harappa

On the south/eastern outskirts of the ancient city of Harappa

in the Montgomery district of the Punjab, a Hghtly packed

mass of twenty complete skulls and other fragments inter-'

mingled with long bones, animal remains and pottery were

found in what seems to have been an ossuary.^"* In the

deserted corner of a house fragments of two skulls were

recovered and said to have been a fractional burial, ^^ but it

seems more likely that it was a modern interment. Some of the

bones had been buried with the hgaments upon them, and

Sir Mortimer Wheeler suggests that they may have been

interred ceremonially after a plague or battle when vultures and

jackals had done their grim work on the bodies. "^^

Cemetery R 57. To the south of the citadel mound in what is

known as cemetery R37, fifty^'Seven graves have been identified

as belonging to the main Harappan period. The bodies in them

were extended from north to south with the head towards the

north. Large quantities of pottery were placed at the head, some

at the feet and along the sides, and occasionally below the

body, ranging from as many as forty pots to from fifteen to

twenty as a fair average. Personal ornaments and toilet objects

were sometimes worn. These included a copper ring found on

one skeleton, and on others a necklace of steatite beads, two

anklets of paste beads, a copper ear-ring and shell bangles,

together with a copper mirror, a stock of antimony, a large

shell spoon, and mothet'-of'pearl. In one grave was a small

pottery lamp and bones of a fowl on the floor near the feet of

the deceased. One of the graves was lined with mud-'brick as
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at Nal in Southern Baluchistan,*' and in another the body,

probably that ofa girl, had been buried in the extended position

in a wooden coffin and wrapped in a shroud of reeds, ofwhich

traces remained. With it were thirty^seven pots, the majority

near but outside the head of the coffin. On the right middle

finger was a copper ring, to the left of the skull a shell ring

(perhaps an ear/ring) and two others above the left shoulder.*®

Cemetery H. Between this cemetery and the citadel on the

south side a second cemetery in Area H was excavated by Vats

in 1929 and the succeeding seasons, in the lower and older

stratum of which were extended burials, sometimes with the

knees slightly bent, orientated towards the east or northz-east.

Some of them may have been fractional, unless they were

normal interments disturbed by later burials or other causes.

The red ware was not Harappan, and among the food offerings

was a dismembered goat. Apart from a gold bangle on the

wrist of a woman and three teeth on a gold wire on the skull

of another, no ornamentation occurred. On the stratum above

this lower level about 140 true fractional burials were founcj,

together with babies enclosed in urns in the contracted position.

The jars, again, are not Harappan, and on them are depicted

scenes which it has been suggested have Vedic affinities.*^

Although the friezes on the urns display the same decorative

characters in both the upper and lower strata, the symbolism,

with its bulls, goats, waisted animals, crested peacocks between

groups of stellar or solar motifs with the figure of a centaur with

horns, has no really convincing parallel in any of the cultures

of the Ancient East. But as cemetery H is subsequent to the

true Harappa civilization, its contents do not come within our

present inquiry.

What is significant is that in the earlier Harappa cemetery

R37 inhumation in the extended position was the normal

mode of disposal, and that it conformed to the usual mortuary

procedure in respect offood offerings, grave goods and personal

ornaments, though fractional burial also may have been

adopted. If cremation, which subsequently became predomi/'

nant in Vedic India, was practised it has left no very convincing
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traces of its occurrence prior to the destruction of the cities in

the middle of the second millennium B.C.

Throughout the Ancient East, from the Fertile Crescent to

the Indus valley, the funeral ritual underwent singularly little

change from the beginning of the Neolithic to the breakz-up of

the urban cultures. This uniformity is an indication of the

solidarity ofthe area as a cultural unit in which, despite marked

differences in climatic and economic conditions and in respect

of the social and religious structures, there was a uniformity of

procedure in the burial of the dead, and in the funeral ritual

and equipment. In the Indus valley the evidence is surprisingly

meagre, and although it appears to have had a theocratic state

with a sacred kingship, ^*^ no royal tombs, comparable to those

in Egypt or at Ur, have come to light. Whether or not the

practice ofcremation played any part in the absence ofextensive

cemeteries has yet to be determined by further excavation.



CHAPTER III

Megalithic Burial in Europe

When the Neolithic culture passed from the Ancient East

westwards into Europe in the second half of the fourth millen/

nium B.C. (i.e. from about 3500 to 3000 B.C.), following

either an overland route from the south/east to and along the

Danube or by way of the Mediterranean littoral to Spain and

France and the north/west, with in addition a continental route

from South Russia, Poland, Central Europe and Germany,

the cult of the dead underwent considerable development. If

in the Middle East the use ofcopper and later of bronze played

an important part in the beginnings of the more highly organ/

ized urban communities, in Europe the knowledge of metal

spread relatively slowly in a northerly direction and was still

unknown long after it was well established in the Fertile

Crescent, Iraq, Persia, Turkestan and Anatolia. But this did

not prevent a general advance in culture over the greater part

of Europe in the third millennium.

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN
Tholoi in Cyprus

So far as the disposal of the dead is concerned, in Cyprus with

its close links with the neighbouring Chalcolithic cities of

southern Anatolia, at Khirokitia, between 4000 and 3500 B.C.,

the remains of tholoi have been found similar to those of the

Tell Halafperiod at Arpachiyah in Iraq near Nineveh.^ These

lie on either side of a long wall resting on the older structure of

the small tholoi, 4 to 6 metres in diameter, made o{ pise, or

sun/dried bricks, forming a kind of corbelled roof, or with

mud/'plastered reeds or brushwood. The larger ones, 10 metres

wide with walls 2 metres thick, are fewer in number and were

built on either the left or the right of the wall. In many cases

they are surrounded by open spaces enclosed by walls. In the

58
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area were round tables built of stone slabs and burnt bones.

The foundations are deeper and more substantial than are

those of the smaller tholoi, and on them the earliest attempt at

corbelling in the whole o^ the Mediterranean was constructed

in the form of a vault built of river stones and resting on the

walls.

The floors were usually made of beaten earth or mud, some/

times plastered with a layer of fine mud, and in them the graves

were dug. Whether large or small, nearly every tholos con-'

tained one or more skeletons, mostly in the contracted position.

Over the head or chest a large stone quern was placed, neck^

laces of beads and shells sometimes were worn, and bowls,

intentionally broken, surrounded the body. In one of the larger

tholoi a woman had been buried under a square platform in

the foreground, with the hands, it seems, bound behind the

back, as in the Neolithic strata at Jericho, Near the summit of

the hill two skeletons were found below a rectangular platform

of mud plastered over with clay on the floor of a fine tholos.

One had a necklace of carnelian beads and dentalia, and was

surrounded by broken vases. The other, that of a young

person, had the hands behind the back and a bowl under the

middle part of the body.

One of the most important of the upper group of tholoi

contained twenty/five infants in successive floors, in some cases

buried on top of adults, elsewhere in small holes surrounded

with stones or covered with slabs. On the lower floor were a

"throne", or seat, made of rivers-stones, and three small round

hearths, on one of which lay the skeleton of an adult. Higher

up was a clay head of a figure, probably representing a male

god, ornamented at the back with what appears to be a snake

design. This may suggest a connexion with the cult of the

Great Mother whose emblem in Crete was the snake. Or the

head may represent a chthonian deity with the snake as his

attribute; a beUef that recurred in the Bronze Age in Cyprus.^

The infants may have been sacrificed as part of the funeral

ritual, and the whole tholos and its equipment indicate that it

was a place of pecuHar sanctity. In fact, all the larger structures
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and many of the smaller ones seem to have been connected

with the cult of the dead as their contents show that they

were reserved for burials and the prescribed mortuary ritual,

which may have included sacrifices in honour ofthe chthonian

deities. Some of the smaller tholoi, on the other hand, appear

to have been habitations, or used for grinding grain, without

any connexion with burials.^

In the succeeding culture localized at Erimi (3500-3000),

which marks the transition from the Chalcolithic to the Bronze

Age in Cyprus, the tholoi have a stone substructure with a

central support. On or along the inner face of the foundation

post'-holes occur, suggesting that there had been a superstructure

of brushwood or reeds supported by posts and covered with

mud. On the floor oframmed earth there were traces ofoccupa/

tion, but burials have been found along the outer ridge of the

stone foundation or under the floor. Towards the end of the

period, in addition to the mortuary ritual practised at Khiro/

kitia, the presence of female figurines in graves suggests that the

cult of the Mother/goddess had been introduced, probably as

a result of foreign influence.*

In a later necropolis at Vounous Bellapais (c. 2800-2000

B.C.) a vase from Palestine shows that contacts with the Fertile

Crescent continued into the Bronze Age (i.e. 2800-2600 B.C.).

The cult of the dead became more developed and tombs cut in

the rock were either short with roughly parallel sides and

rounded back, or long and narrowing towards the end, which

was either straight or rounded. The long sides sometimes sloped

inwards. Each dromos gave access to a main chamber through

a rectangular or rounded doorway. On either side of the tomb

were from one to three smaller side^chambers blocked by

rectangular, rounded or irregular slabs of rough blocks of

limestone. In some the bodies were placed in niches with

grave goods on the floor. In the earliest period the burials

generally were in the right and left parts of the chamber with

large vessels on top of them, though in one case they covered

the greater part of the floor. The bodies were clad in their usual

clothes with bronze daggers, pins, necklaces and small botdes
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on or near them. Large bowls containing animals' bones and

smaller vessels were used in the sacrificial ritual in honour of

the dead, the animal victims having been deposited on the floor

of the chamber with vases placed over their remains. As new
burials were introduced in the family or clan tomb the previous

ones and their furniture were grouped along the back wall of

the chamber.^

Vaulted Tomhs in Crete

In Crete a succession of vaulted beehive tombs have been

investigated along the borders of the plain ofMesara since 1904,

containing hundreds of interments. Those grouped round

Koumasa, south-east of Gortyna on the upper slopes of the

Kophina mountains, consisted of four tholoi, three circular

and one square, varying in internal diameter from 4-10 to

13 metres. They were enclosed within dry/stone walHng com/-

posed of undressed stones bonded by a quantity of clay and

projections inwards. The whole had been roofed with a

corbelled vault, or with wood and thatch. It was entered

through a doorway to the east, formed by two large stone

uprights supporting a massive Hntel. In one case (tholos B) the

doorway was divided into two by a large upright stone deeply

fixed into the ground. The natural rock was left as a floor, as

was also the case at Hagia Triada and Platanos. On the outside

of the northern wall five slabs in a row projected from 0T5 to

0-20 metre at a height ofabout i metre from the ground, possibly

to serve as scaffolding during the building of the upper part of

the tomb, or if it was covered with earth it may have been a

key binding it with the earth to make it more compact. A
square pit Hned with stones often stood before the doorway,

and a court paved with slabs recurred in front of several

tholoi.

Inside was a hearth at which numerous fires must have been

lighted in the middle of the circle immediately under a smoke/-

hole. But it would seem to have been for ritual purposes other

than cremation, as no genuine evidence exists for this mode of

disposal having been practised in these tombs. The thickness
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of the burial stratum and the mass of bones indicate hundreds

of interments, which at Hagia Triada were estimated by

Professor Halbherr at 250, and at tholos B at Koumasa the

number was far larger.^ The bones, however, were so dislocated

and often heaped together in various parts of the chamber to

afford space for subsequent burials, that the manner of disposal

could not be ascertained. Throughout the Mediterranean com/

munal sepulture was the common custom, a community

burying in the same ossuary for hundreds of years, generation

after generation in this way being "gathered to their fathers".

Thus a chronological sequence of objects occurred in the

tombs though the more valuable articles, especially those of

metal, frequently were extracted from the preceding interment

when a tholos was reopened. To judge by such things as

remained, the equipment included stone vases and palettes not

unlike those in the royal tombs in Egypt at the beginning of

the Dynastic period,^ cylinder seals and clay figurines, amulets,

scorpions on ivory seals, and pins, awls and daggers in copper,

suggesting intercourse with Egypt and the Aegean, while

geometric vases, the spiral motif on seals and vases, and

obsidian, show Cycladic influences. Fires were burnt on the

floors of the tombs but no traces of cremation occurred, and

although no evidence was obtainable from the Mesara tholoi

concerning posture, elsewhere in Crete contracted burial in

coffins or clay pithoi was the usual procedure.^

In Eastern Crete single graves or cists were grouped in small

cemeteries, and at Mochlos large ossuaries or chamber^tombs

were entered through doorways closed by huge upright slabs

of stone, or cists were constructed with walls of similar slabs.

Sometimes the walls were built of small stones like those used

in house construction, or with a combination of large and

small stones. Occasionally bodies were interred in holes in the

rocks with no attempt at a fashioned grave and very little in

the way of mortuary objects. These all belonged to the Early

Minoan period, but in the Middle Minoan large terra^cotta jars,

or pithoi, came into use. These were found standing upside

down over the earlier tombs or in cemeteries, as at Pachyammos
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and Sphoungaras, in a state of confusion as a result of subse/

quent interments. The body had been placed in the jar with

the head downwards, and the jar had been then put in the

ground bottom up, the corpse occupying a sitting or crouched

position; the knees often trussed up under the chin and the

arms doubled back against the body.^

The Cycladic Tomhs

Notwithstanding the influence of Egypt on the Mesara tholoi,

which may indeed have been erected by Libyan settlers soon

after 3000 B.C., in Early Minoan II and III in Crete and the

Aegean, collective burial in stone/built or rock/cut tombs, or

in natural caves, prevailed in successive interments numbering

many hundreds, as against the separate sepulture in Egypt and

Mesopotamia. In the Cyclades, connecting Crete with the

mainland, the early graves included cave/burial, rock/cut

tombs and small slab/cists. In these barren islands, however,

colonized from Anatolia about 3000 B.C., as in Eastern Crete

individual burial in the contracted position was prevalent in

the later tombs (i.e. Early Cycladic III, about 2400 B.C.)

containing human figures called "idols", marble vases and

weapons. In the oldest prehistoric cemeteries at Pelos in Melos

the graves were cists constructed of four erect slabs from the

neighbouring hill^side with the bottom paved with thin plates

of schist and covered with a huge capstone, roughly flattened

on the underside. Burial apparendy had been in the contracted

position, and several of the graves had held at least half a dozen

bodies, as at the cemetery of Antiparos, where most ofthe tombs

contained more than one skeleton. The head in most cases was

laid against the west wall, but no attempt was made at orienta/-

tion. The vases were at one end but not more than two were

found in a single grave. ^*^

In the majority of the island tombs the contents were much
the same and included earthen or stone pots, varying in shape

and colour from light red to black, marble idols, sometimes

shaped like a "fiddle", obsidian blades, copper daggers

and axes and silver ornaments, but in later cemeteries (e.g.
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Antiparos II, Amorgos, Siphnos, Syros) the metal ornaments

were prevalent, the idols better shaped and the grave more

elaborate. For example, at Antiparos I on the western side,

bones were heaped together in confusion, and most graves

contained the remains of several bodies which would seem

to have been cut up and tightly wedged together be-'

tween the side slabs. In the later sites on the south-east of the

island the tombs were longer and better built, and contained

only one body in each, the head resting on a slab or pillow. In

both, the nature of the goods was the same, but the large

marble bowls and plates, obsidian implements, pottery designs

and representations of the human form in marble, showed an

advance in technical skill.
^^

In the southern group of tombs at Phylakopi in Melos

irregular pits, sometimes semicircular, were sunk beneath a

shelf of rock, or subterranean rectangular chambers were cut

out ofthe soft rock, entered through a rectangular doorway and

approached by a short uncovered dromos about i metre in

length and i-6o metres in width. Unfortunately these chamber^

tombs were not reopened or thoroughly examined when they

were found. They and the shaft/graves of uncertain date are by

no means rare in the Phylakopi district, trapezoid cists being

the earlier mode of burial. On the west side of the Bathing

Creek, the graves are quite small, sometimes round with a

dromos and a low beehive roof. On the east side is a two-*

chambered tomb with a gable roof, well^squared walls, and

a ledge for the head of the corpse to rest on. The pottery was

mainly of local geometric ware, with obsidian chips lying

about. Fragments from the chambers included Mycenaean

imports, showing that later influences were felt in the Early

Cycladic settlements.^^ In Guboea, only single interments

occurred in the pit^grave excavated in the ground, and the

same applies in the rectangular or oval corbelled tombs in the

hill^side of Syros. On the island of Pantelleria between Sicily

and Africa are a series of elliptical structures, locally called

"sesi", containing one or more burial chambers approached by

a passage to which a low door gives access and having a
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corbelled roof. They are solid masonry with an outer casing

of large blocks of stone, and are believed to be Neolithic in

origin. ^^

The Siculan Rock^cut Tomhs

Farther to the west, Sicily became a cultural centre in the third

millennium B.C. As early as 2500 agricultural settlements of

Eastern-'Mediterraneantype situated on hill^tops began to replace

Neolithic villages. The cemeteries were composed of rock^cut

tombs, usually entered through a domos leading to oval or

circular chambers which contained a number of burials. The

narrow portal or window cut out of the slabs at the top,

probably a survival of the doorway of the chamber/tomb, was

sealed with a slab which in one case at Castelluccio near

Syracuse was decorated with spirals in relief In the same

cemetery another tomb was closed with two carved slabs which

together represented a breasted female figure. ^^ At Monteracello

the vault was later reproduced above ground as a rectangular

cist built of squared slabs of hmestone set on edge with a

window/entry at one end to represent the door. The chambers,

however, were generally more or less circular in plan, though

natural cave^tombs and old flint mines were in use as family

graves, and followed the Aegean funerary technique and ritual

in its main characteristics.^^

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN
Sardinian Gallery^tomhs

The elaborately constructed Siculan port/hole slabs ornamented

with raised bosses and engraved spirals recur in the Sardinian

gallery^tombs, in the Maltese tholoi, and in the Spanish

passage-'graves, while a similar entrance is found in British

barrows and in cists in Brittany, in the valley of the Seine and

in Sweden. In Sardinia, where collective burial in caves and

rock/cut tombs was common, gallery^graves, known locally as

tombe di^iganti, or giants' tombs, were constructed ofrude blocks

roofed with flat capstones or corbelling and covered by a cairn

enclosed by masonry walls rounded at the closed end. At the
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front the entrance was effected through a huge slab carved and

bordered in relief with a small hole at the base and gabled

above. ^^ The narrow corridor of dressed slabs opened into a

rectangular chamber enclosed by large slabs of stone set on

edge and roofed with similar slabs, the intervening space being

filled with earth. The chamber was a family tomb, and from

the entrance two wings branched off, prolonging the double

walls of the corridor, which were sometimes covered with clay

mortar, not unlike in plan the horned cairns of Northern

Ireland except that the stones were dressed with metal tools.

Some of the Giants' Tombs were contemporary with the rock^

cut graves known as domus di ^iganti, or "Witches' Houses",

with an upright slab forming the entrance to both ofthem from

a semicircular space flanked by masonry.

The rock/cut tombs consist ofa circular or elliptical chamber

with a beehive ceiling and approached by a short corridor

rectangular in form, though sometimes the chamber is rect^

angular with a flat roof It is not easy to date these graves in the

absence of very much in the way of well^attested furnishings.

Mackenzie attempted to establish a typological sequence from the

"dolmen" to the Giants' Tomb,^^ following that of Montelius

for the evolution of megalithic monuments in general. But

the process can as easily be reversed unless it is supported by

datable contents. The connexion would seem to be rather with

the Mediterranean tholos type of tomb, though there may be

some relation between them and the truncated conical dry-'

stone towers of clay mortar and blocks of stone called nuraghiy

which in their more complicated forms continued in their final

development until the Late Bronze Age in the first millen/

nium B.C. as fortified refuges, sometimes containing traces of

a third upper chamber approached by a stairway, and revealing

signs of habitation. ^^

Kock''Cut Tomhs and Navetas in the Balearic Isles

In the Balearic Isles a similar mystery surrounds the talayots^

commonly found in Menorca, which while sometimes used

for burial purposes generally had neither entrance nor interior
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chambers. In construction they resembled the navetas, or stones

built tombs shaped like a ship, built of cyclopean masonry in

which a slab/roofed passage leading to a rectangular burial

chamber had a very small door.^^ Closely associated with them

in Mallorca were a number ofrock-'cut tombs, dating from the

Bronze Age, consisting of a long narrow gallery with one or

more smaller side^chambers opening out of it. Those on the

level ground are approached by a descending stair contained

in a chamber cut in the rock and open to the sky. Others are

entered through a low opening cut in the rock and giving

access to an uncovered courtyard in the hill/side. Both types

may have courtyards and a single or double vestibule which

may or may not contain a stair. In one instance a mound was

erected over a cave covering the entrance. The main chamber

was filled with earth in which the bodies were buried in the

extended position with pottery, copper or bronze daggers and

awls, perforated shells, and buttons. In the side^chambers they

were laid in the contracted posture, and in some of the vessels

human bones and ornaments were found. -^

In the navetas of Menorca the structure of the rock-'cut tombs

is reproduced above the surface of the ground in the form of

megalithic chambers along boat-'hke lines. That known as Es

Tudons ("the wood^pigeons") stands on shghtly rising ground

in a sloping valley, measuring in length about 45 feet with a

height of rather under 15 feet. The entrance at its western end

is nearly square with three courses of upright masonry incHning

towards an angle of 6j°. The eastern end is rounded and

gathered in at an angle of about 55°, the sides perhaps meeting

originally in a ridge before the upper part collapsed. The

appearance was that of an overturned ship (jiaveta) with a

square stern and rounded prow. The monument stands on a

platform above the level of the rock, and forms the forecourt

bounded by rough stones. In front of the entrance are two

slabs which formed a second semicircular area concentric with

the forecourt. The door of the entrance may have been a slab

of stone, suggested by a groove shown in the floor, and through

this opening a passage led to an antechamber some 10 feet high.
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A second narrow passage led into die main chamber con/

structed like that in the rock/cut tombs, except that the roof

made of great slabs is flat instead of being rounded. At the far

end is a terminal ledge, 2 feet above the floor/level, as in the

caves, but no side^chambers have been discovered. Since in all

probability the navetas were used as tombs for chieftains in the

manner of the Giants' Graves in Sardinia, while commoners

were buried in the rock^cut tombs, they doubtless were carefully

sealed after interment. This is indicated by the rebate for a

door/slab at the two Rafal Rubi navetas. At Es Tudons frag/

ments of prehistoric pottery and two pieces of a bronze armlet

in the soil by the entrance suggest that it was a tomb which

remained unopened until fairly recently. ^^ But until more is

known of their contents the Balearic graves will remain obscure

notwithstanding their structural importance in the megalithic

tradition of the long cairn type of grave.

Maltese Megaliths

Oi all the islands in the Western Mediterranean, however, the

one of greatest sacred significance from the third millennium

B.C. was Malta, Although it was uninhabited apparently until

the megalithic civiHzation reached its barren shores about

3000 B.C., it was there that the elaborate labyrinthine burial

vaults or apsidal "temples" of Mnaidra, Hagia Kim and Hal

Tarxien were created, with the Gigantea on the neighbouring

island of Gozo and the Hal Saftieni Hypogeum to the north/

west of the village of Tarxien, prior to the arrival of the Bronze

Age immigration about the middle of the second millennium

when cremation was introduced at. Tarxien. It is true that

Ugolini has endeavoured to make the island the centre from

which Mediterranean civilization originated, ^ ^ but this claim

can hardly be seriously maintained. Nevertheless, it certainly

does seem to have been the meeting/place of a number of

streams ofculture over a considerable period from western Asia

and the Eastern Mediterranean, including Thessaly and the

Balkans, as well as from Egypt, and nearer at hand from Italy,

beginning perhaps, as Zammit contended, about 3000 b.c.^^
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It may, however, have been rather later that the tholos^

architecture of Near^Eastern (Sumerian) origin, in its western

diffusion, reached the island.'-**

The three successive NeoHthic temples at Hal Tarxien reveal

a chronological series extending from the Neolithic in the third

millennium B.C. to the Bronze Age in the middle of the second

millennium. Within these broader periods, which in Malta in

the Phoenician colonization continued into the first millennium

B.C., contemporary with the final phases of the nuraghic

culture in Sardinia, there were subdivisions each displaying its

own insular characteristics as well as its contacts with the out''

side world, ranging from the Near East and AnatoHa to the

Cyclades, Italy and Sicily. It was, in fact, not until the Bronze

Age that this seclusion was interrupted by the arrival of a

cremating immigration at Hal Tarxien from the Eastern Medu
terranean, and only there has a cremation cemetery been found

containing copper and bronze implements and a type o{

pottery with its duck^shaped vessels, quite distinct from the

preceding Neolithic ware.-° It may be that it was only one of

several similar groups which happened to have been isolated

before it was influenced by the native Neolithic culture, but in

any case it shows how vigorous was the indigenous prehistoric

civilization known to us very largely from its megalithic

monuments.

Notwithstanding the complexity of their structure, the

general plan is that of the megaliths of the Siculan and

Sardinian type with corbelled vaulting, a curved forecourt and

a passage leading to several chambers. Thus, at Mnaidra two

elliptical chambers are placed one behind the other, the southern

half consisting of a paved passage of upright stones leading to

an enclosure composed of a wall of vertical and horizontal

masonry. To the left ofthe entrance stands a trilithon table with

a horizontal block above it. A window 16 by 12 inches has

been cut in the vertical slab of the wall of the enclosure beyond

the aperture, and similar port^holes occur in the south^-west

wall communicating with two other rectangular spaces, while

the whole of the southern half of the structure is surrounded by
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a series of rough stones set alternately with the broad faces and

their narrow edges outwards. The roofing of the apses was by

corbelling, ofwhich a few traces are still visible. ^^ The northern

half of the temple was added later, and at Hagia Kim and Hal

Tarxien a complicated sanctuary was produced, apsidal ellip/

tical chambers with cup/marks and spiral cuts on many of the

slabs being suggestive of Minoan influences.

The Hal Tarxien group of temples, to which a fourth has

now been added, are all prior to the Bronze Age influx with

a common approach from a large semicircular forecourt leading

to a corridor terminating in an apse. The succession of develop*'

ments was spread over centuries within the NeoHthic period,

with a fourth smaller temple to the east dating from the Bronze

Age more or less contemporary with the cemetery overlying the

other temples. The whole structure may have been surrounded

by a mound of earth up to the level of the capstones, while the

apses were domed with corbelled cupolas and the corridors

sheltered by long horizontal slabs, with the spaces between the

apses only open to the sky. The walls were decorated with

geometric designs, spirals and friezes of animals.'^'

The temple called Gigantea in Gozo, which originally

consisted of a single shrine, contained stones with spirals and

animal designs in relief, and ornamental pittings. Like

Mnaidra, when a second temple was added it became two

separate buildings, each having two sets of parallel elliptical

areas with the remains of niches and altars in the second

elliptical enclosure. ^^ The great rock-'cut Hypogeum at Hal

Saflioni with its domed vaults decorated with spirals is an

underground series of caves, passages and chambers with

trilithons built in front of them, reproducing below ground in

three storeys the main features of the temples. The middle room

is the largest and has a number of small chambers and two

decorated rooms, with the lowest storey reached by a flight of

steps partly cut in the rock. Before it became a vast ossuary

extensively used for burial purposes, containing, it is estimated,

7,000 interments with shell necklaces, polished stone

amulets and funerary pottery, it may have been used as a
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sanctuary for oracular and initiatory rites, as Zammit has

suggested, 2^ in which, as will be considered later,^^ the

Asiatic Mother-'goddess probably played an important part.

But whatever may have been the precise nature of the cultus

performed in these sacred edifices, Malta unquestionably was

an important religious centre in the third millennium B.C., and

while its megaHthic cult may not have been essentially a

mortuary ritual, despite the absence of burials except at Hal
Saflieni, the plan of construction adopted with the semicircular

court with apses, port^-holes and slabs used as doorways and

approached through a passage, conforms to that of the collec/-

tive tombs of the Eastern Mediterranean. The oldest examples

were elliptical apsidal shrines with a door on one long wall

and a niche facing it on the other, branching into lateral and

terminal apses. This is merely an extension of the rock/cut

tomb, familiar as we have seen elsewhere in the Western

Mediterranean in the tholos tradition, with the addition of a

semicircular paved forecourt.

The numerous graves cut in the rock at Malta are assigned

to the Phoenician occupation in the first millennium, prior to

the Roman domination in 218 B.C. The earliest of these are

circular tombs with a domed ceiling and shallow circular shaft

and a square entrance sealed on the outside by a rectangular

stone slab. Cinerary urns of an amphora type, globular in form

and covered with a circular plate, occur in them, with ashes in

one or more urns. These oldest graves were followed by an

almost identical structure except that the shaft became deeper

and rectangular, until in the third stage the funeral chamber

was rectangular with a flat ceiling and the floor ran at right

angles to the entrance dividing the tomb into two parts with

a flat ledge on each side of the trench on which two bodies

were laid. Occasionally, rectangular chambers were added to

the single shaft. The furniture became progressively more and

more abundant and varied in the later graves, inhumation

being the rule in the second stage, though cinerary urns in the

shape of a simple Maltese olla persisted throughout the sepul^

ture. Copper jewellery occurred in the third type of rectangular
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tomb as well as glass, beads, stone and ivory objects, and a

bilychnis lamp with Carthaginian affinities. Roman influences

were very evident in the later graves, but although they were

used by the Phoenicians and their successors down to the

Christian era, some of the rock/cut tombs may have been

built in the pre/Phoenician period. Indeed Zammit main/

tained that some of those of the first stage cannot be much later

than about 3000 b.c.^^ If this can be substantiated by further

discoveries and examination of the furniture, the sepulchral

origin of the temple architecture will become more apparent.

Isolated from commercial relations with the Aegean the

culture contacts of Malta in Neolithic times seem to have been

mainly with Anatolia and Western Asia, notwithstanding the

presence of querns of lava from Sicily, and Siculan bossed

bone^plaques, and the spiral designs and other Minoan in/

fluences which reached it by the second phase of Hal Tarxien.

The pottery shows resemblances to that of Southern Italy and

Sicily, while the rotund female figurines and ancient figures in

bas-relief are Thessalian and Asiatic in appearance, and the

polished grey ware is reminiscent of Syria and Palestine.

Besides Danubian, Macedonian and other Eastern European

connexions, the closest affinities appear to have been with

Sardinia. Notwithstanding the traces of Minoan contacts the

sacred isle stood apart from the rest of the Aegean world, and

having practically nothing to export it remained relatively in

isolation from the commercial activities of the region. This

doubtless explains the survival of the Neolithic culture long after

the use ofcopper and bronze had become established elsewhere.

But as the centre of the megaUthic cult it occupied a unique

position in the Western Mediterranean in the third millennium

and exercised a far/reaching and powerful influence in the

diffusion of this essentially religious prehistoric civilization.

IBERIAN PENINSULA

The Almerian Megaliths

It was, however, on the southern and eastern shores of the

Iberian peninsula that the commercial and cultural enterprises
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were most apparent from about 2600 B.C. onwards, and

nowhere is the megalithic tradition more strongly represented

than in Almeria and the surrounding district. Communal
graves, ossuaries, cists, simple and chambered or galleried

"dolmens", corridor^tombs, corbelled vaults with or without

entrance passages; in short, practically every known type of

great stone monument is to be found on the land bridge in

the sea route from the Ancient Middle East to the Atlantic

littoral and the North-west. Its wealth in metals made it a

centre of commercial enterprise for traders and voyagers, and

the Chalcolithic invasion of Spain, which introduced the

megalithic cult, may have been preceded by metal^using navi-'

gators who settled at Valez Blanco, Palaces, Campo and

Puerto Blanco, where they buried their dead in stone-'walled

trenches containing from eight to ten bodies, or in stone cists,

each under a round cairn, rather like the North African pit/-

graves or the Early Minoan rock^cut cists. But collective burial in

natural caves and circular cists was also coming into vogue with

collective necklaces, stone beads, bracelets, Pff^wHaJ^/y shells, stone

figurines, and copper pins, among their funerary furniture. "^-

The Neolithic folk settled on hill^tops like El Garcel near

the Mediterranean coast in South-'east Spain, and brought

with them a culture having affinities with that of the Badarians

and Merimdian peoples of prehistoric Egypt and the Fayum.

But they also had adopted collective burial and the use oi

callais beads which might connect them with Brittany rather

than the Fertile Crescent. It was apparently upon this first

genuine Neolithic civiHzation in Western Europe that the mega^

lithic voyagers made their impact when they established them/

selves in Almeria among the hills at Los Millares. There

within very easy reach of the coast in a region rich in copper,

gold, silver and lead, they erected a setdement on the spur of

a plateau overlooking the fertile valley of the Anderax river

with a cemetery of collective tombs behind the town containing

copper daggers and axes, flint arrow-heads, ornaments of

ivory and callais, amulets, bone figurines, stone jars, beakers,

bowls and vessels decorated with conventionalized animals.
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Rectangular houses were built with dry-stone walling and

supplied with water by an aqueduct from a spring in the hill/

side. Whether or not it was contemporary with or subsequent

to the Garcel Neolithic culture is a matter of debate, but in

any case it represents an influx ofa group of megalithic builders

in Almeria who became sufficiently powerful and estabhshed

to fashion and erect imposing stone tombs with corbelled roofs.

Over a hundred of them were constructed in small groups,

either with entrance passages, circular corbelled chambers and

dry/stone walling, like those at Khirokitia in Cyprus or at

Mesara in Crete, or as quadrangular megalithic gallery tombs.

The chambers in the tholoi generally are from 3 to 6

metres in diameter, and the walls are lined with stone slabs

plastered and painted, while pillars of stone or wood support

the roof. A single or double ring of upright stones constitutes

the retaining wall of the earth mound, and on the side where

it descends, generally on that facing the sea (i.e. the east), the

Fig. 3. Entrance to passage/grave at Los Millares, Spain
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction of entrance to passage^grave

at Los Millares

wall of the chamber and the slab at the entrance are pierced by

a doorway or port^hole, frequently divided into a series of

antechambers by other doors. This passage is constructed with

upright slabs or dry^-stone, the roof is of flat slabs or corbelled,

and the portals are formed of several slabs or of a single holed-'

stone (Figs. 3,4). Access to the circular mound is gained by two

or three steps leading down to the passage. The semicircular

forecourt where the rites were performed, often is outlined by

stone slabs.
^^

In one tomb up to a hundred burials were found, and every^

where there are indications of collective interment on a con/

siderable scale over long periods, the earlier bones having been

put on one side to make room for later additions to the necro/

polis. The skeletons often overflow into the passage, and it has

been suggested that a family likeness occurs in some of the

skulls. Be this as it may, there is little room for doubt that these

great tombs belonged to a family or clan, as elsewhere in the

megalithic region. In this neighbourhood in South-eastern

Spain similar cemeteries existed at Almizaraque and Las

Canteras, and farther to the west at Belmonte, Purcherra,

Tabernas and Velez Blancho.^^ There were also in the area

slab/built graves, some rectangular or in the form of trapezoid

cists with short entrance passages.
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Although there were traces of partially burnt bones, inhuman

tion was the normal method of sepulture, the fires probably

having been for ritual purposes as purifying agents. The furni/

ture everywhere was rich, and while this included an abundance

of copper daggers, awls and pins, there were also superbly

flaked flint arrow/heads, halbert blades and knives together

with ivory, turquoise, callais, pectunculus shell, amber and jet

objects. The pottery was mainly Almerian with decorated

incised geometric and ritualistic designs, but a few beakers

occurred in some of the tombs as an intrusive element. Highly

stylized female figurines made by painting or incising knuckle^

bones were among the cult objects in the graves, which

included flat/stone croziers, a few undecorated schist plaques,

and stone or bone models of sandals used apparently as

amulets as were the stone^axes.

South-west Iherian Tomhs

Granada on the plateau also contains several large cemeteries

of collective burials in the neighbourhood of Guardix, Gor

and Gorafe. A few were corbelled tholoi, but most of them

were smaller cists, often entered through port/holed slabs, and

containing Almerian funerary furniture, but of a rather inferior

and less varied character. In fertile Andalusia, rich in minerals,

vast tombs were erected, as, for example, at Antiquera at the

base of the Sierra de los Toreales, between Malaga and

Granada. There the Cueva de Menga consists of a short lofty

passage leading to a rectangular chamber, 25 metres in length

and 6 metres in width, rising to 3 metres in height at its inner

end, which is cut out of a ridge of a cliff and covered with

four large slabs and a low mound of earth supported by three

large central pillars. The chamber is walled with carefully

dressed upright stones inclined inwards, and the gallery is

covered with a single slab. The entrance is composed of four

stones rather lower in height than the rest of the uprights but

showing no indication of an inward incline. On the last of

the vertical blocks on the left wall of the passage elongated

cruciform figures are incised comparable to the designs of
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Neolithic shelters in the provinces of Malaga and Granada,

and similar in patina to that of the surrounding rocks. These

may have been a later addition, but they reveal the antiquity of^

the monument. ^^

On the same hill overlooking the plain, about 80 yards from

the Cueva de Menga, there is a second chambered tomb, the

Cueva de Viera, following the same method of construction

but on a smaller scale and entered through a long gallery

divided from the chamber by a stone doorway at one end and

by a similar portal from an outer passage of rough stones at

the other end. The cover^stones of the inner gallery and

chamber are less regular than those of the Cueva de Menga,

and on the stones of the outer passage are cup^markings. Two
kilometres away a double^chambered tomb of cupola^'type, the

Cueva de Romeral, stands on an isolated hill, while a simpler

form of the same construction recurs at Gor in Granada, and

Matarrubilla in Sevilla.^^ In fact, from Almeria to the Portu-'

guese province of Algarve on the South/west Atlantic coast, a

long line of megalithic collective tombs mark the sites of

ancient settlements in this metalliferous region. Thus, in the

cemetery of Alcala in Algarve there are seven corbelled tombs

of the Los Millares type with galleries, portals leading to a

circular chamber, paved and divided into rectangular compart/*

ments, though in some dry-stone walling takes the place of

vertical slabs.
^''

At Palmella in Estremadura on the Tagus estuary near

Lisbon circular rock^-cut tombs approached by passages with

antechambers reappear and extend along the Atlantic coast to

Alapraia (Cascaes), and Folha de Barradas (Cintra), and

inland to Badajoz and Salamanca in Spain. In them the

funerary furniture was less elaborate and metal objects were

rare. Nevertheless, the essential features ofthe Almerian charac/

teristics were retained in the cylinder/head pins, clay plaques,

marble figures, often with incised eyes and bands, and excels

lently fashioned and polished halberd blades in flint and

arrow/'heads. From elsewhere came callais beads, schist plaques,

gold, amber, ivory and croziers decorated with rectilinear
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designs and a squat type of beaker ware, globular pots and

carinated bowls. Copper was only used for small objects in most

of the graves, its place being taken by stone and flint axes.^^

Pyrenaean Megaliths

While Almerian influences were extending westwards to

Portugal, along the east coast and the Ebro valley, they were

also penetrating northwards until they reached Catalonia and

the Pyrenees. The indigenous population continued to bury

their dead in caves and trench graves but in North-eastern

Catalonia, Navarra and the Basque province megalithic

passage/graves under round cairns, gallery and bottlez-shaped

tombs, dolmens with polygonal chambers and short passages

began to make their way from the south, together with an

abundance of copper objects, callais beads, cyUnder^pins,

Pectunculm bracelets, zoned beakers, bone buttons, and knuckle/

bone figures. The segmented galleries divided into two com/

partments by slabs like a series of cists, prevalent in the

Pyrenees, may have arisen as a result of a fusion between the

Almerian and El Garcel immigrations in this area.^^ Caves

were still used, however, for burial, but it was the gallery/graves

and their culture that became the dominant influence in the

Pyrenaean region, spreading from Catalonia across to the west

coast ofFrance, representing a combination ofthe passage/tomb

and the slab/cist of the original Almerian colonists.

On the Atlantic littoral and in the hinterland a similar

movement occurred, with the megalithic architecture becoming

less complex, with small passage/dolmens of inferior workman/

ship taking the place of the great tombs of the south, until in

Galicia, the Basque provinces and the Spanish Pyrenees free/

standing rectangular closed dolmens or cists became prevalent,

polygonal in the north/west and square in the north/east. These

are mere shadows of the great megalithic tombs of the south

with their long ancestry in the Middle and Eastern Mediter/

ranean.*^ The rarity of metal in these more remote megaliths

is, however, no indication of their age, since the Neolithic

culture persisted in North/west Iberia and Northern Europe long
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after copper and bronze were in general use in the Middle East

and the Mediterranean littoral. Nevertheless, it suggests that the

quest o[ ore was not the principal motive of the diffusion in

this region, however much it may have been one of the articles

sought in the south. Indeed there is no single object, or group

of objects, which characterizes these graves, notwithstanding

the fact that beaker pottery has revealed the spread of a new

cultural influence not only in the Iberian peninsula but through/

out western and Central Europe from Brittany and the Rhine

to Bohemia and Moravia, and sporadically in Sardinia, Sicily

and Northern Italy.'*^ But this diffusion could not have given

rise to the megalithic civilization, in either the Eastern Mediter/

ranean or Atlantic Europe because, as will be considered later,

while the Beaker folk buried their dead in megalithic tombs,

they merely adopted the practice when they settled in areas in

which the cult was already established.

ATLANTIC EUROPE
Megalithic Tombs in Brittany

Undaunted by the hazards of the Bay of Biscay, the megalithic

mariners after colonizing Iberia made their way in a north/

westerly direction from Portugal and Galicia to the Breton

peninsula. Thus, in the Gulf of Morbihan and the neighbour/

ing isles, which with Jersey may have been joined to the

mainland, five types of tombs are distinguishable based on the

Iberian tradition but adapted to local conditions and materials.

While the corbelled passage/graves on the coasts and islands

reproduce their Portuguese and Spanish prototypes, they are

clearly imitations displaying local variations. In Southern

Morbihan the Iberian plan reappears, although corbelling is

less frequent than in the south of Spain and is distinct from the

small corbelled graves of the Breton Bronze Age. To the north/

east of Carnac the great passage family dolmen of Kercado in

the form of a circular tumulus, 20 metres in diameter and

3-5 metres in height, is surmounted by a menhir over the burial

chamber and surrounded by a stone circle (Fig. 5). Originally

it had an ashlar retaining wall which splayed out towards the
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entrance to form a forecourt with a stone/built portal in the

centre and a huge slab on each side of it. Encircling the mound
was a causeway at the base of the wall constructed of closely

packed stones from 3 to 6 metres wide flanked by the stone

circle which seems to have been a development of the ritual

enclosure at the entrance to some of the tombs at Los Millares

and of forecourts in the Aegean tholoi and rock/cut tombs, but

extended to embrace the entire structure.*^ Of the rites which

were performed in it the only indications are two hearths and

a slab on which offerings may have been cooked before

presentation to the dead or to their tutelary spirits.

In some ofthe Breton passage/graves several chambers occur,

as, for example, in the tomb of Mane Rutual, Locmariaquer,

where behind a smaller rectangular chamber lies a larger poly^

gonal chamber covered by a huge slab, as in the Spanish

megaliths. But in Brittany sometimes transepts were added on

either side of the gallery at or near the inner end (e.g. Mane^

Bras (Goderon) and Clud/er/Yer). Whether or not these

transepted galleries evolved in France out of normal Iberian

tholoi with lateral cells as at Los Millares, ^^ or, as Dr Daniel

now maintains, they represent an independent line of diffusion

from the gallery/graves set in wedge/shaped barrows related

to the Balearic navetas and the Scandinavian ^iganti,^'^ the

elongated straight covered chamber indistinguishable from the

passage/grave became a prominent feature in megalithic con-'

struction in Brittany (other than in Southern Morbihan) and

in the basins of the Loire and the Seine. It is common also in

the south of France and in many islands of the western

Mediterranean, often covered with a long barrow in contrast

to the Breton passage/graves in round barrows. In Morbihan,

however, the unchambered long barrows of the Manio type

near Carnac, which are not strictly megalithic in structure, may
not have been inspired by the great Iberian megalithic tombs, *^

and, unless Dr Daniel is correct in deriving the allie couverte

from the gallery series in the islands of the Western Mediter^

ranean,*® which is by no means improbable, the transepted

galleries may have been borrowed from the long cairns.
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KERCADO
(CARMAC)

Fig. 5. Passage^grave at Kercado, near Carnac, Brittany

Another type of gallery occurs in Brittany consisting of two

sections at right angles, the one leading into the other, with

carvings of an exclusive design on the vertical slabs. Since this

form is unknown south of the Pyrenees, probably it represents

a Breton peculiarity. In Southern Morbihan shortened galleries

without entrances, such as the closed chamber in the tumulus

of Tumiac, Arzon, are built largely of dry-stone waUing under

huge barrows. That at Mane^er^Hroeck was 100 metres long

and covered a square chamber of very large slabs placed
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horizontally to form a chamber roofed with capstones. On
one side of the chamber an upright was decorated with

schematic sacred carvings like those on the Iberian chamber

tombs, idols and plaques. Spiral designs recur on the pillars

at Gavr'inis and Mane/Lud, similar to those in the Middle

Mediterranean megaliths. ^^ At Mont S. Michel the central

chamber was surrounded by a number of small cists, and

although they have been assigned to the Bronze Age,*^ green/

stone ceremonial axes and callais beads, which abound in

them, suggest that they belong to the established tradition

in Brittany, where practically every example of megalithic

monument is to be found from corbelled tholoi to small

cists.

Corbelling, in fact, is not a prominent feature in this area,

having been introduced in all probability by the mariners from

the south. A few rock/cut tombs were dug in the softer rocks,

but the common practice was to bury commoners in stone cists,

or dolmens, consisting of three or more upright slabs roofed

with one or two capstones, either under small tumuli or sunk

in the ground, containing jadite axes and bracelets, callais,

amber and rock crystal beads, together with some copper and

gold objects, stone double axes, mace^heads and ritual carvings.

This assortment of grave goods shows that Brittany became the

centre of the megalithic cult in north-western Europe, and so

attracted devotees from a very wide area. In addition to those

who brought the chambered/tombs with their forecourt and

walling and Mediterranean antecedents from Southern Spain

and Portugal, there were unmistakable connexions with the

valley of the Loire and Southern France; while from the Paris

basin came the galleries with port/hole slabs, figurines of the

Mother/goddess and "collared flasks" characteristic of the

Seine/Oise/Marne (S.O.M.) culture. The occurrence of

beakers in most types of graves, except the corbelled tombs of

Morbihan and Jersey, indicate that the Beaker folk were also

a dominant element in the population, since they adopted the

local cult and buried their dead in megaliths with their own
drinking/cup.
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The S.O.M. Culture

The distribution ofthe monuments suggests in the first instance

a maritime diffusion with concentrations at certain foca^points,

such as the Gulf of Morbihan, Southern Finistere and, in a

lesser degree, the Lower Loire and Vendee with extensions to

the Cote du Nord and Jersey. But they are densest in the

Breton coastal districts and the lower reaches of the estuaries,

diminishing on the western coasts and dwindUng to a few

isolated spots in the north-east. From the Paris basin a late

form of megalithic cult, characteristic of the S.O.M. cultus,

made its way to Brittany with its collective burial in rectangular

chambers and its appropriate furniture as indicated above,

while commoners were interred in family ossuaries. This tradi/

tion had been inherited from the Pyrenaean region in the south

of France, Sardinia and the Balearic Isles, as appears in the

gallery of Grotte des Fees, 82 feet long, derived from the rock/

cut tomb of St Vincent in Mallorca. Passing up the Rhone
valley to the Paris basin, it then spread westwards to Brittany

and Jersey but not to Guernsey. To the north/east the S.O.M.

galleries occurred in Belgium and Westphalia, and finally

reached the south of Sweden. In the Marne, chalk cemeteries

have been found containing rock-'cut graves entered by a

descending ramp or dromos, as in the Mycenaean tombs, and

in the more elaborate structures equipped with richer furniture

but fewer bodies than the smaller collective burials of forty or

more corpses. In the valley of the Seine and Oise slabs generally

have been used to produce a trench with a chamber at one end

divided from the rest by a port^hole at the entrance, often with

a conventionalized figure of the Mother-'goddess inscribed on

the wall.^^ In the Paris basin trepanning holes in the skull was

practised as a magical device.

THE BRITISH ISLES

From Brittany the megalithic mariners proceeded northwards

across the English Channel soon after 2500 B.C., settling on

the chalk downs and uplands in the south of England from

Sussex to Eastern Devon in an environment not unlike that to
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which they had been accustomed in their continental home-'

lands. They organized themselves in small agricultural commu/
nities on patches of arable land and pasture with causewayed

enclosures on high ground, perhaps for impounding cattle at

the end of the summer, in such places as Windmill Hill near

Avebury in Wiltshire (the site which has given its name to the

earhest or "A" NeoHthic culture in Britain), Knap Hill between

Marlborough and Devizes, Whitehawk Camp near Brighton

race^course, Goodwood near Chichester, Coombe Hill near

Eastbourne, Maiden Castle in Dorset, Hembury near Honiton

in Devon, and Cam Brea in Cornwall. Near the Thames at

Abingdon a Neolithic promontory has been identified on

low4ying ground.^

^

The absence of metal in these sites and in the graves indicates

that the first Neolithic colonists arrived before they had become

acquainted with the processes of metallurgy, and their pottery

was also ofthe prcz-Beaker type, consisting ofwell/proportioned

round^bottomed, baggy or carinated bowls, sometimes copied

from leather models, with moulded rims and upright lips. They

were well baked and often burnished, either plain or orna^

mented by drawing the finger or a comb over the wet clay and

making imprints with the finger-nail, and pricks by bone^pins

under the rims. They engaged in large-scale flint^-mining on the

open chalk ofthe downs at Cissbury, Harrow Hill, Blackpatch

and Easton Down in Sussex and Wessex, at Peppard on the

Chilterns, and Grimes' Graves in Norfolk, where phallic

figures carved in chalk or bone have been found.

British Lon^ Barrows

Skeletons having been discovered in the shaft of a flint/rnine

and in the ditch at Whitehawk Camp, it might appear that

commoners were not interred in prepared tombs. Collective

burial in communal graves, often in a confused condition, was,

however, a feature of the Windmill Hill culture, together with

secondary interment in stone vaults or chambered tombs

covered with an earth mound. These long barrows are of very

frequent occurrence on the downs from Sussex to Dorset, and
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on the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds; the primary inter/

ments in the chambers beneath a small cairn or sods at the end

of the mound usually are associated with Windmill Hill

pottery. In districts where stone was not available—e.g. in

South Wiltshire, Hampshire, Dorset, Sussex and Berkshire

—

these elongated mounds were composed of earth, chalk and

timber heaped over with subsoil excavated from ditches, as in

the very long unchambered Holdenhurst barrow near Bourne^

mouth. In Brittany, as we have seen, long mounds as an

alternative to burial in round cairns were in vogue before this

mode of sepulture reached Britain, soon after 2400 B.C., and

became a characteristic feature of the Neolithic "A" culture. It

was also under Breton influences, it would seem, that cham/

bered barrows began to make their appearance rather later on

the Cotswolds and in the neighbourhood of the Severn in the

form of genuine megalithic gallery/graves, where suitable stone

was readily obtainable, as it was in Ireland, Scotland and the

Orkneys. ^^

The origin and relation of these two types of barrows, how/-

ever, is still a matter of debate. The earth mounds on the Sussex

Downs are situated near the causewayed camps rather than in

association with the flint/rnines, but their focus would appear

to have been Salisbury Plain, where stone was accessible and

megalithic monuments abounded. Indeed the great long

barrow at West Kennet, which was virtually an appendage of

Avebury, contains stone chambers. But stone was not difficult

to obtain on the Yorkshire Wolds where earthen barrows were

erected. The distinction between the two techniques, therefore,

has the appearance of being an established tradition rather than

a matter of the material, though doubtless accessibility of stone

facilitated its use in tomb construction. It may be, as Hawkes
and Piggott suggest, that earth barrows were introduced by the

Neolithic "A" immigration from Brittany before the megalithic

builders arrived. ^^ But the two groups of tombs seem to have

been more or less contemporary in the Windmill Hill and

Cotswold/Severn regions, and they may have reached their

respective destinations along parallel but distinctive routes, the
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one landing on the south coast of England, the other making

its way along the Bristol Channel and settling on the Gower
coast of South Wales, and on the opposite side in the Mendips,

spreading thence to the Cotswolds where it continued the

megalithic tradition.

The Severn^ Cotswold Barrows

Thus, the great mound known as Belas Knap near Charlton

in Gloucestershire, 200 feet long and 75 feet wide, has at the

end a false portal with uprights, Hntel, blocking/stone and

dry-stone walling curving inwards, together with the remains

of a forecourt in which the funerary rites were held. On the

west and east sides are openings leading to a small chamber

composed of five great slabs of stone with a second long narrow

chamber on the east side, and a passage running north and

south at the southern end. It is said to have been surrounded

by a circle ofstones, but no trace ofit has been found. Numerous

dolichocephalic skulls occurred in all the chambers, and below

the portal were those of five children. The remains of a brachy^

cephalic young man, it has been suggested, may have belonged

to a prisoner of war sacrificed during the funeral ceremonies. ^^

At the east end of a very long barrow at Maiden Castle a

body apparently had been hacked to pieces and the brain

extracted from the skull in the same manner and doubtless for

the same reasons as those we have already considered.^* Near

by were pits which could have contained offerings for the dead,

and judging from the length of the barrow (1,790 feet) the

person interred in it must have been ofsome significance unless

the site was a place o{ peculiar sanctity. In the communal
tumuli the dead apparently had been deposited in the family

vault to be gathered to their fathers without very much circum-'

stance or elaboration of furniture. ^^ Only at Nympsfield in the

Cotswolds have infant bones been recorded in barrows in

southern England. ^^

On the other side of the Bristol Channel long cairns of the

Cotswold type recur in Wales along the Glamorgan and

Gower coast, in the Black Mountains in Brecknockshire, and
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Fig. 6. The Bryn Celli Ddu chambered cairn, Anglesey

in the Conway valley in the north. In the western peninsulas

they are more prevalent in the north of the Principality than in

the south, and reveal connexions with North Ireland and

South/western Scotland. Thus, Bryn CeUi Ddu in Anglesey

is a chambered cairn consisting of a single polygonal chamber

about 8 feet wide covered by two capstones, and approached

by a passage 6 feet in length with a roofed portal and an inner

passage 20 feet long, and originally placed in a round barrow

90 feet in diameter with a ritual pit behind the chamber and a

menhir in the centre of the tomb. Inside the portal are two

recesses which may have been an antechamber, and outside the

circular wall were the remains of a forecourt, suggesting

possible parallels with the Mallorca tombs ^' (Fig. 6). Ten
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miles to the west at Trecastle Bay is a similar round barrow

80 feet in diameter with a passage leading to a small central

chamber with three side^chambers opening out of it, and at

Plas Newydd near by a small chamber opens out of a larger

one, either as a single chamber with an antechamber at the

south, ^^ or, as Dr Daniel maintains, a side^chamber with a

passage running to the east.^^ In any case both Bryn Celli Ddu
and Plas Newydd are passage^graves displaying the customary

features.

The Boyne Passage^^raves

The centres of this widely dispersed group of tombs with an

elongated gallery divided into segments by upright slabs and

often opening on to a forecourt with stone^walling recessed at

one end to form horns, seems to have been the estuary of the

Clyde and Carlingford Lough in Northern Ireland. From

these two ports of entry the colonizers spread through the

Hebrides, Arran, Bute, Kintyre and Galloway in Scotland,

to the Isle of Man, Anglesey and Ulster, with westward exten/

sions as far as Sligo and County Mayo, bringing with them

the gallery^grave tradition of Sardinia, Southern France and the

Pyrenees. Meanwhile, around Dublin a passage^grave cult had

been established with tholoi tombs in the Boyne valley beneath

circular cairns on high ground arranged in cemeteries. The

best known of these, New Grange, is a circular chambered

barrow 280 feet in diameter and 44 feet high (Fig. 7) sur/

rounded by a stone circle originally numbering probably not

less than thirty/five free-standing menhirs now reduced to

twelve. Around the mound runs a kerb of large flat stones on

end, each about 10 feet long, some ofwhich are decorated with

sculpture and geometrical patterns in low relief typical of

Breton and Iberian tombs. The octagonal chamber with a

corbelled vault 20 feet high is approached by a passage 62 feet

long roofed with capstones and having three cells opening out

of it independently roofed. On the floor of each cell and in the

centre of the main chamber are large shallow stone basins. ^*^

When the mound was first opened in 1699 it is said that a
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Fig. 7. New Grange chambered tomb, Co. Meath, Ireland

menhir lay on the ground in the burial chamber, and another

stood on the summit ofthe hill.®^ In the neighbouring tumulus

of Dowth two sets of chambers occur, one of which is crucu

form in plan but with a subsidiary passage opening out of one

of the side recesses. The other is circular with an antechamber

leading out of it. The stones in both these tombs have sculp*'

tured symbols and elaborate incised conventionalized designs

on the walls and roofs, including those of the Goddess, ^-

suggesting their Breton and Iberian prototypes.

The passage is not divided into segments as in the Clyde^

Carlingford graves, and although entrances in the Boyne group

often splay to form a forecourt, this feature is not prominent.

At Carrowkeel in Sligo a vast corbelled tomb has sills in the

passage and at the entrance to the three polygonal chambers,

reminiscent of that at Antiquera in Spain; ^"^ a feature that

recurs at the magnificent tomb of Maes Howe in the Orkneys,

where it was doubtless reproduced from the Boyne model
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rather than from the Iberian original structure. Closed round

cairns at Carrowkeel resemble those of Mane and Tumaic in

Brittany, but by the time the cult had reached Sligo it had

passed its zenith apparently, as burial in simple round stone

dolmens in walled cairns was the more general procedure.

From Dublin, Boyne, Armagh and North Antrim the

passage-'grave tradition developed along familiar lines with

inland and southern outliers.^* The chambers with one or two

cells are reminiscent of the plan of Los Millares and Almi/

zaraque in Almeria, and at Alcala in Algarve. These features

were further developed at New Grange and Dowth into three

cells as apse and transepts. In the Dublin group at Tibradden

Mount the tholos scheme of a circular chamber with corbelled

roof (now mainly destroyed) and dromos built of dry masonry,

together with chambers having cells opening out of them, is

reproduced. ^^ Furthermore, the Iberian tradition of erecting

the tombs on mountains or hills in groups was followed, while

the symbolic and geometrical stylized designs recall similar

patterns on Iberian passage^graves.®^ Another common feature

are the large shallow stone bowls. Therefore it is in Spain that

the origins ofthe Boyne Hill megalithic tradition would appear

to lie, with Brittany as its area of characterization.

The Clydey-Carlingford Gallery^'graves

The Clyde^Carlingford galleries, on the other hand,

belonged, it would seem, to the Severn/'Cotswold group,

derived ultimately from the Pyrenees and Southern France,

Sardinia and Sicily, introduced into Ulster and Sligo either

direct from its continental cradleland, or as a secondary coloni/

zation from Scotland. The resemblance to the Sardinian

Giants' Graves is so close that it could be explained as the

result of an immigration from the Western Mediterranean, and

the decorated pottery conforms to the Pyrenaean technique.

But in the absence ofa chronological sequence in the Sardim'an

megaliths all that can be affirmed is that the Clyde^Carlingford

"horned cairns" have remarkable affinities with their prototypes

in Southern Europe by whatever route they may have reached
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the North Channel and settled in small agricultural communis

ties in Ayrshire, Galloway and the Hebrides, and on the Irish

side in Ulster and Shgo. There they may have found the

passage/grave people in possession of the uplands near the coast

of Dubhn and the Boyne valley, and on the limestone hills in

SHgo and the formidable headland of Antrim. Therefore, they

concentrated on the light soils above the 400/foot level to the

north of the region occupied by the Boyne group. Nevertheless,

passagez-graves and galleries exist side by side, both at Carling/-

ford Lough and in the Hebrides and Skye, suggesting that the

two intruders probably overlapped, and perhaps intermingled

in certain districts to some extent while retaining their respective

characteristic modes of sepulture, both ofthem being essentially

colonizers and devotees of a megalithic cult rather than

aggressive conquerors of territory.

If they were primarily a religious movement led by sacred

chiefs, as Childe suggests, whose magic power ensured the

fertility of the crops and herds, of game and fish, the two

groups may have been sectarian branches of the same cult, not

adverse to intermarriage—a union that found expression perhaps

in "hybrid" tombs in which a passage^grave might be enclosed

in a gallery.^'^ Be this as it may, whatever may have been the

object of their quest, they wandered freely and fearlessly by

perilous maritime routes in the northern seas, and settled often

in the bleakest and wildest places—the Hebrides, Caithness

and the Orkneys—as well as in more congenial and fertile

localities in Ulster, Galloway, the Isle of Man and Anglesey.

Thus, an Iberian type of passage^grave, known as Rudh'an

Dunain, similar to New Grange or Bryn Celli Ddu, stands

in a remote hollow on the western coast of Skye. At Callernish

on the stormy coast of Lewis a small circular cairn 21 feet in

diameter encloses a rectangular chamber 4I feet deep and

6§ feet wide, entered by a passage from the east, with a portal

formed by two slabs on end. Surrounding the cairn is a circle

of thirteen stones having a diameter of 37I feet with four

avenues of menhirs leading to it from the four points of the

compass. ^^ On the top of it is a single tall menhir nearly at
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the centre of the circle, doubtless for the same purpose as the

cylindrical pillar in the chamber at Bryn Celli Ddu in

Anglesey.^ ^

Other Hebridaean cairns stand within circles, suggesting

that collective burial persisted on these islands, while in

Caithness the cairns often occur in cemeteries, as at Camster

on Warehouse Hill, comprising in addition to chambered

cairns, others covering merely a short cist designed for indivi^

dual interment. These may have been used by the Beaker folk

who settled in Caithness while collective burial was sdll in

vogue. In fact, Childe regards them as the last degeneration of

the long cairn under the influence of the individualist tradition,

the round^'chambered cairns being intermediate forms.
""^

The Medway Megaliths

At the other end of the British Isles a small group of megaliths

occur in Kent on the uplands of the Medway valley. These

small closed chambers in long mounds enclosed by rectangular

palings of large blocks were erected apparently by immigrants

from Holland and North Germany. If Stukeley's sketches of it

are accurate. Kits Coty House at Aylesford, with what

Crawford believes to be a dummy portal like Belas Knap in

the Cotswolds, and the rectangular barrows at Addington and

Coldrum, have distinctive features of their own,'^ suggesting

a separate colonization. But they seem to have been derived

originally from the Dutch or Baltic chambered tomb'^- rather

than, as Crawford contends, from the Severn^Cotswold group.

The skeletons buried in them were on the whole shorter than

those found in other British megaliths, '^^ and all the circum^

stances indicate a settlement in the Medway valley from the

Low Countries practising collective burial in chambered

barrows.

Thus, the British Isles became the meedng^place ofa number

of streams of megalithic peoples after the foundations of the

Neolithic "A" (Windmill Hill) peasant culture had been laid

about 2500 B.C. on the uplands. In the river valleys and

marshes of East Anglia and the Thames basin, and along the
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east coast, in Yorkshire, and subsequently in Anglesey, Ulster

and Galloway, the Neolithic "B" Peterborough immigrants

from the Baltic had established themselves relatively undis^

turbed by the Neolithic "A" settlements on and beyond the

chalk massif of Wessex and Sussex, the wolds of Yorkshire

and Lincolnshire and on Lyle's Hill near Belfast in Ulster.

Neolithic communities accustomed to burying their dead

collectively in long cairns reached the Cotswolds and South

Wales via the Bristol Channel from Brittany and the mouth

ofthe Loire. Thence they penetrated to Berkshire, and probably

to North Wiltshire, and to the Black Mountains ofBrecknock/

shire up the valley of the Usk. From the south of France and

the Western Mediterranean the Clyde^Carlingford gallery/

graves were introduced into Northern Ireland, South/west

Scotland and the adjacent islands, while from Spain and

Brittany came the Boyne group of passage/graves to the south

of the Irish gallery territory, with closely related chambered

tombs in Tramore near Waterford in the Scilly Isles and in the

west of Cornwall. These represent local colonizations from the

same sources on both sides of the Irish Sea in the south,
^'*

corresponding to those in the Hebridaean group at the other

extremity.

In Eastern Britain the contacts were with the Low Countries,

the Rhineland and Scandinavia. Some of these were of con/

siderable antiquity, going back to Boreal times in the Meso/

lithic, when land communications with the Continent still

existed. It was from this direction apparently that the Medway
megaliths came into being as an isolated group, introduced by

mariners who reached the Netherlands, North Germany and

Scandinavia, either by proceeding straight up the English

Channel or by a circuitous route through the Pentland Firth

to the Scandinavian littoral. Thence eventually they made

their way through Holland to Kent, having in the course

of this diffusion developed their own characteristic features,

some of which may have been borrowed from other sec/

tions of the megalithic culture with which they had come in

contact.
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THE NORTHERN MEGALITHIC TOMBS

The Danish Passa^e^graves

As has been considered in an earlier chapter,'^ the cult was

firmly established in Denmark on the islands of the Cattegat

and the East Danish coast not later than 2200 B.C., but

whether or not it came via the British Isles or direct from the

south of France is by no means clear. The first Danish farmers

appear to have buried their dead in single earth/graves in the

extended position within a ring of stones, protected probably

by wooden planks and covered by a low elongated mound,

from which the dyssers may have emerged.'^ Collective inter/

ment in passage^'graves with round or polygonal chambers

approached by short passages covered by capstones, reminiscent

of Iberian and Irish forms, except that corbelUng was not

adopted and dry/stone walling was rare, gives every appearance

of having been introduced from the original home of this type

of sepulture. In Jutland a smaller side/chamber from 4 to 7

metres in length often was added, with larger dimensions in

Sweden, '^'^ while in Eastern Denmark double passage-'graves

occur in which one mound encloses two chambers, each with

its own entrance. In the latest form the passage opens into a

short side flush with the floor of the chamber, and at Alsbjerg

a triple/chambered tomb occurs bearing some resemblance to

the Caithness graves. ^^ Since as many as a hundred skeletons

have been found in some of the passage/graves,'''^ they must

have been used for collective burial for a very considerable

time, and this is confirmed by the sequence of indigenous

pottery in them.

The angular decorated bowls, however, resemble the Rossen

ware of Central Germany and the Rhine valley, a copper

dagger could have come from Los Millares, beads from

Brittany, and hammer/headed pins from the Kuban tombs.

But metal ornaments usually were copied in amber, bone or

stone, amber being the chief export and the most widely used

material for necklaces and pendants. Denmark, therefore, must

have been a cosmopoUtan centre to which the megaUthic influx
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brought cultural traditions culled from a variety of sources

deeply laid in their ancestry in Iberia, Brittany, and subse-'

quently in Ireland,

Battle-axes and Single Graves

Meanwhile there were also substantial infiltrations from

North-west and Central Germany, together with Danubian

merchants exchanging metal weapons and tools for amber

ornaments and amulets. The most disturbing influence,

however, came from the virile Nordic warriors with their

battle/axes, who from about 2300 B.C. pursued their aggressive

course from the Black Sea and the Urals through Central

Europe to the Baltic, passing down the Elbe to Holstein and

Jutland. Unlike the megalithic people in the centre and on the

east coast of the peninsula, the Battle-axe conquerors buried

their dead in the contracted position in single graves dug in

the earth and generally covered them with a round mound. In

the earliest of the separate graves in Jutland ovoid beakers

with an S^-profile decorated with horizontal cord-'impressions

occur, together with polished stone batde^axes, thick^butted

flint axes, spherical maces and amber rings and buttons. ^^

When subsequently interments were made in the existing

barrows the axes had deteriorated and herring-bone designs

had taken the place of cord^ornamentation on the beakers,

until at the end of the passage^-grave period in the adjacent

islands {c. 1750 B.C.), and in Zealand, where the megalithic

tradition survived much longer than in Jutland, the Battle-'axe

warriors had consolidated the civilization under their rule, and

established themselves as the dominant power in Sweden and

Finland.

In North/west Germany and Holland they expanded in a

southerly direction, swarming over the plains o^ Schleswig^

Holstein, probably driving the peasants in the Elbe^-Weser

region to seek refuge in Mecklenburg and in the Drenthe^'Ems

provinces in Holland. There the Elbe-'Weser folk continued

the megalithic technique, erecting stone cists often with very

long galleries entered by a short passage in the middle on the
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long side, covered by an elongated mound, known as Huns'

Beds. In Judand, passage-'graves persist only near the coasts,

and there they are exclusively of the earlier variety, while in

Zealand later types occur. Only on the islands did the tradition

continue without a break. Elsewhere in Denmark the single

graves extended northwards until they reached the extreme

northerly end of Jutland, and in many of the passage/tombs

the megalithic contents in the deepest layers are overlaid by

single^-grave relics.

On the islands it is estimated that there were nearly 3,500

megalithic graves, and 4,000 in Northern Sweden, mostly in

Vastergotaland and on the south-west coast, in all probability

built by refugees from Jutland. Like the Beaker folk, the

Battlcz-axe warriors sometimes buried their dead in the existing

megalithic tombs, but their normal mode ofsepulture was their

own individual burial with the knees bent in earth graves

paved with small stones. The sides were walled with stones

and then lined with wood, closed by wooden planks and

covered by a low mound. The furniture, though variable,

generally, in the case of a man, included a battle-axe or a

butted-'axe of ground flint, a beaker, a stone mace and two

large disks of amber; in that of a woman, a necklace of amber

beads. But whereas in the megalithic tombs the contacts were

mainly with the Western Pyrenaean and Mediterranean region,

in the single graves they were essentially with Central Europe

and the Danube, with local characteristics and variations.

Whether the megalithic tradition came to the Baltic by way
ofthe Atlantic route via the British Isles, or directly from Spain

through the English Channel, it was an intrusion from the

south which became centred in the Danish Isles, especially in

Zealand, with concentrations in northern and eastern Jutland

and south^'western Sweden, and south of Lake Vaner, with

extensions in the central region and in Norway. Once estab-'

lished in Denmark and Scandinavia, it developed its own
peculiar features until in the long cist period it was brought to

an end, probably about 1700 B.C., when the warrior culture

from Central Europe predominated in the Baltic.



CHAPTER IV

Cremation, Inhumation

and Mummification

CREMATION IN EUROPE IN THE BRONZE AGE
In the opening centuries of the second millennium B.C. when
the Neolithic civilization in the greater part of Europe had run

its course and new cultural influences and traditions everywhere

were rampant, the cult of the dead underwent a fundamental

change. Before the Bronze Age was firmly established, however,

metal had been in general use over a wide area and new modes

of sepulture were beginning to appear, so that no sudden or

revolutionary transition occurred from one epoch to another,

as was formerly imagined. Thus, the elusive but influential

people distinguished by the bell^beaker as their characteristic

product roved about early in the Chalcolithic period as mer/

chants and traders, opening up new lines of communications

diffusing a uniform culture. This included the practice of

metallurgy, which had been adopted in their Almerian area

of characterization in Southern Spain, but unlike the megalithic

mariners they had no hard and fast rule about the disposal of

the dead.

As we have seen, they frequently resorted to burial in

megaliths, so that beakers have been found in the rock^cut

tombs and natural caves in Sardinia, Sicily and Portugal, in

the great tholoi of Almeria, in the French galleries, the

Catalonian cists, the British round barrows and the Danish

passage^graves. But they readily reverted to their original custom

of inhumation in single graves in the cemeteries of Moravia,

Saxo/Thuringia and the Rhineland, where they mingled with

the Battle/axe people, and eventually made their way to the

lowlands in South/east Britain, East Anglia, Yorkshire and

Scotland, continuing earth burial in isolated graves or grouped

97
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together in small cemeteries. Occasionally the dead were placed

in stone cists, round barrows or cairns with circular ditches,

and sometimes there were indications of cremation.

Partial Cremation under Long Barrows

In Yorkshire, bodies were actually burnt in a trench or flue at

the end of some of the long barrows after having been dis/

membered and placed under chalk/rubble and wood, among
which charcoal and other charred matter were found. ^ But on

the wolds inhumation was by far the most frequent practice,

and out of 379 burials opened by Greenwell only 78 contained

cremations.^ Moreover, in many cases it would seem that

bodies were burnt accidentally as a result of purificatory fires

having been lighted in graves, or for the purpose of desiccating

the corpse. In many of the British barrows burnt and unburnt

bones occurred, and only in relatively few was cremation the

rule. When a trench was especially constructed with a flue to

aid combustion, as in some Yorkshire barrows, there can be

little doubt that genuine cremation was intended. The same

apphes in the case of those in which the bodies were burnt on

a platform of gravelly material and sand reddened by fire as at

Tilshead and Winterbourne Stoke in Wiltshire, and at West

Rudham in Norfolk.^

In the Leighterton barrow in Gloucestershire three vaults

arched over like ovens are said to have been found with an urn

at the entrance to each containing ashes and human bones

imperfectly burnt and broken.* Similarly, in the Huggard

Wold group of barrows in the East Riding the calcined

remains appeared to have been placed in a wooden receptacle,

traces of which had survived, but they had seldom been

reduced to ashes. Generally they consisted of pieces of charred

bones mixed with burnt chalk and soil reddened by fire, the

pyre extending outside the area containing the actual crema^

tion. The charcoal from the trenches sometimes was several feet

long in a horizontal position, the floor of the trench being a

continuous stratum of incinerated adult and juvenile bones,

broken and splintered by the action of fire.
^
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It seems, therefore, that while in some cases genuine crema^

tion probably was attempted as a means of disposal of the dead

in the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age, partially burnt remains

may be merely the result of an accidental conflagration arising

from a variety of causes. Sometimes, as Childe suggests, the

wooden chambers in the crematorium trenches may have caught

fire,® if and when it was the custom to burn fires in the graves

for purificatory purposes, or to dry the corpse to preserve it from

decay; a practice, as will be considered later,
'^ which has been

widely adopted in primitive societies in modern times. In any

case, the use of fires in mortuary ritual preceded the adoption

of cremation as an established mode of disposal of the dead

towards the end of the Bronze Age. Prior to this it had

occurred only sporadically, perhaps in Syria at Byblos, in

Palestine at Gezer, in the Peloponnese at Argive Heraeum,

and without doubt in Bohemia, Moravia, Hungary and

Central Germany, and in megalithic tombs in Brittany,

Wessex and Ulster, where in the Clyde^Carlingford galleries

it predominated.

Round Barrows

Inhumation, however, was the normal form of sepulture in

unchambered and in chambered graves in Neolithic Britain,

although burnt bones are of fairly frequent occurrence in

passage/graves like Bryn Celli Ddu in Anglesey, Nympfield

in the Cotswolds, and in two circular cairns in the Scilly Isles.

It would seem, therefore, that the two practices existed side by

side, though cremation usually was of the partial variety, either

outside the tomb before the incinerated remains were deposited

in the grave, or in a specially constructed wooden hut or in a

fluez-like trench, while a few barrows covered cremations on

platforms. At Dorchester/on^'Thames the bodies were burnt

on pyres within the circular sanctuary and the incinerated

bones were then interred in bags in cremation cemeteries. In

Dorset four out of five of the round barrows contained

cremations, while in Cornwall the practice was almost

universal.
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The "Disk Barrows" around Stonehenge, composed of one

or more small mounds on a circular platform with a small

ditch inside it but no entrance passage, had cremations with

blue faience beads from Egypt (c. 1400 B.C.), together with

amber beads from the Baltic and Central Europe, and jet beads

from the north-east coast of Yorkshire. Beneath the chalk

patches outside the sarsen circle at Stonehenge (i.e. the Aubrey

Holes) a number of cremations have been recorded, and also

in the bank and in the silt at the bottom of the ditch in the

south-'east quadrant. One hole was nearly full of wood ash,

but the smallest contained only the remains of a partial incin/

eration in the lowest levels. Although most of the holes

bore traces of cremations, the furniture accompanying them

was confined to a few bone pins, flint implements, and in

Hole 29 a lugged "pygmy" cup bearing some resemblance to

a Neolithic "B" Groved Ware vessel of Rinyo type from the

Woodhenge area,^ a few miles to the north/east of Stonehenge,

where (i.e. at Woodhenge) only one cremation has been

found. ^

While the ditch, bank and Aubrey Holes may belong to the

Late Neolithic period (c. 1900-1800 B.C.), the main structure

of the sarsen circle and its "bluestones" probably are contem/

porary with the round barrows, and may be some 400 years

later than the earliest features ofthe site (i.e. 1500-1400 b.c.).^^

It was then, in the Early Bronze Age, soon after the arrival of

the Beaker "A" people from the Lower Rhineland, that a small

influx of warrior chiefs from Brittany practising cremation

established themselves temporarily in Wessex, equipped with

a new type of flat dagger having a tough midrib and mounted

on wood or amber, spherical stone battle/axes, sceptres, and

blue glazed beads from the Eastern Mediterranean.^^ It may
have been this invasion which faciUtated the transition from

the Early Bronze Age to the Middle Bronze Age in Britain,

characterized by the change from inhumation to cremation as

the estabhshed mode of disposal of the dead, associated with

round barrows.-^" Many of their graves occur at the two

principal cult centres of this period, Avebury and Stonehenge,
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and very probably it was these warrior chiefs who were

responsible for the remodelling of Stonehenge. Outside Wessex

they expanded to Exmoor, the Mendips and along the Icknield

Way from South Wales to East Anglia, and established colonies

around sacred sites marked by clusters of their bell^barrows

containing mainly primary cremations.

Urn Burial

Parallel with the Wessex culture a more permanent Middle

Bronze Age culture flourished in Britain marked by cremations

with the remains buried in cinerary urns, frequently under

barrows or in cairns, except in the north, where they were

grouped in cemeteries. These urns were made of coarse clay

and were similar in design to the food/vessels with flat bottoms

which accompanied interments in the contracted position

in stone cists and under barrows in the British Isles about

1700 B.C., immediately after the Beaker invasion. With them

occurred also stone axes, metal ear-rings, buttons with

V-'shaped perforations, bracelets and crescentic jet necklaces

with gold lunulae of Ireland. Therefore, if the antecedents of

the Urn culture are to be sought in that of the Food^vessel

folk, a fundamental change in the disposal of the dead must

have occurred by the Middle Bronze Age, inhumation having

given place to cremation in the meantime.

On the Continent, cremation cemeteries in the form of urn/-

fields became general at this time (i.e. from the Middle Bronze

Age to the Early Iron Age, from about 1500 to 800 B.C.), first

in Hungary and Northern Italy, and then extending from

Western Asia Minorthroughout Western, Central and Northern

Europe to Ireland. Genuine cremation with the ashes deposited

in urns which were buried in large cemeteries now was so

widely adopted that it marks a definite transition in the cult of

the dead, notwithstanding the fact that partial incineration, as

we have seen, was prevalent in the Early Bronze Age and the

Late Neolithic from the Early Helladic graves in Greece to

the British barrows. Even in Food^vessel graves cremated

ashes are not unknown, and as cremation increased, the
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food/'vessels seem to have become cinerary urns, though as a

general practice this transition was not effected until the

Middle Bronze Age.

The Terramara Cemeteries

Thus, in Northern Italy south of the Po and Lake Garda

westwards towards Brescia and Cremona, outside the settle-'

ments of pile/dwellings known as Terramara, were cemeteries

on small piles and protected by moats containing ashes in urns

closely packed together and covered with basins. It is possible

that these prosperous agriculturists {terrasmaricoli) may have

arisen as an Urnfield group with Danubian, Asiatic and

Iberian affinities, crossed with those of the Corded/ware

warrior Nordic and Slavonic intruders in the Middle Danube
basin, ^^ before they were driven into the Middle and Lower

Po valley and Taranto by a general westward movement, and

there established themselves as a dominant but localized group.

In any case they had come into contact with the practice of

cremation and urn burial before they reached Italy about

1500 B.C. in the Middle Bronze Age, probably in Hungary,

where in the Pannonian cemeteries, extending from the

Austrian border to Central Hungary, and in those of the

Banat and North/east Serbia, urn burial was the only mode of

disposal of the dead. Elsewhere inhumation was generally

adopted.

It was this expansion from Hungary which took cremation

in urnfields through North-western Serbia and Slavonia and
the intermediate regions along the Save and the Danube to

Transylvania, and along the Theiss to Perjamos and Toszeg,

where after 1400 B.C. it gradually ousted inhumation. ^^ In

Saxony and Western Silesia and Brandenburg the Lausitz

culture became a powerful influence from about the middle

of the second millennium B.C., which eventually was destined

to play an important part in the establishment of cremation.

When iron was just beginning to come into use in Italy for

small objects, the vigorous community of peasant farmers

called Villanovans, after the suburb of Bologna where their
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culture was first identified, had become established in what are

now Umbria and Tuscany. Randall^MacIver regards them as

an immigration from Hungary/^ but they may have been

merely descendants of the Terramaricoli^^ who continued the

cremation and urnfield tradition.

The Villanovan Cemeteries

Around their villages, composed of small huts which were

reproduced in the hut^urns that became common in Latium

in the south,
^'^

graves were dug in the adjacent cemeteries,

sometimes lined with stone slabs in which the cinerary urn was

placed. The ossuary and grave furniture were often enclosed in

an immense jar, or dolio, marked in several instances by sand/

stone stelae roughly carved with rosettes, human figures or

animals. The dolio generally is a two-storeyed structure resemb^

ling a bowl with an inverted rim and a horizontal handle

surmounted by a conical neck with splayed rim. It might be

covered with a slab of stone and within the jar was the pottery

ossuary, with its cover and several other pottery vases orna^*

mented with meander patterns in high relief In the graves were

bronze pendants, palette-'knives with handles, armlets, fibulae

inlaid with amber, and bronze pins headed with disks of bone

and spheres of glass, gold and glaze pendants, gold head^bands

with four masks of human heads, and a gold fibula covered

with figures of lions. ^^ While they employed iron, the Villas

novans were expert workers in bronze and exported their

products as far north as the Balkans and east as Transylvania.

They also had contacts with Phoenicia and Assyria, whence

from the south the knowledge ofiron may have spread through

Italy.

Only a very small number of inhumations occur in their

cemeteries. Thus, at Villanova only 14 skeletons were found

as against 193 cremations, and these are said to have lain "pell^

mell among the tombs containing burned bodies, almost at the

same level", and with the same grave furniture. ^^ These

inhumations may have been the interments of members of

adjoining communities who died among the Villanovans but
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continued their normal mode of disposal of the body in the

local cemeteries. This would explain the absence of any such

intrusions in those of Selciatello at Corneto in Etruria, and in

the Etruscan Vetulonia near the village of Colonna.

The Lausitz Umfields

While Italy and Southern Europe were experimenting with

iron at the beginning of the first millennium B.C., the central

region north of the Alps was still in the Bronze Age, and in

the thirteenth century was in a state of ferment. The Barrow

and Tumulus culture of the Middle Bronze Age, which

survived in the highlands, was invaded by the Urnfield folk

who occupied the valleys and the plains of the Upper Danube

basin and practised cremation and the deposition of the ashes

in large urns after the manner of the Terramara people, but

sometimes under barrows. A smaller vessel for votive offerings,

familiar in the Villanovan graves, was associated with these

urns, revealing affinities with northern Italy, suggesting that

they may have come from south of the Alps. It was, however,

in that part of eastern Saxony and western Silesia known as

Lausitz that it developed its characteristic features, among

which were its ossuaries constructed by placing two truncated

cones base to base and covering them with an inverted dish.

In the earlier burials a hole was bored in the sides, presumably

to enable the soul to leave it at will, and with the ossuaries

were buffz-coloured pots ornamented with large conical warts

(Buckehi). In the later graves the warts became fiutings or

corrugations and the ware was dark/faced. Vases with side

spouts called "feeding bowls", and vessels shaped as animals

and clay rattles appeared. Since moulds have been found in

the graves, the Lausitz folk must have been metallurgists, and

they may have invented the socketed celt, developing it out of

a flanged celt with a bronze sleeve.
'^^

Wherever they may have originated, having established

themselves in Eastern and Central Europe they carried on the

Early Bronze Age cultural tradition called Aunjetitz, after the

cemetery at Unetice near Prague, and extended their sphere of
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influence across Southern Germany and Upper Italy to the

Rhone, although in the Lausitz culture inhumation in stone

graves was abandoned in favour of cremation. Like their

predecessors, the Lausitz people controlled the trade/routcs and
valleys on the loess between the Elbe and the Oder. Thence
their culture spread to the Vistula, the Austrian Danube and
the mountains of Slovakia, its influence being felt farther afield

in Spain, the British Isles and Scandinavia, so that it became
a predominant unifying force in the Late Bronze Age, and
continued to flourish when iron was beginning to make its

way northwards from Italy into Bohemia, Moravia and East

Prussia. Throughout its diffusion urnfield burial in extensive

cemeteries was retained, and the biconical ossuary was of

frequent occurrence in the graves.

The Alpine Urnfields

In the North Alpine region a less coherent urnfield culture

developed on the Upper Danube and its tributaries, and spread

down the Rhine and across Switzerland, establishing itself in

the fertile valleys and along the trade-routes as in the case of

the Lausitz. Its main centres, however, were the copper mines

of the Tyrol and the salt deposits at Hallstatt and Hallein in

the Salzkammergut, Reichenhall in Upper Bavaria and

Mergentheim in Wiirttemberg, where it absorbed elements

from trading contacts with the Tumulus culture, and especially

with the Lausitz folk who may have settled within its borders.'-^

But while cremation was universally practised, the urnfields

were less uniform than those of the Elbe and the Middle

Danube. Some of the urns were under barrows in Bavaria,

the Rhineland and Eastern Bohemia, while inhumations in

cists were not unknown.

In the graves stone axes and winged celts were common,

together with socketed chisels, bronze swords with engraved

hilts, rapiers, knives, razors, fish-hooks, sickles, bronze^tipped

arrows and a great variety ofornaments. The urns were globular

or piriform, sometimes fluted or roughened, with a cylindrical

neck and wide brim which in the Tyrol was supported by
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pillar^like handles. Biconical ossuaries of Lausitz type occurred

sporadically in the earlier urnfields throughout the region. Even

the Tumulus/builders, who survived in the highlands above

these valleys inhabited by the Urnfield folk, practised crema/

tion, though, except in Bohemia, they seldom deposited the

ashes in urns. Beyond the Main and Saone the culture declined,

judging from the impoverished conditions of the cemeteries in

this area. This may have been a result of its having become

isolated from its Alpine centre as it spread into Central France

and the Low Countries, where it mingled with the surviving

elements of the earlier Tumulus culture and was overlaid by

influences from north/western Bohemia.

It was not until towards the end of the Bronze Age that urn

burial and Lausitz ossuaries reached Northern Germany and

Scandinavia, notwithstanding the contacts between the Baltic

and Central Europe at the beginning of the period. From the

Eastern Mediterranean, probably inspired ultimately by Egypt

and travelling along the amber route, came the custom of

representing the grave in the form of a ship in which the

deceased made his voyage to the next life. This practice was

common in the Iron Age and reached its climax in Viking

times. Boat^burial also appeared in Britain in the middle of

the second millennium with other Scandinavian affinities Like

the amber cup found at Hove. It was not until much later

(c 700 B.C.) that groups of Late Bronze Age Alpine urnfield

invaders reached the southern shores of England and settled in

the Thames valley at Brentford and elsewhere in the lowlands,

bringing with them bronze swords with a point shaped like

a carp's tongue, together with "winged axes", horse trappings

and knives resembling a hog's back. As would be expected,

they buried their dead normally in urnfield cemeteries, accord-'

ing to their established custom, or sometimes at the south

or south/east end of barrows of the Early or Middle Bronze

Age, as, for example, at Deverel and Rimbury in Dorset. In

the Deverel barrow the burials were placed at the foot of slabs

arranged in the shape of a horseshoe, while in some of the

cemeteries they were circular in plan.
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The Hallstatt Cemetery

These immigrations from the Continent between 850 and

700 B.C. were the result of widespread movements of peoples

at the end of the Bronze Age, characterized by the urnfield

cultures based on Central Europe. It was at this time that the

classic site in the Austrian Alps above Lake Hallstatt came
into great prominence with an increased demand for the salt

that was mined there. This is shown by the dimensions of the

cemetery excavated in 1846, which dates from about 1000 to

450 B.C. The first phases appear to fall within the Bronze Age
because the earHer fusions of peoples in the Alpine region

lingered on, and towards the end of the period they sought

shelter in the mountain valleys from the warhke invaders on

the highlands. Thus, the harp fibula of Late Bronze Age type

was a characteristic object at Hallstatt, together with the leaf/

shaped bronze sword in which the flanges round the hilt

disappeared and the tang terminated in a semi/hexagonal finial;

the blade being narrower than in most preceding types and the

rivets smaller. ^^

0{ the 2,000 or more graves that originally were contained

within the cemetery, 455 cremations and 525 inhumations have

been identified. The bronze objects, numbering 179, were

associated with the cremations and only three with the burials.

In the case of the cremations, which are the older of the two

modes of disposal in this cemetery, urns were rare and iron was

confined to a few small knives. The bronze fibulae suggest

contacts with East Central Europe, and it is not improbable

that at the end of the Bronze Age pressure from the eastern side

of the Lausitz province was responsible for a modification of

the culture both at Hallstatt and in the West Alpine region,

causing further extensions westwards and possibly to Catalonia

in North-east Spain. The similarity between the Hallstatt and

Alpine cultures may be explained largely as a result of the

intrusion ofthe Lausitz urnfield folk, and it was under Hallstatt

influence that the Lusatian urnfield people of Poland adopted

the use of iron. The Tumulus^builders of the Middle Bronze

Age {c. 1450 B.C.), on the other hand, continued to practise
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inhumation in the First Iron Age when elsewhere cremation

predominated, and even in the Late Hallstatt period (CD.,
800-400 B.C.) intrusive inhumation graves occurred contain^

ing objects derived from the south^-eastern sides of the Alps.

Urnfield cremation^'burial, however, would seem to have

come into Central Europe from the south^'east out of Anatolia

by way of Thrace. ^^ By the thirteenth century, urnfields were

established in Northern Syria at Carchemish and Ras Shamra,

when cremation replaced inhumation, ^^ while at the Sixth

City of Troy an urn cemetery goes back to the fourteenth

century, and can hardly have been derived from Central

Europe or the North Alpine region. ^^ From Western Asia it

reached Hungary and Austria in the Middle Bronze Age
(e.g. Toszeg C), following the tracks ofthe Neolithic colonists

2,000 years before, and interpenetrated the Tumulus culture

as it moved towards the Rhine about iioo B.C., eventually

reaching Britain about 750 B.C.

CREMATION AND INHUMATION
While cremation and burial in urnfields were widely adopted

in the Bronze Age and in the Middle and Late phases of

the period, becoming the predominant mode of disposal of

the dead, especially in Central and Northern Europe from the

Alpine region to the British Isles, the practice appears to have

been an intrusion from the Near East. Inhumation, however,

in its various forms persisted everywhere as the basic rite, and

not infrequently the incinerated ashes were buried with inters

ments under barrows or cairns, suggesting that cremation was a

new element superseding the earlier sepulture without completely

eliminating it, except in a few localities towards the end of the

Bronze Age. Moreover, as we have seen, partially burnt bones

were of fairly common occurrence in graves from Neolithic

times onwards. These were really inhumations which had

been subjected to incineration to a limited extent, sometimes

apparently for the purpose of desiccation, or as a result of

accidental firing during a purificatory rite. Or, again, when
secondary burial was practised, the body might be reduced to
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ashes, wholly or partially, after it had been interred for a period

for a variety of reasons, as in primitive states of culture today.-**

MUMMIFICATION IN ANCIENT EGYPT
Natural Desiccation

Although cremation has been a recurrent feature in the cult of

the dead since the Bronze Age, the predominant and persistent

tendency has been to give some measure of permanence to the

mortal remains either in an "everlasting tomb" or through a

process of natural or artificial preservation of the body. This

was most conspicuous in prehistoric Egypt, where frequently

the dead were buried in the hot dry desert sand, which was

often impregnated with natronous compounds, so that decom^

position was arrested for an indefinite period, as in the case of

the natural mummies in the more recent saltpetre caves in New
Mexico. ^'^ The continual discovery of corpses in this condition

probably concentrated attention upon the physical survival of

the body after death, which soon found expression in a more

ample provision of grave furniture and eventually, as we have

seen, in elaboration of tomb construction. But burial in more

spacious brickz-lined graves removed the corpse from the

desiccating sand and, therefore, defeated the effects and the

purpose of the interments and their equipment. It may have

been, as Elliot Smith suggested, that it was as a result of this

that attempts were made at the beginning of the Dynastic

period to discover ways and means of artificially preserving the

bodies of the dead.^^

Preservation and Embalmment

Thus, the flexed body of a woman has been found from the

Second Dynasty which was wrapped in numerous layers of

bandages, each leg having been separately treated. Between the

bandages and the bones there was a mass of hnen corroded

probably by crude natron which had been applied to the body

to preserve it.^^ Similar contracted burials have been discovered

in the tonibs of the Third and Fourth Dynasties near Nuerat,

Beni Hasan, with the limbs separately wrapped in Hnen and
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the whole body covered with cloth. ^^ No traces were found of

attempts to embalm the tissues, whereas the body in a mastaba

of the Pyramid Age (c. Fifth Dynasty) at Medum was shrunk,

wrapped in a linen cloth, then modelled all over with resin

into the natural form and plumpness of the living figure,

completely restoring all the fullness of the form. The eyes and

eyebrows were painted on the outer wrapping with green, and

the generative organs were modelled with precision showing

signs of circumcision. The viscera had been removed and

embalmed in a recess in the south end oi^ the chamber in the

form oflumps ofresined matter wrapped round in Hnen, while

the body cavity of the mummy had been packed with linen

soaked in resin. The head had been broken off by violators of

the tomb but carefully replaced with a stone under it to keep

it in position. ^^

At Deshasheh on the western edge of the plain about sixty

miles south of Cairo, in a long trench grave of the Fifth

Dynasty on the top of the hill lay the body of a young man on

its back with the head towards the north in a coffin carefully

placed in a recess. Upon the breast a stout head^rest was set on

end, and the generative organs were modelled in cloth in their

correct positions. The body was fully wrapped in linen, and

the skin and ligaments were firm and strong. There were no

signs, however, of embalming or mummification, but, never/

theless, the body had been preserved intact by desiccation. In

the well at the foot of the coffin the head of a calf lay face

downwards, and on the floor of the well at the other end was

the calf's haunch. On the left side, looking out to the well,

were two eyes painted opposite the head, and on the inside in

addition to a list of offerings was a list of seven sacred oils

which might indicate an acquaintance with embalmment. ^^

"Substitute Heads"

In two graves of the Sixth Dynasty, Professor Junker found the

corpse covered first with a fine linen cloth to protect the mouth,

ear and nose from a layer of stucco^-plaster which was then

applied and modelled according to the form of the body. The
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head was so accurately followed that in one case the fallen/in

nose and twisted mouth could be clearly seen. In two other

instances only the head was covered with the plaster, and on
the hnen enveloping the head ofIdew II the face was painted. ^^

These plaster/covered heads he connects with the "substitute

heads" carefully portraying the facial features in limestone

found among the grave furniture at the beginning of the Old
Kingdom (c. 2900 B.C.). Their function, he suggests, was,

therefore, that of a portrait statue of the deceased to take the

place of the mummy if and when it should fall to pieces. For

this reason they were made of the natural size, and they occur

only in tombs in which statues or statue/chambers are absent.

Portrait Statues

That effigies of the dead were regarded as permanent substitutes

for the corpse is shown by their being accorded the same ritual

treatment by the mortuary priests as the actual mummy. Thus,

in the periodical funeral services performed in the tomb^-chapel

it was important that the smoke of the incense should envelop

the statue, and to it the food offerings were made in the

prescribed manner. ^^ Indeed, it would seem that in early times

the reanimation of the dead man took place before the statue

and not before the mummy. Thus, the rubric states that the

ceremony called the "Opening of the Mouth" be performed

on behalf of the statue in the "House of Gold"; that is to say,

in the actual workshop where the statue was made. Even as

late as the New Kingdom {c. 1546 B.C.) it was still depicted

in the wall^'paintings sometimes as the recipient of these rites.
^^

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the sculptor was called

"he who makes to live" (s'nh), and the making and reanimation

of a portrait statue was described as a creative act; a rebirth or

renewal of Hfe. Similarly, the mortuary priest whose duty it

was to supply the needs of the deceased in the hereafter, was for

this reason called "servant of the ka", and whatever he provided

for the ka was shared by him with his protege. ^^

The corpse lying at the bottom of the tomb^shaft in the

mastaba^^ was too inaccessible for ritual purposes to be the
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actual recipient of the funerary rites performed in the chapel

above ground, or in the case of the pharaoh, in the pyramid

temple. Therefore, it was to the statue as the substitute for the

body that the libations were offered and the food and drink

presented, just as in the temples the cultus was held before the

statue of the god. But before the portrait statue could be

employed as the simulacrum ofthe deceased it had to be fashioned

with as close a resemblance to the actual person as possible, and

then as it were "brought to life" by an elaborate ritual process

of restoring the bodily functions and attributes one by one. This

act of "Opening of the Mouth" {Upt^ro) is mentioned in the

ancient texts in close connexion with the fashioning of the

statue by the sculptor. ^^ In all probability the rite was held

where the statue was actually made; in the first instance perhaps

in a chamber in the pyramids, since the Egyptian mortuary

ritual was derived ultimately from that performed on behalf of

the pharaoh in death and in life (e.g. the Toilet ceremonial).

Thus, the lustrations in the "House ofthe Morning" which the

king underwent daily, and especially before officiating as the

high priest, were repeated at death in the process ofthe mummi/'

fication of the corpse and the creation of the portrait statue, the

royal ritual being extended to all and sundry when the hope of

becoming Osiris after death became a universal aspiration.

The "Opening of the Mouth" Ceremony

Although "The Book of the Opening of the Mouth" was not

compiled until the Nineteenth Dynasty, it and the subsequent

copies in the Twentieth and Twenty^sixth Dynasties describe

rites which originated among the early inhabitants of the Nile

valley, and reproduce ancient formulae recited during their

performance to reconstitute the body of the deceased and restore

to it its ha and ka.^^ The earliest mention of the observance is

in the sculptured tomb of Methen belonging to the Fourth

Dynasty^^ when the cult of Osiris came into increasing promi/-

nence, but some ofthe rites may have been in use in predynastic

times. *^ In any case, it seems to have been performed on a

statue in the first instance and to have consisted in its purification
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with holy water sprinkled from different vessels, censmgs and
the presentation of balls of natron. An ox was then slain

and its foreleg cut off and given to the statue. The eyes, nose

and ears were touched with a copper chisel and various

magical instruments, one of which was a rod ending with

the head of a ram and called "Great Magician". With this the

priest pronounced the formula, "I open thy mouth with the

Great Magician wherewith the mouth of every god is opened".

Then finally, after a goat and a goose had been beheaded,

the statue was invested with a head-dress, clothes and jewels

and royal insignia. So arrayed it was anointed and again censed,

the rite terminating with a sacred meal served on an altar. It

was the duty of the king to perform the reanimation ceremony

of the portrait statue of his father.

With the development of the worship of Osiris the rite

became practically a repetition of that which was said and done

by the sons of Horus for his father (Osiris). As Osiris had

become a living soul by receiving from his son Horus the

latter's eye, which had been lost in the conflict with Seth, so

the body of a dead man must be similarly reanimated by the

restoration of the faculties of the living person. It was this that

was accomplished in the Opening of the Mouth ceremony,

first on the portrait statue, and finally, as it was stereotyped in

the Eighteenth Dynasty, on the actual mummy, so that the

deceased might be able to take part in the funerary ritual in the

chapel at his tomb.^"^ The procedure was, however, practically

identical with that adopted in the Opening of the Mouth of

the statue. The body was purified with holy water, embalmed

and censed; the mouth of the mummy was touched with the

foreleg of the ox and other sacred objects; the faculties were

restored one by one; the toilet ceremonies were re-enacted; a

sacred meal was eaten by the mourners, and the coffin was duly

installed in the grave. ^^

Making a Mummy

The process of mummification which found its cHmax in the

Opening of the Mouth was essentially a religious act whereby
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the dead man was made into a living soul (ba) after the technical

skill of the embalmers had rendered the body imperishable and

the ritual acts of the priests had reconstituted the mental

faculties. First, after washing the corpse in Nile water, the

brain was extracted through the nostrils by a metal hook and

the internal organs were removed, leaving only the heart (and

possibly the kidneys) in position. The heart being the seat of

life, it had to remain to resume its functions when the operations

were complete. The corpse was next soaked in a salt/'bath for

a considerable time and the epidermis peeled off, while the

viscera was embalmed separately, and until the Twenty^first

Dynasty placed in canopic jars with stoppers representing the

heads of the four sons of Horus familiar in tombs from the

Fourth Dynasty onwards. When the body was taken out of

the salt/bath it was washed in a conventionalized manner

before it was carefully desiccated to free it from all moisture by

either placing it in the sun or over a slow fire. When this had

been accomplished—and the permanence of the preservation

depended largely upon efficient drying of the corpse—embalm/

ment began.

Resin mixed with natron and animal fat were applied to

the surface, or poured over the body in a molten condition, and

caused to penetrate into every cavity and crevice, and into the

structure of the bones. Linen wads dipped in the mixture were

packed into the body/cavity, the cranium and the nostrils, the

orifices being sealed sometimes with a lump of resin or wax.

The body and limbs were then treated with resinous paste and

separately wrapped, appropriate spells from the prescribed

liturgy being recited during the anointing and bandaging. In

and <ifter the Twenty/first Dynasty the viscera was separately

embalmed and wrapped in linen parcels and restored to the

body/cavity before it was finally packed with preservative

material.

The substances used for embalming, which included in

addition to natron and resin, incense, cedar oil, honey, olive oil

and wax, were regarded as possessed of life-giving qualities

which it was maintained had exuded from the body of Osiris,
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or some other god, or to have been the tears of the gods when
they wept for the murdered divine hero (Osiris). Amulets of

great potency were inserted in the bandages, on the body, and
round the neck, long utterances being recited by a priest during

their placing in position. They included a model of the Eye of

Horus and the heart^'scarab in hard greenstone, or the crux

ansata, bestowed for the purpose of restoring life to the heart

and preventing it witnessing against the owner at the time of

judgment. Upon it was inscribed a legend in which it was
addressed as the ka of the body, "the Khnum (ram^headed

Creators-god) who makes my limbs to prosper".'*'*

The Burial Kites

The mummification ritual having been completed in strict

accord with that which was done by Anubia, the divine

funerary physician, to the dismembered body of Osiris to

restore it to life and to render it immortal, the mummy was

placed in an elaborately decorated coffin, and together with the

canopic jars containing the viscera, returned to the family for

the burial rites. From its home it was taken to the place of

burial in solemn procession on a sledge drawn by a pair of

oxen, or in earlier times it was transported in a boat by canal

and along the Nile, accompanied by professional mourners,

priests and relatives. At the necropolis, ornamented with

pictures and hieroglyphic inscriptions illustrating the cult of

the dead, the procession was met by musicians and dancers,

and the mourners partook of a meal before the ceremonial

entrance into the tomb was made and the Opening of the

Mouth ceremony performed, when the rites had been trans^

ferred from the statue to the mummy. Fmally, to enable the

dead man to leave the tomb and enjoy the delights of the next

life depicted on the walls of the necropolis, he was equipped

with the Book of the Dead.'*°

When the worship of Osiris was first established at Abydos

it was beheved that those who were buried there would come

under his protection in the next life, rising from death to

immortahty, and share in his offerings on festivals. Therefore,
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in the first instance the bodies of the kings, and then those who
could afford the very heavy costs of elaborate mummification,

the purchase of a tomb at Abydos and the transport of the

mummy to it, were taken to the cult^centre of Osiris (Abydos),

often by way of Busiris in the Delta where the "House of

Osiris" was situated, there to appear before the dead god. If it

was not possible to buy a tomb at the sacred site the mummy
was transported to Abydos to rest there for a time in order to

imbibe its life/giving qualities and its holy influences and

associations before being buried in its local cemetery. Even

commoners depicted on the walls of their tombs representations

ofthe royal obsequies, though the transportations ofthe deceased

was in their case purely a ritual procedure. For the most part

they had to rely on natural desiccation or simple methods of

embalmment, and on portrait statues, for their survival in and

beyond the grave.

That attempts at mummification go back to Neolithic times

is suggested by the retention of the hieratic use of a flint knife

to make the incision for the extraction ofthe viscera throughout

the history of the ritual. This is supported by the occurrence

of canopic jars, and the bandaging of bodies, sometimes with

traces of embalmment, at the beginning ofthe Dynastic period.

It was not, however, until the Fifth Dynasty that the more

elaborate methods were crystallized in the form in which they

became the characteristic feature of the cult of the dead in

Ancient Egypt.



CHAPTER V

The Cult of the Dead

Having examined in some detail the available material con-'

nected with sepulture and mortuary ritual that has survived

from prehistoric times, it now remains to attempt an interpreta^

tion of the data in the light of an anthropological study of the

cult of the dead among living primitive peoples. Although this

evidence cannot be expected to yield precise information about

the significance of the beliefs and customs of Early Man, never-'

theless it affords a glimpse of the meaning and purpose of

identical practices in vogue under conditions not very different

from those that prevailed at the dawn of human history. As
man always has been phenomenally conservative in his attitude

towards death and the dead, there can be htde doubt that in

these respects the cultus in remoter regions on the fringes of

civilization has not undergone very fundamental changes

throughout the ages.

THE DISPOSAL OF THE BODY

Thus, the treatment of the body before civiHzation had truly

begun was almost identical with that adopted in areas where it

has scarcely yet penetrated, at any rate until very recent times.

From the Mousterian onwards, in both cases, the dead have

been placed in graves dug in the ground, often but not always

in the contracted position, and supplied with food and drink

and other offerings, such as red ochre, shells, amulets and orna-'

ments, believed to be necessary for sustenance on the journey

to the next world and efficacious for the renewal of the life of

the body, or its spiritual counterpart, beyond the grave, and

for its status in the hereafter. The simplest procedure has been

interment either in the contracted or extended position in a

trench or in a cist of stone slabs, sometimes impregnated with

red ochre as a vitalizing agent, and generally equipped with
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grave-'goods. As in the Dordogne in the Palaeolithic, burials

of this nature often have been in caves, which may or may not

have been used for habitation.

Caue^hurial

Disposal in caves, adopted in the first instance for practical

reasons of security and secrecy, may have suggested the wide^

spread belief in a subterranean land of the dead, since caverns

appear to lead into the depths of the earth. Kruijt, in fact,

maintains that in Indonesia the mortal remains are placed in

a cave or hole in the ground because these are regarded as the

entrances to the underworld. So fundamental was this belief,

he contends, that at one time it was universally held in this

region, as is shown, he thinks, by the existence of bone/caves

among peoples who now place their hereafter in a mountain

or a valley.^ But although it is prevalent, cave^burial is and

has been more widely adopted than the conception of a subter/

ranean hereafter, and the correlation is by no means established.

Not infrequently the souls of the dead are thought either to

remain on earth or to return to the island which was their

original home.^ Therefore, it would seem more likely that in

Indonesia the association of the underworld with cave^burial

arose as a later interpretation of the earlier form of disposal.

Elsewhere in the Pacific where the dead are interred in caves,

particularly in the case of chiefs, the practice often has been

adopted to prevent the bodies being molested. In Easter Island,

for instance, the corpses of an uncle and two nephews, after

being exposed, were lowered with a rope down the crevasses

of the cliff in order to evade the enemy. ^ In Aneityum, New
Hebrides, where the underworld belief does not occur, it was

the custom to bury a chiefwith his head above ground. Female

mourners watched the grave until the skin on the skull was

decomposed, after which it was deposited in a cave.^ In the

Banks Islands the normal method is inhumation, but burial in

caves also occurs,^ though it does not appear to have any

particular significance with regards to the hereafter. The same

applies elsewhere in southern Melanesia, where, in spite of the
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predominance of the belief in an underworld, a variety of very

diverse ways of disposing of the dead have been adopted. 0[
these the commonest has been interment coupled with the

preservation of the skull and certain other bones of the skeleton

after exhumation, which sometimes may be kept in caves or in

houses for safety.^

The SkdUcult

The special attention paid to the skull is reminiscent of the cult

of skulls which, as we have seen, has been a recurrent feature

ofthe mortuary ritual ofEarly Man since it was first encountered

in the caves on Dragon^bone Hill near Choukoutien in China

at the beginning of the Pleistocene period.''' While commoners

are interred in the usual place of burial where the bones are

collected after the flesh has decayed, and heaped on one side,

as in the collective Almerian tombs, ^ the corpse of an impor^'

tant person is hung up in his son's house, either in a canoe or

enclosed in the figure of a sword-'fish. After the lapse of perhaps

a year, the bones are buried in the family ossuary but the skull

and jaw/bone are enclosed in the figure of a bonito^fish, and

set up in the house or in the public charne^house (oha), where

they remain. A man may treat the body of his wife in this way

and keep her jaw in a basket in the house as a memorial,

offering food to the relics from time to time.^ In the Malay

Archipelago after the funeral feast the skulls are washed and

taken to the house in baskets where offerings are placed before

them. In due course they are deposited in a cave in the

mountains. ^^

Secondary Burial

Among the Trobriand islanders, two months after burial the

body is exhumed and the bones collected, taken to the sea^

shore or into the bush, where they are smoked over a slow fire.

When this process of desiccation is complete they are put in

a basket and given in charge of the widow, who keeps it by

her side. Three months later a feast is held, and she is then

allowed to go to the gardens, but before doing so she must
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make sure that the basket is guarded by one of her children

until she returns to the house. At the end of two months it is

placed in a cleft of the cliff, the widow having first painted a

horizontal black mark across the forehead of the skull. ^^ In

Australia the bones are collected from the tree or platform on

which the body has been exposed after death, packed in sheets

of paper/bark and hidden in a cave, buried in an anthill, or

put in the fork of a dead tree. The Warramunga smash into

fragments the cranium and all the bones except the radius, and

bury them in an anthill. The radius is carefully wrapped up in

paper/bark and fastened with fur^string in the shape of a

torpedo about i8 inches long and 3 or 4 inches in diameter.

One end is decorated with owl or emu feathers, and secreted

in the hollow of a gum-tree. The next day it is taken back to

the camp just before sunset, where it is wailed over by the

women, who cut their thighs and scalps with yam-'Sticks. For

seventeen days the bone is hidden away in the wurley, or bough

shelter, of an old woman in whose charge it is placed until at

the final ceremonies it is broken with a tomahawk and interred

in a litde pit on the ceremonial ground near a drawing of the

totem of the deceased and certain sacred trees. The grave is

filled in with earth and the opening closed with a large flat

stone.
^'' Thus, the deceased is gathered to his or her totem.

In the Narrinyeri and some of the tribes on the Adelaide

plain the skull has been used as a drinking/vessel. A piece of

fur/string was fixed to the occiput through the foramen mag/

num on one side, and to the frontal portion on the other,

through the orbital cavities. ^^ Parts of the body must be eaten

by the mourners in Queensland and the Northern Kimberleys

and elsewhere, either before it is exposed in a tree or during

the process of drying over a fire or in the sun after the internal

organs have been removed and the bones and dried skin made

into a bundle to be carried by the mourners from camp to

camp. This cannibalistic feast is said to be a symbol of respect

and regret for the dead,^'* but over and above this it was doubts

less for the purpose of imbibing their qualities. In the Queens/

land region it is associated with attempts to preserve the body
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for the period of mourning by evisceration, until at the end of

the rites it is cremated, interred or placed in a cave or in the

hollow of a tree. On the soutlvwest of the Gulf of Carpentaria

usually it is a preliminary to exposure on platforms, and in the

south-east it forms parts of the interment ritual. In the north

the bodies of the mourners are smeared with the exudations

from the corpse. ^^ These more elaborate modes of disposal are

reserved, however, for chiefs and members of their family,

warriors and other fully initiated men who are in the prime of

life and full of vitality. But since the bundle is to be preserved

only for the duration of the period of the mourning ceremonies,

which coincide with that of revenge to compensate for the

death, it is in a very different category from that of the mummy
in Ancient Egypt.

Concerning the ultimate fate of the departed in primitive

society generally there is little or no interest. As one member of

the community after another is dispatched to the unseen world

with the prescribed mortuary rites, gradually each in his turn

is forgotten by his kinsfolk and descendants, his name is never

mentioned, and his mortal remains are concealed in some secret

and inaccessible spot, such as a cave or crevice, lest molestation

of the body should bring vengeance on the survivors. As a

precaution against the return of the dead to their former haunts

and relatives, tight flexing, blindfolding or mutilation is not

infrequently adopted; or the corpse may be taken by a circuitous

route to the grave, the mourners making loud noises, un^

pleasant odours, and brandishing weapons to scare away the

ghost. In Melanesia it is driven forth with bull^roarers and

conch/shells in the Banks Islands, ^^ and everywhere the final

funerary feast is the occasion for speeding the departing guest

to a land of no^'return through a process of initiation into the

next life and the ceremonial disposal of the body. Revenge is

liable to occur in the case ofthose who have died violent deaths,

or who may be thought to have a grudge against the living or

against Hfe for any reason (e.g. childlessness and the unx

married). Since so much depends on the vaHd and punctihous

performance of the obsequies in keeping the dead at bay and
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happily installed in their proper realm and status, no pain,

must be spared in conforming to the prescribed procedures

which very often includes the taking back of the body, or of

some vital part of it like the skull, to its home when death has

occurred at a distance.

Nevertheless, while fear is and has been a very prominent

feature ofthe cult ofthe dead, the main purpose ofthe mortuary

ritual is by no means confined to rendering the deceased harm/

less to the survivors. When this is the motive it is accomplished

by making him at peace with himselfand in harmony with his

new surroundings in the spirit/world; and also by removing

from those who have come into intimate contact with the corpse

and the mystery of death the dangerous sacred contagions they

have contracted. The general attitude displayed in the cult of

the dead, therefore, is that usually adopted by primitive people

in the presence of any ambivalent sacred object, namely a

combination ofthe fear, respect and reverence shown to a being

who is half/'god and half/devil, or perhaps god and devil by

turns.

Preservation and Cremation

Thus, on the one hand a determined effort is made to dispose

of the dead as summarily and surely as possible, and, on the

other hand, to keep the physical body, or its surrogate, intact

either permanently or for a specified period. How closely these

two desires are connected is shown by the intimate relation

which exists between what might appear to be diametrically

opposed modes of disposal, i.e. preservation and cremation. In

Australia, as we have seen, after the flesh had been consumed

at a cannibalistic feast the bones and desiccated skin sometimes

have been made into a mummy bundle by the legs being flexed

tighdy against the body and the knees trussed up, and in this

form preserved for ritual purposes until it was disposed of, often

by cremation. Peruvian mummies are similarly compressed,

and in Nicaragua a chief after death was wrapped in clothes

and suspended by ropes before a fire till the corpse was baked

to dryness. When it had been preserved for a year, it was taken
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to the market-place and burned, the beUef being that the smoke

went "to the place where the dead man's soul was".^^ In

Florida, where the dead are said to have been clothed in rich

coverings, dried before a fire, and placed in a niche in a cave,

fragments of half'incinerated human bones were found in a

mound at Cade's Point near Santa Fe Lake in association with

other skulls showing no signs of the action of fire.
^®

Similarly blackened human bones embedded in charcoal

have been discovered in native cemeteries in British Honduras ^^

and east of the Mississippi.^^ In a Cherokee mound at Chote,

in the valley of the Little Tennessee, skulls and other bones

have been found resting on coals and ashes, and in one burnt^

clay sepulchre in this district a corpse had been placed face

upwards and covered with mortar. On this was built a fire so

that the body was encased in an entire shield of pottery. ^^

Among the Aztecs in Mexico the corpse was washed in

aromatic water before it was placed on the pyre. This may

have been a survival of mummification, since in the series of

pictures depicting the Michoacan funeral rite in the sixteenth/

century Spanish MS. Kelacion de los ceremonios y rites de Michoacan

the actual body is shown swathed in rolls of cotton and carried

on the heads of bearers to be consumed on a blazing fire. Or,

again, in a painting at Chichen Itza in Yucatan the preparation

of a corpse for cremation is represented with the body opened

to extract the heart and viscera, which, after being charred, are

to be preserved in a stone urn with cinnabar. ^^

Desiccation and Mummijication

In the Basket^maker caves in Northern Arizona bodies were

someumes wrapped in blankets and woven clothes and strung

together in the flexed position in the form of mummy^bundles

resembling those depicted in the Mexican MSS.-^ At Kim/

boko in the Kayenta district they were encased in masses of

hardened adobe, indicating that they had been packed into

cists at the time of interment. ^^ In the Lower Mimbres valley

in Southern New Mexico the skeletons were tightly packed in

red clay, each one resting separate and alone, with large
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perforated dishes placed over their faces, ^^ as in the Lausitz

ossuaries.^® The saltpetre caves in this region have been used

extensively for burial, the bodies found in them having been

desiccated intact with the skin on most of them almost un^

broken, and adorned with anklets, shell ornaments and

bracelets of beautifully plaited straw. Next to the skin was a

coarse cotton cloth, between the legs a large wad of cotton

(sometimes dyed red or indigo) with the feathers of the turkey,

the large woodpecker, and the blue jay. Near the head stood

a large earthenware jar and in some cases drinking gourds. ^^

In the Eastern States similar burials occurred in the saltpetre

caves in Kentucky. In one instance the mummy was placed

in a sitting position between broad stones arranged edgewise

with a flat stone covering the whole structure. The corpse was

enveloped in coarse clothes and wrapped in deer skins, the hair

of which was shaved off. Utensils, beads, feathers and other

ornaments were enclosed with it in the stone coffin. In the

mammoth cave, Kentucky, the body of a woman was in such

a remarkable state of preservation that many ofthe features were

discernible. But in none of these natural mummies was there

any sign of a suture or incision in the abdomen indicative of

the removal of the viscera. ^^ This suggests that the process of

mummification had been purely natural by desiccation. Never^

theless, the fact that they were clad and adorned with orna^

ments, or mudded into cists, shows that the bodies had been

deliberately placed in the caves because of the preservative

properties they contained.

Along the Alaskan coast, on the other hand, evisceration

was practised, evidently through the pelvis. After cleansing the

cavity from fatty matter, it was then dried in the sun, wrapped

up in the form of a mummy^bundle, unless it was placed in

a lifcz-like posture, dressed and armed. ^^ The Aleutian

islanders embalmed the bodies ofthe men with dried moss and

grass, buried them in their best attire in a sitting position in

a strong box with their darts and instruments, and decorated

the tomb with varied/coloured mats, embroidery and paint/

ings.^^ In a cave in the island of Kagamale, the body of a
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chief was covered with the fine skins of the sea^-otter, as a mark
of great distinction, and enclosed in a basket^Hke structure over

which a fish^net was thrown made ofthe sinews of the sea-'lion,

and a bird^-net. Among the grave furniture were wooden
vessels, green stones used for tanning skins, and locks of hair.

^^

It is not improbable that these more elaborate methods of

preservation were introduced from Asia where among the

Ainu anal evisceration was practised and the body dried in

the sun. In Virginia the skin was flayed off the bodies of kings,

the flesh was removed from the bones which were dried in the

sun before they were put back into the skin and the empty

spaces filled with white sand. To prevent the skin from

corrupting or shrinking, it was oiled. •^-

In the Pacific, evisceration and artificial embalming, though

by no means unknown in the obsequies of chiefs and their

families, is of comparatively rare occurrence. In Samoa the

operation was performed by women in houses built for the

purpose. The viscera was removed and buried, and then the

body was anointed daily with a mixture of oil and aromatic

juices. To enable the juices of the body to escape it was

punctured all over with fine needles, and after a lapse of about

two months the process of desiccation was completed. The

hair, which had been cut off, was then glued on the scalp by

resin, the abdomen was filled with folds of cloth with which

also the body was bandaged and laid on a mat with the face

and head exposed. From time to time the face was oiled with

a mixture of oil and turmeric, and so successful was the

mummification that bodies embalmed and exposed for over

thirty years were found in a remarkable state of preservation.

The practice, however, has now been discontinued because

the family of chiefs responsible for it has died out.^^

Similarly, in addition to their established custom of preserve

ing human heads, the Maoris in the South Island of New
Zealand sometimes have preserved for considerable periods the

bodies of their chiefs and revered dead by draining the contents

of the stomach through the anus and removing the brain, in

a small enclosure erected for the purpose and decorated with
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bird feathers and sacred carvings. The body is then very care/

fully dried in an oven beneath it containing special preservative

woods and leaves so that the likeness of the individual is

retained. It is placed in a sitting posture inside its own hut,

and in the case of a chief the door is opened on occasions to

enable people to gaze upon him and make addresses to him.^*

In Mangaia Island, one of the Cook group in the South

Pacific, the bodies of the dead were anointed with scented oil,

carefully wrapped up in a number of pieces of cloth, and either

buried in the earth within the precincts of the sacred enclosure

(marae)t or hidden away in caves which constituted the royal

mausoleums of the ruling families, in which hundreds of

mummies are well preserved on ledges of stalactite or wooden

platforms. When the bodies were buried in the ground they

were laid face downwards and tightly flexed with sennit cord,

the chin and the knees meeting. The body was covered with

earth and large stones were placed over the grave, which was

visited periodically by relatives. Occasionally the corpse was

exposed to the sun, reanointed with oil and wrapped in fresh

cloth, but it was not eviscerated.^^

In Tahiti desiccation was effected by pressing the different

parts of the body, drying it in the sun by day in the sitting

position, and anointing it with fragrant oils. At night it was

turned over so that it might not remain long on the same side.

Sometimes the intestines and the brain were removed and the

cavity was filled with cloth saturated with perfumed oils, which

were also injected into other parts of the body, and rubbed

over the skin every day. When the muscles were completely

dried up the mummy was clothed and placed in the sitting

posture before a small altar at which fruit, food and flowers

were offered daily by the relatives or the "chantry" priest. In

this condition it was kept until it began to decay after several

months. The skull was then carefully preserved by the family,

and the bones and desiccated remains were buried within the

precincts of the family marae.

When the embalmment began a special priest, known as

"the corpse praying priest", interceded with the god, by whom
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it was thought the soul of the deceased had been required, that

all the guilt he had incurred might remain with him. A hole

was dug and a post was set up in it as a personification of the

dead man, to remain after the mummy had decayed. Earth was

thrown over it and the hole filled in to conceal and contain the

evil. Taking a number of sHps of the plantain leaf^stalk, the

priest placed two or three under each arm of the corpse and on

the breast, saying "there are your family, your child, your wife,

your father and your mother. Be satisfied in the land of spirits,

and look not towards those who are left in this world." Until

this ceremony had been performed all who were employed in

the embalmment were carefully avoided since they were in a

taboo condition both as a result of their contact with the corpse

and with the guilt of the sin for which he had died. At its

conclusion they fled to the sea to cleanse themselves from their

pollution by bathing in it, and casting the clothes they had

worn into it. Having completed their ablutions they collected

up a few pieces of coral from the sea and returned to the

deceased, saying "with you may the pollution be", and threw

the coral on the top of the hole at the grave. The bodies, how/

ever, did not long remain intact, and by the end of a year the

bones had been collected and deposited either in secret caverns

or in their homes, lest in time of war they should be desecrated

by the victors.
^^

Images of the Dead

As in Ancient Egypt, desiccation and mummification often

have been associated with the substitution of improvised por/

trait statues or images ofthe dead, either as the temporary abode

of the ghost for ritual purposes during the period of mourning,

or to become the surrogate ofthe body after the preserved tissues

have decayed. Thus, in Mexico, for example, the image of a

dead king was arrayed with the royal insignia and honoured

with addresses and presents as though it were the sovereign

himself In the same district when a trader died away from

home a figure of him was carved in wood, ornamented, and

after the mourning ceremonies had been duly performed in
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conjunction with it, was incinerated and the ashes were

interred.^' After a battle an effigy representing the warriors

slain was burned in front of the temple and the ashes were

sprinkled on the relatives while the actual bodies were buried

where they died.^^

Along the North-west Pacific coast in British Columbia

portrait statues and posts have been found between the Skeena

and Nass rivers, "made as lifelike as possible". In one image,

which originally had been clothed and ornamented, the

cremated remains of the body were concealed in the trunk. At
Kitzegukela on the Skeena river, the image of a man who had

committed suicide was completely clothed and seated on the

box containing his ashes. In his hands were the musket and

bullets with which he had shot himself In this district there

are traditions of similar statues at places where men who have

died on the trail were cremated and effigies have been erected

to personify or commemorate their corporeal presence. ^^

Three large wooden posts representing human figures, and

several subordinate posts, occur at Tununuk village. Cape
Vancouver, arrayed in a row parallel to the beach and across

the front of the central dwelling. These are said to symbolize

people who have been lost at sea and their bodies never

recovered. The top of each post was carved in the form of a

human head and neck, and the one that was set up for a

woman who had been buried by a landslide was covered with

a fur hood. The mouth and eyes were made of ivory inlaid

with wood, and walrus tusks were inserted for arms and legs.^^

The cemeteries of the villages in this district were full of carved

images of this kind, some of which had wooden masks repre/

senting the human face with inlaid eyes and mouths, and votive

offerings in abundance hanging from various parts of the body.

The Diegueilo, who formerly lived in and around San

Diego, California, at thejiesta of the images made effigies of

eagle feathers, matting and cloth which were supposed to con/

tain the spirits of the dead. The face was carefully constructed

and the characteristic features were reproduced as closely as

possible in the image. The mouth was painted red outside and
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black within, the teeth were shaped in pearls, and the eyes were

made of abalone shell with the pupils of black wax. Bunches
of eagle and of yellow-hammer feathers were stuck on the

shoulders, and strings of beads and other ornaments disposed

upon it. Around the neck was hung a net containing two
small vessels with food and drink for the ghost on its journey

to the spirit/world. As soon as the image was completed it was

thought to be occupied by the spirit of the deceased, and at the

end o{ theJjestci, which occupied a week devoted to ceremonial

dancing, it was burned, together with offerings of blankets,

clothing and other articles, in order to free the indwelling soul.
**^

Thus an effigy may be regarded as a temporary substitute

for the body, providing the spirit with a habitation while the

funerary rites are in progress and then discarded when it is no

longer required. But in the Dks^ueho Jiesta it was made to

represent the likeness of the person for whose mortal remains

it was the surrogate, hke the portrait^statue in Egypt. Therefore,

it had a vital connexion with him and the physical integument.

Consequently, if the image was the equivalent of the corpse,

the fact that it was burned at the end of the rite to free the soul

suggests an intimate relation between the preservation and

cremation of the dead. Thus, the making of mortuary effigies

as the counterpart of the mummy would seem to be an import

tant link connecting the two modes of disposal. From the

prehistoric evidence interment appears to have been the original

form of burial in trench graves, very frequently in the flexed or

contracted position. The motive may have been partly to

prevent the return of the ghost to molest the living, but also to

provide him with a permanent habitation in the hereafter;

though, doubtless, once the rites had been duly performed

little further thought or care was bestowed upon the departed.

Nevertheless, the grave was made as secure and durable as

possible, and as the technique of sepulture developed, tombs

became increasingly elaborate in their construction, as is

demonstrated in the Egyptian pyramids and the megaHthic

graves, while special methods were adopted for either preserving

or disposing of the body.
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Natural desiccation doubtless played an important part in

concentrating attention upon the continuation of human exis/-

tence after death in the same physical body in which it had

formerly functioned. This in Egypt led to an ever^increasing

elaboration of the artificial methods of mummification to

render the mortal remains imperishable, to preserve the Hkeness

of the deceased and to restore the missing faculties by ritual

devices. These attempts at preservation in a modified form have

become a permanent heritage in the cult of the dead in primi/

tive states ofculture in areas as widely separated as Oceania and

the New World from which regions and for this reason for

the purposes of illustration most of our examples have been

taken. But the labour and cost involved in the more complex

processes of evisceration, embalmment and sepulture, restricted

this type of burial to rulers and the privileged few who could

afford the expense. For the rest of the community simpler and

cheaper ways and means had to be found without materially

affecting the underlying beliefs, except where two entirely dif-'

ferent funerary traditions were maintained for rulers and

commoners. Natural desiccation in dry sand or saltpetre caves

could only be resorted to where the right conditions pre-'

vailed. An alternative widely adopted both in prehistoric

times and in modern primitive societies has been to dry the

body over a fire, or to smoke a putrefying corpse. Sometimes

only the head has been preserved, or the bones have been tied

up in a bundle with preservative substances and kept by the

near of kin until the secondary burial. Images also have been

employed as substitutes for the body, and, therefore, have

been treated as the real person. To transform the efSgy into

the human being, parts of the corpse or the ashes of the

cremated relics have been transferred to it.

THE AFTER/LIFE

The Relation of Body and Soul

The provision of substitutes treated as surrogates of the physical

organism no doubt has given emphasis to the idea of the

existence of a spirit or soul separable from the mortal body.
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Thus, like cremation with which, as we have seen, it has been

very closely associated, it has facilitated the conception of man
as a psycho/physical duaUty of body and soul, each indepen^

dent of the other. As long as attention has been concentrated

on the body, its burial and preservation in an "everlasting

tomb" and imperishable mummy, the next life inevitably has

been interpreted in terms of a continuation of the present

existence. But if the Hfe that survived the dissolution was

capable of transference to some other object, of transmigration

to another body, or of returning to the spirit-'world whence it

came in the smoke of its physical integument, the way was

open for a less materialistic doctrine of immortality.

The primitive mind, however, being not prone to abstract

thought, apparently has never been able to conceive of survival

apart from a concrete entity of some kind, be it that of the

human body, an animal, a spirit or a god. Hence the prevalence

of the idea of reincarnation and transmigration, the cult of

heroes, and of an after/life Hved in a terrestrial paradise or on

the isles of the blest, located often in the traditional home of

the tribe, after a brief sojourn in the vicinity of the grave during

the period of mourning and the performance of the transitional

rites. The destruction of the corpse by fire no doubt has tended

to foster the belief in the liberation of the spirit regarded as an

independent entity only temporarily housed in the body, and

of wafting it to the sky, as in the Tyrian version of the legend

of Herakles in which the hero is said to have ascended in the

smoke 6f his funeral pyre.*^

Fire very frequendy has been thought to be a spiritualizing

agent, and for this reason sacrificial offerings have been burnt

to liberate their vital essence. Thus, among the Semites children

were "passed through the fire" to convert their material nature

into an immaterial, just as Demeter at Eleusis endeavoured to

render the infant son of Keleos immortal by bathing him in

the fire.^^ In Brahmanic ritual in India three sacred fires were

kindled, to assist the soul in its ascent to the sky, each organ

and attribute being conveyed by this means to the correspond^

ing part of the universe.** In the New Hebrides the soul was
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believed to rise to the sun on the fire kindled at the grave,*^

and in California the ashes of the corpses were scattered in the

air to give the disembodied spirit wings so that it mounts up

to hover for ever in the upper air, very much as the Dieguefio

effigy was burnt to free the indwelling soul.

Burial and the AfterAije

Nevertheless, neither mummification nor cremation can be

assigned a consistent eschatological significance. Broadly speaks

ing, it may be true to say that the preservation of the dead

normally has been associated with an after-life on, or below,

or very closely connected with the earth. But even so in Egypt,

the classical home of mummification, when Osiris from being

the Lord of the underworld was celesdalized, his abode was

transferred to the heavenly realms. There those whom he

pronounced justified continued their former life in its fullness

in the delectable Fields of Aalu, watered by the heavenly Nile,

or in the celestial abode of Re where the sun never set. But no

attempt was made to substitute cremation for the preservation

of the body.

Similarly, while cremation sometimes has been connected

with the belief that the dead go to the sun or to some other part

of the sky, the correlation is too sporadic to establish a definite

association between the mode of disposal and a celestial after/

life. Thus, in Melanesia, where Rivers tried to bring them into

conjunctions,^® the evidence is by no means convincing. For

example, in Bougainville Malaita, Shordand Island and New
Ireland, where cremation is most prevalent, there are very few

indications of a belief in a sky^hereafter, while in the Society

Islands and the Marquesa, where it occurs, cremation is absent.

In the North Pacific coast of America and the surrounding

district the notion of a celestial spirit^world is well established,

but it is not connected with cremation, and the Hare Indians,

who burnt their dead, placed the route to the land of the dead

through a subterranean region.*'^ In Peru in Inca times mum/
mification was practised but nobles and good commoners were

thought to pass to a happier state in the sun, whereas bad
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commoners lived after death in a state of hunger and misery

within the earth.

There is, therefore, no hard and fast rule concerning the

treatment ofthe body and the situation of the abode ofthe dead.

Nevertheless, when modes of burial begin to be stereotyped by

tradition they may tend to influence beliefs about the locality

and nature of the next life. Once cremation has become the

established procedure, for example, the place and function of

the physical remains inevitably lose their earlier significance in

and beyond the grave, as all that survives of the tissues are a few

ashes and possibly some bones which may have been preserved

in urns or ossuaries. With the movements of peoples from one

district to another the tendency very often seems to have been

to regard the original home as the land of the dead whither

the ghost returned at death. The belieffrequendy has influenced

not only the mode of disposal but also such aspects of funerary

ritual as the orientation of the body in the grave, and the

provision made for the journey to the ancestral spirit^world,

until finally the actual abode of the dead may have lost its

earlier character and locality and become a distant land, either

beyond the sea or in a mythical island of the blest, in the palace

of the sun in the western part of the sky where light perpetual

shines, or in the more sombre nether regions, often regarded as

dark and sad where everything is shadowy and unreal and

enveloped always in a soft cloudy mist. As these ideas have

become intermingled through culture contact and other causes,

a confusion between doctrine and practice has arisen, the abode

of the dead frequently being a combination of the upper and

under worlds, and a western terrestrial paradise connected with

the sun and the horizon.

Orientation

Thus, in Western Nuerland in the Nilotic Sudan a man is

buried facing east and a woman facing west, but in Eastern

Nuerland both sexes are buried facing west because the Eastern

Nuer came originally from the west, and it was in Western

Nuerland that their ancestors were created. But they also
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associate the passage from birth to death with the movement

of the sun across the sky. "Death follows the setting sun", the,

Nuer say, and because "the west is the side of death, the east

is the side of life". *^ These two beliefs find expression in the

orientation of the corpse, which on no account should be

buried facing north or south, and in the final mortuary

ceremony, four or six months after burial, those taking part in

the offering of an ox to liberate the soul of the deceased must

sit with their backs to the rising sun and face the direction of

the setting sun.*^ The purpose of the rites is to give the dead

man the full status of a ghost, and by initiating him into the

spirit-'world to keep him and the taint of death away from the

living and their haunts.

Orientation everywhere usually denotes the route which the

dead must take on leaving the body, whether it be towards

the final destination of the soul or away from its earthly abode

and the dwelHngs of the living. Thus, those Indians west of

the Mississippi who are in the habit of placing the dead with

the head towards the south say that they do so in order that the

spirit of the deceased may go south, the land from which they

believe they originally came.^^ Graves with bodies orientated

to the east may be those of Christians who have adopted the

traditional Christian posture with feet towards Jerusalem ready

to rise at the Judgment to meet Christ on His return to the

Mount of Olives.

Orientation has been more particularly observed among
people who have a definite conception of the location of the

after/life in some specific territory in this world, or a hypothetic

cal land of the rising or setting sun on the horizon, which may
be underground since the sun appears to sink beneath the earth

in the west in the evening and to emerge again in the morning.

Thus, in Indonesia the corpse is often orientated to the west

because it is believed that there the underworld is entered at

the "hole" where the sun goes down on the horizon to give light

to it at night. ^^ Sometimes the burial takes place at sunset in

order that the sun may take the soul thither as it descends. The
Ousun in Borneo adopt the same orientation in the belief that
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the underworld is in die west, which, however, is also entered

through a cave.^- In the Malay peninsula the Jakun placed

the feet towards the west, while the Mantra deposited the body

in the tomb in either a sitting or standing position with the face

to the west, but in the case of a child to the east.^^

According to the Western Samang, the lay members of the

tribe go to a land of screw^-pines and thatch^pines across the

sea where the hole is situated into which the sun falls at night,

unless by reason of their evil deeds they are compelled to turn

aside northwards across the sea to a less desirable abode. ^^ But

the normal mode of orientation among these Negritos is with

the face towards the setting sun, the region towards which the

ghost is thought to journey. ^^ The Kensiu in Kedah, however,

bury the body with the head to the east with the result that

when the soul emerges from the head it does not know the

direct way westwards to the kingdom of the dead. It first goes

eastwards and then flies upwards until at length it reaches its

desdnation in the west.^^

In the south^'western islands of the Malay Archipelago the

usual custom seems to be to orientate the corpse in the direcdon

of the original home of the tribe to which the dead are thought

to return.^' Thus, the Badoej adopt an east-'west position with

the head at the west end of the grave and the body lying on its

right side so that it faces the land of the dead in the south. ^^

Similarly, in Bridsh New Guinea in South Massim the body

is placed on its side with the head in the direction of the

legendary place of origin of the deceased's clan, while at

Wamira the feet of the corpse are towards the direcdon whence

came the clan to which it belonged. ^^ In Borneo the Olo

Ngadjoe lay the dead along the river in the direcdon of the

spirit/world, Mambaroeh, which seems to be the tradiuon?!

tribal home. Thus, the descripdon of the journey made by the

spirit recited by the priest at the funeral feast contains the names

of various places to be passed en route which actually lie on the

path to the cradleland of the tribe. ^° It is not improbable,

therefore, that formerly the dead were taken back to the place

of origin.
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Status

Most of the more elaborate mortuary procedures in primitive

societies are confined to the more important section of the

community. The common people everywhere generally are

buried immediately after death with little or no ceremony or

delay. It is only the great ones who are subjected to prolonged

funeral rites culminating in final or secondary burial, either at

a distance in the real or assumed original home of the tribe, or

in a secure and secret place, often associated with the ancestral

history and land of the dead, be it in a cave, an ossuary, a

remote island, or a sacred tree whence the founders of the

community are thought to have emerged. The belief in human
survival may be universal, but in primitive states of culture

death produces no essential change in status, condition or

character. Therefore, as in this life so beyond the grave only

men of rank and position, or those who have shown con/

spicuous valour in battle, or rendered notable service to the

community in some other manner, are accorded a blessed

hereafter in a special paradise or Valhalla, since the next world

is modelled on the pattern of existing society. The gibe "a pie

in the sky when you die" as a sop for the less fortunate under

mundane conditions, is certainly not applicable to the primi/

tive conception of a future life where privileges enjoyed or

denied on earth invariably are rigidly maintained in the mode
of disposal of the body and in the final destination of the

ghost.

Thus, in Southern Melanesia the underworld is said to be a

poorer place, sad and dark, where everything is unreal and

shadowy, and the dead are ethereal. It is this undesirable here/

after that is assigned to commoners in Polynesia who, according

to Rivers, represent the earlier inhabitants.^^ But however it

arose, a clear distinction is made in the nature and location of

the after/life between commoners and rulers, the one infinitely

inferior to the other. In San Cristoval the bodies of common
people are cast into the sea while chiefs are interred, and some

relic, such as a tooth or a skull, is preserved in a shrine in the

village.®^ Sometimes the corpse of an important person is
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placed on a wooden platform surrounded by palisades until

only the bones remain. ^^ In the Shordand Islands commoners
are interred or thrown into the sea while chiefs and their wives

are burnt. ^^ Among the Mafulu of British New Guinea chiefs

and their famiUes are laid in boxes or deposited in trees until

the platform collapses. Then the skeleton is thrown away except

the skull, and the larger bones of the arms and legs, which are

interred below in a shallow grave covered with stones, kept in

a box on the tree or hung up in the clubhouse (emone) till they

are required for ritual purposes. *^^ In Fiji the canoe that conveys

the shades to the next life is thought to be divided in the middle,

the one end (vesi) being reserved for chiefs, the other [iidoloii)

for commoners. On arrival at the river the shade announces his

status and is thereupon assigned his proper position in the boat

by the ferryman, Themba.^^

That Fijian chiefs might be accompanied by their wives in

the land ofthe dead, they (the wives) were often either strangled

or buried alive at the funeral of their husbands, and laid at the

bottom of the grave beneath the corpse. Sometimes the mother

as well as the widow was sacrificed, but husbands were not

killed at the death of their wives.''' The same custom is

recorded among the Sulka in New Britain. ^^ In New Guinea

a widow at her own request might be strangled and buried

with her husband, and so acquired an honourable status in the

next life,^^ very much as at the death of a Natchez chief there

was considerable competition among his highest officers for

the privilege of being killed at his obsequies and so to gain a

place in his paradise. ^^ Thus, the holocaust of wives in the

royal tombs at Ur were part of a well^estabHshed tradition

which has survived throughout the ages until restrictions have

been placed upon the practice under the influence of higher

civilizations and more humane ideas about the relations of the

living and the dead.

For the vast mass of mankind, however, the spirit^world has

been regarded as a mutilated existence determined by the status

in the existing social structure. Sometimes bravery or cowardice

has decided the fate of the soul, as, for example, among the
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Haida of Queen Charlotte Islands off the North Pacific coast

ofAmerica, where those who had not died as warriors went to

a desolate region before they were admitted to the celestial

realms of light. ^^ Women guilty of infanticide and murderers

ofa kinsman were excluded from the Blackfeet paradise, "^^ and

cowards, adulterers, thieves and liars, and all who neglected

their duties of life, found no admittance to the abode of bliss

among the Ojibway, but were condemned to wander up and

down among the rocks and morasses, and were stung by gnats

as large as pigeons.'^ Only chiefs, hunters and warriors went

to the Isles of the Blest reserved for this privileged section of

the community,'''* just as the land of the dead beyond the

mountains towards the setting sun was confined to chiefs and

medicine^'men among the Virginian tribes.'^

The Ancient Mexicans maintained that men killed in war or

offered as victims on the sacrificial stone, and women dying in

childbirth (who were liable to become malevolent goddesses),

joined the emperor and nobility in the Elysium of Huitzilo/

pochtli in the eastern part ofthe sky where honeyed flowers and

luscious fruits abounded in shady groves, and hunting was

enjoyed in the parks. Dressed as warriors they accompanied

the sun daily on its course and fought mock battles till it

reached its zenith. Then it was transferred to the charge of the

celestial women (e.g. those who had died in childbirth), who
lived in the western part of the sun/house, where merchants

who died on their journey also dwelt. After two years of this

Elysium the souls of warriors were transmigrated into birds of

golden plumage, and either returned to the earth or lived in the

celestial gardens.'® Those who were struck by lightning,

drowned or died of contagious diseases went to a happy

paradise (Calocan) on a mountain in the east. The rest of the

people were destined to pass at death to the dreary subterranean

region, Micdan, "a most obscure land where light cometh not

and whence none can ever return". There they were sunk in

deep sleep, but class distinctions were maintained, the lords

and nobles being separated from the commoners in the nine

divisions into which it was divided.'"' At the end ofthe fourth
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year of residence in tliis cheerless abode the ninth division was
reached, and in this its denizens were annihilated.

Duration

Although it is very rare to find no conception of a future life,

endlessness is too abstract a concept for the primitive mind to

grasp. Therefore, it is unable to conceive of an objective life

for the dead for an indefinite period. Even when the fate of

the soul is not an undesirable one and admits of a measure of

idealization, it is only of temporary duration. The idea of an

eternal and indestructible spirit or essence lies outside its range,

which seldom extends beyond the few generations known to

the individual, while the tomb is merely a habitation calculated

to endure for many ages to come, as indeed it has in the case of

Egyptian and megalithic monuments. But the land of the dead

is the land of memory, as in Maeterlinck's fantasia, the inhabit

tants of which gradually pass into oblivion as the recollection

of their existence becomes dim among the survivors. The
holding of periodic festivals as a kind of "year's mind" has

tended to prolong their survival by keeping the living in touch

with them. Nevertheless, the feast of the dead and secondary

burial usually mark the end of the funerary ritual, and with its

termination the shades tend to pass into oblivion. In the case

of commoners this is particularly apparent when mortuary rites

are reduced to a minimum and the state of the hereafter is

ill/defined and insecure. The distinguished and privileged

classes, on the other hand, usually are assigned a position

which secures for them some degree of permanence even

though it may endure only for a limited period. Therefore,

rank and status, together with the manner of death, determine

the place in and the duration of the after-life.

Grave-^oods

Closely associated with status in the spirit^world is the bestowal

ofgravez-goods, which, as we have seen, has been a characteristic

feature of funeral ritual from Palaeolithic times onwards. These

gifts have generally been explained as the expression of the
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belief that the ghost has need of food, implements and the

many and various articles lavished upon it. This doubtless is

true, as is apparent, for example, in the personal necessities like

rice, plates, bete^nut, money and similar articles that are laid

in the ground with the Sea Dyaks in Borneo, and the baskets,

swords, weaving materials, pots, jars and gongs which are

placed on the surface. These unquestionably are believed to be

carried into the other world "in some mystic way", as Ling

Roth says, where they will be useful to the dead. The spirits

of the wind, in fact, are invoked to invite the departed to come

and feast on the food placed before them at the entrance of their

former habitations.^^

Similarly, the Kayans dress the corpse in its finest clothes and

ornaments that he may appear to the best advantage in the next

world, putting a bead of some value under each eyelid,

apparently to pay for the passage of the ghost across the river

of death. In the grave the body is surrounded by the most

valuable personal property displayed in the most imposing

manner, to indicate when possible that the deceased has been

a man of wealth and position. Small packets of cooked rice

and of tobacco are placed upon the coffin for the use of the

soul, and hundreds of cigarettes sent by friends are hung in

bundles about the low platform on which the coffin rests.
'^

Among the coast Dusuns of North Borneo sometimes an open

umbrella surmounts the grave to keep the spirit ofthe dead man
dry on his last journey. ^^

In the Malay Peninsula the Sakai array their dead in their

best garments, place a dagger or chopper on the breast, together

with the beteHeaf wallet. As soon as the corpse is lowered into

the grave tobacco and betel^nut are offered, and the furniture

placed beside the body before the trench is covered up with

earth. Rice and cakes are then laid on it, and these offerings are

repeated on the third, seventh and hundredth days following.

Sometimes, however, after leaving the body on a platform in

front of the house for a day, they bury it and either burn or

desert the house. Huts are constructed for the soul at the grave

and filled with diminutive furniture consisting of models of
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various utensils and implements used by the deceased and

placed in a soul/wallet made of fan/paten leaf.^^ This custom

doubtless arose from the belief that the soul remained at the

grave for a short time before journeying to its final abode and

would seem to belong to the same tradition as that of the soul/

chapel in Ancient Egypt. This temporary sojourn of the ghost

at the place of the disposal of the body until it is dispatched at

the feast of the dead coincides with the period of mourning

during which the prescribed tabus have been carefully observed

in respect of the grave^'goods as well as of the behaviour of the

survivors, since the gifts are solely for his own use. Any inter/

ference with the personal belongings of the deceased is calcu/

lated to call forth his vengeance, and, therefore, for safety's sake

they should be buried with him or ritually destroyed. It is very

probable, in fact, that the widespread custom of breaking

grave/goods has been a precautionary measure rather than, as

has been often supposed, a means of liberating their "souls".

This taboo at any rate avoids theft or disturbance inasmuch

as it renders the articles useless to the living. Later it may have

become interpreted in animistic terms, thereby making them

of service to the dead in the hereafter. Primarily, however, it

would seem more likely that the practice was associated with

the sacredness of the possessions of the deceased upon which

his well-being and status in the next life largely depended. As
Codrington came to recognize in Melanesia, it was not just

that grave/goods should accompany their former owners "in

a ghostly manner", but that "they may be a memorial of him

as a great and valued man, like the hatchment of old times".

Similarly, his fruit/trees are cut down as a mark of respect and

affection, not with any notion of these things serving him in

the world of ghosts, but that they are sacred to him and so

must not be enjoyed by anyone else.^^ Therefore, in Lepers'

Island a man is buried with his bow and arrows and his best

ornaments; but his pigs'/tusk bracelets are put on upside down.

He will be known in the spirit/world to be a great man by his

funerary equipment as it actually exists and not in its spiritual

form as having "souls". ^'^ Such a belief may exist side by side
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with the status value of tomb/'furniture, but the value attached

to wealth is essentially the prestige it confers both here and

hereafter, and so it becomes "the reservoir of highest good", as

a sign of rank. ^* Consequently, in addition to food and drink

and life-giving amulets, a lavish display of grave^'goods confers

status on the deceased.

Human Sacrifice

This also probably appHes to the offering of human victims as

an integral element in funerary ritual, notably the wives and

slaves of rulers, constituting as they do an important part of

their possessions. Therefore, the widow in particular, but also

other members of the retinue of a chief, frequently have to

accompany him to the next Hfe at his death. In Fiji, as we have

seen, the mother and wives were often strangled or buried alive

at the funeral of their husbands, and generally at their own
request, in the belief that both they and their husbands thereby

attained a higher status in the afterz-life. As an alternative to the

sacrifice ofwidows they may be treated as virtually dead, as, for

example, in Eddystone Island of the Solomons, where the wife

of a commoner instead of following her husband in death

discards all her ornaments and wears nothing but bark/cloth,

and is confined in a small enclosure inside the house. In the

case of the widow of a chief she must be quite invisible and sit

with her knees drawn up in the contracted position until a

successful head-hunter blows the conch in the house. Food is

prepared for her in another house, and she is no longer called

by her name. She is forbidden to take part in festivals, and to

all intents and purposes she is regarded as dead.^^ Therefore,

like the rest of the property and possessions of the deceased, she

has to be put out of action either permanently or temporarily

as part of the death taboo, her Hfe being bound up with that

of her husband. The vigil of the widow by the grave, and the

many restrictions placed upon her movements and behaviour

henceforth, or for a specific period of mourning, would seem

to be survivals of the beHef that in death as in Ufe she is an

integral part of his personal equipment. Therefore, his status
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and welLbeing in the hereafter is in great measure determined

by his mortuary retinue and the conduct of his relatives and

kinsfolk at and after his decease.

THE CULT OF THE DEAD
Thus, viewed in the light of the anthropological evidence, the

cult of the dead appears to have been a fundamental element in

man's spiritual culture, the roots ofwhich are deeply laid in the

archaeological record, and centre in the emotions aroused by

the mysterious fact of death and the nature and destiny of

human beings. These found expression in the first instance in

ritual acts rather than in abstract ideas. Emotional situations

arising out of recurrent crises such as death and the hope of

immortality require perpetual satisfaction, and it has been

around these events that the cult of the dead has taken shape.

From the cradle to the grave human existence has seemed to

be in a state of flux, "never continuing in one stay", a dying to

be born again, exemplified in the decay and regeneration in

nature. This has called forth a series of rites de passage at the

critical junctures to obtain a fresh outpouring of life and power.

By the aid of this transitional ritual from life to death, or from

death to life, the tension has been relieved. Death being the

gateway to the hereafter the mortuary ritual has had for its

purpose the liberation of the deceased from his terrestrial exis/

tence and its associations, human and material, and the means

whereby he may pass successfully through the dark and

dangerous portal and be safely and securely launched on his

new career.

Thus, the idea of immortality appears not to have arisen

from speculations about a separable soul and phantoms of the

living, as was formerly supposed, but from this ritual organiza^

tion, of which it is the natural corollary. Ever^renewing life

is the normal sequence of everyday experience and observation

in which death seems to be an intrusion caused by violence and

vengeance usually of a supernatural character; this must be

overcome by revitalizing energy and life/'giving agents such as

red ochre, amulets, and all the ritual devices and apparatus
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employed in the cult of the dead to overcome the fears and

contagions with which death is surrounded, and to provide

for the well-'being of the departed in the spirit^world, however

obscure, undefined and limited the state of the hereafter may
have been. In all this fear and love have been inextricably

intermingled, and the conflict between the mortality of the

physical body and the immortality of the body poHtic has been

resolved by the correct observance of the mortuary ceremonial

connected with the disposal ofthe corpse and the eschatological

beliefs. Since of all the mysterious disintegrating and critical

situations with which man has been confronted death has been

the most disturbing and devastating, the equilibrium of the

social structure has been largely dependent on the due perfor/

mance of the funerary ritual. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the cult of the dead has occupied such a prominent position,

and played an essential role in human society from its first

emergence under Palaeolithic conditions.



CHAPTER VI

The Mystery of Birth

Turning now from the cultus that developed around the

mystery of death and human survival to that associated with

birth and fertility, the deepest emotions and most heartfelt

needs, hopes and fears have been aroused by propagation and

nutrition as the vital concern of man in all ages. As Frazer

says, "to live and to cause to Hve, to eat food and to beget

children, these were the primary wants of man in the past, and

they will be the primary wants of man in the future so long as

the world lasts''.^ Therefore, the promotion and conservation

of life at all times has been a fundamental urge because an

adequate supply of offspring and food is an essential need and

a necessary condition of existence, and the production and

maintenance of these two basic requirements have been the

predominant concern of the human race from the Palaeohthic

to the present day. But in the precarious environment in which

Early Man had to engage in the struggle for survival the

mysterious forces of propagation and nutrition acquired a •./'

sacred significance towards which a cautious and numinous

attitude was adopted and a ritual technique developed in order

to bring them under some measure of magico^religious control.

THE MYSTERY OF BIRTH IN PALAEOLITHIC TIMES

Sculptured "Venuses"

Thus, at the beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic female

figurines in bone, ivory and stone, with the maternal organs

grossly exaggerated, began to make their appearance in the Gra^

vettian culture as part of the domestic equipment. The breasts

are large and pendulous, the hips broad, the buttocks rotund, -^

and excessive corpulency is suggestive of pregnancy. In these

so-called "Venuses" of the squat type the face is seldom

portrayed, and in that from Willendorf in Upper Austria the

145
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hair is braided like that of the head of a girl from Brassempouy

in the Landes. The arms and legs are only very slightly in^

dicated but the abdomen is prominent, and on the forearm

dots seem to represent a necklace. Traces of red ochre occur in

the porous limestone of which the nude figure was composed,

and the emphasis clearly was on its sexual features, the rest

being of little importance.

In the rock/shelter excavated by Dr Lalanne at Laussel on

the Beaune near Les Eyzies in the Dordogne the remarkable

relief of a nude female about 18 inches long carved on a block

of stone holds in her right hand an object resembling the horn

of a bison. The face is featureless, though the head is turned

in profile, while the whole body had been coloured red, and all

of it except the head had been polished. Two other fragmentary

reliefs represent women, and a third may possibly depict the

act of childbirth.^ Another suggestion is that it represents a

copulation and served an erotic purpose.^ On this interpreta/

tion it is maintained that the emphasis was on the voluptuous

character of the woman rather than on the generative maternal

aspect. In support of this contention the engravings on the

walls of an alcove in the cavern of Combarelles near Les

Eyzies depicting male and female dancers clothed in skins and

wearing tails,* with their faces obhterated by stalagmite, have

been quoted as examples of erotic scenes in Palaeolithic art.

But it would seem much more likely that they are portrayals

of a masked fertility dance to control the chase like those on

the walls of Marsoulas and Altamira, and on bone and rein/

deer horn from Abri/Murat, Abri/Mege, on a schist plaque

at Lourdes, and on a pebble at La Madeleine. Moreover,

it has yet to be established that the bas-relief represents a cop/

uladon. When the present writer inspected it some years ago at

the house of Mme Lalanne at Bordeaux this seemed to be by

no means a convincing interpretation. It may well be merely

a female figure in outline resembling the other rehef, or, as

Miss Levy has suggested, the steatite statuette from Grimaldi.^

However the obscure figure is to be explained, these sculp/

tured Venuses cannot be dismissed as "the characteristic
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products of unrcgenerated male imagination"^' in view of their

long history as an integral part of the cult of the Mother/ v-

goddess in more advanced stages of civilization. An erotic

element may have been inherent in the tradition, but the main

purpose has been that of the promotion and conservation of

life in ever^increasing abundance mediated in and through the

outward signs of maternal fecundity long before the urge of

life was personified in the Earth^mother and her many and

various counterparts in the composite figure of the Magna
Mater of the Near and Middle East and in the Graeco^Roman
world.

Like the rest of the Gravettian culture, it would seem that

the Venus cult came into Europe from the east where in the '--'

valley of the Don numerous examples have been found, seven

of which, skilfully carved in mammoth ivory, have come from

Gagarino and one from Kostienki in the middle of Russia.'^

At Malta near Lake Baikal, Siberia, a highly conventionalized

figure occurred, and not so very far to the north-east of

Willendorf on the Danube Dr Absolon has discovered the

Venus of Unter Wisternitz in Moravia and the portrait statue

at Vistonice modelled in ground and burnt bones mixed with

fat and mud. In the Apennines another conventionalized

statuette occurred at Savignano sul Panaro in Emilia, and, as

we have seen, two others in the Grimaldi graves on the

Franco/Italian frontier. Those from Brassempouy and Sireuil

in France are rather later in the Aurignacian, suggesting that

the cult took a considerable time to move as far from its base

as these sites in Western Europe. Since it is also to a late

Aurignacian date that the conventionalized Venus engraved

on ivory from Predmost in Moravia has been assigned, the

cult in Central Europe must have survived until the advent

of the Solutreans.

In the light oi^ recent evidence it would appear that it was

among the hunting Gravettian communities of the South

Russian steppe and Western Asia that female figurines were V
first fashioned as fertility charms with very considerable skill,

giving excessive prominence to the sexual features. As they
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passed into Central and Western Europe they tended to become

cruder and more conventionalized but continued to exercise

the same function in relation to the mystery of birth and

generation. There was also, however, a tall, more elegant, slim

variety with the head clearly indicated, as, for example, in the

ivory figure from Lespugne in Haute^Garonne, with a kind of

loin/cloth concealing the sex organ. ^ Since some of these

girdles have been decorated with cowrie and other shells

as fertility amulets^ the loin/cloth may have been depicted to

stimulate fecundity.

Cowrie Shells

In addition to the squat Venuses, cowrie shells were used for

amulets or ornaments by the Gravettians and in the middle

Aurignacian.^^ Those at Grimaldi were associated with cassio

mja shell from the Indian Ocean, and, therefore, may have

been brought to the Italian Riviera from India, or posslibly

obtained by barter since they also occur in graves in the

Dordogne, where at Laugerie/Basse near Les Eyzies two sorts

of Mediterranean cowries were scattered over the skeleton. ^^

Shaped like the portal of birth, the cowrie was a life-'giving

agent which may have made its way into Europe from the

East in association with the Venuses, and so was often

associated with red ochre, the surrogate of blood, in the grave

furniture.

Fertility Dances

It was not, however, only to revivify the dead and to make the

human species fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth

that the Hfe/cult was practised. It was also employed by the

Magdalenians to stimulate fecundity among the animals where/

on the hunter subsisted. Thus, in a gallery of the inaccessible

cavern of Tuc d'Audoubert near St Girons in Ariege, at the

end of a long and narrow ascending passage, blocked by

stalactite when it was first entered by the Count Begouen and

his son in 191-2, two bisons modelled in clay were found, about

two feet in length, leaning against a block of rock that had
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Fig. 8. Dancing scene in the rock^shelter at Cogul, near Le'rida, Spain

fallen from the roof The female bison was represented as

followed by the male, this suggesting a fertility motif On the

soft clay floor of the gallery were the impressions of human
feet, and the incomplete model of a bison with some lumps of

clay. To the right were a number of deep, rounded depressions

which have been thought to be heel^marks made by dancers

engaged in a fertility dance around a small hillock in the

centre,-'-^ similar perhaps to that called the duk^duk in Melanesia.

Be this as it may, the numerous representations of persons

dancing, apparently wearing animal masks or heads, such as

the three figures masquerading in the skin of a chamois at

Abri^Mege, Dordogne, and others with animal heads at

Marsoulas, Hornos de la Pena, Altamira, and Lourdes, and

most conclusively "the dancing sorcerer" in the case of Trois

Freres near Tuc d'Audoubert, to be considered in the next

chapter, show that the custom was firmly established in the

Upper Palaeolithic. The practice of dancing round sacred

objects, so prevalent in fertility ritual throughout the ages, and

still surviving, for example, in the Maypole ceremonial, is

revealed in the well-'known fresco in the rock^shelter at Cogul

near Lerida in Catalonia depicting a group of nine women,

narrow/waisted, wearing skirts reaching to the knees, and caps

but showing no facial features, dancing round a small naked

male figure (Fig. 8).^^
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This celebrated scene has called forth a variety of conjectural

interpretations ranging from that of a phallic cult to a gambol

dance. As it now appears, incidentally in a very faded condi/

tion, a fecundity motif is suggested, though it is by no means

established that the male figure has a phallic significance since

the penis is not erect. The picture seems to have been the work

of several Late Palaeolithic artists, executed perhaps at different

times, the little dark brown male figure subsequently having

been added to the representations of the black women. Even

so, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that its insertion was

connected with a fertihty rite in which the women were

grouped round a male emblem to facilitate the production of

life, however imperfectly the process of generation may have

been understood.

The Aurignacians emphasized the maternal aspect of the

mystery of birth and gave expression to it in their female

figurines. The Magdalenians, concentrating on the magico^-

religious control of the chase, were mainly concerned with the

cult of reproduction as it affected the maintenance of the means

ofsubsistence, ^ * and so they rarely fabricated human figurines. ^ ^

The Eastern Spanish artists, on the other hand, at the end ofthe

Upper Palaeolithic introduced both men and women into their

vigorous and realistic schematic scenes in profusion. Thus, in

the rock/shelter of La Vieja at Alpera, between Alicante and

Albacete, both male and female dancers are depicted in dark

red resembling those at Cogul, and repainted at two successive

epochs ^^ (Fig. 9). This is essentially a hunting scene com/
prising some thirty goats or antelopes, twenty/six stags as well

as cows, deer, moose, ibex, wild horses, wolves, and birds,

combined with more than seventy human figures, mainly

males, many of whom are shown with drawn bows shooting

at the animals. Two of the men are quite unmistakably engaged

in a dance, with legs apart showing the generative organ, and
wearing a head-dress of plumes, while two of the three women
are clad in skirts like those at Cogul, and one is nude and
corpulent. The attitudes are those of a sacred dance rather than

of the chase, though they are holding weapons. The bodily
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^ ^js^^ri'
Fig. 9. The "dancing chieftain" scene, a detail from a painting in the rock'

shelter at Alpera, Albacete, Spain {after Bretiil)

proportions are fairly well preserved but the hands and faces are

ovaloid and featureless. One of the women holds something in

her left hand which it has been alleged is a statuette. But this

is merely a conjecture as the object seemed to the present

writer, when he visited Alpera and inspected the representation,

to be indecipherable.

If these eastern Spanish paintings are of Capsian origin as

their technique might indicate, with possible African affinities,

where similar designs occur so far south as Southern Rhodesia,
^

"

their precise purpose is no less obscure than their history. That

they had a magico'-religious significance is reasonably certain in

view of their situation in rock-'shelters which were shrines rather

than habitations. But unlike thegreatcavesof theDordogne, the

Pyrenees and Cantabria, where the decoration occurs in the most

inaccessible recesses, they were not executed far from the profane

gaze of all and sundry in mysterious darkness. Nevertheless,
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they must have been visited by successive generations of

Upper Palaeolithic Man as some of the designs have been

painted over and altered, as at Cantos de la Visera in Murcia.

There a bull has been transformed into a stag, while at

Minateda, between Chinchilla and Hellin, the Abbe Breuil

has discovered the superposition of no less than thirteen layers

of paintings. Among the reasons which took them to these

unimpressive sacred places was, it would seem, the practice of

a life/cult centred in the ritual dance in which men and women
engaged to control the mysterious processes of birth and

generation both in the human and animal species.

To the primitive mind the figure of a woman with her

characteristic features given special prominence, and that of

the phallus, represent the two poles of creative energy, the one

feminine and receptive, the other masculine and procreative.

Together they are conceived as one complete whole in the

mystery of birth. The woman being the mother of the race, she

is essentially the life^producer, as her male partner is the

begetter. Therefore, their respective sex organs are thought to

be endowed with generative power, and so they have become

the symbols of fruitfulness and procreation, and employed to

promote the fertility of the womb and its fecundation. In the

complex process of birth, conception is the beginning and until

this has been accomplished generation cannot ensue. This

presupposes a union of the active and passive elements from

which all life is derived, male and female, the father and the

mother, brought together in a sacred conjunction in order to

produce offspring.

But however essential in physiological reality the two partners

may be in order to achieve procreation, the agent about whose

maternal functions there can be no possibility of doubt is and

always has been the woman. She is not only the symbol of

generation but the actual producer of life. In the words of the

writer of The Book of Wisdom, "all men have one entrance into

life", and "in the womb of my mother was I moulded into

flesh in time often months, being compacted in blood and the

seed of man." While in primitive society there has been some
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uncertainty about paternity, ^^ this element of doubt cannot

obtain in the case of the mother. Therefore, she and her organs

and attributes have been the hfe^giving symbols i^ar excellence

ever since their first appearance in the Middle East and in

Europe at the beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic. Her male

partner in all probability was at first supplementary because his

precise function in relation to conception and birth was less

obvious and less clearly understood.

NEOLITHIC AND CHALCOLITHIC FEMALE
FIGURINES

With the transition from food^gathering to food/production

the female principle continued to predominate in the mysterious

processes of birth and generation. Thus, in the Neolithic period

clay and ivory figurines of the "Venus" type were in use,

together with the slim variety, in the Badarian and the Amratian

cultures in Egypt, ^^ but elsewhere they have seldom been found

in the earlier sites. Recently two have come to light in the

pre/Halaf levels at Hassuna, but west of Iran it is not until the

Halaf levels are reached that they become abundant.

Arpachiyah

At Arpachiyah near Nineveh at the height of the Halafian

culture numerous headless clay female statuettes in the squatting

posture, suggestive of childbirth, and a painted type with bent

head and pendulous breasts, occur in association with spindle^

whorls, cones and the bones of domestic animals. In all of

them prominence is given to the maternal organs, and in some

a state of pregnancy appears to have been represented. The

painted examples are "steatopygous" with a garment indicated

in red pigment and braces crossed between the breasts. Some
have a fiddle^shaped body flat or truncated and the protuberant

navel is suggestive of pregnancy. A tendency to conventionali/

zation is a marked feature, the body often having been reduced

to a peg or cone, though still showing the squatting position.

Many of them quite clearly are allied to the Gravettian Palaeo^

lithic prototypes, though often they are inferior in design and
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technique to the earlier examples, but they constitute an impoi/'

tant link with the Chalcolithic female figurines in Anatolia,

Crete and Aegean in Europe, and those of the Middle East,

Persia and Baluchistan.^^ In Palestine at Tell Beit Mirsom,

Dr Albright found a group of five statuettes representing nude

women in what he describes as "the process of accouchement",

having an exaggerated protrusion of the vulva region which he

thinks was an attempt to suggest the descent ofthe infant's head

at the time of delivery for the purpose of hastening parturition

by magical means. ^^

Tepe Gawra

At Tepe Gawra in the Halaf deposits in the lower levels of

the mound the female figurines are of common occurrence and

those of males extremely rare, though the reverse is true of

painted human representations on pottery and in seal designs.

Nearly all are ofthe same general type in the squatting position,

the woman holding her breasts. The heads are crudely shaped,

but the facial features are sometimes indicated in paint without

any attempt at modelling. A highly conventionalized "fiddle"

type shows only the torso with prominent breasts and the

lower part of the body exaggerated, but the arms and legs are

not shown. The head is merely a short projection while the

back is flat. If the stylization of this isolated example was

intentional, it may have been intended to assist in parturition,

as Tobler suggests. ^^

The stratified deposits of the mound have yielded an armless

type without pointed knees and having prominent breasts and

a painted skirt or kilt suspended from the shoulders by two

straps between the breasts. There are also indications of tattoo

marks or cicatrices. Fattening of the buttocks," distention of the

abdomen and protuberant navels are not characteristic features

of the figurines at Gawra as elsewhere, and the erect type is

unknown in the mound. In the 'Ubaid period two are so

stylized as to be litde more than cones, and except for the breasts

they give litde indication of being human figures at all. Most,

however, are either of the pointed knees, decorated variety with
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arms encircling the breasts, or without arms and showing a

skirt held by straps. Both belong to the lowest levels. Only the

fragment of one male statuette has been found with a spot of

paint at the end of the phallus.-^

Tell Hassuna and Al 'Uhaid

At Tell Hassuna near Mosul the clay figurines of the "Mother^

goddess" type conform to those found at Arpachiyah, though

the largest has an unexplained excrescence on the left thigh,

and one of the truncated arms is missing.-'* The excavations

at Tell Chagar Bazar in North Syria have revealed naturalistic

terra^cotta figures wearing turbans and seated on circular stools,

as if in parturition. Several are painted with simple bands

around the neck, arms, and legs, or breasts. These marks

might represent tattooing, clothing or ornaments.-^ In the Tell

Al 'Ubaid settlements from below the flood deposit the earliest

of the Ur female figurines have been recovered. Some of them

are greenish as a result of the overfiring of the clay. Others are

much lighter, but both represent the slender type painted in

black and red with wigs of bitumen appHed to the head. The

heads are elongated and grotesque, but the bodies are well

modelled with feet together and hands at the waist, or holding

a child to the breast, or sometimes resting their hands on their

hips. Bands and stripes are painted on the nude body to

indicate ornaments or tattooing, and the pubes and division

between the legs are depicted by linear incision. '•^^ Male counter/-

parts have been found at Abu Shahrain, also with a monstrous

head and having much the same posture though less skilfully

modelled with flattened shoulders.-''

Warka

In the mound of Warka at Uruk the female figurines resemble

those at Ur in form and ornamentation with black paint. One
has a cylindrical body, a splayed base with the division between

the legs marked by incision and wing^like arms. The heads are

again monstrous with a snout and gashes in strips of clay for

eyes, and wearing sometimes a peaked head/dress. Others in
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contrast are equally small and devoid of features except for a

large nose. Across the shoulder and under the right arm

a diagonal band has been painted in some of the examples.-^

Between the C and D levels of the Anu Ziqqurat a very small

nude female figure in translucent stone, excellently modelled

with arms bent at the elbows and clenched fists, ^^ was doubts

less employed for amuletic purposes.

Susa

In Iran similar painted figurines with conical heads have been

recovered from Juwi,^^ where on one of them what seem to be

cicatrices are shown as at Ur and Gawra.^^ In the earliest

settlements at Susa (a) figurines of women were modelled in

clay, the eyes and breasts were rendered by dabs, the nose and

brows by thick rolls struck on the flat slab, and an incised

triangle.^- In the first Elamite period (c. 2800 B.C.) a statuette

was found on the Acropolis on which one ofthe splayed hands

is placed on the stomach and the other is shown holding the

breast."*^ In another figurine with a cylindrical body the hands

are clasped, the head appears to be covered with a turban, the

eyes are indicated by incised lines, and two bracelets are shown
on each wrist; ^* very much as in a later example, now in the

Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, in addition to a turban and

bracelets, a necklace oftwo strings of large beads is shown with

a rosette pendant in the middle. Another necklace passes across

the chest. ^^ In the proto^Elamite period the use of necklaces in

this type of figurine was an established feature.
^^

Anau

At Anau in Transcaspia the terra^cotta figurines found by

Pumpelly were fragmentary, but in all those of females the

breasts were clearly marked, and in most ofthem also the navel.

A necklace ornament is represented on several torsos,^' but

the head is indicated by a projection of the nose and by small

depressions of the eyes.^^ The hips are strongly developed, but

the legs are brought together in a point and the generative

organs are emphasized. ^^ From the adjacent ruins now called
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Ghiaur Kala, the ancient Merv, on the Acropohs naked

figures have been found painted in black, red and yellow, and
a female relief standing in a long robe with neck ornaments,

holding a mirror in the right hand before the breast. The left

hand is placed lower down but the head is missing.^"

Baluchistan

In South Baluchistan in the KuUi culture, estabhshed in

Makran before 3000 B.C., a number of clay figurines ofwomen
have been discovered which finish at the waist in a splayed

pedestal. The arms are bent with hands on the hips, and while

breasts are usually shown they are not unduly exaggerated. The
faces are grotesque caricatures with the eyes fashioned from

pellets, and the hair is elaborately dressed and kept in place by

a fillet, or plaited. The ornaments which adorn the head include

oval pendants resembUng cowrie shells, while on the arms and

wrists are bangles. Or, again, in the Zhob valley sites the same

type of female figures recur with necklaces, large and beak^like

noses, hooded heads, exaggerated breasts, circular eye^holes,

and slit mouths and bangles. ^^ These are so uniform in style

and features that Sir Aurel Stein conjectures that they "might

have been intended to represent some tutelary goddess". *- That

they had a fertility significance is shown by the representation

of a phallus carved in stone at the mound ot Mogul Ghundai

near the left bank of the Zhob river south-west of Fort Sandc/-

man, and at the neighbouring mound of Periano-'Ghundai on

the right bank of the river, where a vulva is depicted with

great prominence. ^"^

The Indus Valley

In the Indus valley terra^cotta female figurines have been dis-'

covered in considerable numbers at Harappa and Mohenjo^

daro, the majority of which are nude except for a small skirt

secured by a girdle round the loins; they have a large fan^-shaped

head-dress and pannier^'like side projections having a black

stain which seems to have been made by smoke. Therefore, the

inference is that they were used as lamps or incense-'burners in
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the practice of a cult connected with the Mother/goddess. At
Mohenjo^daro they occurred at all levels, frequently in a

mutilated condition, in the streets and in the dweUings, painted

over with a red slip or wash doubtless to enhance their life/

giving potency, as in Ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia and

Malta. ^* They were adorned with quantities ofjewellery which

included bead necklaces with pendants, ornamental collars,

armlets, bracelets and anklets. Some in the higher levels were

seated with hands clasped round the knees, roughly modelled

and with no ornaments. Others were in postures which suggest

that they were engaged in a ritual dance, such as is represented

on a faience plaque.^^

That they were sacred images is beyond doubt, and, as

Sir John Marshall says, it is probable that "they represent a

goddess with attributes very similar to those of the great

Mother Goddess, 'the Lady ofHeaven, and a special patroness

of women, whose images are found in large numbers at so

many sites in Elam, Mesopotamia, Egypt and the Eastern

Mediterranean area."*^ Dr Mackay may also be correct in

thinking that they were household deities kept in a niche in

the wall in almost every house in the Indus valley cities, just

as today in India the Mother/goddess is the guardian of the

house and village, presiding over childbirth and daily needs. *^

If this be the correct interpretation of this type of figurine,

whether she was associated with a male partner—as in her later

developments both in India and elsewhere—is not clear.

Figures of male gods, frequently horned, recur in the Harappa

culture,*^ but they are not prevalent and seldom are brought

into conjunction with those of goddesses. On pottery they are

extremely rare and, unHke the skirted female statuettes, are

entirely nude, though on one of the male figures red lines on

the arms and neck probably represent bangles and a scarf

necklace. ^^

The three^faced male god from Mohenjoz-daro sitting in the

attitude of a yo^i with arms outstretched and covered with

bangles, and the chest with triangular necklaces or torques,

like the figurines from KuUi and Zhob in Baluchistan, is
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surrounded by four animals—an elephant, tiger, rhinoceros and
buffalo—with two deer beneath his throne. A pair of horns

crowns his head, and there is either a phallus or the end of a

waistband between the legs.^^ That this is a prototype of the

Hindu god Shiva as Lord of the Beasts and Prince of Yo^^is is

unquestionably suggested by the form and symbolism. ^^ More^

over, on several seals a similar figure occurs associated with the

sacred pipal, or fig-tree, and cult animals hke the Lord of the

Beasts in Minoan Crete, and with Cybele the Anatolian

Mother^goddess.^'-

Phallic Emhlems

There is also evidence of phallic emblems, or linoas, in the form

of realistic models of the male generative organ, together with

yoni, or female vulva, °^ used probably as life^bestowing

amulets, as among Saivites in India today. The more conven-'

tionalized resemble very closely lin^a from Mogul Ghundai

in Baluchistan, ^"^ yoni bases having been used sometimes to

symboHze the union of the two organs. ^'^ Some of the larger

cones, however, that have been found at Mohenjo^daro in

ordinary dweUings do not appear to have been liiioas, their

smooth worn bases suggesting rather that they were grinders.

Nevertheless, there is every probability that many of the

finished cones showing no signs of polishing were in fact

phallic emblems. ^^

At Harappa a number of limestone conical lin^as have been

recorded, some of which are in the form of chessmen in

chalcedony, carnelian, lapis lazuli, alabaster, faience, paste,

shell, ivory and terra^cotta, as well as in limestone. °'' A convene

tionalized example in yellow sandstone with finely cut coils

and necklaces may have had a yoni base, and six occurred in

an earthware jar with some small pieces of shell, a unicorn seal,

stone pestles and a stone palette. Some miniature conical

baetyls have a sort of ring round the body which has been

regarded as a possible indication of a yoni.'^^ Large undulating

rings of stone are thought to symbolize the female principle,^'-'

and to these may be added miniature imitation carnehan
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rings of the same class, and other small undulating rings

of the same kind which fit exactly on a base taken to be a

In the worship of Shiva today the lin^a is the most popular

object of veneration, the pouring of Hbations over them and

anointing them with butter being a universal practice through''

out India. It would seem that this phallic symbolism is very

deeply laid in the prehistoric substratum of Hinduism in the

Indus valley civilization, going back to the third millennium

B.C. in the form of huge cone/shaped lin^a and yoni rings, often

wavy along the edge like the modern Hindu counterparts, and

various much smaller varieties less than two inches high,

though some of these may have been used as "chessmen" in

board-'games. Behind this phallic cult was the mystery of birth,

and the predominance of female figurines over male in the

earliest levels of all the cultures in which they occur in the

Ancient Middle East, from the Eastern Mediterranean to the

Indus valley, shows that attention at first was concentrated on

the feminine aspects of the process of generation.

There can be little doubt that they represent a deity respond

sible for the bestowal of life, probably the Mother/goddess

herself whose emblem, the dove, is of frequent occurrence in

the Indus valley cities, though in this early Indian civilization

her functions were confined apparently to this world, and not,

as elsewhere, also to the care and renewal of the dead. At
Anau, for instance, the earliest figurines were found in the

graves of children buried under the floor of the house,^^

suggesting that they were deposited there to facilitate their

rebirth. At Mohenjo/daro, Harappa and Chanhu/daro, as

in Baluchistan, like the Hindu Mother/goddess, they were

connected essentially with household shrines. But they were

also emblems of the tutelary deity guarding the portal through

which Life emerges into this world as well as protectors of the

house, village or city over which she presided. Whether or not

she was associated with a male partner, such as the horned/god

depicted on the seals, cannot be determined with any degree of

certainty. Be this as it may—and this will be considered later
^^
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—she was by virtue of her functions destined to become the

consort of the vegetation god.

Anatolia, Cyprus and the Cjclades

In western Anatoha, Cyprus and the Aegean, female figurnies

with marked genitaHa and painted ornamentation occur in

considerable numbers. Those in stone in Khirokitia sometimes

afford no indication of their sex, but in the Erimi period in

Cyprus the terra^-cotta figures are true to type and they are

frequent on the local red^ware, indicating the introduction of

a lifc'-giving cult in the Mother^goddess tradition in a fairly

early phase of the Neolithic period. ''•^ Myres, in fact, suggested

that Asia Minor and Syria constituted the cradleland of the

emblems of the "Great Mother of Asia", which he described

as "the earliest 'ideal type' in history, and the earliest cult of

which we know the meaning as well as the symbol".*''* This,

however, ignores the Palaeolithic "Venuses" as the prototype

of the Neolithic comparable figurines, and until we know
more precisely what lies behind the recent evidence from

Arpachiyah, Samarra, and Tell Halaf in the fifth millen/

nium B.C., the first civilization in Susa in Elam, and the

latest discoveries at Mersin in Cilicia of an even greater

antiquity, we are not in a position to determine the origin of

the cult centred in the mystery of birth and the Earth-'motRer

from whose womb all life proceeded and by whom it was

nourished and sustained with the aid of the emblematic

figurines modelled in clay or carved in stone, often highly

conventionalized and worn as amulets.

At the first city of Troy (c. 3000 B.C.) she seems to have been

portrayed sculptured in low reHef flanking the gateway, her

heart'-shaped human face accentuated by the hair having been

indicated by a series of small holes. To the left of the face is the

shaft of a staffer sceptre with a spherical head. Below the face

to the right is further carving which may be that of an arm or

a hand.^^ At Thermi the clay figurines and phalli are later

than the conventionalized stone statuettes, while in the Cyclades

elegant figures in marble appear as importations from Asia

/
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Minor, together with the "fiddle idol" type in the oldest

cemeteries (i.e. the Pelos group). In the poorer graves at

Antiparos the crudest and most conventionalized occurred,

but w^here any attempt had been made to fashion a figure in

the marble, special attention had been paid to the vulva

triangle, and in one figure the sitting posture was indicated.

From Amorgos came a female torso with the arm of another

person round her back, and in some of the graves were single

marble legs. The head invariably was "pointed like the blade

of a stone implement", and everywhere there was an excess of

female figures over male. From this it is concluded that it was

a goddess who was worshipped. ^^

Crete

That Neolithic Crete was an Anatolian province, as Evans

affirmed, is shown by the clay figurines from Knossos which

include all the principal types found in South-east Europe and

the Aegean basin—^the so/called steatopygous variety of obese

females, those in the squatting attitude, and the flat fiddle/

shaped types, all ofwhich, as we have seen, were so widespread

and recurrent throughout the Middle East, in Anatolia and

Northern Syria.®' In the earliest Neolithic deposit at Knossos

with only one exception all were of the squatting or seated

"Venus" kind. In the succeeding period in Crete, Anatolia

and the Cyclades the extended stylized figures became preva^

lent as Western Asiatic and Anatolian influences increased,

bringing with them transitional forms, especially in Central

Crete, where attempts were made to reproduce facial features.

THE MOTHER/GODDESS
The Great Minoan Goddess

Since it is impossible to dissociate these figurines from those

that appear in the sanctuaries of the Great Minoan Goddess, it

can scarcely be mere coincidence, as Evans has pointed out,

that all the various centres in which the emblems occur even/

tually became seats of the Mother/goddess cult in its manifold

forms and nomenclatures. ®® But that Crete was its original
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home, as has often been contended, is now less probable,

however much it may have been its area of characterization.

Thus, it seems to have flourished at Arpachiyah a thousand

years before it was estabHshed in the Aegean. Moreover, the

double axe, formerly supposed to have been a Cretan innova/

tion, is now known to have been a cult object, together with

the dove as a symbol of the Mothers-goddess, among the

Arpachiyahians and elsewhere in the Ancient Middle East in

the Chalcolithic period. It was from Asia Minor that the

earliest Neolithic influences were felt in Crete about 4000 B.C.,

and from this centre the Goddess symboHsm almost certainly

was introduced.

Once established on the island it soon became a dominating

force, and the Cretan claim to have been the cradleland of the

Phrygian Mysteries of the Great Mother cannot be lighdy

dismissed. ^^ From Middle Minoan times she was worshipped

as the Mistress of Trees and Mountains and Lady of the Wild
Beasts. In association with her youthful male partner she

represented the life-giving principle in nature and in man,

until eventually on the Greek mainland her functions and

attributes were assumed by a number of goddesses. Thus,

Athena, once an Earth^divinity, acquired her snake and

bird emblems;'^ Artemis her wild creatures, forests and

streams, '^^ while Aphrodite took over her doves who became

her divine son and the dynamic embodiment of her own
functions.

It was in her role of the Earth Mother, the Mountain Mother

and the Goddess of Vegetation, that the Minoan Mother was

represented in her figures in clay and porcelain with out/

stretched or uplifted arms, often holding or encircled by snakes,

clad in a skirt with flounces and wearing a high crown,

sometimes accompanied by a priestess or facsimile of herself,

together with the double axe and horns of consecration and

votive garments"". On some of the seals and signets she is

represented as seated beneath her tree receiving offerings of the

firsts-fruits ofher bounty, or in later Minoan scenes (c 1500 B.C.)

as the hunting Goddess accompanied by Hons and with a spear
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in her hand, or replaced by a pillar or mountain standing

between rampant lions. At Knossos she is herself elevated on

a mountain wearing the typical Minoan flounced skirt, holding

a lance or sceptre and flanked by lions. '^^ To the left is a shrine

with "baetylic" pillars and horns of consecration—the symbols

connecting her with plant and animal life. Before her stands

a male divinity descending from the sky and accompanied by^

lions. ^* At Hagia Triada a female of gigantic stature is

depicted between two smaller females before a shrine, '^^ and

everywhere the Goddess predominates in Cretan worship, the

young male, when represented at all, always being subordinate

and later in time than the Great Minoan Mother.

When the "Lady of the Mountain" made her way from

Western Asia through the Eastern Mediterranean to the Aegean

area she retained her position and Hfe/giving functions which,

as in Mesopotamia, extended to the land of the dead. Thus,

the Temple Tomb in the glen above the Palace site at

Knossos, which corresponds in essential details to the temple

of Aphrodite, "the Lady of the Dove", described by Diodorus

as the legendary tomb of Minos in Sicily,'^ was a temple of

the Goddess with the double axe and horns of consecration in

the upper sanctuary leading to the sepulchral chamber. This

was a ritual pillar crypt used as a shrine in her honour as the

guardian and reviver of the dead.'^' At Hagia Triada the

sarcophagus in a kind of chamber^tomb ascribed to the Late

Minoan II and III is ornamented with scenes depicting an

altar with horns of consecration, an olive-tree with spreading

branches, a pole painted pink with a double axe and a bird,

a priestess with a vessel of offerings, a libation jug and a basket

of fruit. Then follows the sacrifice of a bull; the blood, it seems,

being collected in a pail while a priestess clad in the skin of

a victim offers libations at an altar. Behind the bull is a figure

playing the double pipes (Fig. lo).'^^ Various interpretations

of the pictures have been given, but the emblems suggest the

cult of the Goddess in a funerary setting with her priestesses as

the officiants in a sacrificial oblation on behalf of the deceased,

perhaps with the blood flowing down to the eartli through
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Fig. 10. Cult scene on the Hagia Triada sarcophagus in Crete

bottomless vessels as an offering to Mother^Earth as the

ultimate source of rebirth.
'^^

The Maltese Goddess Cult

In Malta obese female figurines of Western Asiatic type with

Tell Halaf and Arpachiyah affinities are prevalent. Thus, from

Hagia Kim have come a number of headless corpulent

statuettes in the sitting posture with the legs folded towards the

left and the hands resting on the thighs often showing traces

of red pigment. The sex is not always at all easy to determine,

but a woman clearly is indicated in the case of a figure with

breasts, covered by a garment, resting on the upper part of the

thighs, and clad in a flounced skirt which conceals what seems

to be a stool. In another in a similar position the pigmented

line of a necklace can be discerned, while in a standing naked

female the breasts and abdomen are pendulous, the right hand

resting on the right thigh, the left across the abdomen. ^^

At Tarxien a headless very corpulent statuette in the sitting

posture has the hands resting on the thighs towards the genital

organ,^^ and this attitude is repeated in a small clay model

which is unmistakably female with the right hand pointing to

the very clearly marked vulva.^^ In a small headless female

sitting figure the knees are drawn up against the chest, and the

pendulous breasts touch the thighs,^ ^ while on a fragment of
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a clay female figure found among the Neolithic debris the

sexual triangle is shown by a deep incision.^* A female torso

of lightly baked red clay from Mnaidra has very large and

protruding breasts resting on an immense projection from the

abdomen which may suggest pregnancy.^^ The abdomen also

is very prominent in another torso from this site, though the

breasts are small in this case.^^

The occurrence of a considerable number of both male and

femak figures suggests that in Malta the Goddess was asso^

ciated with a partner in the guise of either a husband or son,

as in the Eastern Mediterranean. This also may explain the

temples having been built in pairs sometimes with a double

shrine. Thus, outside the double chapel at Borg en Nadur a

crude phallic figure was found in limestone with incised lines,

probably of Neolithic Asiatic origin, and used to express the

male procreative aspect of deity, ^^ the female counterparts being

employed as Hfe^producing emblems. Therefore, in them

emphasis was given to the maternal organs.

At the Hal/Saflieni Hypogeum near the Tarxien megalithic

ruins, clay and alabaster figures of the naked steatopygous type,

comparable to those from Hagiar Kim and the Tarxien

temples, have been discovered, together with a perfectly baked

clay model of a woman lying asleep on a couch on her right

side with the head resting on her arm supported by a pillow.^®

As Zammit suggests, this may indicate that the Hypogeum
was used for the practice of incubation in the consultation of

oracles, with cubicles for devotees who slept there to have their

dreams interpreted by the priests in the service of the Goddess,

since emblems of her cult abound in the sanctuary. The breasts

of the sleeping figure are large and prominent, the abdomen is

transversely grooved and the hips are enormous. Above the-

flounced skirt the body is naked, and conforms in all essentials

to the Tarxien and Hagia Kim type. With it was a similar

terra^cotta model, very fat, naked to the waist and showing the

remains of red pigment. It is lying on its face, and although

the head is missing the pillow remains. ^^

Doubtless before it became an ossuary ^^ this great sanctuary
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in the third millennium B.C. was the scene of a complex and
composite cultus which included a variety of life^bestowing

rites, sacrificial, votive and oracular, centred in the worship of
the Asiatic Goddess. From the Near East came religious

behefs and practices deeply laid in the Tell Halaf culture

which as they passed along the Mediterranean Httoral and the

hinterland of South-west Asia Minor and Thessaly developed

the maternal features differentiating the Maltese Goddess cult

from that of the Aegean, with its sepulchral emphasis. In the

main court at Hal Tarxien she reigned supreme with her

colossal statue standing over seven feet high, arrayed in a fluted

skirt and having pear-shaped legs. In attendance were her

priests in long skirts and short wigs hke Chaldaean officials,

offering before the statue burnt sacrifices on the near^-by altar,

and pouring the blood into a cylindrical stone vessel with a

hollow base, decorated with pit marks on the outside and

a deep cavity at the top to receive it, while incense was burnt

in the cup/shaped cylindrical tops of pillars.
^^

The Iberian Goddess Cult

With the spread of NeoHthic culture to the west, the cult of

the Mother/goddess from its centre at Malta radiated its influ/

ence to the Iberian peninsula, where in Almeria it recurred and

found expression in the hundreds of female figurines in the

megalithic tombs and huts at Los Millares. So plentiful were

they, in fact, that, as at Mohenjo-'daro in the Indus valley, it

would seem that they must have found a place as part of the

regular equipment of every household. They are not as exces/

sively corpulent as the Maltese figures, and often they are

stylized almost beyond recognition. Some in Almeria and

Portugal are mere outlines of human figures in stone without

any faces, others are bone or ivory cylinders, schist plaques

or bovine phalanges decorated with what have been de-^

scribed as "owl eyes" (Fig. n). At El^Garcel in southz-east

Spain a small fiddle^shaped "idol" characteristic of the eastern

Mediterranean Goddess tradition has been found, and similar

examples have recurred at El Castillo near Pavia, Alemtejo, in
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Portugal. ^2 The schist plaque, however, is typical ofthe south/

western province, and when it is not ofcommon occurrence in

Almeria a few incisions suffice for arms. The facial features are

indicated by a few incised Lines or carved knobs. In this area

anthropomorphic designs for the most part are confined to

figurines made from knuckle^'bones or long/bones.^^

Since El-'Garcel with its slag of copper ores and the coastal

Almerian province were colonized by Mediterranean mariners

having Near East affinities, it is not surprising that the Goddess

cult made its way into Western Europe by this route, probably

about 2700 B.C. Thence it spread to the south-west of Spain

and Portugal, where the marble cylindrical idols with incised

face and eyes became a characteristic feature, distinct from

the phalange figurines in Almeria. Flat stone and phalange

examples recur in the collective tombs on the plateau of

Granada in the neighbourhood of Guardix, Gor and Gorafe.^*

Similar designs appear incised on croziers and plaque idols in

the Palmella graves in Portugal in addition to phalange and

Almerian statuettes. On the Portuguese highlands schist and

marble figurines are among the funerary furniture in the slab/-

cists, ^^ and on the east coast of Spain phalanges recur sporadic

cally in Catalonia.^® But the farther from the great centres in

the south the poorer the emblems of the Goddess become,

suggesting that although the cult persisted in the hinterland

and the north, only a few cherished symbols survived in the

process of diffusion, thereby corresponding to the devolution of

the megalithic monuments with which it was closely associated.

Statue^'menhirs

That the worship of the Mother/goddess was an integral

element in the megalithic culture is shown by the recurrence

of its symbolism in menhir^statues in Brittany, the Paris Basin,

the Marne and the Channel Islands, while the Abbe Breuil

has claimed to have found the face and features of the Goddess

in the highly conventionalized "buckler" and "octapus"

patterns carved on the slabs of the tomb on Gavr'inis in

Southern Morbihan. Be this as it may, the figures with breasts
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Fig. II. Owl^eyed female figurines, Almeria, Spain

and necklaces discovered in Aveyron, the Tarn and Card, and

in Guernsey, leave no doubt about their being emblems of the

cult. Thus, the Breton tomb designs conform to the Goddess

tradition in respect of the maternal symbolism and schematic

representation ofhuman features, the general affinity being with

the menhir/carvings of the south of France and Guernsey, the

Seine-'Oise^'Marne (S.O.M.) cists, and the prehistoric tomb/

sculptures and schist plaques of Spain and Portugal.^'

In the Channel Islands the statue^menhirs appear to be an

integral part of the earliest megalithic culture, the hnks being

closer with the Iberian Atlantic littoral than with the south of

France. ^^ That known as "La Gran'meredu Chinquiere", now
standing at the gates ofthe churchyard of St Martin's, Guernsey,

is a rectangular granite pillar 5 feet 6 inches high, terminating

in a human head carved out of a block having a massive chin,

arched eyebrows, oval eyes, a broad nose and deep upper lip.

Two slight elevations from the side of the statue suggest arms

and hands, and in the centre are two breasts close together in
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high relief with a suggestion of nipples, surmounted by a

circular groove. Lower down is a girdle in the form of a hori^

zontal band running round the stone. The ornamentation

about the head and shoulders may have been intended to

depict a tightly fitting head/dress with a row of protruding

curls and a fringe across the forehead. Four bosses under the

chin may be an ornament of some kind.^^ The predominant

feature, however, are the breasts, as in other statue/menhirs,

and the carved head reminiscent of the Coisican statuettes

with rudely carved facial features but no sexual organs. ^°^

In the churchyard of S. Marie^'du^Catel in Guernsey there

is a statue/menhir of local granite which formerly was buried

within the chancel an equal distance from the north and south

walls, about a foot below the surface. It had been placed on its

left side, lying east and west. The front was nearly flat except

for two projecting breasts close together, one ofwhich has been

broken. At the side of the boulder two shoulders are indicated,

and the portion corresponding with the head is domez-shaped.

On each side of the head, extending from the forehead to the

breasts, are two ridges raised a little above the surface of the

stone, which may have been intended to represent a head/dress

or tresses of hair. Whether or not it ever contained facial features

which have been destroyed deUberately can only be conjectured

by signs of hammer and chisel marks on what should be the

face.^^^ In any case, it was an attempt to model a human
figure in the round with a collar above the breasts like the

goddesses in the cists of the Seine and Oise valleys, as, for

example, at Bellehaye, near Boury in the department of the

Oise, where two hemispherical breasts occur only threes

quarters of an inch apart with a collar above about 15 inches

in length formed of three U-shaped bars.^^^

A similar statue^'slab of a female divinity armed with an axe

was used as a lintel in a corbelled megalithic tomb at CoUorgues

in Card on which, however, face, arms and fingers are sculp/

tured in relief,^*^^ and in the chalk country of the Marne on

the walls of the artificial caves in the valley of Petit Orin, the

conventionalized figure of the Goddess is carved or sketched
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in charcoal, bearing sometimes an axe, guarding the antc^

chamber of the tomb.^""* But in these grottoes the face with

eyebrows and wedge/shaped nose is emphasized at the expense

of the breasts that appear only in one instance. In Brittany there

is one long^cist with sculptured breasts at Tresse, Ille^et^

Vilaine,!^^ but the centre of the Goddess cult in Northern

Europe was in the Paris Basin and the S.O.M. culture.

The Goddess Cult in Britain and Northern France

In England a fat figurine of a pregnant woman carved in chalk

has been recovered from a ritual deposit at Grime's Graves in

Norfolk with a chalk phallus carved on the left side, and an

"altar" in front composed of blocks of flint in the form of a

triangle with a chalk cup at the base opposite the Goddess.

Upon the "altar" were seven deer^antler picks. ^^^ At Maiden

Castle a headless conventionalized torso has been found,

perhaps skirted, having two holes at the base for the insertion

of legs, and from Windmill Hill a female figurine, together

with phalli carved in chalk, have been recovered. ^^'^ With the

possible exception of alleged examples of phalli from Trundle,

Whitehawk Camp, Blackpatch flint/mines and the Thickthorn

long barrow, ^*^^ and the employment of a phallic symbol in

the central ceremony when the ashes of the dead were placed

in an urn in Pond Cairn, Glamorgan, in the middle of the

Bronze Age,^^^ these generative symbols are unknown in the

British Isles. Like clay female figurines, they are of very in/

frequent occurrence in the Neolithic culture in Western Europe,

just as clay statuettes are confined to the fortified camp at Fort

Harrouard on the downlands of northern France, ^^^ unless

the example recovered by Dechelette from La Grotte Nicolas,

Gard, be accepted as a genuine figurine. ^^^ The closest

affinity of the Grime's Graves statuette is with the Palaeolithic

"Venuses", and as the others from Britain and Northern France

cannot be equated with the Iberian technique, they would

seem to belong to the Eastern Mediterranean goddess tradition,

where the mystery of birth appears to have most deeply

impressed the mind and imagination of Early Man.



CHAPTER VII

Fertility and the Food Supply

So intimate appeared to be the relation between the processes

of birth and generation and those of fertility in general that the

two aspects of the same "mystery" found very similar modes of

ritual expression under prehistoric conditions. As we have

seen, food and offspring always have been the first need of the

human species, as, indeed, of other organisms, and around

these essential requirements a magico^religious cultus has

developed to increase and control the supply.

PALAEOLITHIC HUNTING RITUAL

Thus, in the Upper Palaeolithic it has been estimated that four^

fifths of the representations in the parietal art are of animals,

presumably because they constituted the principal means of

subsistence and so had a unique status and importance in the

economy. UnUke an increase in the human population which

raised the problem of providing an adequate food supply in a

struggling PalaeoUthic community, the greater the number of

edible animals available the higher the standard of living for

Early Man. Therefore, rites of increase, comparable to the

Indchiuma ceremonies among the native tribes of Central

Australia,^ doubtless were ofcommon occurrence in the cave,

sanctuaries, as is suggested by the representations of a male

following a female in erotic fashion at Tuc d'Audoubert,^ the

numerous zoomorphic figures showing the conjunction of

animals in various similar attitudes, often superimposed for

magical purposes in the same style, as in the contemporary group

of engraved animals at Teyjat in the Dordogne, or the stag's

horn added to a hollow in the rock at Niaux near Tarascon^

sur/Ariege, indicating that certain spots were considered to be

charged especially with sacred potency which could be brought

into operation by the masked dancers in animal disguises.

172
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Increase Rites

In most instances the animal dances were connected with the

designs executed on the walls of these deep and tortuous

mysterious caves, often in nooks and corners, or in the most

inaccessible or obscure positions, like the fine painting of a

woolly rhinoceros high up on the left-hand wall at the end of

a very narrow crevice at Font^de/Gaume, near Les Eyzies,

drawn apparently by the artist standing on the shoulders of a

companion. To reach the clay bisons 758 yards from the

entrance at Tuc d'Audoubert the services of a boat, as has been

pointed out, were required, while at the neighbouring cave of

the Trois Freres, the three young sons of the Count Begouen,

when they first entered it, had to worm their way through a very

small passage leading out of the Httle cave called Enlene until

they reached an alcove on the right-'hand side adorned with

the engravings of a lion. Beyond this lay a small chamber

covered with engravings of a great number of animals, and at

the end of a winding passage opening out into a kind of

window, about 12 feet above the ground, was the figure of

a man with a human face and long beard, the eyes of an owl,

the antlers of a stag, the ears of a wolf, the claws of a lion and

the tail of a horse (Fig. 12) engraved on the rock wall just

beside the window.^ Whether or not this strange masked

figure was the representation of the arch/sorcerer, or shaman,

embodying the attributes and functions of the animals it

portrayed, as Begouen suggests,'* a cult is indicated in which

human beings and animals were brought together in a mystic

communion with the source of providential bounty in a joint

endeavour to conserve and promote the food supply. The

emphasis clearly was on fecundity for the purpose of securing

an abundance of the species on which man depended for his

means of subsistence.

The mysterious forces of nutrition and propagation being

sacred and the centres of emotional interest and concern, a

reverent attitude was adopted towards them which found

expression in a ritual technique to bring them under some

measure of supernatural control. To eat is to live. Therefore,
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the main link between man and his environment was food;

for, as Malinowski has said, "nature is his hving larder".^

Before the adoption of agriculture and herding, when a

precarious existence was eked out on the chase and edible

fruits, roots and berries, the animal and vegetable species which

formed his staple diet acquired a sacred character and signi^

ficance. With this he endeavoured to establish efficacious

relations through a prescribed ritual procedure performed by

experts in carefully secluded sanctuaries set apart for the

purpose in awe/inspiring surroundings and conditions calcu/'

lated to produce a sense of the numinous.

The Control of the Chase

Propagation was not, however, the only end in view in the

practice of hunting magic. The animals had to be procured as

well as to be rendered prolific. So to the cavern sanctuaries the

Palaeolithic ritual experts repaired to set in motion powerful

supernatural forces to control the fortunes of the chase. Thus,

for example, in the great caves in the Garonne valley—those at

Niaux, Portel, Montespan, Tuc d'Audoubert and Trois

Freres—a very considerable number of the paintings and

drawings of animals have spears and arrows drawn on their

flanks in the region of the heart. At Niaux, just over half a

mile from the entrance, three small cup^like hollows were

cleverly utilized to represent wounds by drawing round them

the outhne of a bison and marking the cups with arrows in

red ochre. In front of an outline figure of an expiring bison

with its legs drawn up close to the body are circles and

club/shaped designs depicting missiles (Fig. 13).

When in 1923 M. Casteret first explored the cave of

Montespan near the chateau of the celebrated Marquise in the

Haute Garonne, after swimming for nearly a mile in the icy

water of a subterranean stream which filled part of the tunnel,

and through a siphon, he found in the gallery over twenty clay

models of wounded animals. These included the figures of a

number of felines riddled with wounds, and raised on a plat/

form in the centre a figure of a small headless bear 3^ feet long
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Fig. 12. "The Sorcerer" in Les Trois Freres, Ariege, France

and 2 feet high, holding the skull of a young bear between its

paws. Against the walls, which are decorated with engravings,

were three larger models, 5 feet long, apparently lionesses, and a

model of a horse's head, while part of the body of a woman lay

on a clay hillock. On the floor the design ofa horse showed thrusts

in the neck and marks made by spears were visible on the neck

and chest of the bear, and on the breast of one of the Honesses.

In another gallery having a very low roof is the representation

of a small horse falling backwards covered with a coating of

stalagmite. At the end of the passage there is a scene which

Begouen thinks depicts a corral surrounded with palisades into

which wild horses are being driven by darts and stones.®

In this sanctuary the rites appear to have been concentrated
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on the killing of animals in the chase rather than on ensuring

an ample supply of them. Thither the sorcerer resorted doubt/

less before a party set out on a hunting expedition and pierced

the images with a spear as he uttered the magic spell that was

destined to produce the reciprocal effect upon the prey. That

the same model was used for this purpose time after time is

shown by that of the headless bear and those of some of the

felines being covered with spear^marks, though often fresh ones

may have been made i[ and when the efficacy of the magic

decHned. At Marsoulas, also in Haute Garonne, a series of

polychromes with spear^markings have been painted one above

the other as if they had been constantly renewed, an existing

drawing having been modified according to the purpose

required. In a small recess at Trois Freres the head of a lion

engraved on stalactite had been redrawn three times in different

positions, and the tail once shown as straight was subsequently

rendered as curHng. Judging from the number of arrows

engraved or painted on it, it must have been in constant use

as a magical effigy.

Sometimes—for example, at Tuc d'Audoubert—only partis

cular parts of an animal, such as the head or horns, were

depicted, as in the case of the conventionalized figurines

discussed in the last chapter, since for the purposes of magical

control these sufficed as efficacious symbols to convey the spell

on the prey. In the cave known as Pech/Merle at Cabrerets in

the valley ofthe Lot near Cahors in Correze, the Abbe Lemozi

has detected representations of mammoth and cattle without

eyes and ears, which he thinks have been deliberately portrayed

in this manner for the purpose of depriving ofsight and hearing

their counterparts in the chase, thereby rendering them an easy

prey to the hunters.' Whether or not this be the correct inter/

pretation, that many of the animals do lack these organs was

clear to the present writer after a recent visit to this very fine

cave. But since headless figures of women also occur on the

roof of the galleries at Pech/Merle, it may be that, Hke the

female figurines lacking heads or faces, for purposes of the

magic art these appendages were felt to be superfluous. In any
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Fig. 13. Dying bison and claviform designs in Niaux, Aricge, France

case, it was to control the chase that they were executed, some^

times with consummate artistic skill, as at Altamira and Font^

de^Gaume; at other times merely in outline or in part, as at

Tuc d'Audoubert, Enlene and Cabrerets, or even in convene

tionalized geometric patterns, as at Marsoulas and on bone

tools and Azilian pebbles.

In the hall and gallery at Lascaux near Montignac on the

Vezere, horses are represented with missiles directed towards

them, striking them, or superimposed on them. There are no

indications of actual wounds, however, except in the relatively

late scene depicting a hunting tragedy, in the most secluded

subterranean "crypt" reached by a hazardous descent of some

twenty^five feet. There occurs the stylized figure of a man with

a bird^shaped head who apparently had been killed by a bison,

portrayed with its flank transfixed by a spear exposing its

entrails as it was about to fall to the ground, like a gored horse

in a bull^'fight. To the left is a woolly rhinoceros, painted in

a different style, which seems to be slowly moving away after

perhaps having ripped up the bison. A little lower down in

front of the man is a bird on a pole, rather like an Egyptian

ceremonial stave. Behind the rhinoceros below the tail are six

black dots arranged in two rows.

In this remarkable fresco an accident in the chase appears to

have been recorded. A Late Magdalenian hunter wearing a

bird/mask, and possibly carrying a bird/pole, is represented as
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having been gored by a bison he had wounded; if the woolly

rhinoceros has not been superimposed subsequently on the rest

ofthe group, it then ripped open the bison with its horn.^ The
Abbe Breuil has conjectured that the scene is a votive painting

to the deceased hunter who, he suggests, may have been buried

in the cave. ® This awaits confirmation. As Windels has pointed

out, in view of the magical potency assigned to cave-'paintings,

it seems hardly likely that a tragedy of this kind would been

given graphic portrayal. ^^ An alternative interpretation would

be that it has a more sinister motive, having been executed with

malicious intent to bring about the destruction of the hunter.

But against regarding it as a product of black magic is the fact

that the death of the hunter is shown as having been avenged

on his slayer by the rhinoceros. If, therefore, its original purpose

and meaning remain obscure, there can be little doubt that the

"problem picture" was delineated in this very difficult and

dangerous "crypt" of the cave because for good or ill it was

there that great potency could be put into operation in the

control of the chase and the fortunes of the hunters.

More accessible on the left/hand side of the main hall is a

mythical animal with a massive sagging body, oval rings on the

flanks, and two long horns projecting from the forehead and

terminating in a tuft. It is possible that it represents a masked

sorcerer in a spotted skin of some Bovidae impersonating an

ancestral spirit believed to be responsible for fertility and success

in the chase. Since disguises and masks have been thought to

confer supernatural power. Palaeolithic ritual experts appear to

have clad themselves in the skins, horns and tails of animals

to acquire the attributes and potency ofthe species they venerated

and regarded as standing in a close relation with the food

supply on which they depended for their subsistence. This

strange figure, not very accurately described as of "unicorn"

type, appears to be a mythical or sacred animal, resemb^

ling ancient Chinese paintings of horses with short legs and

sagging barrel/like bodies, and does not correspond to any

known species. Therefore, its reproduction, and possibly imper/

sonation, was doubtless for the purpose either of veneration or
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of destruction, if the large oval spots on the flank can be

interpreted as wound marks. In another group at the end of

the axial passage a horse is depicted falling over a precipice or

into a pit, and the tectiform and other magical signs, which
frequently appear on the paintings, may indicate traps, unless,

as Breuil suggests, they are local tribal marks.

Hunting Art and Ritual

In spite of the conjectural character of much of the symbolism,

there can be Htde doubt that resort was made to these great

cavern sanctuaries before setting out on hunting expeditions

and for the performance offood'-producing ceremonies analogous

to those known as Intichiuma among the Arunta tribe in

Central AustraHa. There at such sacred spots as Emily Gap
near Alice Springs some of the rocks are beHeved to be full of

the spirit/parts of animals awaiting reincarnation, and adorned

with drawings of the totems. ^^ Each local group has its own
totemic signs and paintings preserved in places which are taboo

to women, children and uninitiated men. Some are still painted

and rC'-painted as part of the fertility ritual, and, as at Gargas,

Castillo, Pech/Merle, Trois Freres and Akamira, in the

Franco^'Cantabrian Palaeolithic caves, include designs of

stencilled human hands, the meaning of which remains

obscure, though at Gargas mutilation suggests that the sacrifice

of fingers was practised as a propitiatory life-giving rite.

Many of the Australian zoomorphic and phytomorphic

paintings are merely outlines of animals and plants in charcoal

or red ochre, or conventionalized drawings, often very difficult

to decipher, and geometrical figures without apparendy any

definite meaning, though probably they are derived from

zoomornhs of totemic origin.^"- Among the native tribes of

the north/west, realistic drawings of animals occur in the

rock^shelters in white pipe^clay, charcoal and red or yellow

ochre, together with representations of mythical heroes con/

nected with rain and fertility; as, for example, Katuru or

"lightning man" at Kalurungari on the Calder river, and

Wond'ina at the Kobudda sheker, Walcott Inlet—the ancestor
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responsible for rain, the increase in nature and ofspirit/children.

Some are also mischievous spirits who are on the warpath at

night to lure away the souls of the unwary. ^^ But, as in the

Palaeolithic cave ritual, the main purpose of the art is to

promote plenty by contributing towards the fertility of the

species on which the people depend for their food supply.

Among the Australian aborigines the performance of Inti/

chiuma is a collective responsibility and co/operative effort.

Each totemic clan exercises its functions for the benefit of the

rest of the community since the sacred species is either taboo or

may be eaten only very sparingly by those who are responsible

for its increase. The representation of so many different varieties

of animals in the same cave is not indicative of a totemic

organization of Palaeolithic society, as each totem presumably

would have had its own sanctuary; even though, as Breuil has

pointed out, the bones of the animals depicted in the caves are

absent from the midden^heaps.^* But whether or not anything

that fairly can be described as totemism was practised in

connexion with the Palaeolithic designs, ^^ it seems to have

been the duty of ritual experts to carry out food/producing rites

in the seclusion ofthe remote sanctuaries on behalfofthe group,

probably at set seasons and on specific occasions.

The figures ofthe masked dancers in animal disguises suggest

the existence of a cult in which the hunter would appear to

have impersonated the "spirit" ofthe animals he embodied, and

to have dramatically represented in a series of ritual actions a

rehearsal of that which it was earnestly desired should be

accomplished in the chase. The will to live as a primary

emotion was discharged by anticipatory rites as a prez-presenta/

tion of a successful hunt. To these actions a magical efficacy

was given not because "like produces like" but because a ritual

that involved a more or less realistic reproduction of some

practical activity established the ex post facto idea of "sympa^

thedc" causation. Thus, the original re-enactment was given

a secondary interpretation in magical terms. The primary

function, however, was to give expression to a vital impulse,

the desire to act discharging itself on the symbol, the ritual
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being the vent ofpent-up emotions and activity.^® The purpose

of the actions performed and of their representation in visual

form was to secure the prey, to gain control over the food

supply, or to establish a "mystical union" with the source of

bounty through ritual efficacy, and to relieve the tension in a

precarious situation amid all the hazards of the chase and the

vagaries of unpredictable events.

In a great sanctuary like Lascaux, Niaux or Les Trois

Freres, the ceremonies must have involved an organized effort

on the part of the community in a collective attempt to control

natural forces and processes by supernatural means directed to

the common good. The sacred tradition arose and functioned,

it would appear, largely as an economic ritual to maintain the

food supply. This became an integrating dynamic which

afforded strength and power to the members of the group to

enable them to cope with the perplexities and hazards of

everyday life, and established a bond between man and his

bewildering environment. Moreover, the community was

thereby resolved into a co-operative fellowship in which each

individual directly or indirectly played his part for the benefit

ofthe whole under the leadership and direction of ritual experts

who were responsible for the actual performance of the

prescribed ceremonial at the appointed times and places in a

representative capacity.

THE VEGETATION CULTUS IN THE ANCIENT NEAR
EAST

With the transition from hunting and food-'Collecting to the

cultivation of edible plants and/or the breeding of flocks and

herds, the ritual control of fertility and foodz-production was

concentrated on the crops, the sequence of the seasons and the

breeding and rearing of cattle, sheep and goats rather than on

the precarious conditions of the chase, even though hunting

often lingered on side by side with husbandry and domestical

tion. Nevertheless, under the influence ofthese new ceremonies,

social structures and religious organizations began to emerge

adapted to the requirements of an agricultural or pastoral mode
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of life, and those of "mixed farming" when cultivation was

combined with stock/rearing and hunting.

In the Fertile Crescent this became apparent in the fifth

millennium B.C. when food/production began to supplement

and supplant food/gathering in Tells like Sialk on the western

edge of the arid Iranian plateau, Qalat Jarmo on the Kurdish

foothills to the east ofthe Tigris, Hassuna in Assyria, Merimde

north of Cairo to the west ofthe Nile Delta, and at Badari and

Deir Tasa in Middle Egypt, and in other similar favourable

localities in the Ancient Near East. At first in the oases hunting

and fishing usually were combined with tilling the land, grow^

ing grain and keeping a few sheep or cattle. But as the chase

dropped more and more into the background, until finally it

was abandoned as a means of subsistence in the agricultural or

pastoral communities, the fertility of the soil and the succession

of summer and winter, spring/time and harvest, together with

the associated pursuits, became the centre of interest and of the

ritual organization. Under these conditions the regular growth

ofthe crops was a matter ofno less vital concern than had been

the hazards of the chase. Consequently, at the critical seasons

an emotional reaction called forth a ritual response to ensure

success in the food^producing activities at their several stages

by overcoming the unpredictable elements in the situation

which lay outside human control. Thus, when the ground was

prepared and the crops were sown, and later when the harvest

was gathered, a ritual technique was devised for the twofold

purpose of overcoming sterility and promoting fertility in man,

beast and the crops, around which a mythology developed in

terms of a death and resurrection drama.

In prehistoric times the Nile valley was divided into a

number of small city/states which before the beginning of the

Dynastic period consisted of administrative nomes, each deriv-'

ing its name from its ensign or standard. As these clan symbols

often took the form of animals, such as the falcon or the ibis,

and other sacred objects which were regarded as divine, some/

times they have been interpreted as totems. But in the Egyptian

sources there are no indications that they stood actually in a
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totemic relationship to the clans or nomes, or were associated

with such characteristic features as exogamy or rites of increase

and tribal unity. They were essentially local gods who ruled

the nomes and who gave to the nomarchs as the chief of the

clans their authority, until at length when the nome became

a kingdom and the nomarch a king, he was then regarded as

the son of the god who exercised his rule and functions by

virtue of his divine status.

The Divine Kingship in Egypt

The last of these primordial god^'kings was "the Horus", a sky

deity of the falcon clan in predynastic times who was alleged

to have conquered the Delta and set up a single line of kings

with a centralized administration. From the earliest times he

was depicted as a bird, and Hierakonpolis in the third nome
of Upper Egypt became the predynastic centre of his worship

and clan. Other Falcon^gods, however, were identified with

him, and when the Lower Kingdom conquered Upper Egypt

his cult was established at Behdet (Edfu). Henceforth Horus

often was called Behdety, "He of Behdet", and with the union

of the country as a single nation the Behdetite was the predomi/

nant figure in the kingship accomplished by a ruler; this ruler

may have been Narmer identified with the traditional Menes,^^

whose Falcon^'god Horus was a sky/god who became incarnate

in the person of the Upper Egyptian king and bestowed upon

him his Horus/name.^^

The Cult of Osiris

In the Eastern Delta at Busiris (Per/Usire or Djedu), the capital

of the ninth nome, the cult of Osiris was established at an early

date. It is possible that originally it was associated with a deified

civilizing king who became the centre of a death and resur^-

rection cultus before Osiris developed into a composite figure

as the Lord of the dead, the God of vegetation and the personi/

fication of the fructifying waters of the Nile, and his sister/wife,

Isis, personified his royal throne. Exactly how and under what
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circumstances Horus became identified with the son of Osiris

is still a matter of debate, but however this is to be explained,

very early in the Dynastic period the pharaohs reigned as the

Osirian Horus conceived by Isis when she hovered over the

mummy of her murdered husband. According to one inter/

pretation, the struggle between Horus and his Uncle Seth, the

perpetrator of the crime against his father (Osiris), was a

re-enactment in myth and ritual of the conflicts of the pre/

dynastic Horus kings before the nation was unified in a single

ruler with divine prerogatives. Thus, Osiris, on this hypothesis,

may have been a prehistoric nomadic chief or leader who
introduced agriculture among the indigenous people in the

Eastern Delta, and eventually came to blows with their ruler

Seth when the intruders penetrated up the Nile as far south as

Abydos. If Osiris was killed in this campaign, his son Horus

may have rectified the position, and the episode eventually was

immortalized in tradition in terms of a death and resurrection

myth and ritual in which the culture hero, Osiris, played the

leading role as the dead king, and his son Horus as the living

king.^^ Alternatively, Osiris may have been the personifica/

don of the life/giving waters of the Nile and of the renewal of

vegetation through the annual inundation rather than an

historical character.

The Solar Theology

Both of these suggestions can claim support from the Pyramid

Texts, which constitute the chieforiginal sources ofinformation

on this complex problem, dating from the Fifth Dynasty

(c. 2580 B.C.) when the solar theology had become pre/

dominant at Heliopolis. It was under the influence of the

Heliopolitan priesthood that the solar line ofkings was equated

with Re, the Sun/god, and then associated with Osiris. Thus,

in their Ennead, Osiris was represented as the son of Nut the

Sky/goddess and Geb the Earth/god, and given a place in the

sun by descent from Atum/Re, the head of the pantheon as

the dead king, while the living pharaoh was Horus "the seed

of Geb". 2^ From prehistoric times Heliopolis had been a solar
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centre, and in the Fifth Dynasty it became the recognized home
of the Re-'cult with its temple, the "House of the Obehsk",

erected on the primordial hill—the "sandhill"—which was

supposed to have emerged out of the waters of Nun at the

creation, on the top of which Atum first appeared in the form

of a phoenix. '^^

Under the influence of this Heliopolitan solar cult the

victorious kings of Upper Egypt identified the Falcon/god

Horus with Re in the composite deity Herakhite, "Horus of

the Horizon". This opened the way for them to be declared

the sons ofRe. In the Second Dynasty the second king, Re^neb,

had been given a Horus^-name, though it was not until the

Fourth Dynasty that the HeliopoHtan kings Khafre and

Menkaure (the builders of the second and third pyramids)

actually assumed the title "son of Re". In the middle of the

next century each king built a temple for the worship of the

Sun/god in conjunction with the royal residence on the margin

of the desert. By the Sixth Dynasty (c. 2440-2250) the title

had become universally adopted, and with the Osirianization

of the solar cult at HeHopoHs the Uving king was equated with

Horus, the posthumous son of Osiris. As a result of this

synthesis, as at death every pharaoh was Osiris, so he reigned

in the guise of Horus who had been established in the throne

by the decree of the gods when his father Osiris was vindicated

by the Ennead.

By virtue of all these converging traditions and mythologies

handed down from remote prehistoric times, the pharaoh

became the epitome of all that was divine in the Nile valley,

and exercised his functions in relation to all the gods he

embodied. Foremost among these being Re, the personification

of the all^enveloping glory and power of the Egyptian sun, and

Osiris, that of the life-giving waters of the inundation. As
Breasted has pointed out, these two great phenomena of nature,

the Sun and the Nile, made the most profound impression

upon the ancient Egyptians, and the gods discerned in these

two insistent features of the country dominated religious and

intellectual development from the earliest times. ^'- Upon both
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of them, taken together, the remarkable fertility of the oasis

depended.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the solar and Osirian

cults acquired a vegetation significance even though neither

Atum/Re nor Osiris was actually a vegetation god. Thus, the

Sun/god standing at the head of the Ennead, in his various

aspects, manifestations and capacities was the creator and

begetter of life. Osiris, though not the personification of the

earth, was immanent in the annual sprouting ofvegetation and

the growing grain and in the rising waters of the Nile, as well

as the bestower of life beyond the grave. In the Mystery play

performed at the accession of Senusert I to the throne in the

Twelfth Dynasty about 1900 B.C. but containing much earlier

material, ^^ he is identified with the barley and the emmer that

nourishes the gods in heaven and man on earth, having made

the corn from "the liquid that is in him".^^ This belief, like so

many other prehistoric religious ideas and practices, lingered on

until the Ptolemaic period and found expression in the watering

of figures of Osiris made of earth and corn in order that the

grain might appear as sprouting from his body. These "Osiris

gardens" were symbolical of his resurrection in the later

Mysteries, but, nevertheless, they suggest his association with

the germination of the grain in a vegetation capacity which

occupied such a prominent place in popular practice from very

early times in the Nile valley.

In the official calendar, however, the Harvest Festival was

dedicated to Min, who as a sky/ and fertility^god was estab/

lished at the dawn of Egyptian civilization about 3500 B.c.,^^

and was regarded as the power immanent in the grain which

was cut at this season. In the New Kingdom the ceremonies

that culminated in the reaping of a sheaf of emmer by the

pharaoh were performed with all the signs of rejoicing rather

than of lamentation, such as would have been appropriate if

the killing ofthe corn/spirit had been involved. The ithyphallic

statue of Min was carried in procession on poles by priests

beneath a canopy preceded by a white bull, the sacred animal

ofMin, and followed by bundles oflettuce, his plant. The king
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walked immediately behind the bull in front of the image, and

on arriving at the temple of Min in the presence of the god and

of his bull he reaped the sheaf of spelt "for his father".'-^ Since

in the Middle Kingdom Min was regarded as a form of Horus,

the son of Osiris,-'' Gardiner is probably correct in assuming

that the pharaoh in this ritual act impersonated Horus and in

this capacity reaped the emmer for Osiris. ^^ Therefore, as Min
(whose generative powers were embodied in his sacred bull)

personified the fertility of the fields, the beasts and vegetation,

and was brought into relation with the reigning sovereign as

the living Horus, the king exercised his functions at the Harvest

Festival to secure a plentiful supply of crops in the ensuing year.

The Annual Festival

In the Spring Festival, celebrated during the latter part of the

month of Khoiakh in honour of the death and resurrection of

Osiris, an effigy of the dead god (Osiris) cast in a mould

of gold in the form of a mummy was filled with a mixture

of barley and sand, wrapped in rushes and laid in a shallow

basin. For the next ten days (i2th-2ist) it was watered

daily and then, on the 21st of Khoiakh, it was exposed to the

sun just before sunset and sent on a voyage until on the 25th

ofthe month it was buried in a coffin and laid in a grave. ^^ On
the last day of the festival (30th) the interment of Osiris was

enacted, coinciding with the cessation of the inundation and

the sprouting of the newly sown grain, symbolized later in the

Ptolemaic temple of Isis at Philae by the representation of the

stalks of wheat growing from the mummy of the dead god

watered by a priest from a pitcher. Before the bier the crux ansata

is figured as the symbol of life, and the inscription records that

"this is the form of him who may not be named, Osiris of the

mysteries, who springs from the returning waters". ^^ Moreover,

it was on this last day of the rites that the Djed^coXunin was

raised by the king and the priests as a symbol of the god's

resurrection,^^ thereby showing how very intimately the

annual renewal in nature was related to the resuscitation of

Osiris and the kingship, fertility and the food supply, both
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of which were so dependent upon the rise and fall of the

Nile.

The Sacred Marriage of the King and the Goddess in Mesopotamia

In Mesopotanua, on the other hand, the unpredictable hey

haviour ofthe Tigris and Euphrates in contrast to the uniformity

of the inundation in Egypt, and the variability of the climatic

conditions, created a very different religious and social structure

and ritual order. The country was divided into a series of city-'

states, as in Greece, loosely bound together to meet the needs of

recurrent emergencies and governed by either a secular ruler or

by the high priest of the city/god. Instead of being the con/

solidating centre of the entire nation like the Egyptian throne,

in Mesopotamia the royal office was confined to the local seat

of administration and subordinate to that of the hierarchy.

Even after Hammurabi had unified the state in the empire in

the second millennium B.C. and made Babylon the capital

with its chief god Marduk the head of the pantheon, the king

had to deliver up the symbols of his office to the high priest

every year at the Annual Festival and be reinstated by him,

acting on behalf of Marduk.

Such an act of royal humiliation would have been unthink^

able in Egypt, where the pharaohs reigned as gods incarnate,

firmly established as the dynamic centre of the whole structure

of society and the bestowers of the vital forces of the earth in

the annual flood of the Nile. In Mesopotamia kings were

human beings who had been chosen by the gods to act as their

servants on earth, and to be the instruments of the Mother/

goddess (Inanna or Ishtar), who chose the ruler to be her

bridegroom in a sacred marriage. In Egypt the queen was

visited by her royal husband in all his divine majesty and glory

to beget an heir to the throne. In Mesopotamia at the Annual
Festival the king in the guise of Tammuz, the generative force

in nature and the husband^son of Ishtar, engaged in a sacred

marriage with a priestess, personifying the Mother/goddess, to

renew vegetation and fecundity in the spring. In this union she

rather than the king was the active partner.
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The Dying and Keviving Year^god in Western Asia

While Osiris was at once a dead king, the lord of the nether/

world and the author and giver of the hfe of the grain personi/

fied in the fructifying waters of the Nile, Tammuz, "the faithful

son of the waters that came forth from the earth" (Dumu^zi),

was a suffering god dependent upon the Goddess, Ishtar, his

mother/consort. This youthful Dumu/zi, or "true son", died

annually in the course of the normal rotation of the seasons,

and passed into the land of darkness and death from which

for ordinary mortals there was no return. From the Tammuz
ritual texts it would seem that Ishtar descended into the under/

world to seek her husband where he was held captive, ^^ Hke

Marduk in the "mountain", ^"^ invoking him by all his titles,

and declaring that she had decked herself like a cedar to make

glad the heart of him, her child, her beloved, who had passed

over the river, so that "the noble cedar/tree was delivered from

prison". It is possible, as Professor Hooke has suggested, that

since the cedar/tree does not belong to the Mesopotamian plain,

this is an ancient myth and ritual which the Sumerians brought

with them when they migrated from the highlands lying to the

north/west of Mesopotamia, before the theme was elaborated in

the Babylonian New Year Festival.^'*

Be this as it may, throughout the ancient world, in Mesopo/

tamia, Anatolia, Syria and Greece, the seasonal decline of

nature was interpreted in terms of the vegetation year/god dying

and reviving in the cycle ofthe crops as the child ofthe Mother/

goddess who was the source of all life. The suffering and

resurrected god in Mesopotamia though youthful was a mature

figure, restored to fulfil his nuptial relations with the goddess

in order that nature's proHfic fertiHty might be insured. Adonis,

the Syrian "Lord" {Adon)y died at midsummer, and, unlike

the vigorous youthful Tammuz, he personified the all too brief

spring vegetation that passed away like a shadow "dead ere his

prime", when his virility was poured out under the pine/tree.

Similarly, Kore, the daughter of the Earth/Mother Demeter,

the maiden of the meadows whose abduction by Pluto caused

the flowers in the fields to wilt, and man and beast to become
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sterile, symbolized the sudden end of the fleeting loveliness of

a Levantine or Hellenic spring.

The Mesopotamian suffering and resurrected god, on the

other hand, was the archetype of the recuperative powers of the

Euphrates valley when it was flooded by the revitalizing waters

of the two rivers in the later winter transforming the parched

desert into a fertile oasis. But this inundation never inspired the

dwellers in Mesopotamia with the same confidence in the cyclic

sequence of the seasons that prevailed in Egypt, where the

never/failing waters of the Nile gave a sense of assurance in a

static cosmic order. The Babylonians were too much at the

mercy of the vagaries of an uncertain rainfall and of the

incalculable floods of the two great rivers. ^^ Therefore, in this

region it was not easy to harmonize in a stable ritual order the

life of the community with that of the natural environment.

Consequently, the suffering god who reflected these conditions

was a complex figure with peculiarities of his own which

differentiated him from the other comparable deities in the

Fertile Crescent, Western Asia and the Aegean.

Thus, this figure did not fulfil Frazer's conception of the

"dying god" as a generalized spirit of fertility dying to rise

again. His relation to Inanna, or Ishtar, was quite different from

that of Osiris to Isis. He was never a dead god who lived and

reigned in a posthumous son like Horus and his earthly

manifestation, the reigning pharaoh. Having been restored

from the land of the dead in the fullness of his virile manhood,

he was responsible for the revival of the new life springing

forth from the parched ground in the spring and autumn.

Therefore, his restoration as the "resurrected child" of the

Goddess was celebrated annually with appropriate rejoicing,

just as his descent was greeted with bitter lamentation and

wailing. ^^ The triumph, however precarious, was more endur/

ing than in the Aegean, but it was never extended to man
beyond the grave as in Egypt, where Osiris bestowed immortal

life on those who were found to be "true of heart and voice" at

the judgment. In Babylonia the renewal of life in nature

did not carry any such implications in respect of the hereafter
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which remained a semi-conscious existence in a "land of no/

return".

Therefore, whereas in Egypt the Osirian Festival was held in

honour of the death and resurrection of the god personifying

the emergence of life from death in all its ramifications, the

Annual Festival, or Akitu, in Babylon in the month of Nisan

centred in the liberation of the captive god, Marduk, the

re-enactment ofthe creation Epic (the Enuma elish), the humiHa/

tion and reinstatement of the king, and his ritual marriage with

the Goddess in his Tammuz capacity to renew the processes

ofvegetation, to secure the fertility of the land and to determine

the destinies at the beginning of the New Year.^''' Although

many of the details of this complex ritual are obscure, the

central position of the king as the chief actor in the role of

Marduk is clear. It might, therefore, seem paradoxical that at

a crucial point on the fifth day ofthe Festival he was conducted

to the shrine of the god and there before the statue of Marduk
he was stripped of his royal insignia, struck on the cheek by

the high priest, forced to his knees and made to declare that

he had not been negligent regarding the divinity of the "Lord

of the lands", or of having destroyed Babylon. He was then

reinstated on the throne, the regalia were restored to him, and

his face was again struck in the hope of drawing tears as a

propitious omen, indicating that he was regarded with favour

by Marduk, whose goodwill he enjoyed.

Precisely what happened after this humiliation of the king

can only be conjectured, as the texts fail at this point. From
a commentary, however, it appears that the suffering god

(Marduk) having been confined in the mountain—that is to

say, held captive by the forces of death—was liberated and

resuscitated, apparently by the New Year rites then in progress

of which the rehabihtation of the king was the crux. Thus, on

the eighth day the restored sovereign, holding his sceptre in his

hand, conducted the statue of Marduk in a triumphal process

sion to the Bitakitu, or Festival House, outside the city, to "fix

the destinies" in a chapel dedicated to Nabu, the son of

Marduk, who had rescued his father from the mountain.
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There the victory of Marduk over Tiamat, the leader of the

forces of Chaos in the creation story, w^as celebrated at a great

banquet before a return was made to the city for the consumma-'

tion of the sacred marriage in the Esagila, enacted by the king

and the priestess in a chamber (^^igunu) on one of the stages of

the ziggurat—which may have been decorated with greenery^®

—in order to restore the fertility of the fields, the flocks and men
after the blight of winter or summer.

Thus, the New Year Festival in Babylon was a ritual enact/

ment of the death and resurrection of the god who was the

embodiment of the conditions of fertility, even though Marduk
was never conceived as a single cosmic power like Re in

Egypt, any more than the monarch was the dynamic centre of

the social structure in Mesopotamia. Neither the king, the

government nor the gods had an assured and completely secure

position in an immutable order with the same deity as the

unchanging transcendental unifying principle, as in the

Egyptian solar theology or in the Osirian Horus relationship

of the pharaohs. Nevertheless, in the background of the New
Year rites, long before the creation story had taken its later shape

around the very ancient seasonal ritual going back to Neolithic

times, rites de passage were held to effect the transition at the

critical stages of each new season. ^^

That the sacral kingship played a significant part in these

rites is beyond doubt, though exactly how it functioned and

exercised supernatural control over the processes of fertility is

by no means easily determined. We know that in the Ancient

Near East the insticution was regarded as the very basis of

civilization, so that, for example, an ancient Sumerian epic

affirmed that "kingship descended from heaven" as a gift of

the gods, both before and after the Flood in the third millen/

nium B.c.*^ Therefore, it was of divine origin just as in the

Nile valley with the unification of Egypt under one pharaoh

the throne acquired a sacred status as the dynamic centre of the

nation by appointment of the gods who became incarnate in

the reigning sovereign. Moreover, because he personified

the fructifying waters of the inundation containing all the
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potentialities of life, the king was the god who brought fertility

to Egypt. In this capacity he was the "herdsman of every one,

without evil in his heart", whom the Sun^god "appointed to be

shepherd of the land, to keep alive the people and the folk"."*^

And the first responsibility oi^ the herdsman was to maintain

the food supply. Therefore, he produced the life-giving waters

and at the Harvest Festival presented to the gods the sheaf of

grain which symbolized the fruits of the earth and the fertility

of the land.

In Mesopotamia, "mother earth" rather than the sun and the

rivers was the inexhaustible source of new life. Consequently,

the power manifest in fertility in all its forms was personified in

the Goddess who was the incarnation of the reproductive forces

in nature and the mother of the gods and of mankind. It was

she who renewed vegetation, promoted the growth of the crops

and the propagation of man and beast. In her Inanna''Ishtar

guise her marriage with the shepherd/god Dumuz-zi or Tarn/

muz, who incarnated the creative powers of spring, was held

to symbolize and effect the renewal of life at the turn of the

year, delivering the earth from the bHght of sterility.

In the prehistoric background of this death and resurrection

drama the struggle between the two opposed forces in nature,

those offecundity and barrenness, was enacted by human beings

with whom the conflicting powers were identified. From time

immemorial the king or chieftain was believed to exercise

supernatural control over the processes of fertility by virtue of

his identification with the creative forces in nature. Thus, in

Sumer the king was Dumu^zi^ and his marriage with the

priestess of Inanna was an act of renewal recreating "the Hfe of

all lands". ^^ This beneficent gift, however, was only bestowed

after the perennial struggle with the malevolent hosts of

primeval chaos had been successfully accomplished, which

involved the imprisonment of Marduk in the role of Dumu^zi^'

Tammuz in the mountain of death, the humiliation of his

earthly counterpart, the king, and the descent of Inanna^Ishtar

into the underworld, in which the populace joined at the

New Year Festival in Babylon when the annual rescue and
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re/marriage were re/enacted in the Akitu drama. Thus, the

suffering and reviving god theme was developed from a

prehistoric rite de passage centred in and around the emotional

situation arising out of the sequence of the seasons and the

renewal of the life of nature in the spring.

Whether or not this involved the killing of the king to

revivify the natural processes and promote the welfare of the

community, as has been conjectured, the mysterious powers of

fecundity were related to the virility ofthe occupant ofthe throne,

which in ancient agricultural society often required the ritual

renewal of the king, either annually or at stated periods.*^

In Egypt, for example, the very ancient Sei^festival was held

periodically on the first day of spring (i.e. the season of "the

Coming Forth"), either thirty years after the accession of the

pharaoh, or at shorter intervals, to confirm the reigning

sovereign in his kingdom by a ritual rejuvenescence.^* This

included his sitting alternately on each of two thrones to

symbolize his rule over Upper and Lower Egypt, crossing the

temple court ceremonially to assert his power over the entire

land, and the reception of the sceptre, flail and crook of his

office in the chapel ofHorus of Libya. These insignia eventually

he offered to the jackal/god Upuaut of Situ. While the symbo/

lism is obscure, and it is by no means clear whether it was the

death and resurrection of Osiris that was impersonated, as

Gardiner maintains,*^ and Griffiths and Frankfort deny,*^ the

festival in any case was closely associated with the periodic

resuscitation of the king in his divine capacity.*^

Similarly, from the Ras Shamra texts, it would seem that in

Syria in the middle of the second millennium B.C. a fertility

cult of the dying and rising vegetation^god was established in

which a ritual renewal was held perhaps every seven years. Here,

again, however, the evidence is very uncertain, the texts being

fragmentary and their decipherment incomplete. Nevertheless,

the central theme appears to have been the struggle between life

and death in nature in which a number of gods and goddesses,

such as Aleyan^Baal and his enemy Mot, lord of the under-'

world, play their familiar roles in a vegetation drama,*® though
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it may not have been an annual death and revival of the god of

fertility that was celebrated in the liturgical rituals.'*^ In these

texts drought and famine seem to have been represented as seven/

year scourges rather than seasonal phenomena. It was, however,

the death of the god that caused the languishing of the earth

which lasted for seven years. ^^ Therefore, apparently the Ugaritic

Baal was a fertility but not a seasonal god who seems to have

undergone considerable modification if the Ras Shamra ritual

was a Canaanite version of the Tammuz^Adonis cult, having

perhaps affinities with the Egyptian 5eJ/festival. That the

theme was very deeply rooted and firmly established in Syria

is shown by the persistence of the cult of Adonis with its

germinating seeds sown in "gardens", coupled with wailings

for the young god and the wilted plants, and all that these

observances involved.

THE CULTUS IN THE AEGEAN
The Minoan^Mycenaean Goddess of Vegetation and the Young Male

God

In the Eastern Mediterranean, as we have seen, the Mother/

goddess became the principal object of worship, especially in

Cyprus and Crete, where her emblems and adjuncts abounded

—the snake, dove, double axe, horns of consecration, obese

figurines, mountain, tree or pillar. While she was primarily

concerned with birth and maternal functions, as the Earth/

mother she was also the Goddess of vegetation, with or

without a male partner. Thus, in a group ofMinoan/Mycenaean

signet rings the vegetation cycle is represented in a series of cult

scenes portraying the Mother/goddess in a variety of settings.

A Late Minoan ring now in the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford, which may have come from the Vapheio Tomb at

Mycenae, shows a kneeling woman bending over a large jar

with her left arm, bent at the elbow, resting on the rim. Her

head is inclined forward supported by her left hand in an

attitude of mourning. Above her are the eye and ear symbols,

and a little to the left in the air is a small rigid male figure

holding an oval object that looks like a bow. Below is a richly
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dressed female figure with wavy hair, thought by Evans to be

the Mother/goddess, while the male figure he took to be the

"boy^god" as a youthful archer (Fig. 14).^^ Professor Persson

thinks the scene has a funerary significance, the vessel being of

the type used in pithos burial, and the theme that of sorrow

over death. The object next to the jar he interprets as an

elliptically rounded stone with the leafless branches of a tree

or bush behind it, symbolizing, as he suggests, the dying

vegetation in winter and man's sorrow and lamentation

"associated with the bleak world of nature gone dry and

desiccate". ^^

On the Vapheio signet a mourning scene is represented in

which the Goddess in a flounced skirt assumed apparently the

role of the Mater dolorosa bowed in grief in the attitude of

lamentation over a kind of miniature temenos. Within the

sacred enclosure stands a narrow baetyl with a small Minoan

shield hanging beside it; above, the Goddess is represented as

a branch in leaf. To the right of her is a similar female figure,

presumably the Goddess again in an upright position about to

receive the fruit of a tree from a sanctuary containing a sacred

pillar, and extended to her by a young male attendant whom
Evans equates with the Cretan Zeus in a Tammuz role.^^ If

the enclosure is a tomb containing a phallic stone, as is probable,

the scene is brought into line with the grave of Attis in Phrygia

and of Zeus at Knossos.^* The mourning, therefore, may refer

to a Minoan version of the suffering goddess theme in Western

Asia and the vegetation cycle, the coming of spring being

expressed in the budding leaves and ripening fruits. This is

confirmed by the scene on a gold ring in the Museum of

Candia, showing the sacred tree in an enclosure with scanty

foliage. The stem is grasped by a woman with both hands, and

on the left is an almost identical female figure in a flounced

skirt with naked upper body and prominent breasts with her

back to the tree and her arms extended to a third identical

woman. In the fields are chevrons. ^^

Here the barrenness of winter gives place to the epiphany of

the Goddess in its spring setting like that reproduced on a ring
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Fig. 14. Minoan Goddess scene on a signet ring, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

from a cist in a small tomb where an orgiastic dance in a field

of lilies by four female votaries in typical Minoan garments is

portrayed. Above the chief worshipper in the centre is a small

female figure apparently rapidly descending, and to the left a

human eye, which may symbolize the Goddess regarding the

ecstatic dance being performed in her honour at the renewal of

life in the spring, of which the snake by the side of the central

figure below the eye is an emblem. ^^ The bull which occupied

such a conspicuous position in the Cretan "circus scenes"^'

may -also have a fertility significance as a potent image of the

reproductive force in nature in the spring festival ^^ in which

the king^god played the leading part, in conjunction with the

Goddess as his consort, in the slaying of the Minotaur to

overcome death and renew life.^^

Zeus and Demeter

The function of the youthful male was to revive the life of

vegetation in the annual cycle of the seasons, whereas that of

the Goddess was to give birth to life of which she was the

ultimate source and the generative force. Unlike her male

partner she did not die to rise again, being the Earth^mother
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bringing forth vegetation as her offspring. With the develop/

ment of agricultural society the "boy/god", however, became

the Sky^father who fertilized the Earth/goddess by pouring

upon her the fertilizing rain from heaven. Thus, in Greece, as

will be considered in the next chapter, ^^ the Indo-European

sky^and-'weather'-god, Zeus, consorted with goddesses and

mortal mistresses in his capacity as the head of the Olympian

pantheon. Among these were the chthonian Demeter, the

Earth/mother, whose daughter, Kore (Persephone) was the

Corn/maiden embodying the ripe grain annually gathered at

the time of harvest. That Demeter inherited the attributes of the

Minoan Goddess can hardly be doubted. Whether or not it

was her marriage with Zeus "to make the fields wave with

yellow corn" that was celebrated in her mysteries at Eleusis, as

Frazer maintains, ^^ is less certain, though one of the purposes

ofthe rites apparently was to secure the fertility of the crops and

maintain the vegetation cycle, at any rate in the earlier develop^'

ments of the cultus. Thus, it is not improbable that it arose

from a very ancient agricultural festival which Nilsson suggests

celebrated the bringing up of the threshold corn from the silos

where after the harvest in June it had been stored to ripen until

the seed-time in October. During the four months when it was

below ground the fields were barren and desolate, withered by

the scorching sun. Once the autumn rains began, ploughing

started and the fields soon became green again in the mild

winter with the crops ripening in early spring, about February

or March. It was then that the annual commemoration of the

dead, the Anthesteria, named after the flowers that appeared

at that season, was held in Athens and the Lesser Mysteries of

Demeter at Agrai, a suburb of the capital. Attendance at these

rites was a preliminary to initiation at the Greater Mysteries at

Eleusis in the autumn when the time of sowing was approach/

ing and the seed corn was brought up from the silos,

symbolizing the ascent of the Corn^maiden.^^

This interpretation oC the origin of the Mystery makes it

essentially a corn festival and Demeter a corn^goddess. The
precise meaning of de in her name is in dispute and could
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signify "corn" or "earth", but while at Eleusis she was primarily

the giver of the grain, she was also the goddess of vegetation.

As the personification of the fertile soil she was the Earths'

mother whose daughter Kore later became confused with

Persephone, queen of Hades and wife of Pluto, whose name
connected her with Pluton, a god of the fruits of the fertile

soil. Thus, Kore was transformed into Persephone and made

responsible for sending up the new crops from below ground

by her annual return from the nether regions. This gave the

earlier agricultural rites a deeper meaning, associating them

with the death and resurrection theme. But exactly how this

was given ritual expression in the Mysteries can only be

conjectured from the relatively late sources of information.

According to the post^'Christian writer Hippolytus, the

mystae in the Telesterion at Eleusis, at the supreme moment of

initiation on the twenty^second day of Boedromion, sitting on

stools covered with sheep^'skins in darkness and complete

silence, suddenly beheld the reaping of an ear ofcorn in a blaze

of light, and heard the announcement of the birth of a divine

child, Brimos.^^ Whether or not this had anything to do with

a sacred marriage between Zeus and Demeter, symbolized by

the union of the hierophant and the chiefs-priestess in their

respective roles, is a matter of debate. While Hippolytus seems

to have confused the Phrygian Attis rites with those ofDemeter,

if a corn^token was one of the sacred objects revealed it would

be in accordance with the vegetation setting and circumstances

of the Eleusinian Mysteries. The germinating ear was at once

the symbol of the harvest of the grain and of the purpose of the

Mysteries to secure a joyful resurrection of the initiates in the

delectable meadows of Persephone, secured by means of a

protracted series of purifications, processions, sacred utterances,

the sacrifice of oxen and possibly a bullfight. ^*

Furthermore, as the marriage of Zeus with goddesses in

Greek tradition was an expression of the ancient belief in the

union of heaven and earth whereby the earth was fertilized, a

sacred alliance of this nature would be a normal and fitting

conclusion of the Harvest Festival as in Mesopotamia and
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elsewhere in the Near East. This is confirmed by a passage in

Proclus in the first century a.d., amended by Lobeck, in which

the worshippers are said to have gazed up to the sky and cried

aloud, "Rain (O Sky), Conceive (O Earth). Be fruitful."65

This formula, as Farnell has pointed out, "savours of a very

primitive liturgy that closely resembles the famous Dodenaean

invocation to Zeus, the Sky-'god, and Mother^earth; and it

belongs to that part of the Eleusinian ritual quod ad Jrumentum

attinet".^^

Here, again, there are grounds for thinking that the same

theme which prevails in the seasonal drama in the Ancient

Near East recurred at Eleusis, and in combination with the

more orgiastic Thraco^'Phrygian Dionysiac,^' the birth of a

divine child (variously called Zagreus, Dionysos, Domophoon
or lacchos) appears to represent the fruit of a sacred marriage

v/ of the Sky^god (Zeus) and the Earth^goddess (Demeter),

enacted by the hierophant in the capacity o^ the heavenly

creator and the chief/priestess impersonating Demeter. The
royal character of the ritual is suggested by the representation

of the torch^bearers in the official robes of the high priests on

a vase of the fifth century B.C. in the museum at Eleusis. The
hair is wreathed with myrtle and tied at the forehead with a

broad fillet, the tout ensemble giving the appearance of a king.

The hierophant, the torch^bearer, the herald and the other

principal officiants were members of the ancient Eleusinian

families of the Eumolpidai and the Kerykes, to whom applica/

tion had to be made for initiation. Therefore, while the

Mysteries were open to all who could speak or understand

Greek, and had not been polluted by blood^guilt or similar

taboos, the rites were the hereditary possession of a priestly caste

who may have been of royal descent.

Similarly, in the iconography on reliefs in the sacred precinct

of Mycenaean origin, the mission of Triptolemus, the hero of

\/' agriculture and one of the princes of Eleusis, is depicted going

about the earth in his chariot teaching men how to till the soil

under instruction from the Goddess, reminiscent of the Osiris-'

Isis myth. In his raised left hand he is shown holding a sceptre
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and seated on a magnificently carved throne drawn by winged

dragons. In his right hand he holds the ears of corn, and looks

intently at Demeter in an attitude suggestive ofHstening to her

instructions. On a later plaque, dedicated to the gods of

Eleusis by the priest Lakrateides, he is represented seated on

a throne transformed into a chariot and holding out his left

hand to receive the corn from Demeter, who sits in front of

him with Kore behind holding torches. Close to her is Pluto

with the royal sceptre as king of the underworld, and to the

right an unnamed god on a throne and a goddess with a

sceptre. At the back is the upright figure of a young man
carrying a torch, probably Eubouleus, one of the youthful

Eleusinian king/gods to whom it is dedicated. ^^

On a red figured vase from Rhodes, now in the museum of

Istanbul, the Earth^goddess is shown rising from the ground

and lifting a cornucopia on the top of which sits a male child

whom she presents to a goddess with a sceptre, standing to the

right. To the left of Demeter is a figure, possibly that of Kore,

and above her head is Triptolemus in his winged car.^^

Nilsson identifies the child with Ploutos,"^ the fruit of the

fields and representative of vegetation, while Triptolemus was

the revealer of the secrets of Demeter, the promoter of agricuP

ture, and the bestower of beneficent bounty, who invariably

stands by the side of the divine pair, the Corn^mother and

Earth-'goddess, and her daughter the Corn^maiden.

THE VEGETATION CULT IN NORTH-WEST EUROPE
As the Goddess cult was diffused from the Mediterranean

through Spain and France to Brittany, Britain, the S.O.M.

region and Scandinavia, to what extent the vegetation cycle

was retained is progressively less apparent the farther it spread

from its original cradleland in the Near East and the Aegean.

Its chiefjsmblems, as we have seen, unquestionably persisted

throughout the megalithic region in such forms as the baetylic

pillar, the sacred tree or pole, the snake, the dove, the bull,

Pectunculus shells, female figurines sometimes in association with

male statuettes, and representations and carvings on tombs of
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the tutelary divinity who presided over the occupants in the

French graves. Professor Persson has compared with similai

scenes on Minoan^Mycenaean gold rings two figures of a mar

and a woman beside a boat on a rock engraving in the province

ofBohus in Sweden, and on another in the same area of a man
and a woman embracing on a ship with a tree over them,

possibly in process of marriage.'^ These, he maintains, are not

isolated instances of such similarities in which can be detected

the vegetation seasonal theme and its ritual expression. Thus,

he equates with Aegean counterpart figures on Scandinavian

rock engravings dressed in ancient skins with horns and, as he

believes, with tails, and decapitated bodies, or bodies with

amputated limbs. '^^ Whether or not Nerthus, the Northern

Goddess of vegetation, was associated with the seasonal ritual

cycle, the magico^religious control of the processes of fertility

in nature in its traditional Asiatic and Minoan/Mycenaean

setting hardly can be excluded altogether in these more remote

regions in Northz-west Europe. Thus, the procession of Nerthus

in her wagon around the land, recorded by Tacitus,''^ is

remarkably reminiscent of the progress of Cybele in her car

drawn by oxen in the Roman ecstatic rites, ^* and of our own
May Day revels.

Aegean hifluences in Wessex

In the British Isles the vegetation cult ofthe Neolithic peasantry

was overlaid by that of the sun and the heavens under Indo/-

European influence, introduced into the religion of the Beaker

folk by their contact with the Battle-axe warriors in Central

Europe. This becomes apparent in their great British sane-*

tuaries at Avebury and Stonehenge in Wessex. As will be

considered in the next chapter, both of these temples appear to

have been dedicated to the worship of a sky/god. Nevertheless,

the recent discovery at Stonehenge of engravings of a hiked

dagger and a flanged axe with Mycenaean affinities on one of

the horseshoe trilithons (No. 53), and similar axe^carvings on

several of the sarsens of the outer circle, may indicate that the

cult of the axe had penetrated to Britain from the Aegean not
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later than about 1470 B.c.'''^ Indeed it is possible, as Mr Atkin^

son suggests, that between 1500 and 1400 B.C. the sarsens

were erected and the blue stones rearranged by the Wessex

chieftains under the inspiration of Mycenaean builders in a

co-ordinate effort demanding great skill and ingenuity; of one

of whom, he conjectures, Silbury Hill near Avebury may
represent the cenotaph. '^^ Whatever may be the precise signi/

ficance of these latest discoveries at Stonehenge, they are

another indication of a link between the Wessex culture and

Mycenaean Greece from about 1500 to 1300 e.g.''

The source of the gold ornaments and the gold^mounted

amber disks in Wessex graves would seem to have been the

Aegean, just as the blue glazed beads worn by Wessex

chieftains were of Eastern Mediterranean manufacture. That

some of the British axes were inspired by metal Minoan

hipenneSy or their derivatives, is not improbable, '^^ or that

bronze axes with side^flanges were imported from the Eastern

Mediterranean via Spain. '^ From about 1600 the amber route

constituted another important highway between the Baltic,

Central Europe and the Aegean, and along it, and the Atlantic

maritime route, ideas and cult^practices as well as commodities

passed to North/west Europe, which included the Goddess

tradition. With it may have come the vegetation rites associated

with the seasonal cycle. In Wessex, like cremation, they seem

to have been an intrusive element in the Early Bronze Age, if

the open sanctuaries were connected primarily with the worship

of the Sky/god rather than with that of the Mother^-goddess.

Nevertheless, since the solar cult in its long and complex

history was so intimately associated with fertility, it would not

be difficult for rites of this character upon which the livelihood

and prosperity of a pastoral community depended, to be resus^-

citated under Aegean influences at Stonehenge and elsewhere,

in a seasonal ritual celebrated at the summer solstice to make

its flocks and herds multiply and to renew the generative forces

in nature.



CHAPTER VIII

The Sky^religion

If Early Man in his struggle for subsistence projected his

religious consciousness primarily into the symbolic objects and

emblems connected with the principle of fecundity, he also

appears to have been aware of a transcendent power external

to the world, directly or indirectly governing its processes, and

having his abode in the sky.

THE IDEA OF GOD
Animism and Polytheism

Under the influence of the evolutionary thought that predomi^

nated at the end of the last century, a unilineal development o{

religion was postulated proceeding in an orderly sequence from

animism through polytheism to monotheism. Thus, Tylor

defined religion as "a belief in spiritual beings" arising, as he

affirmed, from mistaken inferences from observation of such

phenomena as dreams, trances, visions and death, transferred

to the natural order. In this way, it was supposed, the sun,

stars, trees, rivers, winds, clouds and mountains became

animated by a soul or spirit and behaved like men or animals,

the indwelling spiritual beings controlling the events of the

material world and of man's life here and hereafter.^ As
human quaHties were applied to them divine society and

government were modelled on human society and its con/-

stitution with great gods and lesser spirits corresponding to

chiefs and kings and their officers, and assigned their re^

spective functions in a polytheistic pantheon of departmental

deities.

The hierarchy of higher gods reigned in the sky in heavenly

splendour and sent down rain to nourish the earth unless they

were moved to wrath in which event they manifested their

divine displeasure in the agonizing terror of the thunderstorm,

204
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the devastating hurricane, or the consuming fire. Rivalling in

power and glory the all^encompassing Heavens was the Sun,

rising anew every morning and passing into oblivion in the

underworld in the evening, giving light and life to the living

and the dead, and often becoming incarnate in the occupant

of the throne on earth. Sometimes the Moon was his satellite,

or the order might be reversed, the Moon taking precedence of

the Sun. But whatever status was accorded to them, the various

members of the polytheistic hierarchy were regarded as a

development of animism, very much as in the world's assembly

of great gods, chiefs, benefactors and other beneficent ancestors

were among the deified heroes raised to divine rank and status

after their death and duly venerated and propitiated as

immortals.^

Therefore, from animism as "the minimum definition of

religion" the development of the idea of deity proceeded in an

orderly manner either, as Herbert Spencer stressed, from the

deification and propitiation of the illustrious dead,^ or, as

Frazer maintained, by a supposed craving for simplification

and unification reducing to a limited pantheon the gods

believed to control the several departments, attributes and

aspects of nature. "Instead of a separate spirit in every individual

tree, they came to conceive of a god of the woods in general, a

Silvanus or what not; instead of personifying all the winds as

gods, each with his distinct character and features, they

imagined a single god of the wind, an Aeolus, for example,

who kept them shut up in a bag and could let them out at

pleasure to lash the sea into fury." By a further generaHzation

and abstraction "the instinctive craving of the mind after

simplification and unification of its ideas" caused the many

locahzed and departmentalized gods to be deposed in favour

of one supreme creator and controller of all things. Thus, it

was contended, as polytheism evolved out of animism, so

monotheism emerged from polytheism when at length one

solitary Deity was conceived as the sovereign lord and maker

of heaven and earth.
^
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Supreme Beings

That such a neat and tidy theoretical interpretation of the

development of theism was untenable became apparent when
Andrew Lang called attention to the fact that so far from

monotheism being the final product ofan evolutionary process,

among such very primitive people as the Australian aborigines

tribal High Gods, or Supreme Beings, are neither spirits,
-

ghosts of the dead nor departmental gods carried to the highest

power. ^ While often they may stand aloof from everyday

affairs, they are the personification and guardians of the tribal

ethic. Having given the tribe its laws and instituted the initial

tion rites for the purpose of inculcating right conduct in

society, the rules of which are handed on from generation to

generation in these solemn assemblies over which they preside,

they retired to dignified seclusion in the sky. So transcendent

are these remote deities, in fact, representing the highest expres/

sion of supernatural power and will, primeval and beneficent,

the guardians and givers of the social, ritual and moral orders,

that Tylor and his followers dismissed them as importations

by Christian missionaries. It has now been established, how/

ever, largely through the indefatigable researches of Pater

Wilhelm Schmidt and his collaborators, that they constitute

a genuine feature of uncontaminated primitive religion re/

current among such aboriginal people as the native tribes of

Australia, the Fuegians in South America, the Californian

tribes in North America, and certain negritos and other

negroids in Africa and elsewhere.^

Whatever may have been their origin, these High Gods do

in fact stand alone, head and shoulders above all secondary

divinities, though certainly not to the exclusion of the lesser

spiritual beings, totems, culture heroes and localized gods to

whom popular worship is directed. Sometimes they have

become so otiose that they are little more than a name, or, as in

Central Australia, the personification of the bull/roarer, the

thunderous booming of which is regarded as the voice of the

god, at any rate by the women and uninitiated.' But although

they are liable to become obscured in their lofty celestial
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seclusion, they stand on a plane by themselves, having greater and

wider significance if a less clearly defined sphere of influence

than that of the other divinities and spirits. Moreover, they

seem to represent the ultimate moral value of the universe so

far as the primitive mind conceives such a reality.

Thus, Professor Evans^Pritchard records that among the

Nuer in Nilotic East Africa, God is Kwothj a being of pure

spirit, and because he is like wind or air "he is everywhere and

being everywhere he is here now". He is far away in the sky

yet present in the earth which he created and sustains. "Every/

thing in nature, in culture, in society and in men is as it is

because God made it so." Although he is ubiquitous and

invisible he sees and hears all that happens, and being respon/

sive to the supplications of those who call upon him, prayers

are addressed to him and sacrifices offered to avoid misfortunes.

Since God can be angry he can and does punish wrongdoing,

and suffering is accepted with resignation because it is his will,

and, therefore, beyond human control. But the consequences

of wrongdoing can be stayed or mitigated by contrition and

reparation, prayer and sacrifice.^

Such a conception of Deity, which is almost indistinguish/

able from that which obtains in the higher monotheisms Like

Christianity, Islam or Judaism,^ is a religious response to the

notion of divine Providence more fundamental than any

gradual development from plurality to unity. It is a sponta/

neous, purposive functioning of an inherent type of thought

and emotion; an evaluation of the mysterium tremendum, rather

than speculation about souls or the universe. Indeed when the

mind has reflected upon the animation of nature and arrived

at conceptual ideas about spirits and organized pantheons the

Supreme Being not infrequently has been left vaguely in the

background. Therefore, so far from animism and polytheism

passing into monotheism as a result of abstraction and generaU^

zation, simplification and unification, speculation about nature

and its processes and man and his constitution appears to have

led to the peopling of natural phenomena with a multiplicity

of spirits, tutelary divinities, departmental gods and culture
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heroes in such profusion that the remote High God often has

retired into the background.

The Universality and Antiquity of the Sky'god

This is not to suggest that a "primeval monotheism" once

obtained, either as the result of a special divine revelation or of

particular psychological processes and reactions which dis^-

appeared in the later stages of the development of any particular

religion. The belief in High Gods among low races cannot be

described as a true monotheism, since in addition to the

transcendent Sky^god a number of particular lesser spirits of

the air and of the earth, immanent in natural phenomena or

growing out of the social, economic and cultural environment

and the psychological concomitants of its organization, coexist

with the Supreme Being and standardize behaviour by super/

natural sanctions in which he is only remotely concerned.

Pater Wilhelm Schmidt and his collaborators, it is true, have

endeavoured to maintain that an exclusively monotheistic

conception of Deity obtained in a hypothetical Urkultur at the

threshold of human history, of which the Pygmy tribes, the

Bushmen, the Ainus, the Tierra del Fuegians and the Kurnai,

Kulin and Yin tribes o^ South-east Australia are modern

representatives. But apart from the anthropological difficulties

which the Kulturkreise method of ethnological analysis en^

counters in the determination of the origins and development

of human institutions and beliefs, the available archaeological

evidence affords little or no support for such a contention.

So far as the existence of Supreme Beings is concerned, the

only possible indications of such a belief in PalaeoHthic times

are a few small oval pendants of bone and stone, perforated at

one end, found at Laugerie^Basse and at Laugerie^Haute near

Les Eyzies in the Dordogne,^^ identical in shape with the

bull/'toarer. Similar objects in bone have been discovered in a

Magdalenian site at Saint Marcel, Indre, with markings not

unlike those on AustraHan churinga,^^ and at Pin Hole cave at

Cresswell Crags in Derbyshire in association with implements

of a Mousterian type which apparently had survived in the
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Gravettian phase at the beginning of the Upper Palaeolithic.

Since the sacred bull/Toarer and stone churinga figured promi/-

nently in the cult of the High God in Australia and elsewhere, " ^

the occurrence of the mystic object in Upper Palaeolithic

deposits could suggest that the belief in High Gods may have

been a feature of the religion of the Gravettians and the

Magdalenians in Western Europe. This is as far as the archaeo^

logical evidence takes us, and it must be recognized that a few

very hypothetical pendants in a relatively late phase of the

Palaeolithic is extremely insecure ground on which to build

a far-reaching hypothesis concerning the beliefs that may have

obtained at the emergence of the human race.

Nevertheless, the existence of a sky/god is so firmly estab^

lished and deeply rooted in the history of religion from

Neolithic times onwards, that this transcendental aspect of

Deity may well go back to a very early period prior to the rise

of the higher civilizations in the Near East. If in fact "bull/

roarers" really were the outward and visible sign of the belief

under Palaeolithic conditions, since they would have had to

be made of wood to fulfil their functions in producing the

weird thunderous noise which has been interpreted as the voice

of the god, they could scarcely have survived the ravages of

time any more than have other implements in wood. Thus,

they cannot be expected to throw much light on the problem.

The most that can be concluded from the pendants is that the

sacred object may have existed and reproductions of it in more

durable material were made and worn as amulets because of its

sanctity, however and whenever the concept of Deity may have

arisen in the religious consciousness of primeval man.

THE SKY/GOD IN THE NEAR EAST

The Sky^religion in Egypt

When the existence of an extraz-mundane divine power was

established and made the source of universal creative activity

centred in the god of the sky, the various aspects and attributes

of nature were related to him, directly or indirectly, as the head

of the pantheon. Everywhere the same linguistic root connects
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the heavens, the clouds and the rain with their personifications

in the Sky-'god and his manifestations in the revivification of

nature, the thunder and the storm. As Zeus, or Dyaus Pitar,

among the Indo/Europeans was primarily the god of the sky

and of the weather, known under a number of names, before

he assumed the functions of the various gods whom he

assimilated, so in Egypt the Falcon^god Horus is represented

in the Pyramid Texts as the source of life and death, of rain

and of celestial fire, thereby indirectly connecting the reigning

pharaoh in his Horus capacity with an ancient predynastic

Supreme Being^*^ as well as with the son of Osiris, when the

Sky/god had been replaced by the Sun^god as the Creator of

the world.

The many forms in which the Sun/god was represented in

the Egyptian texts are doubtless survivals of an earlier cult of

the omnipresent Sky^god brought into conjunction with the

all/'prevaihng solar worship in its many manifestations. As
Breasted has pointed out, "the all^-enveloping glory and power

of the Egyptian sun is the most insistent fact in the Nile

valley",^'* and it is hardly surprising that the ancient Egyptians

saw the solar deity in different, doubtless originally local forms.

Flying across the heavens like a falcon in his daily course, he

was known as Harakhte, the "Horus of the Horizon", who
with three other local Horuses constituted the Four Horuses of

the eastern sky, represented as "four youths who sit on the east

side of the sky, with curly hair".^^ In the morning he came

forth as Khepera, a winged beetle rising in the east, and flying

across the sky with outspread wings, the solar disk on his head,

until he tottered down to the west as an aged man, Atum, as

he appeared at Heliopolis, having run his daily course.

As head of the Egyptian pantheon, in his composite form

Re combined all the forces of nature, and at Heliopolis before

the First Dynasty he was conceived as the sun in the sky

manifest in the solar disk. Horus became his son, and as the

solar cult predominated after the unification of Egypt by the

victorious Upper Egyptian kings (who personified the Sky/

god Horus and came under Heliopolitan influence) Re became
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supreme among the gods, absolute in his control of the Nile

valley, the ally and protector of the throne. Thus, in addition

to his being the source oi life and increase, he was a divine

king, Re-'Atum the self/created Creator, Re/Harakhte the

youthful god on the eastern horizon, and eventually at Thebes,

Amon/Re, the "king of the gods", worshipped in great magni^

ficence at Karnak and Luxor. These aspects of deity, together

with Ptah, the "Great One" of Memphis, in due course were

blended not in a single monotheistic god but in three indepen/'

dent divinities with the same nature.

Thus, the Egyptians arrived at a conception of a universal

God without abandoning their polytheistic tradition, except

for the very short interlude in the Eighteenth Dynasty when
Amenhotep IV (Ikhnaton) transferred his allegiance solely to

Aton, an ancient god of the air and light, known also as

Show, and set up a new hierarchy and temple organization.

Karnak and the other temples of Amon/Re were closed, and

the names of all the gods erased from the monuments. The
capital having been removed from Thebes to Amarna in

Middle Egypt and renamed Akhetaton, "the Horizon of

Aton", the sole God ofheaven and earth was there worshipped

by his royal son and embodiment as the creator and sustainer

of all things with altars in the open air. All anthropomorphic

and theriomorphic images were rigidly excluded, the only

symbol employed being that of the solar disk with emanating

rays.-"^^ But although the monotheistic movement was in line

with the new imperial power of the State, it made no perma^

nent impression on the nation. Therefore, in the confusion that

followed the death of Ikhnaton in 1350 B.C., the dispossessed

Amonite priesthood regained its power, and the old regime

was restored with a new line of kings.

In the ancient world the ephemeral Aton cult of Amen/
hotep IV was the only attempt to reduce a pantheon of

polytheistic deities to a single all-embracing heavenly Creator.

Thus, even Yahweh among the Hebrews, until the end of the

Exile in the sixth century B.C. was primarily the God of Israel,

an essentially exclusive God with a localized sovereignty in the
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land of his own choosing for the people with whom he stood

in a covenant relationship. Indeed Ikhnaton, notwithstanding

his fanatical zeal for the exclusiveness ofAton, apparently never

tried to introduce the cult outside Egypt, except for erecting a

temple in Nubia in a town he renamed Gematon. Where he

differed from his immediate predecessors, who already had

recognized the universality of Amon^Re, was in eliminating -

the syncretistic nature of Re as a blend of the deified sun, the

horizon and the falcon, "Re^Harakhte of the two horizons

rejoicing in his name of Show, who is the Aton". But, while

the Aton was proclaimed to be the one and only God, for the

Egyptians in general he was the actual heavenly orb as the

ancient Sky/god was the falcon regarded as the manifestation

of the power of the sun in the expanse of the sky.

Originally Horus was "the lofty one" (Hrw), and his associa/

tion with the sun was subsidiary to his primary function in his

Sky/god capacity.^' Aton, on the other hand, was the

material sun as it appears by day during its journey from the

eastern to the western horizon, and his worship was so essen/

tially centred in the solar disk that it was no more concerned

with life on earth than with that in the hereafter. ^^ Therefore,

unlike that of Osiris, it made no popular appeal, having little

or nothing to offer the toiling masses in this world or in the

next life. It was confined to the pharaoh and his family, not/

withstanding the universal supremacy of the Sun/god's domi/

nion and his Hfe^giving power emanating from his beneficent

rays which shone upon the whole earth. For as Amenhotep IV
declared, "there is no other that knoweth thee save thy son

Ikhnaton". Thus, Atonism was destined to suffer the fate of

the worship of all High Gods who became divorced from

human affairs and the fundamental needs of mankind at large,

expressed and made efficacious in an accessible cultus. To fulfil

these requirements the Sky/gods and goddesses of the Egyptian

solar cycle were brought into relation with the Earth/gods of

the Osiris cycle and the cult of the dead so that the beneficence

of the celestial realms through their agency might be bestowed

on the earth in fruitful seasons with abundance of corn and
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wine, destroying the forces of evil and giving immortality and

resurrection to the dead.

The Bahylonian Triads

In Mesopotamia the assembly ofgods in the sky was the highest

authority in the universe determining the course of events on

earth. Under the leadership of Anu, the god of heaven, the

cosmic order as an organized whole was established out of

chaos and anarchy. His name, in fact, in Sumerian was "the

sky", and the high esteem in which he was held as the most

potent force in the cosmos long after his cult had fallen into

obscurity suggests his great antiquity going back to prehistoric

times. He is not mentioned, however, in the Sumerian lists,

and it is not until the time of Gudea, king of Lagash (f. 2060-

2042 B.C.), that his supremacy is affirmed and maintained

throughout the subsequent records of Babylonian religion. In

the "An/Anum list" in which the Sumerian and Akkadian

designations of the god of heaven are equated, his genealogy is

given under a series of names, and "the twenty^one parents

(i.e. ancestors) of Anu" accord with his descent from Apsu,

the god of the subterranean ocean, and Tiamat, the primeval

Chaos, in the Creation Epic.

Both he and the Storm/god, Enlil, the second member of the

Great Triad of deities, were described as "king of the gods",

and the kingship on earth was represented as a divine gift or

invention with the royal insignia resting "before the throne of

Anu".^^ But neither Anu nor Enlil nor the rulers (lugal) on

earth, occupied the unique position of the Sun^god and the

pharaoh in Egypt. As in the heavenly pantheon the Triad

were the leaders of the assembly, so in the Mesopotamian city^

states the kings were their servants, rising and falling with the

fortunes of the cities over which they ruled. Thus, although

"kingship came down from heaven", it resided temporarily in

five or six Sumerian centres with local dynasties subject to the

vicissitudes of hegemonies established by conquest."^ Even

when Hammurabi unified the State into an Empire and made

Babylon the capital with its chief god Marduk (who inherited
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the status and so many of the attributes and functions of Enlil)

as the head of the pantheon, it was merely a temporary stability

that was attained. The earlier Sumerian Triad (Anu, Enlil,

and Ea, or Enki) with their respective priesthoods were only

partially eclipsed, each continuing to rule over one of the three

divisions of the universe, heaven, the air and the waters.

Therefore, even Marduk was never regarded as the creator and

source of all the other gods Hke Re or Ptah in Egypt.

Instead of the Creator emerging by a self/creative act from

the primeval waters of Nun, in Mesopotamia, it was out of a

state of chaos that the male and female progenitors, Apsu and

Tiamat, brought forth their progeny, and, according to the

original version, apparently the earth was created by Enlil

before he was replaced by Marduk."^ Eventually the kingship

was estabhshed on the earth by the gods as an emergency

measure before and after it had been destroyed by the Flood.

The legendary "divine shepherd" Dumu^zi (Tammuz), under

the designation of the "fisherman", alone continued the ante/-

diluvian regime in the Second Dynasty of Erech, between the

god Lugal/banda and Gilgamesh in the traditional King/list.

The Shepherd par excellence of Babylonia, however, was the

historical Sumerian ruler Lugal/zaggesi, who claimed to exer/

cise his sovereign rule over Mesopotamia under the sanction of

Enlil, and when he was conquered by Sargon of Akkad the

victor called himself "he who rules the Four Quarters". His

son Naram/Sin assumed the title "king of the Four Quarters",

which was also borne by the great gods, Anu, Enlil and

Shamash (Uru), the Sun/god.-^ But it was not until Marduk
was exalted over all the other gods by Anu and Enlil, and

Babylon was declared to be the head of all the cities with

Hammurabi as its ruler, that the kingship was brought into

relation with a supreme deity at all comparable to Re and

Osiris in Egypt. Even so, although Marduk was regarded as

the Creator of mankind and king of the pantheon, it was only

in a restricted sense that he had exercised his creative functions

long after the universe had come into being when the gods

were in conflict against Chaos.
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Indeed in this pre^cosmic batde it was Ea, the god of water,

originally Enki, the third of the Triad, who countered the

threat to Tiamat and Apsu by casting a spell upon the waters

and establishing a magical circle, before the gods conferred

upon Marduk their collective power. ^^ Moreover, he formed

man from the blood of Kingu, the leader of the forces of

Chaos, ^^ and on the instructions of Ea Utnapishtim built his

ship to save the human race from utter destruction during the

Flood which Enlil had caused with that end in view.^^ Ea, in

fact, was much more beneficent to mankind than either Anu
or EnHl, and when Marduk attained supremacy he consulted

his father (Ea) and sought his co-operation in the exercise of

his office, as the source of wisdom and magical knowledge

unrivalled among the gods. Upon his divinatory powers

protection against the hostile supernatural forces depended, so

that Ea became the patron of exorcists and was assigned his

portion of the heavens whence he determined and controlled

human destinies.

In a second Triad in the early god/hsts Adad, or Hadad, the

Storm/god ofthe air, is combined with Shamash, the Sun^god,

and Sin, the Moon-'god, also called Nannar in the Sumerian

lists, the son of EnHl and the father of Shamash. It was Sin

who both fixed the calendrical sequence of days, months and

years and ordered the fertility of cattle. His son Shamash, the

Utu or Babbar of the Sumerian Hsts, turned his "radiant face"

upon kings and gave them the laws of good government. His

special function being to uphold truth, order and justice, like

that of Maat in Egypt, the daughter of Re, by whom the gods

were said "to live", both he and Adad were concerned with

oracular divination. They were, in fact, "lords of Oracles", and

to their sanctuaries recourse was made to inspect the portents.

In his wider aspects, however, Adad was essentially an

atmospheric High God whose cult extended throughout the

Near East—^in Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine, and among
the Hittites—under a variety of names (e.g. Addu, Resheph,

Rammon and Teshub). Like Zeus, he was the god of the

thunderstorms, and therefore his symbol was lightm'ng, held in
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his right hand, and in his left hand an axe. In view of his

destructive properties he was an object of fear, but combined

with Shamash he was a god ofjustice whose sacred animal the

bull was often associated with the sun in Syria. ^^ This dual

title was borne by some West Semitic kings who were said to

give "his thunderings in the heaven as Adad so that the whole

land trembles at his thunder".^' Originally, however, Adad
seems to have been primarily a sky^'god connected with rain,

the weather and the atmosphere, controlling the omens in the

heavens, and as such readily acquired a solar relationship like

most ancient deities of this nature.

Rain being the essential and most urgent need in parched

arid regions, it was to those powers who controlled the elements

that man turned in the first instance as the ultimate source of

life and fertility. Therefore, it is not surprising that in the back/

ground of almost every prehistoric pantheon there is the figure

of the Sky^god, however obscured it may have become in the

process of solarization. Thus, Adad, like Horus and Min in

Egypt, was a heavenly Being—the Power of the Sky—with his

celestial bull, his thunderbolt and axe or hammer, who com/

bined weather and fertility functions with those of the solar and

storm divinities, and the attributes ofthe various gods associated

with them.

THE INDO/EUROPEAN SKY/GODS
The IndoAranian Sky^^ods

Amid all the vicissitudes of the Sky/god sometimes he retained

his earlier supremacy in the physical universe and in the highest

heaven, or he became incorporeal outside and independent of

the world, as in the case of Varuna in India, whose name
occurred with those of Mitra, Indra and the Nasatya twins, in

a treaty between the AnatoUan Hittites and the Mitanni in

Syria about 1400 b.c.-^

In prehistoric times the Aryans of India must have been very

closely associated with those of Iran, even though they may
not have been in actual historical contact with each other;

the Indo/European cradleland towards the end of the third
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millennium B.C. having been somewhere between the Danube
and the Oxus, not improbably on the steppes east of the Caspian

Sea. This common home is reflected in the Iranian mythology

but not in the hymns of the Rig/veda, the earliest Hindu texts

which cannot be later than the middle of the second millen^

nium B.C. {c. 1500), notwithstanding the recurrence of Iranian

names in India and implied references to Persia in the Vedic

literature.-^ This may have been an intentional repression, as the

two sections appear to have been in a state of hostility for a very

long time. Thus, in the earliest Indoz-European religion only

the gods of the sky, the wind and the sun, together with a

sun-cult were recognized. To these the soma^cult was added

by the Indo-'Iranians. There was a tendency for an abstract

quality to be associated with each god. Thus, Varuna was a

heavenly god who upheld and regulated the moral cosmic

order, like his Avestan counterpart, Ahura, who was also the

supreme guardian of the moral law and of the cosmic order,

symbolized in Rta. But when the Indian and Iranian groups

broke asunder and developed their respective cultures the

abstract deities, instead of being known as daiva gods as

heretofore, were called in Iran Asura.^^

In India, Varuna originally was the all^encompassing sky

who supported heaven, earth and the air, bestowed rain, and

whose Sanskrit name may be equated with the Greek Ouranos

(sky).^^ In this capacity he was a heavenly monarch living in

a golden abode in the sky, and became associated with Mitra,

a solar god of light. The mighty warrior Indra, the god of

thunder, had his headquarters in the atmosphere, between the

sky and the earth, and Agni, the god of fire, was as all/

pervading as the wind. Behind all these celestial gods was the

old Indo-European Dyaus Pitar, identical with the Greek Zeus

and the Roman Jupiter, the sky^' and weather/god who even/

tually found a home on the Capitoline Hill at Rome in the

temple in which an ancient boundary/stone open to the sky

had been venerated from time immemorial. As the personifica/

tion of the heavens Dyaus Pitar was the source of the fertilizing

rain and also of the thunder, and in his paternal capacity he
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was united with Prithivi, the earth, as the universal parents.

But he was only vaguely conceived in the Rig^veda, and very

seldom appealed to, having been displaced by the nature gods

and goddesses.

Thus, it was the all'-encompassing Varuna taken in conjunct

tion with Rta, "the right order", who in Iran eventually

emerged as Ahura Mazda, the Wise4ord of the Avesta. But

although in India the conception of Deity started from much
the same presuppositions as those which prevailed in th'e

Ancient Middle East, with the sky and the earth assuming

their customary roles in the process of reproduction, the move/

ment in Vedic tradition was towards a monistic unification of

the universal cosmic order. When in due course the institution

of sacrifice replaced Varuna and the nature gods under

Brahmanic influence between 800 and 600 B.C., Prajapati

became the Lord of Reproduction and the personification of

the creative principle, at once creator and creation. As the

ruler of the macrocosm and microcosm he pervaded all things,

and through the universal cosmic and moral order (Rta) he

fulfilled his operations as an immanent dynamic process

permeating all things. By his primal sacrifice at the hands of

the gods the phenomenal universe came into being as so many
parts of his body, Prajapati having reproduced himself by

means of a golden egg from which emerged the neuter imper/

sonal creative principle Brahman operative in the sacred

utterance (Veda) and in cosmic activity (Rta), generated by

the sacrificial ritual. It was this creative process that was

renewed by the priests, "the sacrifice being the god Prajapati

at his own sacrifice", and by this offering the whole creation

was resolved into a unity sustained by the rite.^^

The merging of one divinity into another was the inevitable

result of the cosmic principle expressed in terms of Rta and

Varuna as the unifying element in nature and man, and of the

various aspects of the universal order. When under Brahmanic

influence the neuter Brahman emerged as the first-'born of All,

and in the Upanishads became the divine principle identified

at once with the entire universe and the transcendent self
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(Atman) of man, the ancient gods of the sky and of the earth

were retained as aspects and attributes of the Absolute.

Although the worship of the Vedic gods and the ritual order

went on little changed in India among the masses, the One
Ultimate Reality was resolved in Universal Being, expressed

in the Upanishadic equation tat tvam asi, "That Thou art",

centering in the unchanging, unknowable, actionless Brahman
set over against yet pervading the unreal phenomenal world in

a perpetual state of flux—the essence of all that is "unmoved,

yet moving swifter than the mind", and like the air supporting

all vital action. ^^

In Iran, on the other hand, against this monistic interpreta/

tion of the Ultimate Reality lying behind the world of

phenomena and the desire to escape from the cycle of existences,

the earlier polytheism moved in the direction of a monotheistic

or dualistic totality of the one all-'wise Lord Ahura Mazda, as

the only God. To him the other daevas and almras were subordi/

nated without losing all their primitive meaning and signifi^

cance, since they became aspects of Ahura Mazda, modalities

of his action. The struggle between good and evil, light and

darkness, so fundamental in the magico/religious cult of Early

Man, continued; but it was welded together into a single

conflict in which God and man played their respective roles.

Like Varuna, Ahura Mazda was the all/encompassing, all/

wise, omniscient, governor of the universe and the actions of

mankind, the embodiment of the "right law" {Asha). As
Good Mind he was the Father of Reason, revealing himself to

man and helping man to fulfil his proper vocation on earth,

upholding the "Best Mind" (virtuous action), the Creator of

Right, acting directly through the mind. In the Gathas he is

the Eternal Being, who can be perceived only in thought, but

his governance of the universe is apparent to all—the Good
Architect whose sovereign righteous rule will be vindicated

when.the renovated world will be transformed at the end of the

present age.^*

When Mazdaeism began to spread throughout the Persian

Empire, Ahura Mazda was represented on the royal
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Achaemenian tombs and monuments at Persapolis by a winged

disk out of which arose the head and shoulders of the Wise i

Lord, symbolizing how he reigned in the sky and enfolded and

protected with his wings the earth and its ruler. Often he was

surrounded by divine assistants who had been worshipped :

originally as polytheistic nature gods, and now engaged in the

primeval struggle between the forces of good and evil under :

one or other of the twin spirits, Spenta Mainyu or Angra
\

Mainyu.^^ As the oldest Avestan texts date back only to

Zarathushtra, what lies behind his reform can only be con/
\

jectured. Nevertheless, this symbolism in Egyptian iconography
j

belongs to the beginning of the monarchy in the fourth millen^ i

nium B.C., where, as we have seen, the sky was represented by
;

the outstretched wings of Horus. Indeed it seems that in some
,

respects Zoroastrianism was not so much a break with the past
j

as a determined effort to reassert the old Asura religion by
i

ridding it of all daivic contaminations and pantheistic develop/
j

ments in order to restore the supreme Sky/god Varuna, now i

called Ahura Mazda, to his earlier position, and raising him
'

to a unique level as an ethical monotheistic Deity. This would
:

make him comparable to Yahweh in the neighbouring and ;

contemporary post/exilic Jewish community which became
|

part of the Persian Empire at the end of the sixth century B.C.
j

As Dumezil has shown, the structure of Indo/European I

society was reflected in its pantheons, and as an abstract entity '

tended to become associated with each god in the divine

hierarchy, Zarathushtra succeeded in making Ahura Mazda
;

the ethical "DtiVj par excellence among the cattle/rearing farmers,
;

who were beset by the marauding Turanian nomads from the
;

north, regarded as the followers of the forces of evil intent on
'

capturing cattle for sacrifices to their daevas. Against them :

Zarathushtra fought his holy wars, and it was as a result of
'

his victory over them that the new faith was estabHshed on i

firm foundations. The good life was identified with agriculture
;

on earth and the reign of the Wise/Lord, the Father of Good
\

Mind, in the heavenly realm, with the long history behind the
'

tradition going back in all probability to prehistoric times and !
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the worship of the Supreme Being as a tribal All^Father and

guardian of the law of right conduct. Through Judaism it

passed to the West and influenced Christian thought and

theology, particularly in its eschatological aspects.

Zeus and the Olympian Divine Family

On the northern grasslands stretching from the Lower Danube
eastwards along the north side of the Black Sea through southern

Russia, and north and east of the Caspian Sea, the ancestors of

the Indo/European peoples were still in the Stone Age, pasture

ing their herds on the steppe, before they separated in two

groups about 2000 B.C. and dispersed into India and the

Balkans, the pastures of Thessaly, and the verdant hills of

Italy, where they became ancestors of the Greeks and Romans,

speaking an Aryan type of language. Driving their herds

before them, on the northern borders of Greece they settled

under the shadow of Mount Olympus before they invaded the

Aegean fortresses such as Tiryns and Mycenae. With them

they brought their gods who were essentially the mountain

deities of the Indo-European polytheistic tradition, as the

Hebrews carried into Palestine Yahweh their god of the sacred

mount, Horeb or Sinai.

At the head of their pantheon stood the great Sky/god whom
they had worshipped on the grasslands under a variety of

names, such as Dyaus Pitar, Varuna, and finally was known as

Zeus, "the sky". On the summit of Mount Olympus he dwelt

in his cloud palace with the lightning in his hand, ruling his

comitatus like a Nordic chieftain. If in the Homeric tradition he

reigned supreme in his heavenly kingdom organized on the

model of a human clan, each of his retainers controlled as his

own a realm of nature or of the affairs of men, though Zeus

retained his position as their permanent overlord. But being

primarily and originally the god of the sky and the weather,

his proper home, and that of the rest of the Olympians, was in

the heavens in contradistinction to the chthonians, whose

domain was on and below the earth, being the gods of the

indigenous population before the arrival of the Indo/European
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and Achaean invaders in the second millennium B.C. In the

celestial realms with which Olympus was equated Zeus was

the Supreme Deity ruling among the immortals as the "father

of gods and men", "of broad vision" (i.e. all/wise like Varuna

and Ahura Mazda), and all/powerful over heaven and on

earth.

On the plains of Thessaly, however, the Homeric Olympian

mythology developed in a feudal society where feasting, fighting

and hunting were prominent features of everyday life, especially

among the Nordic chieftains and their vassals. Therefore, the

gods are represented as conquering chieftains, royal buccaneers.

As Professor Gilbert Murray says, "they fight and feast, and

play, and make music; they drink deep, and roar with laughter

at the lame smith who waits on them. They are never afraid,

except of their own king. They never tell lies, except in love

and war."^^ In Greece they were conquerors rather than

creators, and divided the spoils of war among themselves, and

lived on the revenues.

But the Homeric tradition was only one strand in the

complex Olympian pattern. Not only was the sky/and^

weather/god endowed with the character of the society in

which he held dominion. But other legends grew up around

Zeus which had little to do with his original nature and

attributes, such as the Cretan story of his birth. In this myth

he is very unlike the Olympian heavenly chief. Rather than

being the Sky/god par excellence of the Homeric tradition he

was the son of Rhea, the consort of Kronos and the Cretan

counterpart of the Anatolian Mother/goddess, Cybele. After

his birth he was hidden in a cave in the mountain called

Aigaion and suckled by a goat, and, according to one curious

tale, fire issued from it every year when the blood from the

birth of Zeus streamed forth, suggesting, as Nilsson says, that

"this child is the year^god, the spirit of fertility, the new life

of spring". ^^

This Cretan Zeus was a much more primitive figure than

the Indo-European Sky/god, embodying the processes of

fecundity on earth rather than renewing them by sending the
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vitalizing rain from the heavens. Nevertheless, as the Aryans

Achaean and Aegean aspects of Greek religion fused they

found a common centre in "the father of gods and men" and

the syncretistic Zeus came to occupy a position in the cultus

as comprehensive as that of the Magna Mater in the Graeco/

Roman world. It is hardly surprising that a deity equated with

the sky and made responsible for the weather should be iden^

tified with the god of fertility, ensuring abundant crops as well

as the increase of flocks and herds. Such coalescence, as we
have seen, had frequendy occurred in the Near East, in Asia

Minor, Egypt, and in the Indoz-Iranian region, and it recurred

in Greece when the cultus of the Indo^'European invaders

combined with that of the Aegean basin. Then without essen/

tially changing his character and status the indigenous vegeta/

tion deity became Zeus, but he continued to exercise his

functions without any substantial change, while Zeus remained

the head of the pantheon and took over a number of offices,

aspects and attributes beyond the range of his original nature

as sky/and^weather/god, the cloud/gatherer, the rain/giver, the

thunderer, and the chief of the Olympians.

Thus, before he attained his exalted position, in the Hesiodic

tradition he is represented as having had to overthrow the

Titans, an earlier group of gods from whom he was himself

descended through his father, Kronos. This may be a reflection

of an historical situation when the Olympian Sky^religion

defeated the chthonian indigenous cult of the soil but incor^

porated much of the chthonian tradition, as the human race

was thought to have imbibed a Titanic element in its essential

ancestral history in combination with the divine nature derived

from Zagreus^Dionysos. This dual character of the historic

Zeus is revealed in his celestial aspects and attributes brought

into relation with his connexion with the fertility of the

earth and of vegetation the rain^'producer when the invaders

had to live on the produce of the soil on settling in Greece;

very much as Yahweh acquired a vegetation cultus after

the conquest of Palestine by the conglomeration of Hebrew
tribes.
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The Sky^jather and the Earth^mother

The various unions of Zeus with Earth/ and Corn/goddesses

—Hera, Dione, Demeter, Semele and Persephone—suggest

that in the background of these traditions lay the widespread

conception of the marriage of Heaven and Earth in which he

played the role of the Sky/father. When the local legends were

correlated in the Epic literature one of the brides was exalted to

the status of the official wife (i.e. Hera) of Zeus, while the rest

were regarded as his mistresses, in accordance with the custom

that prevailed in the Greek States where such irregularities

were generally accepted. ^^ Thus, he was accredited with a

considerable illegitimate offspring, partly divine when born of

goddesses, and partly human when their mothers were mortal

women. But in prehistoric times it would seem that the Sky/

father/Earth/mother fertility ritual was enacted, doubtless by

human instruments and agents of the respective god and

goddess, to enhance the fecundity of the soil and the reproduc/

tive processes in nature generally. ^^

In the Aegean the youthful male god was subordinate to the

Mother/goddess who gave birth to all life, human, animal and

vegetable,'**^ until with the fusion of the Olympian and the

chthonian cults the Sky/god became supreme as the chief deity

of the dominant invaders with their Indo/European back/

ground. Henceforth Zeus played the leading role, and his

consorts were relatively minor figures, so that it is often difficult

to determine to what extent they were his wives. Even the cult

of Hera, concentrated on the life and function of women and

marriage, had little or nothing to do with that of Zeus, and

her union with him was merely the result of her having been

the chief goddess and in consequence a fitting partner for the

chief god in spite of his previous nuptials with earth/goddesses

like Demeter, Semele and Themis. "^^ But neither was Zeus

always the Sky/god, nor did he always marry an Earth/ or

Corn/goddess.'*^ Taking over the functions of local lesser

divinities he was a syncretistic figure as he was much married

to a variety of subordinate wives, and had contracted unions

with innumerable concubines and mistresses. Nevertheless, he
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retained his position of supremacy, paramount in nature, in

the control of human life and its affairs, until in classical times

he became for poets and philosophers the concept of deity

in its abstract ethical and universal evaluation, either as a

pantheistic principle or as the omnipotent and omniscient

divine ruler of the universe.

The Scandinavian Heavenly Deities

The Indo/Europeans living originally in nomadic pastoral

communities in a steppe country, unHke setded agriculturists,

had always worshipped the Sky/father rather than the Earth/

mother as their supreme god. Indeed as Childe has pointed

out, no Earth/goddess is traceable in their language, ^^ and

female figurines were not prominent among them. But in

Northern Europe, as in the Aegean, the Sky/god was often

associated with the Earth-'goddess as his consort, and the

marriage of Zeus and Hera had its counterpart in Scandinavia.

Thus, Othin (Woden), who in the early developments of

Teutonic religion probably was a Sky/god, was the husband

ofJord, the Earth/goddess and mother of Thor, the thunder-'god.

According to the Prose Edda, composed by Snorri in the

twelfth century a.d., Othin was at once the All^-Father, a

divine king who came from the Black Sea, where as Asgard

he was the chief of the city, a great warrior, conqueror, culture/

hero and magician who taught by means of runes and spells.

Among his children, Thor in addition to being the thunderer

was a god of fertility who sent the showers to fertihze the

ground and produce "the fair fruits of the earth", being the son

of Jord, the Earth/mother. When he blew into his red beard

the thunder was heard, and his hammer was the lightning/

bolt. To wield it with deadly consequences he put on iron

gloves and clasped about him his "girdle of might", holding

"the rod of power" wherein lay the magical strength of Othin.

As he drove in the heavens in his wagon drawn by he/goats

the thunder rolled, and such was his power and prestige that

in Norway and Iceland he was worshipped as the beneficent

Supreme God with aspects and attributes not unlike those of
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Zeus. But like Indra he was the personification of strength and

might, equipped with thunder/bolts as the thunder/god; the

protector of mankind against his demonic adversaries. In fact,

behind the two figures may stand a common hero of Indo^

European tradition who has assumed a variety of forms in the

process of diffusion from the transcaspian cradleland to India,

the Eastern Mediterranean and Scandinavia, very much as

Nerthus, the oldest Norse goddess of fertility, and the Phrygian

Cybele, were local expressions of the universal Magna Mater.

The occurrence of small hammer/shaped amulets of amber,

bone or stone, comparable to the almost identical hammers of

Thor found in viking graves and to the symbols cut in runic

stones, suggests that the lightning cult associated with Thor is

of prehistoric origin, like the closely related cult of the double/

axe in the Aegean and the Near East which recurs in Scandi/

navia. Thus, in Denmark frail ceremonial axes decorated with

gold were used as votive offerings in the Bronze Age, and in

a grave at Kivik in Skane two axes were engraved on each side

of an altar, and in the scene of a procession men are depicted

carrying axes of the same shape, together with solar symbols

and pictures of ships.** In Iceland a bronze disk representing

the sun was set on a chariot with six wheels and on the axles,

doubtless depicting the horse/drawn chariot in which Sol, the

sister of the Moon, drove across the sky by day. The Sun,

however, was female in Old Norse mythology, and Snorri

makes her one of the group of goddesses known as asynja who,

although equal with the gods, were not in the same category

as Othin the All/Father, Thor the Almighty and Frey the

world's god. Sol, no doubt, was worshipped from very early

times as the prehistoric solar symbolism indicates, but little or

nothing of importance can be extracted from the mythological

literature concerning the origins of the cult. The fire/festivals,

however, which have been a prominent feature in Scandinavia

and elsewhere in Europe at the summer solstice,*^ are probably

relics of the magical rites performed at this season to assist the

sun at the critical turning-point in its annual course along the

heavenly road.
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Sky-worship in Wessex

In the British Isles, as we have seen/^ the Mediterranean

megalithic cult so closely associated with the Earthz-mother,

death and rebirth, was fused with the Indo/European sky and

solar religion at the beginning of the Bronze Age when the

Beaker folk with their Battle^-axe cultural affinities transformed

the Avebury complex of monuments into sanctuaries open to

the sky which culminated in the great stone circle on SaHsbury

Plain. Without endorsing the elaborate astronomical specula/-

tions which have been made in connexion with Stonehenge,

that in this remarkable temple a celestial and solar ritual of

some kind was practised can hardly be doubted, directed in all

probability to a Sky-'god comparable to Varuna, Zeus and

Jupiter.

Thus, its orientation seems to have been aligned on the rising

sun at midsummer, since on the summer solstice the sun rises

so very near the peak of the Heelstone, even though the central

line of the Avenue is not the point of sunrise, as Sir Norman
Lockyer contended, because it is not visible from the centre of

Stonehenge. Nevertheless, it seems that the monument has been

intentionally arranged in relation to solar aHgnments connected

with the solstices.
^'^ If this be so, it would appear to have

been erected primarily for the performance of rites at seasonal

festivals, probably associated with the rising and the setting of

the sun in the north/east and the south/east respectively, as the

alignments suggest, unless they were employed merely to fix

the time of the festival.

In any case, whether or not Stonehenge was actually a Sun

temple, unquestionably it was an open sanctuary characteristic

of the Indo-European worship of the Sky/god, planned and

erected in relation to celestial phenomena. Only a very intensive

religious motive could have produced such uniquely elaborate

and extensive cult^centres as Avebury and Stonehenge of

which the simple stone circles were pale reflections. That

these circular megalithic monuments are almost exclusively

peculiar to Britain and Brittany, and in the case of Stonehenge

underwent so many reconstructions from the Late Neolithic
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(c. 1900-1700B.C.) to the end ofthe BronzeAge (f. 1300 B.C.),

shows the vigour and vitality of the cultus in this region, under

the supremacy of the Breton/Wessex chieftains who were

largely responsible for the maintenance and development of

Sky/worship in its central sanctuaries in Wiltshire.



CHAPTER IX

Prehistoric Religion

From the foregoing survey of the archaeological data it has

become apparent that prehistoric religion centred in and

developed around the three most critical and perplexing

situations with which Early Man was confronted in his every/

day experience—birth, death and the means of subsistence in

a precarious environment. The pressure ofevents in the external

world and in human affairs, the perpetual struggle for existence

and survival here and hereafter, the innumerable frustrations

and awe-inspiring experiences, often completely outside his

control and comprehension, created, it would seem, a tension

for the relief of which ways and means had to be found.

When life depended largely on the hazards of the chase, the

vagaries of the seasons and so many unpredictable and un/

toward circumstances and events, the emotional strain must

have been endemic. And once a ritual technique had been

devised to sublimate the stress, it became established and

developed indefinitely to meet every new demand and maintain

the equilibrium in an expanding social structure and religious

organization.

THE RITUAL CONTROL OF NATURAL PROCESSES

Thus, the religious consciousness was projected into whatever

natural force or process or object it identified with the sacred.

A symbol as the image or mental reflex of instinct may arise

spontaneously, as Jung maintains, independent of conscious

volition, as in the realms of dreams, visions and hallucinations.

This type of human experience has found expression in

animistic and theistic interpretations of natural phenomena, so

that the mysterious sacred power has been equated with parti/

cular species ofanimals and physical features such as mountains,

rivers, the wind, the sun, the moon and the constellations. It

229
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has also been associated pre/eininently with life-giving pro/

cesses—fecundity, maternity and everything connected with

generation and birth—and with the disturbing and disintegrate

ing phenomenon of death. Natural forces and events, in fact,

have been so overwhelming that they have appeared as many
different supernatural powers and principles at work in a

variety of ways, good and bad, beneficent and malevolent.

Consequently, as many symbolic images of divinity have been

devised as different sacred identities have been established, each

duly equipped with its appropriate ritual techniques in the

form of a cultus designed to bring under control arid to make

efficacious the forces with which the symbols are associated.

In their several capacities these transcendental entities have

been regarded as belonging essentially to the "other world"

which mysteriously imposes itself on this world and its events.

Therefore, the reUgious reaction is not just a mental reflex of

instinct arising purely spontaneously as a product of a "psycho/

logical machine", as Durkheim contended; merely a product

of society which has "all that is necessary to arouse the sensation

of the Divine in minds by the power it has over them; so that

to its members it is what a god is to its worshippers".^ While

it is true that religion has emerged within society and that it

functions as an integral aspect of its structure enabling human
beings to Hve together in an orderly arrangement of social

relations, and to make their own life and characteristics explicit

through a social medium,^ it is very much more than the

evaluation and personification of the organization of the

community. The totem, for example, is not just "the clan itself

personified and represented to the imagination under the visible

form of the totemic animal or vegetable", as Durkheim

contended, any more than religion is only "a unified system of

beliefs and practices relative to sacred things" which "unite into

one single community all those who adhere to them".^

That the discipline has arisen very largely in relation to such

practical problems as the maintenance of the food supply has

been demonstrated in this volume,* and unquestionably it has

united individuals and groups into stable social structures in
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a higher unity to preserve a state of equilibrium; but behind

and over and above the "collective representations" it has

imposed on the members of a social group there has always

been apparently the conception of a transcendental order

external to man and society associated with abnormal, un^

predictable, inexplicable and mysterious occurrences, objects

and processes in the universe and in human experience. This

is of the very essence of reHgion at all times and in all states of

culture. Indeed, so far as this aspect of the discipUne is con/

cerned, religion may be described as the recognition of and the

endeavour to establish and maintain beneficial relations with

the supra^mundane sacred order manifesting itself in the

universe and controlling its processes and human affairs,

whether collective or personal. This found expression in a

technique which aimed at establishing through ritual institu/

tions an efficacious relationship with the source of life and

power, of abundance and well/being at the heart of all exis/

tence, to overcome the disabiHties of death, sterility and the ills

to which mortal flesh is heir, as well as of producing stability

and equilibrium in the body politic. By means of symbols, rites

and dances human energies have been directed into new

activities which have exercised an integrative function in

society by enabling man individually and collectively to meet

his crises with confidence, trust and hope by assimilating

life/giving strength, allaying his fears and renewing his

aspirations.

Thus, at critical junctures alike in the career ofthe individual

from the cradle to the grave and its aftermath, and in the

sequence of the seasons, especially at the turn of the year, the

chances and changes of this mortal life have been unified,

controlled and fortified by supernatural forces believed to

govern the course of events and human destinies. Under

Palaeolithic conditions, discharge of emotion and longing was

centred on the food supply, birth and death. Therefore, it was

in relation to these precarious phenomena that a ritual cultus

developed to give effective expression to the most urgent needs

ofa tense situation fraught with such serious dangers, difficulties
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and consequences for all concerned. In respect of the food

supply the position was complicated by the fact that a feeling

of kinship existed between man and the animals which had

to be hunted. Indeed, since they constituted a vital aspect of

a providential bounty and beneficence of the world and its

processes, they acquired a divine character and significance,

being the primary source of the means of human subsistence.

Consequently the necessity to kill and eat them was in conflict

with the sense of kinship with them, and of dependence upon

their goodwill and continuance. It was apparently out of this

contradictory situation and its emotional tension that the cultus

of the caves emerged.

The Nature and Function of Symbols

Thus, in the seclusion of these numinous and inaccessible

Palaeolithic sanctuaries hunting magic to secure success in

the chase was combined with fertility rites of increase and

masked dances to establish and maintain a right relationship

with the sacred species. To follow Levy Bruhl and explain

this behaviour as the result of a "prelogical mentality"^ is a

misconception of what he calls the "Law of Contradiction"

and the "Law of Participation". On his hypothesis everything

is permeated by forces, influences and actions which, though

imperceptible to sense, are so real that all things are fused and

no distinction is made between this world and the "other"

world; "to what is actually present to sense, and what is

beyond". Therefore, all the objects and entities of the natural

order are not divided from one another, but are so united in

a bond that each participates in the other, making it what it

is not and enabling the same entity to be simultaneously in

many places. Consequently, in totemic society a man imagines

himself to be his totem, or under Palaeolithic conditions

assumes animal disguises, as in the figure of "the Sorcerer" at

Les Trois Freres, or in that of a masked dancer at Lourdes and

elsewhere.

But while it is true that both primitive and prehistoric

peoples not infrequendy have regarded themselves as an animal
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or bird, or even an inanimate object, and equated natural

phenomena with divine beings and activities, it cannot be

maintained that "the law of contradiction" and the laws of

magic are thereby excluded from their mentahty. The identic

fication of the symbol with the thing symboHzed is the result

of the introduction of a third term in the equation. In the case

of the totemic relationship the union is achieved by the

supposition that the human group participates in the spiritual

nature of its sacred ally from whom it is descended, and it is

this common element which effects the bond between them,

making them what otherwise they would not be. Among the

Nuer, in fact, the links between a lineage and its totem is the

tutelary spirit of the lineage associated with the totem. The

natural species is not identical with a spirit except in relation

to its lineage. Similarly, when the relationship is represented

by a material symbol the symbol is regarded and treated in the

same way as the spiritual entity it symbolizes, not because it is

thought to be other than it actually is but because it has

acquired a spiritual quality which does not belong to it in its

own nature without changing its outward and visible form and

character. ®

This sacramental conception of symbolism does not contra/

vene either logic or the "law of contradiction". It merely

presupposes the existence of an extra/mundane spiritual world

standing against and in a particular relation with this world

over which it exercises some measure of control. This is a

fundamental religious assumption at all times and in all states

of culture, however crudely and naively, or mystically and

metaphysically, it may have been expressed and interpreted.

In its prehistoric mode of expression it lay behind the ritual

control of natural processes and events, the kinship with the

animal creation and the mimetic dance in which animal

disguises were a prominent feature. When a ritual expert

arrayed himself in the skin and antlers of a stag, or in the

feathers of a bird, and imitated the behaviour of the species he

personified, he did so in the belief that for the time being, and

for the prescribed purpose, he was what he represented himself
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to be, and in that capacity he did not imitate but he actually

did what he set out to do. He caught and killed his prey; he

made the copulation of male and female effective in the repro>

duction of offspring; he established a sacramental relationship

between man and the providential source of his food supply.

Totemism and the Sacred Dance

That this involved the practice oftotemism is not very probable

since, apart from the archaeological objections that have been

considered,^ in its more developed forms the institution

involves a social and religious structure which is not likely to

have prevailed in Palaeolithic times. In practice it is a particular

and specialized system of economics with its own technique

for the supernatural control ofthe food supply and the elaborate

kinship organization of society it entails, presupposing a long

process of development. Although it is of frequent occurrence

in primitive states of culture, its absence among such very

rudimentary peoples as the Veddas of Ceylon, the Punan of

Borneo, the Andaman Islanders, the Pygmies of the Congo,

the Bushmen of South Africa, as well as the clanless inhabi-'

tants of the North-west Pacific coast of America and the low

Brazilian tribes in the southern half of the New World, shows

that it is by no means universal in distribution or a constant

feature in primitive society.

Nevertheless, it was from the sense ofkinship with the animal

order which the archaeological evidence establishes beyond

reasonable doubt to have been a characteristic feature of

Palaeolithic ritual and belief, that totemism in due course arose

and developed as a dominant socio/religious institution in

many parts of the world. This is most apparent in the sacred

dances and their mimetic representations when those who took

part in the rites, with the aid of masks, antlers, skins of animals

and feathers of birds, and appropriate realistic gestures, iden/

tified themselves with the species they believed themselves to

have become through a process of "participation". Thus, a

realization of unity and kinship with the source of the food

supply was attained, and the emotional desire for life in greater
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abundance given expression in mimetic actions to bring about

the longed-for results, uniting in the closest bond of kinship

those who took part in the rites by virtue of their all sharing

in a common life^principle and the joint effort to secure the

end in view. From such fundamental concepts as these, deeply

laid in the cult of Early Man, totemism in all probability

developed as a socio/religious institution.

In the Nile valley it would appear that Upper and Lower
Egypt, unified as a theocratic State under a single divine ruler,

emerged from a multiplicity of clans with their heraldic ensigns

regarded as a sacred emblem and rallying sign, such as those

of the falcon, the elephant, the cow, the serpent and the ibis.

These survived in the Dynastic period after the clans and

independent city-states had become administrative districts, or

nomes, each having its own distinctive standards, towns and

chief cities. In fact, some of the prehistoric ensigns which gave

their name to the clan and the capital city remained in use until

the end of Egyptian civilization,^ having developed into local

ancestral animal deities; later they sometimes occupied very

prominent positions in the national pantheon. Thus, Amratian

representations of a pole with cow's horns and a head on top

may have had a quasi^totemic significance before they became

the emblems ofthe fertility^goddess, later identified with Hathor

and the other goddesses who subsequently were confused with

their prototype the Mother/goddess, the nourisher and protector

of the living and the dead, like the totemic supernatural ally.®

FERTILITY AND THE MYSTERY OF BIRTH AND
GENERATION

CoW''symholism

In the Late Predynastic Age in Egypt and at Al 'Ubaid on the

Euphrates the Mothers-goddess appears in a new guise iden^

tified with the cow. In this Hathor form her advent seems to

have coincided with the rise to power ofthe Falcon clan, which

eventually unified the "two lands" under its own ensign, and

soon she became the predominant deity, assuming many and

various roles. ^^ It may have been under the influence of the
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peoples of the Western Desert who had domesticated cattle at

a very early period that the Mother^goddess as Neith was first

conceived as a cow,-"^-^ or, as Hornblower believes, the sym/

holism may be ofMesopotamian origin. ^^ In any case, Hathor

emerged from the Stone Age as a female divinity with the solar

disk on her head between two cow's horns, or as a cow
wearing the solar disk and two plumes between her horns;

the Hathor cow^head going back to the Gerzean period and

recurring in Amratian rock/drawings in Upper Egypt. ^^

Later her horns were worn by Isis in conjunction with the

lunar disk, and in the Dynastic epoch she became the universal

Mother/goddess worshipped throughout Egypt with Denderah

as the centre of the cult. At Heliopolis she was made the wife

ofRe, and so became the mother ofHorus, her name signifying

"House ofHorus". In this synthesis, typical ofEgyptian mytho^

logy, her relation to Horus was at once that of mother and wife,

while as Cow/goddess she was also his nurse. Thus, from a

prehistoric zoomorphic origin a series of life/giving and life/-

sustaining deities emerged (especially in the seventh and

twenty/second nomes of Upper Egypt and in the third

nome of Lower Egypt) in which cow/symbolism was a

dominant feature with shrines extending to Nubia, Syria and

Sinai.

In Egypt, however, as we have seen, the function of the

mother/goddesses was that of the reproduction of life. In

Mesopotamia, on the other hand, they were regarded as the

actual source of life to the living and the dead, exercising their

creative operations in association with a male partner. At
Al 'Ubaid, for instance, the goddess subsequently known as

Nin/Khursag, "she who gives life to the dead", was the

guardian of the fecundity of the fields and of the cattle they

sustained, and from her was drawn the "holy milk" which

nourished the sacred herd of the temple dairy at Lagash.^^ Not
only was she the mother ofthe gods, but kings were "fashioned"

in her womb, who pray to her that her gracious influence may
be withdrawn from their enemies "so that birth may cease in

their lands". Her usual symbol was the cow, and as is indicated
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on the seals, stone vases and limstone reliefs, she presided over

the sacred farm at Al 'Ubaid, which provided the holy milk

destined for the nourishment of kings and priests; very much
as the members of a totemic clan were sustained by the totem,

ofwhich the cow and its symbolism seem to be a development

adapted to the conditions of a pastoral society and brought into

relation with the earlier cult centred in the mystery of birth and

generation. If, as Gadd suggests, the hooped door/posts and

lintel of the cow^byre in the form of a moon/crescent sym/

bolized the fertility god of Ur, the Bull, upon whose union

with the Goddess all increase depended, then it seems highly

probable that the divine nuptials of the Cow^goddess Nin/

Khursag and the Moon/god of Ur were celebrated annually

in the customary manner and for the usual purposes of

renewing the life of nature at its source. ^^

The cult of the cow which has occupied such a conspicuous

place in Brahmanic Hinduism certainly was not introduced

into India by the Aryan invasion in the second millennium B.C.

since it is foreign to the Rig-'veda. The first prohibition of

cow^killing occurs in the comparatively Late Atharva^veda,

which betrays signs of contact and admixture with non/Indo-'

European influences. In the earlier Vedas the sacrifice of cattle

to Indra, Varuna and other deities was enjoined though it is

said to be abhorrent to pubHc opinion, suggesting that already

they were regarded as sacred animals by the non/Aryan popular

tion as in Western Asia and Egypt, where, as we have seen, the

bull and the cow were venerated as an integral element in the

Goddess fertility cult. It would seem, therefore, that cow

worship in India arose in the indigenous Dravidian civiHzation

when with the development ofagriculture the cow as the source

of milk needed for sustenance became essentially the sacred

emblem of fertility hedged round with taboos, so that even in

the Rig^'veda under pre^'Aryan influences the epithet a^hnyax,

"not to be killed", was assigned to it.

While the Vedic Indians were meat^'eaters and engaged in

agriculture, like their predecessors they were primarily a pastoral

people with milk and its products as a very important element
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in their staple diet. While the ox, the sheep and the goat were

killed for food, and, like the horse, as sacrificial victims, the

cow acquired an increasing sanctity by virtue of its being the

source of the milk supply. In Indo^Iranian times it was treated

with care and respect, milked three times daily and kept in a

stall during the night and when the sun was at its height. Bulls

and oxen used for ploughing fertilized the land by their

droppings, and so played their part in the cultivation of the

soil. The bull, therefore, became sacred to Shiva, a non/Vedic

god, who before he acquired a destructive character when he

was identified with Rudra, a minor Vedic storm/deity, may
have had a fertility significance if the figure of the three^faced

god at Mohenjo/daro with its horned head^-dress was in fact

his prototype, Pasupati,^^ the Lord of Beasts, and possibly a

male partner of the Mother/goddess. Be this as it may, the cult

of the bull is estabHshed beyond reasonable doubt as a feature

of the Harappan civilization which in due course became a

dominant element ofnon/Vedic origin in Brahmanism. Though
no trace occurs of cow/worship in the Indus religions notwith/

standing the numerous female figurines already reviewed, ^^

buU/worship seems to indicate that some form ofveneration ofthe

Mother/goddess was an integral aspect of the Harappan house^*

hold cult, similar to that which prevailed in Western Asia and

in Palaeolithic Europe. The closely related phallic symbols

were another pre^Aryan element destined to play an important

role in post/Vedic Piinduism in the same context.

Generation and Maternity

Therefore, it may be concluded that in the prehistoric back/

ground of the ancient civilizations the religious preoccupation

largely was concerned with fertility and the ever/present pressing

problem ofsubsistence coupled with the mysterious phenomena

connected with birth and generation, upon which the survival

of the race also depended. The will to live finding expression

in a variety of symbolic actions and objects—dances and

mimetic rites, masks and other disguises, female figurines,

phalli, realistic and stylized zoomorphic and anthropomorphic
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designs and tectiforms—is the most insistent and recurrent fact

in prehistoric reUgion. The underlying principle in all and

sundry is fecundity in its manifold forms conceived as a

dynamic spiritual force and process manifest in the duality of

male and female brought into conjunction for the procreation

ofhfe.

THE GODDESS CULT
At first it would seem to have been maternity that held the

field. The life/producing mother was the central figure in

reproduction in the human and animal world alike, and then

extended to the vegetable kingdom when Mother^earth became

the womb in which the crops were sown. With the establish/

ment of husbandry and domestication, however, the function

of the male in the process of generation became more apparent

and vital, however dimly it may have been recognized in

food/gathering communities. The Mother^goddess, therefore,

was assigned a spouse to play his role as the begetter, even

though, as in Mesopotamia, he remained the servant or son of

the Goddess. But at length he became the co/equal, and

eventually the predominant, partner in the sacred marriage,

when the Sky^father contracted his alliance with the Earths-

mother, or the pharaoh as the incarnate son of Re visited his

queen to beget an heir to the throne.

In Crete, nevertheless, the Goddess retained her former

position, for in the Minoan civilization she was clearly the

chiefanthropomorphic object of worship, either depicted alone

or in association with her priestesses and her most characteristic

emblems and accompaniments—doves, lions, snakes, the

double axe, shells, horns of consecration, the sacred tree and

the mountain on which she often stood. Indeed throughout

the Eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean the cult of the

Mother/goddess predominated, and to fertilize the Earths

mother the virility of the sacred bull may have been poured out

sacrificially on the horned^altars in Minoan sanctuaries, espe^

cially at the spring festival. But she herself never was adorned

with horns nor represented as suckling her offspring. In short.
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in Crete she did not assume the role of the divine cow and its

symbolism.

On the mainland Zeus took the guise of a bull to carry off

Europa to Crete, where she became the mother of Minos. His

wife Pasiphae in her turn concealed herself in the effigy of a

cow to have intercourse with the bull with which she had

become infatuated and so conceived the Minotaur. Here there

would appear to be a survival of a symbolic ritual marriage to

a sacred bull and of the kind of mimetic dance portrayed in a

Palaeolithic engraving of a man and woman clothed in skins

with tails in the cave of Combarelles in the Dordogne.^^ The

classical Moon^goddess Selene, the daughter of the Sun, with

whom Pasiphae is connected by her name, was figured as a

cow/goddess with horns, and in the legend the bull was the

universal god of the sky and of fertility. ^^ This association with

the moon brings Pasiphae into line with the Goddess cult in

the Near East, where the goddess of fertility was so often a lunar

deity, perhaps because in arid districts the moon stimulates the

dew and so promotes the growth of vegetation, just as the

Earth/mother was thought to be fertilized by the rain bestowed

upon her by the Sky/father. Therefore, to promote fertility in

nature the life-giving forces had to be made operative through

a ritual re-enactment of the act of copulation between the

Goddess and her spouse symbolized by the cow and the bull,

the earth and the sky, the moon and the sun.

Under this imagery the myth and ritual of the fertility and

vegetation cult in Asia Minor, Syria, Babylonia, Egypt, the

Eastern Mediterranean, Crete and the Aegean developed. In

the Minoan/Mycenaean region the figures of gods are of very

infrequent occurrence while those of goddesses abound. Indeed

everywhere that of the universal Mother lying behind the

various emblems and localizations of maternity predominates,

representing the mystery of birth and generation in its manifold

aspects and attributes. But closely associated with the Goddess

was the young male god as her brother, spouse or son, brought

together in a nuptial ritual in relation to the annual cycle of

vegetation in the agricultural calendrical sequence in which the
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king and queen were cast to play the leading roles, either in

a divine capacity, as in Egypt, or as servants of the Goddess,

as in Mesopotamia.

^With the concentration of creative energy in the male

principle as the begetter, the Goddess tended to lose in some

measure her dominance and prestige, but the Asiatic cult

persisted in its diffusion from the Near East to Britain and

Scandinavia, in association w^ith the megalithic civilization.

Centred in the sacred isle of Malta with its great temples and

its colossal image of the obese Mother clad in a fluted skirt, it

spread through Spain and along the Atlantic littoral to its

Palaeolithic cradleland in Western Europe, to carry on and

develop the ancient tradition ofthe "Venuses" and the decorated

caves and rock-'shelters under megalithic conditions. Thus, on

cave walls and in adjacent shelters in the Iberian peninsula are

to be seen paintings of ritual significance of wild animals and

episodes of the chase which may be of Palaeolithic descent,

combined with those of domestic cattle, sheep and goats, and

pastoral scenes, while the owl/face of the Millares Goddess may

be derived from Capsian conventionalized designs. In Brittany,

the Paris Basin and the Channel Islands the statue/menhirs

with their "cupolas" bear witness to the persistence of the cult

in a relatively late stage of its diffusion in Northern France,

where it had acquired essentially a funerary content.

THE CULT OF THE DEAD

Palaeolithic

The extension of the Hfe^'giving process to the dead which, as

has been demonstrated, has been one of the earliest features of

prehistoric religion, could hardly fail to bring the mystery of

death into relation with that of birth and fertility. At first

apparently it sufficed to lay the body to rest in a carefully

prepared grave and to provide it with the implements and

food offerings required in the after/life. The head seems to have

been regarded as having special potency, and so was preserved

I for ritual purposes and the brain extracted and eaten to imbibe

lits magico^religious qualities. Usually, however, the body was
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buried whole and entire in a position suggesting sleep, some/

times, as at La Ferrassie in the Dordogne, protected with slabs

of stone on which, in this case, were markings suggestive of

female symbols and heads of animals. ^^ But the head of the

male corpse appears to have been severed after death.

In the Upper Palaeolithic, in addition to the extended

position and that of sleep, flexing was adopted, perhaps to

prevent the return of the ghost. But that the renewal of Hfe was

the predominant motive is shown by the presence of such

vitalizing agents to reanimate the body as red ochre, shells and

occasionally horns or tusks. Dismemberment was rare, though

the nest of skulls at Ofnet shows that the practice of decapita/

tion survived in the Mesolithic period, coupled with the

ornamentation of the skulls with cowrie shells and burial in

red ochre, suggesting that they were honoured trophies pre^

served for veneration rather than cannibalistic relics. Whether

or not any such interpretation is to be placed on the painting of

the hunting tragedy at Lascaux remains to be determined. If the

mortal remains ofthe luckless hunter killed by the bison should

be revealed in the "crypt" of the cave, the Abbe Breuil's

suggestion that the scene represents a votive picture would be

substantiated in some measure.
"^^

While the available data are still very incomplete, in the

Palaeolithic the veneration, revivification and fear ofvengeance

of the dead appear to have constituted the general attitude

towards the mystery of death. The sacredness of the event

rendered it a taboo condition to be approached and treated

with the utmost caution and respect. That it was not the final

end of life seems to have been taken for granted, though

precisely what lay beyond the grave doubtless was as obscure

for Early Man as it is for many who foregather at the obsequies

of their relatives and friends in a modern community. That it

was a life like that to which the deceased had been accustomed

in the days of his flesh, where food and raiment, tools and

weapons and ornaments would be required, is indicated by

the gravez-goods. But in addition to this material equipment the

body had to be restored to life by magical devices and adorned
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with ornaments, partly as vitalizing agents but also as a mark

of respect and of status here and hereafter. The horn of a bison

hidden under a block of stone in the funerary trench at the

entrance to the cave at La Chapelle/aux/Saints,^^ recaUing the

horn held by the woman in the bas'-relief at Laussel,'-^ and the

large tusk of a mammoth at Briinn above the skeleton in a bed

of ochre with an ivory male figure and shell ornaments,^*

together with the mammoth skull at Paviland in association

with the ochreous burial,'"^ may have been for the purpose of

placing the dead under the protection of these mighty creatures

so frequently depicted on the walls of the caves and in bas/

rehefs.

With the transition from the precarious life of the chase to

the cultivation of the soil and the keeping of flocks and herds

under rather more secure Neolithic conditions, the sequence

ofthe seasons and its ritual had its counterpart in the cult of the

dead with a common symboHsm. The "Venus" figures, which

represent the earHest indications of a maternal cult in the Upper

Palaeolithic, now began to find a place in the prehistoric graves

at Badari, Arpachiyah, and throughout the Fertile Crescent

and Western Asia, together with cowrie shells, red ochre and

such closely related cult objects as the double axe, the dove, the

bucrania and the serpent. Although female figurines have not

been found in the earHest Neohthic sites, from the Halaf levels

of Hassuna they occur everywhere west of Iran when the

Goddess cult became the dominating influence, and eventually,

as has been considered, she herself appeared in funerary

architecture and its symbolism in her life/giving capacity to

the dead.

Ancient E^ypt

In Egypt, however, the desiccation of the bodies buried in the

hot dry sand of the desert emphasized the continuation of life

after death, and led to the elaborate efforts to preserve and

reanimate the corpse and to erect the rectangular mastaba

tombs of mud brick which developed through the palace

fa9ade mastaba into the vast royal pyramids at the beginning
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of the Dynastic period, when the divine kingship centred the

cult of the dead in the throne. But while immortality then

became the prerogative of the pharaohs who alone were

destined to enter the realms ofthe gods after death as themselves

gods, the royal tombs were, in fact, only a very complex

development of the simple prehistoric Amratian and Gerzean

trench^graves enlarged to contain an increasing number offood

offerings and funerary gifts. At length a shaft was added and

the superstructure erected over the series ofchambers. Moreover,

burial in mastabas was not confined to pharaohs. Therefore,

although the nature of the continued existence of commoners

in and before the Old Kingdom is not known, the prehistoric

cemeteries in the desert graves on the margin of the alluvium

disclose a relatively advanced belief in a future life from the

fifth millennium B.C. in which all were destined to share. That

it was centred in the tomb is shown by the increasing care

bestowed upon its construction and furnishing, and the provi/

sion made for the comfort and well-being of those who "went

down into the pit" lest they should molest the living. In fact,

offerings to the dead were made in accordance with a prescribed

ritual in the predynastic period long before the Pyramid Texts

were drawn up.

From very early times each individual was believed to have

an invisible immortal "soul" or ghost which often assumed the

form of a bird with a human head, that either survived death

or came into existence at the time of the dissolution. To this

conception of the ha that of the ka eventually was added.

Originally it was exclusively a royal attribute of divine creative

power conceived as a beneficent and protective genius, or

spiritual double, who guided the fortunes of the pharaoh

primarily in the after/life when he went to his ka at death. Since,

however, the king was a god, he held communion with his ka

to some extent during his lifetime. In the Middle and New
Kingdoms, when the ka became the possessions of commoners

as well as of the pharaohs, it acquired a more impersonal

character as the vital principle in this life, born with the

individual, sustained through his life, and preceding him to
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the next world. It was symbolized by two raised arms with

outspread hands, distinct from the bird/shaped ha with its

ghostly attributes and functions in the grave and in relation to

the mummy or portrait statue.

To what extent these highly complex interpretations of the

constitution and survival ofhuman personaHty can be regarded

as of prehistoric origin and significance is difficult to say. The
conception of the ka as a vital essence, a guardian spirit and an

alter ego would seem to represent very ancient and primitive

connotations, as does that of the ghostly ha of the dead man.

The primitive mind, as we have seen, has always conceived of

human survival in terms of some kind of concrete entity,

and in Egypt attention was concentrated on the preservation

and reanimation of the body and its burial in an "everlasting

tomb", together with the portrait statue as its surrogate, after

"life" had been imparted to them by the "Opening of the

Mouth" ceremony—an extension of the Palaeolithic practice

of revivification. While mummification became an elaborate

rc'-enactment of the treatment of the body of Osiris, behind this

myth and ritual lay a very long history of the preservation and

restoration to life of the dead by magical and mechanical

methods.

As Breasted has pointed out, although among no people

ancient or modern has the idea of a life beyond the grave held

so prominent a place as among the Egyptians, the belief in the

immortal and imperishable soul cannot be attributed to them.^^

The purpose of their mortuary ritual was to reconstitute and

resuscitate the deceased after the dissolution by magico/

mechanical processes and ceremonies external to him, to enable

him to continue his existence in the hereafter. And this is

precisely what Early Man endeavoured to do in the cult of the

dead. To achieve the resurrection of his predecessor the pharaoh

erected the Djed column, which Frankfort suggests may have

represented the Goddess Hathor,^'^ thereby effecting his rebirth

by an efficacious symbolic act in accordance with established

primitive procedure. Or, again, all men could find a place in

the everlasting kingdom of Osiris by undergoing the same rites
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of mummification that were performed on his dismembered

and restored body, though eventually in the Middle Kingdom
they had to be able to show that like him they were "true in

heart and voice" when their hearts were weighed by Thoth

against the feather of truth.

Mesopotamia

In Mesopotamia the cult of the dead never assumed the same

proportions as in the Nile valley, where vast tombs, elaborate

methods of mummification, judgment after death and resur/

rection dominated Egyptian rehgion. The Babylonian concep/

tion of the hereafter was that of a semi/conscious survival in

the House of Darkness, a withering away like the generative

force in nature in the devitalizing heat of a Mesopotamian

summer. This mood of despair found expression in the lamen/

tations for Tammuz or Marduk imprisoned in the "mountain"

which symbolized the nether regions. Even though his libera/

tion was celebrated at the New Year Festival with rejoicings

when death appeared to have been vanquished in nature at the

return of the rains, it was only life on earth that was renewed.

For man, although the grave was not the absolute end of

existence, beyond it lay the dreaded abode of Irkalla which

none could leave once it was entered, for the gods had made

immortality their own prerogative. Thus, Gilgamesh when he

went in search of everlasting life failed in his quest, cheated by

a serpent of the magic rejuvenating plant he had secured to

renew his youth. ^^ The gods, and heroes like Utnapishtim,

his wife and daughter, alone could be revived and live for ever.

This is confirmed in the myth ofAdapa, where again mankind

is represented as having lost immortality by a trick ofthe gods.^^

Therefore, the decline and restoration in nature is as near as the

Babylonians ever got to the renewal of life emerging from death.

Nevertheless, behind this sinister conception of human
destiny it seems that a prehistoric cult of the dead was suffi/

ciently developed to require some equipment for the hereafter.

Thus, apart from the elaborate ceremonial practised at the royal

tombs at Ur, the normal Sumerian custom was to bury the
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dead in earth and brick graves with an adequate supply of

food and drink, which sometimes appears to have been

renewed by monthly offerings, ^^ together with certain personal

belongings. ^^ Both extended and flexed burial were practised,

the corpse frequendy being clothed or wrapped in a mat or

winding/sheet and interred, usually in the house under the

floor of the court or of a room rather than in a cemetery. The
grave^-goods, though on the whole meagre, suggest a belief in

survival, but individual immortality probably had not acquired

a cultic significance except in the case of the royal obsequies

with their galaxy of wealth and large^-scale immolation of

members of the king's household. These rites show that in

contradistinction to the later notion of kings and commoners

suffering the same fate in the nether regions, at the beginning of

the Dynastic period at Ur great importance and significance

was attached to status in the after/life. But for the rest of man/

kind survival readily became a static condition approached

with resignation coupled with apprehension, and interpreted

as a hopeless quest and divine deprivation arising from the

jealousy of the gods who made themselves exclusively the

partakers of a blessed immortality in their own realms.

The Indus Valley

Similarly, in India the cult of the dead in prehistoric times is

very obscure. In the hill/villages adjacent to the Indus civiliza/

tion the extensive cemetery at Nal in Southern Baluchistan has

revealed, as we have seen,*^" that among the various methods of

inhumation employed, "fractional" burial was the dominant

practice in the third millennium B.C., suggestive of secondary

interment after exposure elsewhere. No attempt was made to

protect the bones beyond placing them in small rectangular

chambers at Damb Buthi, and in similar brick constructions

at Nal. But the pottery vessels, copper axes, beads and red

pigment are indicative of a continued existence requiring

provision for the well-being of the deceased.

At Mohenjo/daro scant attention appears to have been paid

to the disposal of the dead, as the alleged fractional burials and
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the bones showing signs of incineration are probably relics of

attacks by raiders rather than intentional interments. It was only

in the cemetery discovered at Harappa in 1937 to the south of

the citadel (R37) that definite evidence of ceremonial sepulture

has come to light in the Indus valley. There personal ornaments

worn by the dead included necklaces, shell bangles, steatite

anklets, copper rings and mirrors, and in the thick wooden

coffin found in one of the graves traces of a reed shroud

reminiscent of similar burials in Sumer in the Early Dynastic

period (c. 2800 e.g.),"^"^ suggesting a possible link with the

Mesopotamian cult of the dead.

In the post/Harappan Cemetery H to the south of the

citadel, the alleged mythological scenes depicting the journey

ofthe soul to the next life, as described in the Rig^veda, painted

as a frieze on a mortuary vat^'* might have a Vedic significance.

The fate of the dead, however, in the early texts is very obscure,

and in any case the paintings at Harappa are too late to be of

much help in the elucidation of the prehistoric beliefs. Both

cremation and inhumation were practised by the Indo/

European invaders in the second millennium B.c.^^ and as

the ashes were buried after incineration, interment probably

was the original mode of disposal, though eventually cremation

became the dominant rite in India. But at first it was to

Mother/earth that the dead were committed and covered by

her "as a mother wraps her skirt about her child". There they

remained until they embarked on their journey across the rivers

to the land of Yama, the king of the dead and the ruler of the

abode of bliss, or wherever they might be destined to dwell

ultimately. That cremation came to play some part in the

process is suggested by the reference in the Rig/veda to the

appeal to Agni, the fire^god, in a funeral hymn to bring the

deceased to maturity and send him on his way to the Fathers,

but not consume him.^^

The Mediterranean

In its western extension the cult of the dead increasingly came

under the influence of that of the Mother/goddess in and after
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the Chalcolithic period, when her emblems are of frequent

occurrence in the tombs and in the mortuary ritual. Burial in

the contracted position was prevalent, and collective interment

in tholoi was widely adopted in the Eastern Mediterranean,

while rock^cut and chamber^tombs abounded in the Iberian

megalithic region in the west. In Crete the vaulted tombs never

reached the height of magnificence attained on the mainland by

the great Mycenaean beehives, hke the Treasury of Atreus at

Mycenae and the Treasury of Munyas at Orchomenos. The
Minoan funerary ritual appears to have been relatively simple,

consisting in placing the body in the burial chamber unburnt,

though fires were lighted in the tholoi for some ceremonial

purpose and the offerings deposited in annexes to the circular

tombs, unless they were votive deposits rather than offerings

made at the time of the funeral. Sometimes libations were

poured within a special enclosure, and at Knossos in the

Tomb of the Double Axes vessels had been placed before a

sacred pillar against the inner wall, evidently as an offering to

the Minoan Mother/goddess on behalf of the dead.'^"

The scenes on the Late Minoan sarcophagus from Hagia

Triada are very difficult to interpret, but, as has been pointed

out,^^ they appear to have some relation to the Goddess cult

in its funerary setting, connected probably with the journey of

the soul to its final abode, and possibly with its deification.

Dr Paribeni compares the figure with open eyes standing before

a building, said to be a tomb, with the "Opening of the

Mouth" ceremony in Egypt, ^^ though there are no indications

that actually it was a mummy. The scenes, he thinks, represent

a series of episodes derived from the mortuary ritual and the

current beHefs respecting the human destiny depicted to gain

for the deceased the assistance of the gods in his transition to

the next hfe. Sir Arthur Evans, however, regards the sacrificial

scenes as the means whereby the dead hero was summoned back

temporarily to the land of the living and the divinity charmed

down into its material resting-place by the offerings and with

the aid of music and ritual chants and the sacred symbols of

the Minoan Goddess. '^^ Miss Jane Harrison and Dr Petersen,
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on the other hand, interpret the picture in terms of the seasonal)

cycle myth and ritual.*^ But as the scenes decorate a tomb, the,

natural conclusion is that they had reference to the cult of the,

dead in the first instance, whatever secondary and subsidiary;

purposes they may have served. That they are of a composite

character is suggested by the symbolism with its double axes,

horns of consecration, imagery of bulls, sacred trees and pillars,

votive boat, griffins, a hide^dress and the sacrificial scene. Aj
combination of a mortuary ritual with the worship of thej

Minoan Goddess is indicated, coupled with the cult of thei

Double Axe as depicted on the walls of the palace at Knossos.i

Thus, Nilsson has been led to suppose that in Late Minoan

|

times the dead were deified and worshipped in the form of a;

divine cult, perhaps under Egyptian influence. Therefore, hei

regards the scenes not as those of funeral ceremonies but of acts!

of worship consequent upon apotheosis when the deceased

hero had been transported by griffins and accompanied by^

goddesses to the realms of the gods and there deified,*^ Hke thei

Roman emperors who were thought to be carried to the divine
i

world on the back of an eagle.

The griffins, however, on the Ring of Nestor are associated

with the Goddess seated in front of her companion and with

tokens of her life^'giving powers, representing apparently a rite!

of initiation into the halls of the blest in the underworld overj

which she presided. ^^ And in Greece heroes were denizens of]

the nether regions however mighty and venerated they might;

be. But a composite cult along the Hnes indicated by Nilsson
i

need not be incompatible with the conception of the illustrious]

dead acquiring from the Goddess a derived divine sanctity and

exerting a beneficent influence with the deity on behalf of the

;

living, and, therefore, the object of worship and the recipient!

of offerings in their magnificent tombs. In Malta, for instance,
I

Evans has suggested that the baetyHc worship in the megalithic

!

sanctuaries of Hagiar Kim and Gigantea, in which the hero
j

was represented by a pillar, developed out of the cult of the

!

dead.** While the side/chambers in which it is alleged to have

'

occurred may not have been dolmens in which deified heroes
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were buried, the worship may nevertheless have originated in

a cult of the illustrious dead.

Western Europe

The baetylic tradition recurred in Minorca and in the great

Spanish megalithic sepulchral structures at Los Millares, while

the numerous stylized figurines, plaques and "idols" in

Almerian and Portuguese graves show that the Mother^goddess

continued to play a prominent part in the mortuary ritual,

especially in the south/west of the peninsula and in the Balearic

Islands. In France the juxtaposition of the Goddess cult with

that of the Axe was of frequent occurrence as it was in the

Aegean, Sicily, Malta and the Iberian region. In Western

Europe, Brittany, being one of the principal centres of religious

activity, attracted apparently many "pilgrims" to worship at the

megalithic sanctuaries, and perhaps to bring the remains of

their powerful chiefs and venerated heroes to be interred within

their sacred precincts. Thus, in addition to the vast array of

dolmens and passage/tombs in Morbihan and the surrounding

district, the alignments of menhirs at Carnac, covering 2,800

metres and divided into three distinct groups—the Field of

Menec with a cromlech to the north of the village, the Field

of Kermario, and the Field of Kerlescan at the west also having

a stone circle with rounded corners—and those of S. Pierre,

Quiberon, are orientated in relation to the solstices. Therefore,

they may have constituted the meeting^places for seasonal

gatherings; those at Menec and Quiberon for the celebration

of the midsummer rites, and those at Kermario for the equi/

noxial ceremonies in the spring and autumn. But as the align/

ments so often end in tumuli (e.g. at Carnac, Mane-^er/Hroeck,

Locmariaquer, Clud/er/Yer and Kergo) they appear to have

had a funerary origin and significance in which the worship of

the dead was a conspicuous feature.

The construction, orientation and equipment of the sepul/

chral monuments in this area indicate a highly developed cult

of the dead. This is clear from great dolmens like the Table des

Marchands at Locmariaquer, or corridor^tombs such as that
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on the island of Gavr'inis, Morbihan, covered by a tumulus

nearly 200 feet in diameter, the circular chamber 6 feet high,

roofed by a huge block measuring 13 by 10 feet, approached

by a corridor 40 feet long, and having no less than twenty^two

upright blocks covered with engraved symbolic cult designs.

Sometimes, as at Mont S. Michel, the central burial chamber

was covered with a huge artificial mound, while at Calvados

no less than twelve circular corbelled chambers, each with its

own entrance passage, were concealed beneath a mound. As
in the case of the Palaeolithic decorated caves, it is only a very

profound religious motive that can explain either the sanctuaries

or tombs of this character and of these proportions.

This is confirmed by the contents of these megalithic tumuli,

which include, besides necklace beads and the usual trinkets,

fine stone celts pierced at one end for amuletic uses and giving

every appearance of having been votive axes placed beside the

burial, perhaps as the emblem of or offering to the tutelary

spirit to whom the tomb was consecrated unless they were for

the benefit of the deceased in the next life. The bones of horses

and oxen in some of the monuments, and what seem to be the

bones or ashes of slaves and servants near by, suggest that both

animal and human sacrifices on occasions formed part of the

obsequies of chiefs and rulers in this region. Ritual urns

ornamented with sacred designs often have been ceremonially

broken, and show traces of incineration as if used for cooking

purposes. But the normal mode of disposal of the dead among
the megalithic folk being inhumation, cremation was only

adopted sporadically (e.g. in Finistere, Marne and Aisne),

doubtless as a result of a secondary intrusion from Central

Europe. Whether or not the contracted position, which was

freely adopted, had at this stage in cultural development any

reference to that of the embryo before birth and the idea of

rebirth beyond the grave, we do not know.

In the Early Bronze Age, as we have seen,*^ secondary

interment of cremations, sometimes later than the primary

inhumations, frequently occurred. When they are of the same

period as the original interments they may represent human
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victims sacrificed at the death of a chieftain, but although this

is a well/attested practice, especially in Mesopotamia as has been

demonstrated, it has to be accepted with caution. When bones,

burnt or unburnt, have been intentionally broken, as, for

example, in the Cotswold Long Barrows in Britain, a ritual

motive is indicated,"*^ and when these are found in great tombs

in association with a "royal" burial equipment the presumption

is that they originally had a sacrificial significance, especially if

the sepulchre was sealed at the end of the obsequies. Hemp has

argued in favour of large rock/cut tombs having been monu/
ments of individuals closed after the interment, which had

included the sacrifice of relatives and servants, and were subset

quently used by the deceased's descendants until eventually they

became a tribal tomb.'^'^ In chamber/tombs, however, success

sive burial has been extensively practised, and the considerable

number of skeletons in them (e.g. at Mesara in Crete, and

Vastergotaland and Troldhoj in Zealand, and Pant y Saer and

Tinkinswood in Britain), ranging from a hundred to fifty

bodies, is unquestionably the result of their having been used

as ossuaries for several generations. The chaotic disorder in

most of them is due to the older contents of the tomb having

been disturbed by later additions of fresh burials or bones,

sometimes after burial or exposure elsewhere."*^

This doubtless explains some of the fragmentary and

fractional burials which recur from the Indus valley to Britain.

Thus, at the Pole's Wood South Barrow in Gloucestershire the

rifling and destruction were most conspicuous, nine or ten

skeletons having been packed away in a chamber measuring

7 by 4 feet. In the entrance, however, one skeleton was in

almost perfect condition. This suggests that the fragmentary

state of the rest was the result of re/burial, and Crawford thinks

that "the perfect skeleton in the entrance passage suggests the

immolation of a victim",'*^ a practice in his opinion that may

have been in vogue also at Belas Knap. But if successive burial

was practised it may have been merely the last addition to the

ossuary, the bones of the rest having been broken either

accidentally in re/interment, or intentionally for ritual purposes.
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Against this, as Dr Daniel points out, is the fractional condition

of some of the bones. ^*^

What is clear, as he says, is that when skeletal and artifactual

material is heaped up outside the passage^'tomb, as in the

Scandinavian examples, ^^ there must have been successive

burial, and in Britain most of the chambers w^ere collective

graves of this kind. It may also be agreed that intentional

breaking of the bones requires a ritual explanation, as does

fractional burial; even granting, as Keiller, Alexander and

Piggott have argued, that it could have been caused in some

instances by the seeping of water through part of the filling of

the grave. ^^ But whatever may have been the precise mode of

disposal, the obsequies must have entailed an elaborate

ceremonial involving a funeral feast, the equipment of the dead

with an adequate supply of grave^-goods, sometimes including

animal or human victims, to facilitate the journey to the next

life and to make every provision and comfort for the well-being

of the deceased, and to guard against his return to molest the

living. These were the primary purposes and functions of

the cult of the dead in prehistoric times.

THE SKY/RELIGION

The Celestial AfterAife

The widespread adoption of cremation in the Middle Bronze

Age was indirectly if not direcdy associated with an orientation

in the conception of the hereafter in a celestial direction. It is

true that the pracdce was only gradually adopted side by side

with that of inhumation, often in the form of partial incinera^

don. Nevertheless, once it was established and had become the

dominant mode of disposal of the dead, especially in Central

and Northern Europe as an intrusion from the Near East, it

could hardly fail to influence the conception ofthe location and

nature of the after-life and that of the constitution of man as a

duality of body and soul. Moreover, as it coincided with the

development of the Sky^religion the way was open for a less

materialisdc interpretadon of the idea of immortaUty in terms

of the return of the soul or ghost to the spirit/world in the
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smoke of its physical integument.^^ Here, however, extreme

caution is needed in assuming a correlation between this mode
of disposal of the body and an underlying belief about the

destiny of the soul.

At death, it seems, the human organism was thought to

undergo a process of dissolution in which the body lost its

animating principle associated with the breath, blood and its

mental and psychical attributes and functions. Ritual reanima/

tion was an attempt to restore these vital elements, coupled

sometimes with the preservation of the bones or the mummifi/

cation of the corpse. What survived, or then came into being,

was an independent shadowy entity—the shade or ghost—as

a reflection or replica of the living person, which carried on an

independent existence either in the grave or in the spirit^world,

unless it returned to earth to be reborn in another body.

If in the first instance the Mother^goddess was the producer

of life par excellence^ when the dead were interred in "mother/

earth" doubtless it appeared that they were returning whence

they came. But in the background stood the obscure figure of

the transcendent Supreme Being in the sky who as the Creator

became the begetter, breathing into man the breath of life and,

in union with the Earth/mother and personification of birth

and generation, bestowing upon man and nature their fecun/

dity. As a consequence, since, when the life left the body, it

was frequently supposed to go back to the god from whom it

came, in the Sky/religion normally it was to the celestial realms

that it returned at death. Cremation was calculated to facilitate

this transition, though the correlation of the practice with the

belief in a heavenly hereafter is too sporadic to indicate that the

one was dependent upon the other.

As an ancient funeral custom cremation was sometimes

associated with the notion of a continued life in the grave or in

the nether regions, as in Greece when after the Minoan^

Mycenaean period it was introduced by the Dorians without

any very marked change regarding the after-life for ordinary

mortals. Nevertheless, it does appear to have been connected

with a less concrete conception of the future life and of the
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grave as an "everlasting tomb" by placing the emphasis on the

liberation ofthe human spirit, and ofthe immortal element even

in the grave/'goods, and so to have stressed the idea of a spiritual

existence independent of a material matrix. Moreover, its

frequent adoption as the mode of disposal of rulers, heroes and

the more distinguished dead suggests that it was often related

to an abode reserved for the privileged section of the commu/
nity, and this tended to be located in the divine celestial realms.

The Concept of the Universal Sky^^god

The supreme God in the sky being the highest expression and

evaluation of Deity, everything that was "above" was naturally

associated with him, from celestial phenomena and spirits of

the air to kings, chieftains and rulers on earth. But while he

was, therefore, liable to become remote and detached from the

world and its affairs, he was none the less as all^encompassing

—Hke the sky itself, the air and the wind "blowing where it

listeth", with which often he has been associated—as he was

all/powerful and all^seeing. Consequently, although the

archaeological evidence is very meagre prior to the rise of

civilization, the idea of the Sky/god as the universal spirit

becomes such a basic assumption that it has every appearance

of having been one of the fundamental religious concepts of

mankind.

In any case, once the Sky/religion was an established cult, it

was the celestial deity who was the Supreme Being responsible

for sending rain and giving fertility to the soil (often in conjunct

tion with the Mother^goddess) prior to the advent of the Sun/

god with whom he became identified, or by whom he was

obscured and even transplanted, as in Egypt. To meet all the

requirements of such a celestial deity he was surrounded with

a glorious company ofgods and spirits with their sacred avoca/

tions in relation to the divine ordering of all things in heaven

and on earth. Looked at from one angle he could be regarded

as "monotheistic" in the sense of being wholly supreme and

transcendent in his own domain and in respect of his divine

attributes and functions. Conversely, the system could be
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described as polytheistic and animistic inasmuch as gods many
and lords many unquestionably existed and played their allotted

roles in the pantheon and in natural phenomena and human
society, either for weal or for woe.

Under prehistoric conditions there are no indications that

at any time or place, or in any cultural level, one single all-'

supreme Deity was believed to have existed to the exclusion of

all other divine beings. That conception of monotheism is the

prerogative of the higher religions (Zoroastrianism, Judaism,

Christianity and Islam), but it has not evolved from polytheism

or animism in the manner formerly supposed. Each and all of

these different expressions of theistic faith and practice have

arisen apparently within their own proper contexts and condi^

tions, and at particular levels ofthought and evaluation. Having

coexisted for their specific purposes and functions they represent

degrees of spiritual penetration and experience ofthe numinous,

and different reactions to supernatural effects and relations in

the phenomenal world, determined very largely by the religious

and cultural environment and the social structure in which

they function.

Thus, the Sky/religion cannot be assigned to any one phase

or condition of religious development, monotheistic, polytheism

tic or animistic; or indeed to any type of society or geographical

region. It has been a recurrent phenomenon, and, as we have

seen,^^ to fulfil the needs of mankind it was brought into

relation not only with the solar cult but also with that of the

Earth/gods and goddesses. In this way the beneficence of the

celestial realms was made accessible on earth providing fruitful

seasons, destroying the forces of evil and giving immortal life

to the dead. But notwithstanding this syncretism, the Sky-'god

in his own right normally was regarded as the ultimate source

of the plenitude of divine power, omniscience and wisdom,

even though the Sun^god was sometimes raised to the dignity

of the Supreme Being, as, for example, by Ikhnaton in Egypt,

among the Inca in Peru, and some of the Algonquian tribes

in North America. Usually, however, he was originally in a

subordinate position like Shamash in Mesopotamia, or Marti
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in the Vedic pantheon, where Dyaus Pitar held pre-'eminence

as the Sky/father and personification of the heavens, the giver

of the fructifying rain to water the earth, until gradually he was

displaced, first by the all/encompassing Varuna and then by

the Vedic nature gods and goddesses. Later, after Varuna in

conjunction with Rta had been resolved into a monistic unity

as the universal cosmic and moral order immanent in all

phenomena, and the neuter Brahman emerged as the Absolute,

the ancient gods of the sky and of the earth were retained as the

aspects and attributes of the One Ultimate Reality of universal

Being.

In Iran, Zarathushtra having transformed and sublimated

the ancient chief god of the vault of heaven into the All/wise

Lord Ahura Mazda, and firmly established him as the one

and only God of all the earth, he made the earlier polytheistic

daevas and almras modalities of divine activity in the perennial

struggle between good and evil, light and darkness. In so

doing, he raised the prehistoric Sky/god Varuna, brought into

relation with the celestial Mitra under the guise of Ahura
Mazda, to the level of a genuine ethical monotheistic deity,

comparable to Yahweh in post/exilic Judaism. Both of the

ancient gods who lie behind the AU^'wise Lord of the Avesta

were heavenly beings representing the all^encompassing sky in

its complementary aspects, nocturnal and diurnal. Although

Mitra was not the sun, as is clearly maintained in the Avesta, ^^

his celestial origins and connexions with the light opened the

way for him to acquire solar attributes and functions until in

the Mithraic mystery cult the identification became complete.

Therefore, Ahura Mazda before his transformation by Zara^

thushtra had behind him a long history going back to its

prehistoric antecedents in the Sky tradition.

The universal Sky/god, in fact, in his divers forms and

functions and syncretisms Hes at the base of all the higher

religions of the Orient and the Mediterranean deeply laid in

their prehistoric foundations. Yahweh, the god of the sacred

mountain whose voice was heard in the thunder, appears to

have been a Western Semitic deity, Ya, or Yami, or Yahu, with
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celestial affinities before he became the consolidating centre of

the Hebrew tribes, and eventually, under prophetic influence,

the Creator of the universe and the Lord of history and of

nature, controlling all things in accordance with his righteous

will and purposes. Zeus, although a composite figure in the

Olympian religion, was originally the prehistoric sky^ and

weather/god hke Varuna and Ahura Mazda, long before he

became the head of the mountain pantheon in Thessaly and

then "the father ofgods and men". In Crete, as we have seen,^^

he was brought into relation with the Minoan Goddess as the

son of Rhea. In this capacity he was a more primitive figure

than the Indo/European Sky^god, being concerned with the

renewal of vegetation as a fertility deity. As the giver of fruit/

fulness and the divine farmer (yecjoyog) he was the vitalizing

power in the soil (xOonod'). In fact, so close was his relation/

ship with the Corn/goddess Demeter that he became virtually

a chthonic god in his agricultural aspects.^' But so comprehen/

sive was his role that all natural phenomena fell within his

domain. This universality of Zeus, which finds its roots in his

celestial origins and control of the weather, is an indication

of his fundamental nature as the Sky/god par excellence which

could never be obUterated in the religious consciousness of the

Greeks, notwithstanding his endless transformations and

syncretisms.

The antiquity of this concept of the universal Sky/god going

back to prehistoric times can be explained no doubt by a

general incHnation everywhere to look to the heavens as a seat

of supernatural power. Therefore, the various aspects of

celestial phenomena—the sky and its constellations, the sun,

the moon, the air, the wind and the clouds—have acquired

their places and functions in the ever/increasing pantheon of

heavenly divine beings, together with their vital and arresting

manifestations in the rain, the storm, the thunder and the

tempest; beneficent or destructive, awe/inspiring or terrorizing.

Thus, in Egypt the four pairs ofgods representing pre/cosmic

disorder stood over against the Heliopolitan Ennead of cosmic

order—the air and moisture, the sky and the earth, in their male
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and female forms—grouped round the self/created Sun^god

Atum. From the union of Geb and Nut, the Earth and the

Sky, Osiris and Isis, and Seth and Nephthys, were born; the

posthumous son of Isis, Horus, being destined to engage in

mortal combat with his Uncle Seth. Here the conflict in

prehistoric times between the northern Horus invaders of the

southern valley of the Nile and the indigenous inhabitants who
were Seth worshippers may have been interpreted in terms of

a more fundamental cosmic struggle in which the forces of

"good" and "evil" were opposed, Horus and Seth playing the

roles assigned to the Sky/god and the Storms-god in earlier

cosmogonies.

Since the Supreme Being in the sky invariably has been

regarded as the ultimate source of beneficence, sending the

fructifying rain to fertilize the earth and bestowing upon man-'

kind life and sustenance, very seldom has he been held respond

sible for malign and destructive influences. Nevertheless, while

the archaeological evidence suggests that his primary function

was the conservation and promotion of life and general well/

being, often effected through his sacred marriage with the

Earth/goddess, this aspect of the Sky^religion was only one of

many manifestations of celestial divine power in connexion

with natural phenomena. Thus, meteorites, thunder and light/

ning, constellations, sacred mountains and certain animals,

rainbows, translucent stones, menhirs, and many other similar

objects, have been emblems and expressions of the Sky/god in

his manifold representations, attributes and functions, iconic

and aniconic, in prehistoric religion.
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chart of the Pleistocene and Palaeolithic Periods

DIVISIONS OF GLACIATIONS AND FLINT HUMAN CULT
•LEISTOCENE INTERGLACIALS INDUSTRIES TYPES PRACTICES

Lower Pre^glacial and PrexCrag

C. 1 000000- Giinz glaciation

600000 years Giinz-'Mindel

Interglacial

Abbevillian

Clactonian

Cromerian

Middle Mindel glaciation Clactonian

Abbevillian Pithecanthropus

Mindel'Riss Lower Achculian Sinanthropus Cult of skulls

250000 years Interglacial Late Clactonian

Lower Tayacian

Heidelberg

Swanscombc
c. 200000 Riss glaciation Levalloisian I, II,

and III

Mount Carmel

Upper Acheulian

Upper Riss^Wiirm Levalloisian III, IV Neanderthal Ceremonial

Interglacial Latest Acheulian

Mousterian

Man interments

c. 150000 Wiirm I glaciation

(maximum)
Levalloisian V-VII
Chatelperron

The Uppei Palaeolithic Homo sapiens

Interstadial Aurignacian Cro/Magnons Venuses,

c. 72000 Wiirm II Gravettian Combe Capelle Ochre^burials,

Solutrean Grimaldi Hunting ritua

c. 25000- Wiirm III Magdalenian and Increase rites.

lOOOO Gnmaldian sacred danct

The provisional time^scale is based on Prof. E. F. Zeuner's estimates,

cf Dating the Past, 3rd edition, 1952, pp. 286, 299.

The Mesolithic Period

lOOOO B.C. Late Glacial and Capsian, Azilian^ Upper Palaeo^ Cult of skulls

Pre^-Boreal Tardenoisian lithic survivors

and precursors

(Ofnet ritu

burial)

C. 7000 B.C. Boreal Maglemosean of the modern Sacred dan

ErteboUe races of Ossuaries

(Denmark) Europe (Teviec)

Asturian (Spain) Danish Dysse

Natufian

(Palestine)

C. 2500 B.C. Sub--Boreal
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Sequence of Cultures in the Near East

B.C. EGYPT MESOPOx SUSA AND SIND AND
TAMIA IRAN PUNJAB

From Tasian Qalat Jarmo

c. 4000 Fayum

Badarian

Hassuna

Samarra, Halaf

Sialkl

Merimdian Gawra Sialkll

Amratian Arpachiyah

Naqada I Nineveh I

Ubaid

Uruk

Hissar I

Sialk III

Susa I. Anau I

Gerzean Gawra XII

Naqada II Nineveh II

Hassuna V
Uruk

Jemdet Nasr.

SusaB

SialklV

Anau II

Susa C Harappa I

Mohenjoz-daroc. 3000 1st Dynasty Ur I-III Hissar III

SusaD Harappa II

(R-37)

c. 2800 Old Kingdom Sargon

(c. 2300)

Hissar III

Anau III

Chanhu-'daro I

c. 2000 Middle

Kingdom

Hammurabi Harappa III

(H)

Chanhu/daroII
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Abri-'Murat, 146

Absolon, C, 147

Abydos, tombs at, 40, 115 f.

Adad, 21 5 f.

Adonis, 195

Addington, 92

Aegean, 61, 162, 195, 221

After--life, the, I3iff., 136, 138, I43f.,

248, 254f.

Ahura Mazda, 2i7f., 219, 258

Akitu, the, 191

Almerian megaliths, 73 f.

figurines, 154, 23 5 f.

goddess cult, 167 (.

Alpera, ifof.

Alpine urnfields, 105

Altamira, 146, 149, 177, 179

Al 'Ubaid, burials, 46

Amon^Re, 211, 212

Amratian, burials, 35

figurines, 153

Animism, 204 ff.

Anau, 51, i$6{.

Anu, 21 3 f., 229

Annual Festival, the, i87ff., 191 f.

Apsu, 214

Asura, 217

Athena, 163

Atkinson, R. J. C, 280, 289

Aton, 21 if.

Attis, 196, 199

Atum/Re, 186, 2iof.

Aurignacian cultures, 26, 30, 150

Australian funerary rites, i2of
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Beehive tombs, 45, 61

Belas Knap, 86, 92, 253

Birth, mystery of, 145 ff., 148, 152,
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Black, Davidson, 17, 264

Blackpatch, 84, 171
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also Ba, Ka, Mummy)
Boule, H., 264, 285
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Brahman, 218

Brain extraction, i8f, 28, 125
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Breasted,
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Breuil, Abbe, 152, 168, 178, 180

Briinn (Brno), 23, 26f

Brodrick, A. H., 285, 289

Bronze Age, the, 69, 97f, 242, 252

Brunton, G., 35 f, 265 f, 270, 285

Bryn Celli Ddu, 87, 91 f, 99
Bull cult, 197, 237f, 240

BulWoarers, 208 f

Burial ritual, i7ff. (see Dead, cult of;

Skulls, cult of)

Burkitt, M. C, 148, 265, 274, 285

Cairns, horned, 88, 90

long, 92 f,

Cannibal feasts, I7ff.

Capsian culture, 151, 241

Carnac, 79 ff, 251

Carn Brae, 84

Castillo, 179

Causewayed camps, 85

Cav&'burial, 21 ff, 34, 63, ii8ff.

Chancelade burial, 26, 27, 30
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partial, 98 f.
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Curwen, E. C, 268, 286

Cycladic tombs, 63 f.
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goddess cult, 59, 161
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Dead, the cult of in
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Dolmens, 33
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Dowth, 89
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Durkheim, E., 230
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83 f.

Brittany, 79 ff.

Crete and the Aegean, 6 iff.

Denmark and Scandinavia, 33, 94

Eastern Mediterranean, 58ff.

Pyrenees, 78 f.

S.O.M., 83

Spain, 73 ff.

Western Mediterranean, 65 ff. {see

also Malta)

Merimdian burials, 37f., 73

Mersin, 161

Mesara, tholoi, 62, 74, 253

Min, 186 f., 216

Minateda, 152

Minoan Goddess, the, i62ff., 195 f-,

239, 249 f.

Minotaur, the, 240

Mnaidra, 68f., 166

Mochlos, 62

Mohenjo^daro, 54ff., 160, 167

Monotheism, 208 ff., 256f.

Monte Circeo, 19

Montelius, O., 33, 66

Mont St Michel, 82, 252

Montespan, 174 f.

Mousterian culture, i8f., 21, 22, 208

Mourning ceremonies, 121 f., 141

Mummification in Egypt, I09ff., 116,

I29f., 13 if.

Mexico and Kentucky, 123 ff.

The Pacific, I26ff.

Mummy, making o{, 114
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bundles, i2of., 122, 124, 130

burial rites, 1
1

5

"opening of the mouth", ii2f.,

245, 249

Murray, G., 222

Murray, M. A., 166, 276, 279
Myres, J. L., 161

Mystery cults, 186, 198

Nal cemetery, 53, 56, 247
Naqada cemetery, 34

Navetas, 66^., 80

Neanderthal Man, i7f., 19, 29

Neolithic, A culture, 84^, 92

B culture, 93

New Grange, 88f.

Nordman, C. A., 269, 286

Niaux, 172, 174, 177, 181

Nilsson, M. P., 198, 250, 289

Nin-'Khursag, 23 6 f.

Nuraghi, 66, 69

Nympsfield, 86, 99

Obermaier, H., 264, 285

Ochre burials, 20, 24 ff., 28, 30, 243

on figurines, 146, 148

Ofnet, 20, 30, 243

Olympian gods, 221 ff., 214

Orientation of the dead, 38, 13 3 f

Osiris, cult of, 43, ii3f, 132, i83ff.,

187, 189

genealogy, 184 {see Ennead)

"gardens", 186 f

Ossuaries, 70, 73, 104, 106, 166

Othin, 225

Passage/Graves, 78, 80, 88 ff., 93

Paviland, 25 f

Pech'Merle, I76f, 179

Pelos, 63

Perkins, A. L., 45, 286

Persson, A. W., 279, 288

Petrie, Sir Flinders, 34, 265, 286 ff.

Phallic symbols, 84, 150, I59f-, 171

Piggott, S., 85, 254, 266, 283, 286,

287f

Pithecanthropus, 1 8 i(.

Pithoi, 43

Placard, 28

Plas Newydd, 88

Pleistocene period, I7f.

Pliocene period, 18

Port^holes, 75 f, 82

f

Portrait statues, 11 if, i27ff., 130

Prajapati, 218

Pred most, 23 f, 147

Pumpelly, R., 51, 286

Pyramids, the, 40 ff.

Age, 40, no

Qalat Jarmo, 182

Quetta, 52

RadcliffE'Brown, a. R., 230,

281

Ras Shamra, 108, I94ff-

Re, 182, 210, 212 {see Atum/Re,

Amon^Re, Heliopolis)

Rhea, 222, 259

Rimbury, 106

Kites de passage, 143, 192

Ritual experts, 181, 233

control of natural processes, 229ff.

Rivers, W. H. R., 132

Rockz-cut tombs, 60, 63, 65, 66ff.,

8of , 82

Rta, 218

Sacrifice, Human in funeral

ritual, 48, 142, 254
Samara burials, 44

figurines, 161

Sardinian gallery/graves, 65 f

Schmidt, Pater W., 206, 208

Seasonal ritual, 182, 197, 203

Secondary burial, ii9ff., 136

Sfi'festival, 194

Seine'Oisc.'Marne, (S.O.M.), mega/

liths, 83

goddess cult, i69ff.

Shamash, 215

Shells in graves, 2of, 24ff., 28 {see

Cowries)

Shiva cult, 160, 238

f

Sialk, 52, 182

Siculan tombs, 65

Sin, 215

Sinanthropus pekinensis, 1 7 f

Single/graves, 95, 97
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Skulls, cult of, lyff., 28, 119, 122

Sky^god, the, 208fF., 2i6fF., 221 ff.,

256 (see Supreme Beings, Zeus,

Re, Dyaus Pitar, Yahweh)
religion, the, 204 fF., 224f., 255 f.,

257
in Egypt, 2ioff.

Greece, 221 ff.

India, and Iran, 2i7ff.

Mesopotamia, 2i3ff.

Scandinavia, 225 f.

Wessex, 227 f.

Sky^world, the, 132, 254f. (see After^

life)

Snake symbolism, 59 ff.

Soan culture, 18

Social structure and religion, 23of

Solar cult, i84ff., 2ioff., 213 (see

Heliopolis, Re, Atum^Re)
Solutrean culture, 27, 147

"Sorcerer", the (Trois Freres), 173,

175, 232

Soul, conception of (see body, Ka,

Ba)

Statue^menhirs, 168 ff., 241

Stein, Sir Aurel, 157

Stonehenge, Aegean influences, 202,

227

barrows, 100

cremations, 100

temple, 227 f

"Substitute heads", no (see Portrait

statues)

Suffering god, the, i89f

Supreme Beings, 206 ff., 212, 256
Susa, cemetery, $o{.

figurines, 156, 161

Symbolism, 230 ff.

Tammuz, i88f, 191, 193, 196, 214,

246

Tardenoisian culture, 3

1

Tasian culture, 35

Terramara cemeteries, 102

Teviec, burial, 31

Teyjat, 172 (see Les Eyzies)

Thickthorn barrow, 171

Tholoi, 45, 58, 65, 74, 80, 82, 88, 249

Thor, 225 f.

Tiamat, 192, 213

Tobler, A. J., 154
Toilet ceremonies of the pharaoh, 112

Tombs:

beehive, 45, 61 (see Tholoi)

rock^cut, 60 (see entry)

vaulted, 61

Toszeg, 102, 108

Totemism, 180, 183, 232, 234f

Tree cult, I96ff,

Trou"Violet, 20

Troy, goddess cult at, 161

Tuc d'Audoubert, 148, 172, 176

Tumulus culture, 105 f, 107

Tylor, Sir E. B., 204 f, 206

Underworld, the, i32f, 136

Unter Wisternitz, 147

Ur, royal tombs at, 47ff., 137, 246f

Urn burial, loif.

Urnfields, I04ff.

Uruk, 47, 155

Utnapishtim, 215, 246

Varuna, 2i7f , 237, 258

Vats, M. S., 56, 286

Vegetation cult, the, 181 ff., 240 f.

"Venuses", 145 ff. (see Figurines)

Villanovan cemeteries, 103

Vistonice, 147

Warka (see Uruk)
Wessex chieftains, loof , 203, 228

West Kennet barrow, 85

Wheeler, Sir R. E. M., 55, 266f., 286

Whitehawk Camp, 84, 171

Willendorf, 145

Windels, F., 178

Windmill Hill culture, 84f , 92, 171

Woolley, Sir Leonard, 47

Yahweh, 211, 220, 223, 288

Young god, the, I96f , 198, 224

Zammit, T., 68, 71 f, 166

Zarathushtra, 220, 258, 281

Zeuner, F. E., 18, 264, 285

Zeus, 198 f, 200, 210, 221 ff., 224,

240, 259

Zhob valley, 52, I57f.
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